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PREFACE

Inheritance is never a given, it is always a task.
-Jacques Derrida

P

LACING JOSEPH BEUYS AND TRACING

his impact: these have been and conlinue

to be surprisingly difficult and divisive tasks. Beuys' reception while he was
alive was notoriously polarized. That situation is improving, in that critical
responses more nuanced than all-or-nothing denigration or idolatry have now
established themselves in the literature. However, Beuys (1921-1986) still seems
to provoke extraordinarily strong reactions. Troubled by his private history, his
public persona, or his poliLics, some observers of postwar and contemporar

y

culture remain relucLant to admit the impact of his work, and a lter nately many
others are still unable or unwillin g to be at all critical about the o bj ect of their
adoration. For others of us, it seems undeniable that Beuys was all too human.
But il seems equally undeniable that his activities have inspired, enabled, or
enriched imp ortant directions of contemporary art production, from what can
broadly be called hist ory art" to installation, performance, and environmental
"

art, and, in general, artists have been much more willing than critics to acknowl
edge as much. Whether or not one is prepared to label it in fl uence
"

,"

the
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responses to Beuys by artists belong, along with his work and the history of its
critical reception, to a legacy. That still-contested legacy-in all its complexity
and not excluding its tensions, contradictions, and discomforts-is the basis for
a place in the history o f twentieth-century art and culture.
In his 1993 reflection on the legacy of Karl Marx in the context of a tri
umphalist, globalized neoliberalism, Jacques Derrida emphasizes that every
legacy is always plural, always involves mourning, and always places heirs under
a forward-looking responsibility. "An inheritance is never gathered together:' he
writes, "it is never at one with itself."1 These are fitting observations with which
to approach the question of Joseph Beuys. For there is not one Beuys, but many.
The lack of consensus sur�ounding the task of mapping and formulating his
plural legacy at least confirms the irreducible plurality ofthat proper name. We
can at least affirm that for now and for the future, Beuys remains unavoidable.
The essays that follow were presented at a symposium held December 4-6,
1998, at the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art. The essays combine new
research and reflection filtered through a range of approaches and positions.
Considered as a whole, they indicate fairly well the present state of Beuys' recep
tion. W ith three major international symposia having already been published
since Beuys' death in 1986, and with new monographs, studies, and exhibition
catalogs on Beuys appearing at an alarming dip, one may wonder if there is
really anything left to say on the subject. But as these essays make clear, certain
themes and topics are still very much alive and open. Beuys' actions during the
Nazi period and the war years and the relation between that time and his post
war activities are still the source of considerable critical discomfort and
exchange. The particular "Germanness;' as opposed to the universality, of Beuys
work, and the question of interpretive methodology were other recurring top
ics of discussion at the Sarasota symposium.
In his contribution, Peter Nisbet returns to perhaps the most controversial
episode of Beuys' biography-the plane crash in the Crimea during the war.
Nisbet reviews the various retellings of the event, its transformation into what
he calls "the Story;' and the history o fits subsequent reception, in order to clar
ify the changing role of autobiography within the emergence and evolution o f
Beuys' persona. Nisbet argues that an important shift in the way Beuys made use
of autobiography took place around 1970, and that attention to such shifts illu
1 jacques Derrida, SpectersofMarx:
J11eState oftheDebt, the Work of
Mourning, and theNew
l11terruui onal, tr. Peggy Kamuf
{NewYork and London:
Routledge,1994), p.t6.

minates the "historical, diachronic" character o f the artist's evolving oeuvre.
Pamela Kort focuses on Beuys' studies and early career through a survey of
constitutive moments in the writing, from a distinctly German perspective, of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century art history. She makes a compelling case
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thatBeuys' identity and formative decisions as an artist were shaped by the
perceived need for a new successor to a standing lineage of artistic masters per
ceived to be or claimed as Germans. Wilhelm Lehmbruck, a pre-Nazi figure
whose political resonance met the requirements of the German postwar cul
tural climate, was the last to convincingly fill this role.But with his appointment
to professorship at the Dusseldorf Kunstakademie, argues Kort, JosephBeuys
emerged as "the long augured successor who could revive culture in Germany
and lead a younger generation of artists to distinction."
Joan Rothfuss examines Beuys' early reception in America in order to explore
a question suggested by Kort's essay: is Beuys' work universal or somehow
"inherently German"? Rothfuss argues thatBeuys' perceived Germanness-a
perception based largely on misunderstanding and interpretive misfires-in fact
became a stick ing point with American audiences. Many of the terms and cate
gories from positions staked out in reviews from the early 1970s were recycled
and rehearsed in the reception to the artist's 1979/80 retrospective at the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, in effect ensuring that his American reception would
at that point remain inconclusive.
In my essay, I argue that a consistent pattern of direct and indirect allusions
to the Holocaust can be found across the whole ofBeuys' mature oeuvre. This
pattern should be read as a second project, a project of mourning in parallel to
the declared project of social sculpture, or the "expanded concept of art." This
second project produced some powerful late installations capable offunction
ing as openings for mourning or working-through. The indirect or "negative"
strategies by which these works produce their effects can be linked to the rewrit
ing. in the context of after-Auschwitz thought and theory, of the traditional
aesthetic category of the sublime.
Benjamin Buchloh responds to my argument and reflects on recentBeuys
scholarship in order to revisit the concerns of his well-known 1980 Artforum
essay. That essay, narshly critical if not dismissive of Beuys, has attained a kind
of exemplary status, as the most concise and forceful challenge to the artistic
roleBeuys represented. In acknowledgment of its importance for everyone seri
ously concerned with this artist, it is reprinted in this volume.Buchloh's recon
sideration of Beuys in the context of this symposium, nearly twenty years later,
contains some subtle adjustments, perhaps some qualified concessions, and
some thoughtful methodological warnings.
Lukas Beckmann shares his personal experience of the genesis of the
German Green Party to discuss, for the first time in English,Beuys' role in that
movement and political party.Beckmann also explores in depth some points of

4
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convergence between the political and economic ideas of Beuys' "expanded
concept of art" and the eventual platform o f the German Greens, in order to
argue that those dimensions remained central to Beuys' art-making practice.
Artist Mel Chin, responding indirectly to Beckmann's talk at the sympo
sium, presented an extraordinary performative pastiche combining a playful
appropriation o f the Beuysian chalk-talk format, a recitation of a poetic hom
age, and a wide-ranging artist's slide talk. As a kind of intervention into the
symposium, with its academic conventions and mood, Chin's deployment of
these familiar but incongruous discursive forms and modes enlivened and
refreshed the proceedings. Along the way, issues about persona, self-presenta
tion and the political role o f the artist, about trauma, memory, and rememora
tion, and about the deceptions and self-deceptions of interpretation were in
effect countersigned and sent back for further reflection and discussion.
Max Reithmann's contribution brings a philosophically sophisticated conti
nental approach to bear on questions of history, memory,

and repression in

Beuys' works and language. Reithmann's previous studies of Beuys have com
bined close readings of some of Beuys' major installation works with analyses of
the philosophical sources of Beuys' "expanded concept of art." Here Reithmann
confronts for the first time, and not without evidence of struggle, Beuys' relation
to the Nazi period. He analyzes moments of evasiveness in Beuys' words and
works and advances Albrecht Durer, Paul Celan, and .Anselm Kiefer as exemplars
of alternative artistic postures with respect to history and trauma.
Kim Levin, drawing o n her past research and experiences with Beuys,
offers some new observations and suggestions regarding the artist's intellec
tual roots i n the Nazi period and comments o n recent trends in Beuys exhi
bitions and scholarship.
Finally, readers will find the important"Key Experiences" interview conducted
with Beuys by Georg Jappe in 1976. This text, in which Beuys discusses the crucial
episodes of his biography, is offered here for the first time in English, in an anno
tated translation by Peter Nisbet. The opportunity to include Beuys' ownvoice in
this volume emerged when it became apparent that Stuart Morgan would not, for
reasons of health, be able to participate in the symposiLrm or contribute to this
volume. We regret the absence of his views here and wish him well.
To these authors, again my thanks. Their careful research, thoughtful pre
sentations, and pointed discussion made the Ringling symposium a stimulating
and valuable event. The resulting essays will, I am certain, advance our under
standing of a difficult and challenging artist.

Peter Nisbet

I}

CRASH C O U R S E
Remarks on a Beuys Story

F

OR FE\\' ARTISTS HA\'E PERSONA \ND

presence played such an important

role as for Joseph Beuys. Throughout his varied career as a draftsman, sculptor,
performer, lecturer, installation artist, political activist, and ecological cam
paigner, Beuys' self and image came to underpin the authority of his work in
ways both pers uasive and problematic. In the years since his death, those con
cerned with "mapping the legacy" have had to confront the implications of
Beuys' absence, and the effect of that absence on the work he left behind.
Moreover, Lhe removal ofLhe charismatic personality allows the biographical
narrative that buttressed the impact of the artist's actuality, to emerge as an
object of study in its own right. In particular, the changing role of autobiography
in the artist's evolving oeuvre can be illuminated as a historical, diachronic phe
nomenon . This essay does not focus on trying to assess the extent to which
lieuys' art may have invoked his life-story to varying degrees at different
1�1ome nts (or on taking a position on whether that art is best interpreted within
the framework of the artist's individual biography). Rather, it focuses on the
' ct that Beuys could and did deploy different kinds of autobiography at differ
ent times in his career. Specifically, it seeks to support the argument that a sig-
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nificant s hift in Beuys' mode of deploying autobiography-and, by implicati on ,
narrative in general--occu rred around 1970. I take as a test case the famous
story of Beuys' wartime crash and trace the tale back to the historical junc ture at
which it begins to be told. The contrast in content and style belween this auto
biographical fragment

andBeuys' earlier approach to fashioni ng a chronicle of

his experiences (notably in the Life Course/Work Course of 1964-70) is cr uc ia l.

1

AN"YONE WHO

has ever attempted to presen t the

work of Joseph Beuys

to an

American audience will attest that the one piece of common knowledge, the one
constant reference, is the story of the

artist's World War II crash and his mi rac
ulous survival in the hands o f tribesmen who wrapped him in fat and fel t. Such
details as Beuys' service in dive-bomber squadrons o r the id entit y of his rescuers
as Tartars may or may not factor into the awareness of t he audience, bu t the key
anecdotal elements (crash, injury, fat, felt, recovery) are all but uni versally
known among viewers and critics in this country. T he locus classicus fo r this so
called legend is the extended account pr esented by Caroline Tisdall in the cat
alogue of the 1979 Guggenheim retrospecti ve, as if quoted from the artist
himself. Tisdall recounts:
One event was absolutely determining. In 1943 the Ju-87 [i.e., the dive bomber) that
Beuys was flying was hit by Russian flak and crashed in a snowstorm in the Crimea. He
was found unconscious among the wreckage by Tartars.

The passage then c ontinues with B e uys' words:
Had it not been for t he Tartars I would not be alive toda y. They were the nomads ofthe
Crimea, in what was then no man's land betwee n the Russian and German fronts,
and favoured neither side. J had already struck up a good relationship with them, and
often wandered offto sit with t he m. "Du nix njemcky'' they would say, "du Tatar;' and
try to persuade me to join their clan. Their nomadic ways attracted me of course,
altho ugh by that time their movements had been rest ricted. Yet it was they who dis

covered me in the snow after the crash, when the German search parties had given up.
I was still unconscious then and only came round completely after twelve days or so,
1

This essay derives from "'searc.h
done for a larger study ofllcuys
(and German art) around 1970
and prestnts primarily doc.umcn
tary evidence. It is a revised ver
sion of the talk offered at the John
and MableRingling Museum of
Anin December 1998.

and by then I was back in a German field hospital. So the memories 1 have of that time
are images that penetrated my consciousness. The last thing l remember was that it
was too late to jump, too late for the parachutes to open. That must have been a cou

ple of seconds before hitting the ground. Luckily I was not strapped in-! always pre

ferred free movement to safety belts. I had been disciplined for that, just as I had been

for not carrying a map of Russia- somehow I felt that I knew d1e area berter than any

-
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map. My friend was strapped in and he was atomized by the impact-there was almost

nothing to be found of him afterwards. But I must have shot through the windscreen

as it

flew back at the same speed as the plane hit the ground and that saved me, though

I had bad skull and jaw injuries. Then the tail flipped overand ! was completely buried
in the snow. That's bow the Tartars found me days l ater. I remember voices saying
�voda" ("Water"), then the felt of their tents, and the dense pungent smell of cheese,
fat and milk. They covered my body in fat to help it regenerate warmth, and wrapped
it in felt as an insulator to keep the warmth in. 2

It is this event 1 would like, for the purposes of this essay, to call simply"the
Story." The speed and authority with which the Story established its currency
and centrality can be concisely illustrated by two references, both reviews of the
1979 Guggenheim exhibition. Robert Hughes commented in Time that Beuys'

"wartime experiences have for his followers almost joined Van Gogh's ear in the
hagiography of modern art;'3 while Donald Kuspit remarked laconically in the
opening paragraphs of his article in Art in America that,"In general, his fat and
felt works have an autobiographical dimension. Beuys, a pilot in World War I l ,

�

was shot down . . . "4

16-17. In her author's note, TisdaU
write-s that 01Unattributed quota ..
tions are from my interview-s with
Joseph Beuys,Seplembe<
Oaober 1978"(p.7).

Indeed, the Story became central not only to the appreciation of Beuys, but
also to countervailing critiques. It has arguably been because of its more or less
scornful attention to Beuys' account that Benjamin Buchloh's polemically dis
senting article about Beuys (published in the journal

Artforum in 1980) has

3

itself achieved quasi-mythical status as the definitive explanatory deflation of
Beuys' status.s Although carrying the disarmingly modest subtitle"Preliminary
. otes for a Critique;' Buchloh's essay has, in fact, not required any follow-up to
its "preliminary" investigations. The essay's apparently decisive debunking of

s

stand for the discrediting of the artist as a whole.6
In short, the originary account of fat and felt has served both as the exeget
ical key to understanding Beuys' signature use of these materials-a use that is
taken to exemplify and summarize his entire career, as well as the centerpiece of
of a dismissive boredom (with the sense that there cannot be much that is inter
esting about the artist if one Story, in and of itself, can provide a totalizing
explanatory matrix for the work) and of a critical resistance (based on the

almost as soon as he could see the emblematic significance that it was quickly
acquiring. Already in early 1980, for example, he stressed to Kate Horsfield that

Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, "Beuys:
TheTwiligh1 ofthe Idol.
Preliminary Notes for a Critique"
Artforum, vol. 18 no. 5 (January
t98<J), pp. Jr4J· The Story is
described as a "fable convenue"'
that "seems as contrived as ills
dramatic"(p. 38). While Buchloh
does argue that the factual accu
racy or othenvise of the Story is

not important, he positions it very
close to outright a
f ntasy or lie.

the prosecution's case against the artist. That case has come to be made up both

Beuys himself moved rapidly to downplay the importance of the Story

Robert Hughe$,"ThtNoise of
lkuys:At NewYork's Guggenheim,
the Guru ofDussddorf" Time
(NO\'Citlber 11, 1979),p. 89.

4 Donald Kuspit, "Beuys: Fat, Felt
andAlchtmy"Art in AmtriCll,vol.
68 no. s (May 1\)80), p. 79·

the crash myth has in subsequent decades been taken as sufficiently damning to

notion that the Story is evidence of the artist falsifying history).7

Caroline Tisdall, joseph Beuys,
Exh. caL (NewYork, 1979), pp.

7

To take a ra ndom example
Thomas Crow refers to Buchloh's
c55ay and its'�rencha nt disman·
tling ofcl1e Beuys mythology" in his
Modem Art i11 the Commo11 Culture
(New Ha,·en, 1996), p. 93·
Iowe this point abou1 the nature
of the opposition to Beuys to
Keith Krysinski, a participant in
my seminar on Beuys at Harvard
on spring '997·
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"these physical experiences during the war-accidents, damages on my body,
wounds and such things-are overrated in regard to my earlier work."8
However, such disavowals were in vain; the Story stuck and, for better or for
worse, has become the touchstone for debates and exegesis.
Of course, this is not the only such tale Beuys told. The narrative pattern of
d� scribing a rebirth after a near - death experience is deployed by Beuys on at
least two other occasions. One is the relatively well-known account of his nerv
ous breakdown in the mid-1950s and subsequent period of recovery, including
time spent working on the farm of his friends, the Van der Grintens. In

two

little-known but particularly vivid retellings of this progress from collapse to
regeneration, Beuys emphasized how close he had come to dying at the outset
of this experience. He spoke of how his friends looked for him for months and
then broke down the door of the place where he had been hiding and starving
himself, seemingly to death. "I belie ve that those who found me observed that
8

9

Horsfield, "OnArt and
Artists: Joseph Beuys;' Profile,Y(ll. 1
no.1 (January 1981),p. 10 (tran·
scription ofan inte.rview of
January 1980). Beu)'S goes on
specifically to reject acausal rela·
tionship between these war experi·
ences and his use of materials>
arguing that he found his wayback
to these materials only after having
developed a h
t eory of sculpture for
which they seemed appropriate.
Kate

Andre Muller,"Joseph Beu)•s:·
Interviews (Hamburg, 1982), p. 58
(interview conducted on 8
February 1980 and originally
published in tile German edition
of Penthouse. no. 106, 1980), and
Hermann Schreibe.r, "Joseph
lleuys;· Lebenslaufe (Frankfurt
am Main, 1982), p. 126 (interview
conducted on 27 january 1980).

10 Stella Baum, "Ein Gesprach mit
Josepll Beuys" Plor.zlich und
Unerwarret. Todesanzeigen
(DUsseldorf, 1980), p. 172.;
Scllreiber"Joseph Beuys"
(note 9), p. 119.

11

Schreiber,"joseph Beuys" (note9),
p. 126. lnterestingly, Beuys also

claimed that he tirst became aware
of his artistic talents at age five
(Birgit Lahann,"Joseph Beuys:'lch
bin ein ganz scharfer Hase,m
Hausbesuche. Zu Gastbl!i KiiltJtlem,
Stars undLiteraten (Stuttgart, 1985).
p.158 Iinrervie1vconducted on22
August 198o and first published in

Srem,30April198n).

they could literally havepulled the flesh from my bones. That was how far gone
from life I was."9

A second example o f this near-death motif concerns a startling childhood
memory, often repeated by Beuys in interviews and conversations. He claims to
have felt, as a five-year-old child, that he had lived long enough and that it was
time to end his interminable life.10\f\lhile it is not clear just what it was that res
cued the five year old from the temptation of suicide, there was a powerful real
ization, as the artist put it in one interview, that "everything had to change iflife
was to continue."11
Nevertheless, the crash story is unique among such autobiographical frag
ments for its persis tence, resonance, and influence. This has surely been because
it alone has offered itself as an interpretive tool, assigning meaning-whether
existential or anecdotal-to prominent and significant aspects of the artist's
oeuvre, fat and felt. The detail about the curative uses of these subsequently
sculptural materials and the specificity ofthe act of wrapping the body in them,
have provided a welcome anchor for otherwise confounded audiences. The
explanatory power of the Story has rested not only in the authority of the auto
biographical, but also in its provision o f an iconograp hic key.
The overwhelming presence and import of the Story in the reception and
interpretation of Beuys since about1 980 inevitably provoke more or less chal

lenging and subversive questions. My pur pose in. returning once again to the
Story and its centrality, however, is not to address the obvious question about
its accuracy, nor indeed to assess the validity of any critique.12 Instead, this
investigation has been prompted by pu zzlement about the Story's prehistory.

CRASH COURH
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When and under what circumstances did the Story first emerge? This histor
ical, perhaps even pedantic, question grew out of the simple realization that
there must have been a longer or shorter period when the Story did not and
could not structure an audience's responses to Beuys' work, because it was not
yet known.
Curiosity about the results of tracking the Story to its beginnings was re
inforced by realizing that, shortly before Caroline Tisdall published her ver
sion of the Story, the art critic Georg Jappe had conducted an extensive
interview with Beuys about"key experiences," in which Beuys offers a version of
the Story that is remarkably dose to the account presented in the Guggenheim
catalogue-in fact,so close that the former may in some way have been i11cor
pora ted into the latter. But, there remain some key differences. An archaeology
of the Story can begin with an extensive quotation from Tappe's interview, con
ducted in September 1976. Jappe prompts Beuys," ...it is often said that flying
vest, fat,felt, were all inspired by this crash and the Tartars' tent where you were
cared for ... wasn't that also a key experience?" T o which Beuys replies:
Yes, of cou1·se! That lies on the intermediate border between these two types of key
cxpericnces.)Beuys is referring here to the dear distinction he has made between real
and imagined experiences.] It was also a real event. \>\'ithout the Tartars, I would
today not be alive.These Crin1ean Tartars were behind the front.Already before
hand I had a good relationshjp to the Tartars. I often went to them, and sat in their
houses.They were a gainst the Russians, but certainly not for the Germans. They
would have liked to take me away, tried to persuade me to secretly settle down with
some clan or other.You not German, they would always say, you Tartar. Implicitly, of
course, I had an affinity to such a culture, which was originally nomadic, though by
then partially settled i11 the area.
When I then had this crash, and they hadn't found me because of the deep snow, if
they hadn't accidentally discovered me in the steppe while herding sheep or driving
their horses ...They then took me into the hut.And all the images I had then, I did
n't have them fully conscious. I didn't really recover consciousness until twelve days
later, by which time I was already in a German field hospital.But all these images fully
...entered me then, in a translated form, so to speak. The tents, the felt tents they had,
the general behavior of the people, the issue

of fat, which anyway

is ... a general

aroma in their houses.... also their handling of cheese and fat and milk and yogurt
how they handle it, that all practically entered into me: I really experienced it. You
could say, a key experience to which one could forge a link But it's a bit more com·
plicated.Because I didn't make these felt pieces to represent something of the Tartars,
or, as others say, to represent something that looks like a concentration camp mood,
grayblankets ... that plays a part of course, that is what the material itselfbrings with
it.Especially when it is gray. But those are all admixtures.Later I took felt and tried

u

For what it is worth,I bdie\.., !hat
lhe current state of the evidencr
provide:. an adequatedefense
against criticisrn ofllruys' account
as fulsification and fantasy. It isnow
dO<umented that Beuys did crash
in dtcCrimea on 16 March 1944
and was dclivtte d the next davto a
German field hospital, where .he
stay<:<l until 7April (See franz·
Joachim Vetlipohl's biographical
Cl1ll'}' on lkuys i n Gunter Meissner,

cd., SnurAllgemeines
Kflmtlcdexilwn, vol. 10 [Munich,
etc.,1995!. p.195). This would have
left atleast one day for the Tartru�·
mln.i�Lmtions to the wounded and

almost immtdia1ely unconscious
lku)">· At most, Beu)� can be
accused ofno1 carefuUyand con�s·
tently correcting inlerviewers and
commcnlatol"li about the year ofthe
incident (oftengiven as t94J),about
ituctual duralion (on tl1osefew
oa:asions wh<ttl tisextend«�
�riod ofuncoi15Ciousness became
confus<dwith the length ofltis stay
wi1h the Tan:us),and about what
cenain dO<umenW)' photographs
actuaUyshow (where writersb3\'l'
tooquidJyassumed that theywtte
intended t o sho" this '"ttl' incident
or its immedtate afittmath).The
plausible cltarg< that Bruys did not
so much tie abotllhisexperiences
under the Nazis before and during
lht war, as imdequatelyaddress the
fuUtruth •bout them, fOrms one
l"Ore assumption of a recrnt book,
Frank Giocke and Albet� Markert,
Fliq,>cr. Filz, u11d Vatedand. Cine
envcitette &uys-Biografie (Berlin.
199<\), which gal hers an enormous
amount of documentary materi al
about the soci<1J, in.slilulional,and
milita ry envi ronment in which
Beuy� moved between 1933-45 and
be)'ond.The authors focus their
rdendess ond largely drcwustantial
case on 1he National Socialist
dimension ofwhat Beuys mayor
may no1 have experienced (and
wha1 h e may have absorbed ·in !he

way ofNari attitudes and thinking).
Their ftndmgs must be used with
great care.
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Peter Nisbet
"Interview mit Be'Ys
Georg jappe.
!
selerlebmsse, 27.9.76
Uber SchlUs
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1 have nor been able

to <.<msult all
the

the relevant sources, espemlly
newspaper com·
full spectrum of

to literally insert it into theory. As an insulating element. That adds a theoretical ele
ment. But I probably would never have come back to felt, without this key experience.
I mea n to this material , fat and felt. Just as I would also, without my inner condi
tioni ng, never have come to these people and to such a sphere of life. So one can
trace it aH f urther and further back, but the real ex per ie nce with the crash, that was
t3
defu1itelyvery important for me.
There are two things of major impo r tance to say about this version of the
Story. First, Beuys is clearly at pains to establish that his account is not neces

sarily factually true, that key experiences can be composed in part of imagined,
intuited, subconscious elements-in this case, his experiences of images while

unconscious. (It is this clearly articulated position, incidentally, which renders
moot most attempts to discredit Beuys by positivist critiques of discrepancies,
breaks in logic, a.nd other inadequacies in the Sto ry.) The second, quite remark

able aspect of this account is that nowhere does Beuys claim to have been

after the_
mentary as it developed
b1bli·
c
an xt�ns•ve
mid-I960S- (For
als, see
n
ography ofsuch mate
her-Krupka,
Ingrid Burgbac
1mb�
Propllete reclrt.<, Proplwte
],
[NurelTiberg,

wrapped in fat and felt. These materials are mentioned as part of the environ

�

therapeutic uses of fat and felt.
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ment in which Beuys is saved, but the link to Beuys' oeuvre, while indicated, is

by no means as anecdotal or literal as it was shortly to become. In fact, Tisdall's
subsequent account is, to all intents and purposes, the first clear mention of the

EXCAVATION

of the Story 's history leads back to a relatively cir

cumscribed historical period, beginning in late 1968 and extending for two or
three years. The moment around 1970, it seems, saw the public introduction of
the Tartar episode, if only vaguely and, crucially, without the iconographic ref
erence to fat and felt. Documenting the incremental steps by which the Story
became known, requires drawing on quite varied evidence. Sometimes, this
involves quoting from the published texts of interviews with the artist, at other

times, it involves calling on descriptive passages by writers commenting on
Beuys and his work. The followin g concatenation ofquotations and citations is

not intended to be an exhaustive reconstruction of the precise sequence of the
Story's evolution (in its various manifestations); rather, it attempts to give a
plausible and responsible evocation of the process by which the Story entered
the realm of public discourse.14

It is important to note here the reluctance and hesitation with which
Beuys approached the telling of the Story. In late 1968, Beuys tells an inter
viewer that it was his war experience that detoured him from his path toward

]]
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a career as a scientist, and speaks of being found by Tartars several days after

alert, egoistical Seuys." This is oot
theoccasion to pursue the fusci·

crashing his Stuka dive-bomber in the Crin1ea. However, Beuys indicates that
15
he would say more about this "only unwillingly." Indeed for most of 1969,

noting implication that Beuys may
have felt some form ofsurvi\"or's
guilt and sdf·criucism for his will
to live, and that this may ha\"e
affe<ted has later carttr.

this forms the maximum extent of Beuys' comments. In an August 1969 inter
view with Willoughby Sharp, Beuys volunteers even less information. In
answer to a question about his wartime experience, the artist affirms, "Yes, 1
took part in the whole war, from 1941 until 1946. I was in

t6

no. 4 (Oe<ember 1969), p. .p (the
transcript ofan interview con·
ductod on >8 August 1969).

Russia ," and speci

fies that he was not in Stali ngrad but "more to the South, in Ukraine, the
Caucasus, Black Sea." Asked what he saw in the war, he replies laconically
an d evasively, "Certainly not art! What can I say? I was a fighter pilot

where." 6 ln the introduction to an interview also conducted in August 1969,
1

Ursula Meyer reports, "During World War II, while serving as a Stuka pilot on
the Eastern Front, he was shot down and badly wounded;.

17

t7 presen tin g

equally little new information.

ofAugust 1969).

t8 RolfG unter Dienst,"Joseph lleuys:
Interview;) in Noch Krmst. Neuestes
nusdeurschenAtelie"(Dtlssddorf,
19iO), p. 31 (trnuscript ofan inter·
view of De<:embea· 1969).
19

Another interview that year identifies the effects ofthe war in broad terms as

in general statements about
18
people met and landscapes seen. In this same account, the Tartars appear not

a basic experience perhaps reflected in his work, or

more implaustblethe already far·
fetched suggestion that Beuy>intro
duced hisTartarstory in the early
19705 to cat<h the moodofincreas·
ingnght-wmgsympathy for the
national minoritiesn
i theUSSR

other statements of the time, not linked to the Tartar experience whatsoever
(and indeed not to any concrete e>:perience at all), but instead to the artist's
20
search for a material to parallel his epistemology and theory.

(Giesckand Mllfiu,n, Flieger; Filz
amd Varerlt11td [note 111,pp. 182-8)).

Beuys' reluctance to speak directly about his war experiences continues into
"Hardly anyother artist's past has accumulated so manylegends as that of }oseph
Beuys.The roots of your art have been suspected in your experiences in and

after the war. Jf that's so, which exper iences were they?" Beuys replies:

20 To I•PP<'· Beuysasserted n
i earl)
•969that hisinterest infelt had
often been misinterpreted as an
nttrest
i
in its haptic instead ofits
insulating and ISOlatingqualities

(Beuys Packen (note t3l,p.68,origi·

nally published in the Fmnkfurter
Allgemeine Zeitwag, u February
1969). Similarly, he spoke to Hanno
Reuther on ) June •969 ell being
icuet\�stlng n t necessarily for its

I'm actually not that interested in addressing right now individual things from
amongst what has been suggested and what may indeed be correct. It wasn't as if one

o

individual catastrophic event was the trigger alone, but rather the sum of catastro
Actually, I can say that this sum of catastrophes is not concluded, I experience these
1

?

catastrophes daily

example, by November 1971, the critic John Anthony Thwaites writes:
The Beuys legend startS with the war. He was a pilot and served on the Russian From.

The story, which he is fond of telling [sic), is that his Stuka was shot down and that he

off

aged, dusty qualities, but as a mate·
ri;LI parallel to �li!Qr)'
("Wcrkstu1tgespriich:' broad01st oo
WDlt on a july1969. and published
in Kunstmli.Seum Ba.sei>Joseplt

phes, which I lived through. And I lived through a large number of catastrophes.

Despite Beuys' caution, the outlines of the Story are in place by 1971. For

It should benoted thai Beuys'affin·
ity to the la11a!li hod already been
verbal!)' expressed in a biographical
sketch he prepared in 1961, for pub·
lication in his first catalogue:
.
..T. 1.rtars wanted to take meinto
their £amities" (Eva,Wenzel, and

Jcssrka lk'llys,Jo�ph Beuys. Bl«k
Batrs (Munich, 1990],p.19).lt is
de�ails suchasthisthatl"(nder even

as the later Story's rescuers, but simply as representatives of the "Asiatic;' which
19
elicited a great fascination. It is significant that felt as a material is, in this and

1970. In a major interview of sp ring 1970, Helmut Rywe.lski poses the question,

Ursula Meyer,"How to Explain
Pictures to d Dead Hare," Art
News, vol 68 no. 9 (January 1970),
p. 5.o4 (quoting from an interview

.

[sic]. I

cannot talk about the war. There were dead people lyin g around every

WilloughbySharp,"An Interview

wti h Joseph lleuys."" t\rtforum,YO!.8

>1

Beurj. We•·kenus derSammltmg
Knr/ Srrolrer(Basel, 1969l. p. 38).

l lel mut Rywclski,"Hcule istjeder
Mensch Sonnenkbnig,"Joseph &uys.
Ein:clheiten. ArllntcnncdiaBoo kJ.
(Colognc,t9'}0),n.p.(transcriptofan

intcr"iewoft8Mayt97Q).

Peter Nisbet
ony Thwaites,"The
22 John Anth
.

»

.>unbiguity of josef (SIC) Beuys.
Art andArtists, vol. 6 no. 8
(November 1971), p. 22.

23

s
Georg )appe,"A joseph Beuy

Primer" Swdio Jnternatiollal, vol.
t82 (September 1971), P· 65.

Another, radter different, example
Story
ofhow one detail ofthe
could assume interpretive weightis
given byAlastair Mackintosh's
reporton Beuys' visi� to F.dinbu�h
mentlon
in 1970, which contamsno
ofthe crash or theTartars,but says
"Some
of the artist's performance:
saw it as au act ofpenance (Beuys
was a Stuka pilot),others as a
highlyGermanic and Romantic
pieceoftotal eatrnAlastair
..
,
rgh
mbu
Mackintosh, Beuys ul Bd
Art and Arlists, vol. s no. 8
[November1970),p.10).

,?t

24 The word"bide"here seems to be a
mistranslation ior"fele' )appe's
German text was originally a radio
talk, broadcast by
Deutsdl.landfunkon 23 May 1971.
n
The recentlypublished versio
indicates that Iappe did speak of
p.
"Filz" (BeuysPack<m (note 13],
tion
121). One "'onders if1he recep

ofBcuys would hav�been notice
ablydifferent in th� 1970s, ifthe

and
word "fel�' had appeared here
interpreters had been allowed to

e the connection.
mak

15

This applies also to articles

reviewing the exhibitions of
Beuys' work that now began to be
mounted by art dealers. See, for
exam ple, Peter Frank,"joseph
Beuys:'the most fascinating of
enigmas'" Art News, vol. 72 no. 4
(April1973) , p. 5t.

Beuys began to
26 It '"as in t968 that
achieve substantial renown) not
only <IS a result oftwo major exhi·
bitious (in Mllnchengladbach 111
1967 and at Documenta IV in
1968), but also because his conflict
with his colleagues at the
DlisseldorfAcademy was rapidly
intensifying.

27

for a full discussion of this vitrine,
Bcuys:
see Mario Kramer,"joseph
Auschwitz Demonstration,
,956-1964."in Eckhart Gillen,ed.,

[)eurschlandbilder:Krmstaus einem
gettilten Lmtd (Cologne, 1997), pp.

261-71.lt wasalso in this key
period around 1970 that Beuys first .
began 10 formulate the idea that
later became the.explicit and oft·

repeat ed notion that the essential

12

lay for 'some days' unconscious in the wreckage before being rescued by a unit of
Crimean Tartars. How much of this is true, nobody knows .

22

Moreover, the story is beginning to carry symbolic and interpretive weight
by this point, as in this influential formulation by the critic Georg Jappe
influential because it was published in 1971 in the widely distributed, English
language journal of the avant-garde, Studio Imemational, under the
authoritative title "A Joseph Beuys Primer":
As a wartime pilot, he crashed in a snowstorm in the Crimea, and survived in defiance

of all the laws of probability when the cockpit of his aircraft buried itself in the ground.

He was nursed back to health by Tartars in a hide tent. There is no doubt that this was

a keyexperience. . . . Beuys became aware that the experience of death, and hence the
2
central issues of existence, could not be comp rehended scientifically. 3

Indeed, ]appe adds a crucial detaiL By specifying the Tartars' hide tent, this
text brings us a step closer to the role played by materials in the rescuing of
4
Beuys.2 Only when fat and felt are specified, can the Story go on to acquire
evocative power as an interpretive tool, linking the narrative to Beuys' actual use
of materials in his art. However, the salient last element in the Story, precisely
this association of specific materials wi th the account of regeneration, does not
seem to have been added to the Story until about five years later (in Jappe's
interview with the artist concerning "key experiences", as quoted above). This
helps to account for the perhaps surprising fact that commentary on Beuys in
the United States in the mid-1970s makes little or no use of the Story. Accounts
ofBeuys' lecture visit in early 1974, and reviews of his action ILike America and
America Likes Me later that same year are remarkably free of reference to it.25

WHY T H E N . should the Story have begun to emerge around 1970? A circum

stantialreason can surely be found in the simple factthat, with the artist's grow
ing public stature, he was subjected to more interviews and therefore to a
greater demand for biographical information. However, given that Beuys had
himself largely engineered his new-found fame and that he was nothing if not
expert in the careful managing of his public persona, this does not offer a sat
6
isfying account.2
Instead, Beuys was surely rethinking his approach to autobiography during
these years, both in terms specific to his war e.x.l'erience and, more generally, to
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how he could incorporate his life-story in his work. Two instances can illustrate
this point: first, Beuys' increasingly explicit attention in these years to the fact of
the Holocaust (not a central aspect of

his

own biography, as h e had no imme

diate experience of the genocide), and second, the adjustment in the status of
the Life Course/Work Course, the text that he had been using since t964 as his
biographical statement.
One of Beuys' most famous ensembles is the work thathas come to be known
as the "Auschwitz Vitrine," now a part of the Beuys Block at the Hessisches
Landesmuseum in Darmstadt. Officially entitled "Auschwitz Demonstration"
and made up offourteen objects dating from 1956 to 1964, this work has been the
subject of much recent critical attention. There is no need to recapitulate the
interpretations of

the work's individual parts and their relation to the overarch

i the fact that
ing topic of the Holocaust and Beuys' reaction to it. Important here s

this rare instance of a Beuys piece making direct reference to events of World
War II was assembled in its final form precisely in 1968; that is to say, parallel to
Beuys' tentative public engagement with his own wartime experiences.27 Beuys

underscores the

unique

importance of this thematically specific vitrine in an

interview, also in 1968, in which he addresses the heterogeneous, apparently ran
dom nature of the works included in the exhibition then on view in Munich:
-It's just an exhibition of many objecll> which I have made. It's not important that
they're lying on table�. and it's also not important that they're in vitrines.

-1low the y are lying is almost not important as weU.With the exce ption of one vit

rine,which I entitled'Auschwitz-Demonstration: and the one about the concentration
[objects) havea certain relationship.

-And il's a mauer of indifference whether one combines or halves the contents?
-The things can be combinecl, halved, or interchanged. Of course there are always inte r
esting connections whichemerge when one arranges them first this wa)', then that 28
The "Auschwi.tz-Demonstration"

piece is the only one iconographically

fixed with a title, and is here emphatically distinguished from the other
i souciant attitude towards the
works. It is exempted from Beuys' refreshingly n

evocative possibilities of random rearrangements of his objects.29
The circumstances of the Auschwitz vitrine are doubly revealing.

pmisted int.othe present day. To
Hdmut R)"''thki in 1970, for
example,hespeaks ofhis ""'rk
deriving from notjust one catas
trophe,but from aU the catastro

phe. hehas experienced, $tressing
th•n that "thutotal numberof
atastrophes ilnot complete, I
experiencethese catastrophesdaily
(RyM�Iski,"Heute ist jeder Mensch
Sonnenkonig" [note 21), n.p.,a

pa�ge immediatelyfo�owed by
comments identifying the concen
trntion <7•mps with such a catas
trophe). In late 1978, Beuys is more
specific:"! find for instance that we
arc now experiencingAuschwitz in
its conltmporary character"
(TisdaU, Josep/1 Beuys(note 2]. p.
�3). Although Beuys has been criti
ciled fo•·thc glibness of this point
of view, it is worth stressing that it
wasby no means an wtusual posi

tion at tltc time. Compare, for
instance, Eug�ne lonesoo's equiva
lent formulation, published in t956
and quoted approvinglyby
llerlxrt Marcuse in a highly influ

enti.U tn.>atise of the mid-t96os:
"'n1e world oftheronctntration

camps . . . was not <>n exceptionally
mons-trous society. '\'hat w� saw
there was the image, and in a sense
thequintcssrnc<,ofthe infernal
>Ocietj• into which weare plunged

t'l'<'f)' day' (Herben Marruse, One

-And what ofhow they're lying, how they're arranged?

cam ps-those

cond1tions ofAuschwitzsomehow

ot only

do they point to the artist's engagement with his war experiences, but they also
point to a moment offixing, a finalization. This vitrine formed a key part of the
large collection of Beuys' work that now forms the famous Beuys Block in

Dimtrwonnl Man� Studies n
i rll�
IdeologyofAdvanredJndllstrial
Soc�ety[Tlooton, t964), p.8o).

z8 lnt<rVK-w with Dt. Millkr,first
I>UbiWled in Galene-Spiegel

Mona/SUJU<i>rifttkrMunchner
Gn/eru.1� no. 1 (July-August •968),

and reproduced n
i part in

Kunstmw.:um Ba.sd,foseplr Beri}'S
(nOtClO),p.3S·

19 I have argued elsewhere that the

viewer's imaginalive and intuitive
activity in establishing connections
between two or more disparate
Bcuys"objects" (be they drawings,
actions, sculptlU'l'S, texts, etc.) is
central to the art's intentions,
effects, and achievements.See Peter

Nisbet,"lnn\ution:A University
MuseumCoUccts joseph Beuys,"in
jOt-g Schclhnann, ed.,/oS<'ph Be"ys.

TheMultiples, eighth, English edi
tion (Cambridge, Mass.,
Minne�opolis, Minn and Munich1
.•

1997), pp. 510-11.Bruys'later
authority,and indeedhis

undoubted genius for compelling

mstallations ofhisown works, ha'"'

Bouys
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1 921 Exhibition of a wound patched with
tape, Kleve. 1922 Exhibition of dairy cows
near Kleve. 1923 Exhibitionofa moustache
cup (contents : coffee with egg). 1924
Exhibition of heathen children. Kleve.

1925 Documentation :'Beuys as Exhibitor',
Kleve. 1926 Exhibition of a stag guide.
Kleve. 1927 Exhibition of radiation. Kleve
1928 Exhibition of a trench. Kleve.
Exhibition to elucidate the difference

Wood. metal. felt and fat

90x35x35 c m / 3 5 x 1 4 x 14 in
Edition of 50

1 942 Exhibiti on ot my friends, Sebastopol.

Edition Rene ' B lock, Berlin

Exhibition ofan aicport, Erfurt· Bindersleben.

Exhibition while a JU 87 is Intercepted,
Sebastopol. 1 943 Interimexhibition (with
Fritz Roll Rothenburg and Heinz
Sielmann). Oranienburg. 1 945 Exhibition
of cold, Kleve. i 946 Warm exhibition.
Kleve. ·Profile of the Successor', Union
of Artists, Kleve. Happening, Central
Station, H eilbron n . 1 947 ' Profile of the
Successor', Union of Artists. Kleve.
Exhibition tor people hard of hearing,
Kleve. 1 948 'Protile ofthe Successor',

Union

of Artists, Kleve. Exhibition in the
beds ; Exhibition 'Kullhaus',
Krefeld (with A. R . Lynen). 1949 Exhibition
three times in a row. Heerdt: 'Profile of the
Successor', Union of Artists. Kleve. 1950
Pillen house of
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Ja ja

Reading of Finnegan's Wake. House
Wylermeer. Kranenb urg: 'Giocondologie',
House van der Grinten,

ja nee nee nee

1969

22 felt sheets and 32' magneuc tape
15x 25x 25 em /6 x lOx 1 0 in

Edition of 100. srgned and numbered
Price Lit. 200,000 (C135•)
Colophon Arte Molttpllcata, Milan

Available also as an LP record in an
edition ol 500 ( Lrt. 20,000 ( C13·50*) )

Kranen burg:

Profile of the Successor', Union of Artists,
Kleve. 1 951 'Collection van der Grinten',
Kranenburg. Beuys : Sculpture and

drawing. 1 952 Exhibition 'Steel and Pig's
Foot' (1 9th prize), (additionally, a light

ballet by Piene), Dusseldorf: 'Crucifixes',
Wuppertal Museum of Art. Wuppertal ;
Exhibition fn honour of the Amsterdam·
Rhein Canal, Amsterdam ; 'Beuvs·
Sculpture', Nijmegen Museum of Art.

1 953 'Collection van der Grinten'.
Kranenburg. Beuys : painting. 1 955 'Profile
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Felt SUI!

Felt

1970

170x 100 em /67 X 39 rn

Edition of 1 00
Price O M 1,200 (C170•)

Edition

Rene

Block. Berlin

thalidomide chtld' ; 'Division of the

Retrospective exhibition, Kleve.

(digging
parallel to the ground}, Kleve. 1940
Exhibition of an arsenal (together wrth
Heinz Sielmann. Herma nn Ulrich
Asemissen and Eduard Spanger), Posen.
Exhibition of an airport, Erfurt North.

Sold out

Block, Berlin' ; ·. • . with brown cross·,

Traekvogen, Eurasia, Copenhagen ;
'Festival exhrbitoon : The greetest
contemporary composer is the

moved insulator' : 'Tile difference between
static and moving heads', Gallery St

1 933 Underground exhibition

1 969

'Eurasra 32nd Set. 1963. Gallery Rene

Cross; adapted for felt piano and felt
cello': 'Manresa wrth Bjorn Norgard',

loamy sand and sandy loam.

Genghis Khan. 1 930 Exhibition of heather
and herbs. Donsbruggen. 1 931

Sled

Explained

Dusseldorf. 1 966 'and here is already the
end of Beuys: Per Kiokeby "2.1 5" · ;

Kleve. 1929 Exhibition at the grave of

between

47

oope . . . ' : ' How Pictures Are

to a Dead Horo', Gallery Schmela,

of tile Successor', Union of Artists, Kleve.
1 956-57 Beuys works in thefields.
1 957-60 Beuys recovers from working in
the fields. 1 961 Beuys rece ives a call to
become Professor of Scu lptu re at the
Dusseldorf Art Academy ; Beuvs adds two
more chapters to Ulysses at James J o yce's
request. 1 962 Beuys : The Earth Piano,
1 963 Fl uxu s. Art A cademy. 0 ii sseldorf :
Beuyse xh ibits Warm Fat du ring a warm
Ju ly evening while Allan Kaprow ·lectures,
Zwirner Gallery, Cologne : Fluxus
exhibition. House van der Grinten.
Kranenburg ; 1 964 'Documenta Ill'.
Kassel. 1 964 Beuys recommends that
the Berlin Wall be heightened by 5 em.
(better proportions !); Beuys ·vehicle Art' ;
Beuys 'The Art Pill', Aachen: WHY ?
Felt works and Fat Corners, Copenhagen ;

Gallery Schmela,

Dusseldorf; 'Beuys the

Stephan. Vienna. 1967 'Mainstream' (with
Henning Christiansen) . Darmstadt;

'Darmstadt Fat Room', Gallery Franz
Dahlem, Darmstadt ; 'Eurasia Staff-82

minute fluxorum oragnum·. Vienna ; Beuys
founds the DSP (German Student Party},
June 21. Dusseldorf : 'Parallel Process I'
(with

Johannes Cladders).

Monchengladbach ; 'Karl Stroher' ;·'The

Earth Telephone· ; 'Static Head-Moving
Head (Eurasia Staff)', Wide White Space
Gallery, Antwerp; 'Parallel Process Jl'
1 gas 'The Great Generator'. Stedel(jk va n
Abbe Museum, Eindhown : ' Parallel

Process I l l ' ; 'Documents IV', Kassel ;

'Parallel Process I V' : ·Almende (Art
Un ion ) ', Art Museum. Hamburg ; 'Beuys
hhibition', Neue Pinakothek. Munich ;
'Fat Room 563 x 491 x 563)', Nurnberg ;
'Hot-Cold (Para llel Process V)', Stuttgart,
· Karlsru he. and Branschweig : 'Felt TVII ;
The Leg of Rochus Kowallek not put in fat

(JOM} I ' Frankfurt; 'Felt TVIII : Parallel
Process'. Dusseldorf; 'Vacuum Mass (Fat) :
Parallel Process - • • • Gulo borealis .

Oazon Brock', lntermcdia Gallery.

. •

for

Cologne ; ·Johannes Stungen Fluxus

Zone West . Parallel Process'. Art Academy.
Dusseldorf, 'No Liver Allowed',

lntarmedia Gallery, Cologne.

1 969 'Set Ill'. Gallery Schmela.

Dusseldorf. 'Beuys pleads guilty in the

case of the snowfall from February 1 5th
to 20th'. Berhn - Galerie Rene Block ;

Joseph Beuvsand Henning Christiansen
concert 'I attempt to make you free'.
Berlin : Nat1onal Gallery : Berhn:
Akndcmie dor Kunsto : ·sauerkraut

Score

Partitur Essen I': Monchengladbach :
'Change Concert' with Henning
Christiansen:

Dr
csseldorf Exhibition
Kunsthalle (Karl Stroher) ; Lucerne ;
'Fart Room· (Uhr) ; Basel Kunstmuseum
Drawings ; Dusseldorf ' Prosp ekt' : Elastic
Foo t Plastic Foot.
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Curriculum vitae and list of works
1964/70

Letterpress

46x Scm / 1 8 X 2 in
Edition of 4,000

Free with this catalogue
Arts Counc1l of Great Britain, London
Theartist has authorized publication here
of this 'official' biography' as an original
printed multipleart work.

Friendship with Bob Morris and Yvonne
Rainer: Mousetooth happening.
Dusseldorf-New York; 'Th e Chief'. Berlin ;
Beuys- 'The silence of Marcel Duchamp

is overvalued'. 'Brown Rooms'; 'Deer
H unt' (in the back room). 1965 'and in
us . . • below us_ . , underneath us'. Parnass
Gallery, Wuppertal ; 'Western Man Project',
Gallery Schmela, Dusseldorf ; ·. • . any old

•Enghsn version from 'SutlttJgy: G•tAlt.t ,

•

t970(CDIIII)gUO).
19

EdinbuJgh.

C R A S H COU R S F

15

resulttd in deep respectfor the
artist·s 0\"-'11 decisionsabout

Darmstadt, which was to be acquired by the industrialist Karl Stroher around
this time. A contract drafted between Beuys and Stroher late in 1967 gives a

amtngementsand la)'OUt.
E>pcciallyafter hisdeath, the
authcnucityofarrangonentbas

very clear indication that the artist was conscious of a sense of closing one

becomra decisiwcritrrion.These

chapter in his creative life and embarking upon another. The artist, the draft

circumstmccs ha,.., rombintd to
submerge thrartist's earlieTbelief
in theaath<tiCand mt<rprdi>"<'
value ofmultipleconfigurationsof
h<t�sobj«t.s.This prob
lem i.s k£y to theproject of"map
"
ping thelegncy.

version states, "is e>..-periencing a caesura in his creativity, a call to fulfill a polit
ical plan, the feeling of a pause ofperhaps several years, (whether caused or not
by this political plan) before a new creative path."30 Although this remarkably
intimate wo rding is not found in the final 1969 version, the phrasing unmis

takably speaks to an artistic shift of some kind, with politics as a new goa1.3t
This reorientation of effort at the end of the 1960s also involved a wider

rethinking of the artist's approach to autobiography. This can be demonstrated
most effect ively with the example ofa little known work from 1970 involving the

Life Course/Work Course, that, in the second half of the 1960s, served as the artist's
3

(partly ironic) official biography for exhibit�on catalogues. 2 I n 1970, Beuys con 

tributed a number of muJtiples to an exhibition or ganized by the Arts Council of
Great Britain, entitled 3 � oo: New Multiple Art. Along with a conventional con
tribution of actual objects to the exhibition (including such now-famous pieces

Suit), Beuys engaged in some stimulating conceptual trick

as the Sled and the Felt

ery by designating three parts of the printed exhibition catalogue as actual mul
tiples. These three pieces included two printed photographic illustrations of his
actions

and, significant to this argument, a block of text. This was the English

translation of Beuys' poetic Life Course/Work Course, which he first published in

1964 and expanded in subsequent reprintings, which allowed nim to periodically

add data until it reached its final form in 1970. The Life Course/Work Course is a
playful and personal sequence ofevents transformed mostly into "exhibitions" as
a parody of the traditional artist's biography. For in stance, alongside 1921, the
year of his birth, Beuys lists "Exhibition of a wound drawn together with plaster,"
for 1926 "Exhibitio n of a stagleader," and so on, through the war years and up to

30 The draft is transcribed in Joseph
ll<:uys. Block Beuys(note 19), p.
399, followed by the text of the
eventual agreement.

31

1 he tu1·n to politics in Beu)rs, tra
jectory is clear and wellk
nown,

beginning with the founding of the

German Student Party in 15)07 in
response to the setring up ofthe

Marxist SDS and the student
upheavals followng
i the killing of
Benno Ohnesorg by the police in
Berlin duringa demonstration
against the Shah ofIran earlier in
the ytar. ·n,is was then followedby
theOrganization for Non·Voters·
Direct Democracy and other polit·
ical initiatives into the 1970s.

Jl The Lifo Course/\I'Ork CourS€
("tebenslauf/Werklauf") first

appeared in thebrochurefor the
Huxusevent in Aachen in 19'\4.
and to itsfinalauthorizedwrsion
in Kun�tmuseum Basd,}ostpll

8�ys(note:to),pp.4-7-Additions

(of a mark<dly l1lORprosaickind)
for theyean 197o-198JI1984 '"'"'
made byBeuys'assistant and

f"nend.H�tner Bastian, apparently

with the arttst'sapproval. See Karin
Thoma;."l..ebenslauf!WerldauC' in

&uys I'Or&uys (Cologne, 1987), p.
221. Onecurious anomaly is worth
mentioning in this context,as it
drols directlywith the continuing
theme ofr<generotion and rebirth
that underlies the Story. The
English versi n of the Life
Course/Work Course publs
i hed by
Caroline Tisd"ll in the catalogue
for the Guggenheim Museum exhi·
bition does not end with 1970, but
adds: "1973 Joseph Beuys born n
i
IJrixton" {Joseph Bett)'s ( ote 2}, p.
9),an entry that was seemingly

o

t IG U fl.E. t.l

(OPrO!>I'rE)

Joseph Beuys (t9lt-t986)
Curriculum Vitae and List of Works, 1964-70
letterpress

46 x 4 em

Edition of 4.000, pub]ished by Arts Council of Great Britain

Schellmann 17
Busch-Reisinger Museums, llarvard UniversityArt Museums
The VVilly and Charlotte Reber Collection, Gift of Charlone Reber
1998.155

n

never repeated. Whatever other
personalsignificance it may have

had, it does perhaps reflect the
JTOrientation and renewal around
1970 that is the the e ofthis essay.
See also BirsandPicas. A Collecrion

m

Peter Nisbet
ofWqrk byjosepl1 Be.•J'Sfrom
l957"l98SAssembled by Himfor

Carolit•c Tisdall (Edinburgh, 1987),
p. 36, nO.IJl (a 1969 drawings
checklistwith the inscription in red
ink: "Joseph Beuys wurde 1973 in
Brixton geboren").
I borrow this apt description from
33 Pamda Kort, who writes oithe Life
Course/Work Course that"(It! is
actually a quasi..fictionai narrative
thatblurs the borders between
reality and its abstraction. The
Lebeuslaufis Jleuys' maniiesto of
style.lt s
i a point by point demon·
stration of his aesthetisation of the
self. accomplished by turning his
life into an allegory for his produc
tion of art. ... At stake was the
ordering ofBeuys' liie and the fix
ingofhisself. This is the hidden
agenda ofBeuys' Lebenslau
f,
implicit in its construction and
suggested byhis continual adjust·
mems to it between 1964 and1970"
(Pamela Kort, "Joseph Beuys'
Aesthetic 1958-1972"n
i David
Thistle<"�)()([, ed.,Joseph Beuys:
DivergingCritiqJ.es. Tate Gallery
Liverpool Critical Forum Series,
vol. 2 [Liverpool, 1995[, p. ;).1 am
6
suggesting that this fixing of the
selfwas superseded after 170
9 by
another approach (perhaps only
possible once the earlier fixing had
taken place),an approach that did
not involveae5thctisation and aUe
soryin the same manner. In gen
eral, Kort's important account of
the role ofthe"retrospective"
installation Arena (first presented
in 1970 and then, in its final form,
in 1972) ne<ltly dovetails with my
e.x-position. which can be seen as
entirdycomplementary to her
estimate of the importance of
autobiographyin these years.

,\''

This subtle and important work
has been overlooked in part
because it has never been satisfac·
torily described n
i the several edi·
tions ofthe ca talogue. raisonne of
the artist's multiples, The relevant
entry onlylisted and illustrated
the two photographic multiples in

3 � �:NewMul!ipleArt(appar
cntly on the basis ofa manuscript
notation by the artist that cata
logued only "I: The Chief" and"II:
How to Explain Paintings to a
Dead Hare"). However, this is
clearly an oversight, as the Life
Course/Work Course is presented
in the 170
9 publication in pre
cisely the same manner as the two

16

his current activities, This document is a "p oint by point demonstration of his
aesthetisation of the self, accomplished by turning his life into an allegory for his

production of art"33

The unique and crucial aspect of the document's appearance in 3 � oo: New
Multiple Art (fig. u, which also s hows adjacent catalogue entries), however, is
that Beuys explicitly designates this pr in ted version as a work of art, a designa

tion not bestowed upon any other versions published before or afterward, The
catalogue entry following the text could not be clearer, in that it adopts the
strict conventions ofcatalogue data for exhibited works and applies them to the
columns of letterpress:
so

Curriculum vitae and list ofworks

1964/70
Letterpress
46 x 5 em

/ 18 x 2 in

Edition of 4,000

Free with this catalogue
Arts Council of Great Britain, London

The artist has authorized publication here of th is "official" biography as an
original printed multiple,31 It is the elevation of this poetic autobiography to the
status of artwork that marks its closure, the exhaustion of its utility as an
expanding version of the artist's life-narrative,
The shift in Beuys' autobiographical strategy, away from aesthetisation
toward the anecdotal was not merely one of style, but involved content, too, The
Life Course/Work Course actually contains no mention whatsoever of the
i creasingly important place it occu
Story,35 This is in striking contrast to the n
pied in Beuys' conception of himself after 1970, Remarkab ly, the same is true of
another key crisis in Beuys' life, the nervous breakdown he reportedly suffered
in the mid-1950s. In the Life Course/Work Course, Beuys mentions only "Beuys
work
s in the fields," for the 1956-57 period and "Recovery from working in the
fields;' for 1957-60. This is both evasive and misleading, The two entries give no
hint of a reason for Beuys' action, and at the same time displace cause and
effect. Surely, the work in the fields was part of the recovery process for the
artist and not the event from which recovery was needed. Beuys first acknowl
edged this nervous crisis (if that is indeed what it was) only in 1973, three years
after Life Course/Work Course was retired?6
Around 1970, Beuys was consciously moving towards a version ofhis life-story
that would be more firmly grounded in recognizably historical fact. He was
leaving behind the imagistic, almost incantatory poetry and hermetic humor of

1/

CRASH COURSE

the Life Course/Work Course. Parallel to his move into the public realm of politics,
his own story becomes, on the one hand, more accessible, and, on the other, more
photogra phs and deserves equal
status. The Joseph Beuys .smre
P
has now agreed ro a mcn1ion of

individual, more rooted in his own subjectivity. The relationship between his self
and his audience (not to mention his art) was renegotiated at this moment (at a

this third multiple in the notes of

time when, in the wake of the student rebellions of the late 1960s a11d their appar

the most recent edition of rhe cat·
alogue raisonn�. See Joseph 8euys.
The M"ltiples(note 19). n0. 17 and
p. 432. I beijevc that. strictly speak·
ing. all t.h.ree aie, in fact, separate

ent failures, many were reassessing the role of the personal .in public life). This did
not involve a radical caesura, but rather a shifting ofstrategy and emphasis. In this,
the gradual disclosure ofthe Story played an important part. That the Story as it
developed around 1970, together with the decisive interpretive accretions of
1976-78, has loomed so large in the reception of the artist has been unfortunate. I
have attempted to diminish the significance ofthe Story, paradoxically by focusi11g
attention on it, and have hoped to illuminate the transformations Beuys under
went around 1970 as a way of clearing the ground for a more accurate view of his
changing project . Both scholarly analysis and aesthetic appreciation of Beuys'
achievement should not be content with a synchronic synthesis fusing the artist's
entire career into a coherent whole, but should instead insist on historical speci
i only one of theStory's lessons.
ficity and variety. That s

multiples.

35

This point ha>bem bodlyobscured
byseriousmt.Sttan$L1tions in the
English vmions ofthe Life
Courst/WorkCourse, indudingthe
one n
i fig. >.L For 1942, Beuys listed,
using the concept of"exhibition"
that runs through da<ument,
"Sewastopol Au;tellung wlihrend

desAbfangens ciner )u·S7:' The
word"'Abfangen,•' \.,hich 1·cfcrs
sptcifically to the moment of
pullingout ofthe bomber"s steep
dive, has been mistranslated as
"interception" (by CarolineTisdall,
Joseph &uys(note z).p.8:
"Sebastopol Exhibition during the

interception ofa Ju·87") andas

"capture"(by Patricia Ltch mCon
Adriani et al.,}OStplt &uys. Lifemul
"brks(NewYork, t979).p.ts),

therebyencouraging the associa·
tion with lleuys' crash cau<ed by

Russian anti·airCI-aft Ore. TI>e cor·
rect meaning of''Abfungcnn in this
context is actuallyexplicated in the
German edition ofthelaller book,

both n
i the originalt973edition (p.

14) and in the rtvU..d and

expanded editi<ln of t994 (p.16).

36 That the crisis was liNt men·
tiooed in tbe original eduion
(t973l ofGOttAdriani.et al.,

Joseph Beuys(note 35) was

pointed out b)• RheaTh!lngis·
Strigaris, ""Oenke an dit
Kottstruktion cines
Spezialgehirns' Zu cincm
OokUllwnt dcr Krise"'in In!II!
Lorenz. ed., j<Jseph llflt)'$
Symposium, Krm1e11b11rgt9!15
(Basel, 1996), pp. 59-66. An
equivalent point c:tn be made
about Beuys• childhood experi·
tnces, notably the report of feel·
ing profoundly tired of life at age
fi,-.. This seems to haV<: been first
alluded to (if ratherobscurely) in

an interviewof 1 March 1973- See
Axel Hinrich Murken,Joseph
Beuys rmd di• Medizirr (MOnster,
>9i9),pp. 43 and 148.

Pamela Kort
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BE UYS

The Profile of a Successor

T

HE CULTURAL LEGAC)' OF JOHPH

Beuys (192t-86) is a crucially defining

element in contemporary art and criticism. However, no serious mapping of this
legacy can take place without a considered look at the tangled bequest that Beuys
himself inherited as a young artist. Rather than ignoring fraught issues belea
guering the establishment of modern art in Germany around 1890 and its abro
gation during the 1930s, Beuys reached back to this problematic heritage and
made its unfulfilled promises the spearhead of his aesthetic mission. The task he
took up was Herculean: despite a widespread feeling of national humiliation in
post-World War II Germany, Beuys formulated an aesthetic embedded in the
rich cultural and intellectual heritage of his country. He adopted this strategy at
a moment in history when it was almost unthinkable to excavate inherently
Germanic traditions, when artists and critics preferred to focus upon the less
burdened aestl1etic arenas of France and America. Beuys grasped that Germany
needed-more than ever after 1945-what it had lacked practically since the
death of Albrecht Durer: an artist-theoretician able to make work that was both
indigenously German and internationally significant Only such an aesthetic
leader could reestablish the nation as a place of cultural preeminence.
19

Pamela Kort
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The attempt in Germany to discover such an individual dates back to the last
decade of the nineteenth century, more than thirty years before Beuys' binh. By
1946, when Beuys entered the Dusseldorf Kunstakademie, the need for an
instructor who could bring about an enduring modernist aesthetic was even
more urgent. Three factors converged: the censorship of modern art under the
ational Socialists, the encumbered legacy of Expressionism, and a set:ies of
aesthetic disputes around the constructiOJ;l of an appropriate image of rna�.
Beuys deftly navigated these turbulent waters by subtly aligning himself with
certain "untainted" fathers of modem German art. Chief among them was the
sculptor Wilhelm Lehmbruck (1881-1919). Beuys' interest in Lehmbruck first
surfaced in a resume that accompanied the portfolio of photographs of his
work, with which he successfully applied to become Professor of Monumental
Sculpture at the Dusseldorf Kunstakademie in 1961. It was from this platform
that he began to establish himself as Germany's long-sought artistic helmsman.

Prototypical Nordic Educators: Rembrandt and van Gogh
1 N THE LATE nineteenth century, a book was published that discussed the

Jist-educators who could reinvigorate the flag
importance of identifying ar
ging spirits of a fledgling German nation. This inexpensive and widely read
publication (twenty-nine printings of the book in a single year were necessary
to meet demand) appeared in 1890 under the title

Rembrandt als Erzieher

(Rembrandt as educator). From 1900 to 1920, the number of reprints steadily
t

See Johannes Sulckelberger,
&mbrandt unddie Modtme: lNr

Dialog mit Rnnbmndt in lier
deutschen Kunstum 1900
(Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1996),

2

3

47-49·

See flulius LangbehnI

Von rinem Deutschen,
Rembrnndtals Erzielter,
soth <d.With a for<wo,·d
by Bendcdikt Momme
Nissen (Wcimnr:

Duncker, 1922) 4· 56, 35l.

For Beuys' identification
with the Niedc,·rheinland,
see Pmnz Joseph van der
Grinten, "Joseph lleuys,
der Niederrhein und fl'i�<
Getlinger," in Getlinger
Pltorograpltiert Beuys

t95D-196J, exh. cat.
(Kalkar: StMtisches
Museum, 14 Ocrober-u
November 1990),17.

increased, necessitating the production of an illustrated popular edition and
1
a revision in 1922. lt was not until 1944 that the book went out of print.
This eccentric and deeply pessimistic book, written anonymously "by a
German,'' appealed particularly to painters and sculptors on two grounds: its
upholding of individualism and its insistence that only artists could lead the
nation to a brighter future. The book's author, Julius Langbehn, singled out
Rembrandt (t6o6-69) as both the greatest individualist and the most univer
sal of all German artists.2 Never mind that Rembrandt was Dutch; Langbehn
turned him into a German, arguing that he embodied the spirit of

Niederdeutschland (Lower Germany)-incidentally, the region with which
Beuys identified throughout his life. 3
Given Rembrandt's widespread popularity in late-nineteenth century
Germany, there was nothing novel in Langbehn's touting his name.
Furthermore, his designation of Rembrandt's successor, the Swiss-born artist
Arnold Bocklin (1827-1901), was also unsurprising: in 1890 Bocklin was at the

S £ U Y S . T H E r R O F I L E OF A S U C C E S S O R
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height of his acclaim in Germany. However, just four years after his death,
Bock! in began to fall from favor, largely because of Julius Meier-Graefe's Der
Fall Bock/in (The case ofBocklin). This 1905 book was eagerly devoured by the
art world at large, generating widespread controversies around Bocklin's effect
on the birth of modern German art. For Meier-Graefe, the case of Bocklin was
that of Germany; his work could not be discussed as modern, because for the
past century Germany had lacked an up-to-date art tradition. It was not long
before

this viewpoint prevailed, effectively dethroning

Bocklin

as

Rembrandt's heir apparent and making room for another successor. Meier
Graefe had no doubts about who this might be: the German painter Hans von
Man�es (1837-87). A few years later, in 1909 (as Langbehn's book went into its
forty-ninth printing), the first part of a three-volume monograph on Man�es
by Meicr:-Graefe went to press. In it he argued that Marees had not only

assimilated Rembrandt's achievement, but had taken it to a new level, thereby
unquestionably making himself the earlier artist's successor. When the book
appeared, Marees had been dead for more than twenty years.
In 1911, controversies around modern art in Germany took an odd turn.
That year the Bremen Kunsthalle acquired Vincent van Gogh's painting

Molmfeld (Poppy field, 1889/90}, a purchase that caused a group of conserva
tive artists to publish Ei11 Protest deurscher

Kunstler (A

protest of German

artists}. This antimodernist nationalistic tract was answered by the pamphlet

lm Kampf um

die Kunst (The struggle for art}, rapidly compiled by Wassily

Kandinsky(1853-90) and Franz Marc(1880-1916). As it turned out, Ein Protest

deutscher Kunstler

backfired on its initiators, for it inadvertently directed
4
attention to van Gogh's importance to young German artists such as Marc. A

4

decade later, in 1921 (the year of Beuys' birth), Meier-Graefe published a two-vol
ume book on

van

SeeRon Manheim,"The

'Germanic' van Gogh: A

�Study in Cultural
Annexation; in Simi
olus
19 (1989), lBl.

Gogh that began with this statement: "Tnis is the modern

Germanic contribution to the development of European painting, the only

Julius Meier-Gracfe,
Vu�Wtt(Munich: R. Piper

indispensable contribution of the nineteenth century, and perhaps even since

& Co, 1921), 1101. 2, 9. cited

in Wulrilerzogenrath.

Rembrandt."50f course, van Gogh was no more German than Rembrandt.

"Eiu Schaukdpfct-d von

einem Berserker gcriuen'

Gustav Pauli, Cad Vinncn

und der'Protest

Lchmbruck's Rightful Successor
fOLLOWING THE CLOSE

deutscher KUnstler:•· in
Mattei bis vt111 Goglt, exh.

cat. (Berlin:

of World War II, in a climate of confusion and shame,

Nationalg;derie, Staatliche
Mustm zu llerlin,lO

Germany was in greater need of an artistic educator than ever before. lndeed

September1996-6
January 1997), 170.

the urgency of keeping alive the thought that an "empty throne awaits the per
fect man" was the theme of another enormously successful if extremely cynical
book, published in 1948, Hans Sedlmayr's

Verlust der Mitte (The crisis of a1·t).6

6

HansSedlmayr, V�rhm
tierMine(Frankfun am
Main: Ullstein,1985).148.
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Pamela Kort
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(1896-1984),'' in

joseph Beuys

1990),17+
8

llo.� tll•l:o:l w r

f"Or the significance of
Beuys' Lebtnslauf
W"klauf, =Pamela
Kon,"Joseph �uys'
Arena: The Way In," tn
Joseph Beuys :.\rtrta'
Wh"t Would I Have Got
If1 Had Bnrt Trttelligmt,
lynne Cooke and Karen
Kelly. eds. (New York:

Dia <1nter for the Arts,
1994), 18-33. Theoriginal
copy of"Joscph Beuys
Lebens/aufWerklauf is
in the possession of
Armin Hundertmark in
Cologne.
9 SeeGerhard Kaldewci,

"'Unsere Arbeit war
nkht umsonst': llcuys,
Kleve, Gettinger
1950-t986l.okale
Chronologie cine. span
nungsvollen
BeziehungsgcOechts:' in
Gettinger Pltotograpltierr
Beuys,9.

to Dr. Guido de Verd,

Director of the Museum
Kurhaus Kleve, conver·
sation with the author,
January 1997.
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LebeuslaufWerklauf(Lifeccurse Workcourse), 1964. Archive Edition Hundertmark, Cologne.

Even if Beuys did not read the book, he was certainly familiar with it, for it soon
went into numerous editions and by 1955 had been issued as a paperback.7
Make of it what you wiJI, but in 1946, the year Beuys entered the Dusseldorf
Kunstakademie, he situated a phrase that appears more often than any other in
the

Lebenslauf Werklauf (Lifecourse

8

workcourse) that he drafted in 1964. It

reads "Kleve Kiinstlerbund 'Profil Nachfolger"' (Kleve Artists Association
"Profile Successor"). There was indeed an artist's society with which Beuys
began to affiliate himself in 1946, but it did not incorporate the word Nachfolger
(successor) in its name. The organization he joined was reactivated in 1947
under the name Niederrheinischer Klinstlerbund Kleve after a group founded
in 1936, the Kiinstlergilde Profil.9
Beuys, who throughout his artistic career had a sharp ear for the sound and
meanings of words, may have intended the designation

Profil Nachfolger

accentuated by his placing it within quoation
t
marks-as a11 evocation of him
self as a potential heir. In 1951, at the conclusion of his training as a master stu
dent of Ewald Matan� (188r1965) at the Kunstakademie, the designation

Profil

Nachfolger vanished from his LebenslaufWerklauf It reappeared only one more
time, in 1955, as "Ende von Kunstlerbund 'Profil Nachfolger"(End of the artist's
association "profile successor"). Beuys could not have meant the dissolution of
the

iederrheinischer Kiinstlerbund Kleve, because that remained in existence

unti1 1987.10 Instead the entry seems to relate to the temporary loss of belief in

BEUYS: THE PROFILE OF A S U C C E S S O R
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his calling during a year when Beuys was experiencing what he later described
as an "upheaval in his artistic development."11
Here, then, Profil would mean an abbreviated portrait of Beuys, the candidate
sn1dent. In his first euph01ic student year, and over the next four years during
which this term reappeared n
i his LebenslaufWerklauf, Beuys seems to have envi
sioned himself as the augured successor, who had long been sought but was not
yet found in twentieth-century Germany. It was the promise of this legacy that
Beuys kept in mind as he embarked upon his artistic career.12
Beuys' aesthetic is embedded in the ideas of alignment, perpetuation, and
addition. Rather than advocating invention, he believed it was the artist's task
to discover connections and expand upon them. Not surprisingly, one of
Beuys' heroes was van Gogh.13 Beuys' admiration of the Dutch artist was cer
tainly bound up with Lhe central role van Gogh played in facilitating the birth
of modern art in Germany.14 Furthermore, the reception of the very artist
whom Beuys credited as having inspired him to become a sculptor, Lehmbruck,
was also deeply linked to the idea of a legacy, but in this case one not yet mined.
Already in 1 91 9, the year or Lehmbruck's death, Paul Westheim broughl out a
monograph about his work that began with this line: "Lehmbruck's work has

remained a torso."15 What Westheim meant was that the rich promise of
Lehmbruck's work, cut short by his decision to take his life before the age of
forty, awaited fulfillment. One of the first German artists to attain interna
tional status, Lehmbruck had been the only German sculptor invited to exhib
it in the 1913 Armory show in ·ew York City. By 1939, his work had come to
be seen in America as standing for the free art of Europe. That year the exhi
bition "Art in Our Time;' mounted at New York's Museum of Modern Art
included several Lehmbrucks. Among them was the Kniende (Kneeling
woman), described in the exhibition catalog as one of the "masterpieces of
modern sculpture."16
Though Beuys referred several times to the importance of hs
i initial encoun
ters with Lehmbruck's work between 1933 and 1941, it was not until 12 January
1986,

a few days before his death, that he publicly discussed Lehmbruck's signif

icance to him in depth. On that occasion, in connection with his acceptance of
the Wilhelm Lehmbruck Prize in Duisburg, Beuys delivered a speech that began:
"I would like to thank my teacher Wilhelm Lehmbruck." Beuys had been a mas
ter student of Matan� at the DUsseldorf Kunstakademie between 1947 and 1952,
where Lehmbruck had studied forty-six years earlier. His decision to open his
talk by thanking this fictional teacher was not merely a polite gesture. It also
reveals Beuys' concern with aligning himself with the legacy of Lehmbruck as a

11

See Bcuys' statement

''Around 1955 upheaval
in artistic development. •
died in his Ubensklu{. 7
March 1961, in 'll'ar!Slt:
Jo�il&uysPlastiKht

Mtittll t947-ts>Bs,exh.

cat. (Krefeld: Kaiser
Wilhelm Museum, 17
November 1991-16

Ftbru•ry1992), }8.

12 Srre Bwys' Statement:
"My whole life was atm·
paigning, but one should
for once be interested in
for what 1 had applied!'
In Go12 Adriani,
Winfried Konnert�, and
Karin Thomas, Joseph
lleuys (Cologne:
DuMont, 1994), 6.

'J Sec the slip of paper
pinned to the wall of the
1'00111 in which Bcuys
and IIenning
Christiansen performed
''Celtic, in 1970 at the
Edinburgh College of
An: "Where are the souls
ofVan Gogh. Duchamp,
Plerodella Francesca,
\o\lilliam Nich olson, Fra
Angeli co, . . . and
L<onardo da Vinci?"

Discussed in Richard
Demarco,"Notes to
Bcuys," in Similia

Sm
i liilm$: Joseph Beuys
zum 6o. Gtburtstag,
Johannes StUttgcn, ed.
(Cologne: DuMont,
1981), 119. See also &uys'
statement: "Art was
always something for me
that was based on the

achievcmcntJs of
many . . .There W.S
absolutely Van G<>gh,
there was Lehmbruck,
there wasGothic art,
Egyptian art, Greek art."
In Beuys, "Heute isl jeder
Mensch So onenkonig" (
18 May 1970). An inter
view wilh He�11ut
Rywelsky in
"Einzelheiten-Joseph

Bcuys," Art lntcrmtdia, 3,
Cologne, 1970.
1� Sec Emil Waldmann, Die
K1111St des Realismus und
des lnrpre.ssionistnus im
19./ahrlwndut (Berlin:
Propyl�en

Pamela Kort
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Kunstgeschichte,1917),
126: ""1lte innovali
ons
which most inspired
twentieth cemury an did
not ('rnanate from Paris.
Leadership had quietly

passed to Germanic
artistic force$. The
Dutchman van Gogh . . .
stand(s) at the portal� of
the twentieth century."
Cited in Mannhcim, 181.
t)

16

PaulWestheim, Willotlm

Lehmlmu:k(Potsdnm:
Gustav Kiepenheucr,
1919; 2nd eel., 1921), 9.

Tire BulletiPJ oftht
MuseumofModtm Art,

New York
(October/November
1 941); cited in Lazlo
Glozcr, "Ocr Pall

Lehl'nbruck," in
Wcstk11mt:

ZeitgenlJssisclre Kr;trst seir
1939. Cologne:

DuMont,
1981), 49-51. See also
WalterGrasskamp, Dir

r l (;l'RE
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Joseph Beuys, Toter Hirsch (Dead St.ag), t952, pencil, 38.1 x 49.8 em. Hamburger Bahnnof, Berlin.

unbewilltigle Moderne:
Krmst und OjJentltclrkeit

(Munich: C.H. Sock,

1989), 99-100.
t7

I appreciate Peter l':isbet's

drawing myattention to
the exact date given in
Frank Gieseke and Albert
Markert, Flicger, Fiu rmd
Vaterland: tinem•'tittrlt
&uysBiogmfie{Berlin:
Elefamen Press, 1996),11.

18 There wer. only four

publications about
Lehmbrucl:between 1919
and •9)9: Paul Westheim,
Wilhtlm Lehmbruck

(Potsdam: Gustav
Kiepenheuer, 1919; 1nd
ed.,1911); Hans llethge,

Wilhtlm f.eluubr11ck zum
Ged�dlllris{Berlin:A. R.

Meyer, 1920); August
Hoff, Wilhelm
Lelrmbrrrck, Junge Kunst
62/63 (Berlin:

Klincklwdt &
Biermann, 1933); �nd
August Hoff, Wilhelm

U>hmbmck. S(ine
Sendung rwd sein Werk

(Berlin:
Rembrandt-Verhtg,
1936). Wlule Bethge's
pamphlet was • mere

'IGLRL 2 3
Franz Marc, Sterbendes Reh (Dyi11g Deer), 1908, pencil, 12.1
(ARS), NY I VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

x

12.5 em. 02002 Artists Rights Society
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t"•elvepages in length
and contained no image•

puissant educator. Beuys continued his award talk with a description o f his ini

oflehmbruck's wo•·ks,

tial encounters with Lehrnbruck's work; his rescue, most likely on 19 May 1933, of

Westheim's 1919 publica

tion and Hoff'stextof

a "photograph" from a National Socialist book burning at his school; and his dis

1936 arc of standa1·d

covery of what he cryptically referred to in 1986 as a "little book" that he came

book length, thcrcbr ,·ul
ing out all three of these
as the"Bucldei"" (small
book) to which Bcuys
referi"<'d. Moreover. later

across wh.ile at the Reichsuniversitiit in Posen (during a break from mil itary
traini ng during World War II) in the years 1940-41.

17

n
i his talk Beuys men·

It is likely that the little book was August Hoff's Wilhelm Lehmbruck, pub

tion.s the publication as a

18

lished n
i 1933 as part of the popular Junge Kunst series. The first sentence of

"klti11tS Heftdrtll" (small
booklet), stoting he
noted init the span of
Lchmbruck's life. The
1933 Hoffpamphlet con·
dudes with a brief

Hoff's text is worthy of note: "As the German-Rembrandt wrote his strange
book, in which he eA'})ected the artist to lead humanity back to 'unity and free
dom, to soulfulness and introspection,' the glowing flame of a lonely van Gogh
9
was extinguished." 1 The "German-Rembrandt" (Rembra11dtdeutsch.e) is an epi

description of

Lehmbruck's lire under

thet for Langbehn, whose text appeared in 1890, the year of van Gogh's death.

the heading

In pointing out this coincidence, Hoff sought to underscore the struggle to

chronology).

identify an enduring figure who could motivate a younger generation of

•

19

German artists toward a goal not yet achieved, a mission that lehmbruck did
not live long enough to fulfill, but whose work pointed the way.

The Troubled Heritage of Expressionism
i

BEU) s' ART HAS LITTLE n common

2
0

visually with Lelunbruck's. lnstead, the enig

Romautik wul
Gegemvart: Festschriftfllr
Jeus Christitm jenseH :um
60. Geburtstag, Ulrich

Beuys' art may be connected by their deep sympathy with the uncorrupted
world of animals increasingly imperiled by modern man. As Marc put it:
ll

to be m ore beautiful, more pure."2° For Marc, animals belonged to a holier,

Joseph B�ys:

(Cologne: Schirmer,
1972),17-

, See Lotbar Romain and

RoJfWedewcr, Obcr
Beuys (DUsseldorf.
Droste, 1972}, 34. See also
Peter-Klaus Schuster,
"Vo11 Tier zum 1od: Zur
Ideologic des Gcistigen
bei Franz MJ.rc," in Fran:
Marc: Kriiftc cler Natur:
Wtt.te l9l2-19l.S, Erich

fied an d spiritual.22 Finally, the fugitive animals frequently encountered in
Beuys' early work underscore another conviction he shared with Marc: that
theirs is a short-lived, expiring world. Only after the end of human history in
its present form could a new history of man be attained.23

Franz, ed. (O.tfildcrn:

Despite these parallels, Beuys seldomly mentioned Marc. To understand
Adversaries of modern art, such as Hans Sedlmayr, criticized Marc's work as

Beuys,"Gesprach zw�<·

eben Joseph Beu� und
Ul
c f111U11f?<11 1�7-59

the motif of the dead stag in certain of his drawings as being tJ1e "outcome of

why, one need only look at what was written about Marc after the war.

Bi:.choff, ed. (Cologne:
DuMont, 1988),10}

Hagen l.iebctknecht,"in

more primordial world than humans. Some fifty years later, Beuys discussed

also suggests that, like Marc, he venerated dying animals as something sancti

FranzMarc,ated in
Lothar Romain, "Franz
Marc und Jo�ph Beuys:
Zur We
i derkehr des
Romantischcn in dor
deuts<:bcn Modernc,'' in

years are reminiscent of Franz Marc's. On the most obvious level Marc's and

disgrace and disregard."2 1 His equ ation of a dead stag with an i mage of Christ

Hoff, 1933, '·The term
"German-Rembandt"
may reference Ben<odikt
Momm�Nis.sen's
1926 book Der
Rembrat�drdeuudrt,
Julius La11gbehn.

matic images of a primeval world that Beuys brought to paper during his student

"Quite early in life, I began to feel that man was ugly; an animal seemed to me

Lebensdate11" (life

Hatje, t993), 169.

2
3

See Marc'ssunement:
"With death begins that

Pamela Kon
dangerously nihilistic.24 Unfortunately, Sedlmayr was half right; Marc's art
very exi�tence .-bich we

living restlessly marvel
about just as the Ught
around whlch we the Jiv
ing fluuer restkssly as a
moth flits around light!'
Compare .-ith ths
i state
ment of Bcuys': "Yes we
live in a dl!ath zone and
·
it s
i really on"ly in this
death zone that one
becomes aware ofhow
life actuallyapp<"'rs."
Both stalemenlS cited in
Rom�in, 202,1�.

24 See Sedlmayr,ts5-t57·

15 See \.Verner Haftmann)
Skizzeubuct. zur Kultur
der Cegernvart. Redeu
tmd Aujsiitze (Munich:

Prestel, 1960), 166."No
work of a German
painter ofour century

oould becomeso much
the spiritual domain of

the nation as the large
animal paintings of
Franz Marc." See also
Klaus lankheit,"Marc
will always be regarded
an an e.xtr�•ordinary
measure ns German,·
167, ibid. See also
Schuster, 169, ibid.

26 I Inns Eckstein,
"Wiederbegegnung mit
Franz Marc bei GUnther
frankc. MUnchen," in

Dns Kunstwerk7

(1946/]), 42.

17 Georg Lukacs,"'Grosse
und Verfall,'des
Expressionismus: in
ltJttrnationaleLiteraturI
(Mos.:ow, '9.l4) '53-73·
Cited in Rose-Carol
Wa>hton Long, ed.,
Gcrmau Mpres.sionism.:
Dowrnelltsfrom the End
oftlte Willrelmine Empire
10 the Rise ofNariorral
Sorialism (Los Angd<s:
University ofCalifornia
J'ress, 1993), 314-17·

l8 Leopold Zahn, "Apologie
der malerischen
Malerti," in Da.s
K11nS1werk,7 (1946/47), J.

19 Sec Yule F. Heibel,
Reconstructing tht
Subj«t: Modernist
Painting in \\'esten1

had subtly suggested an irrational willingness to die. On the other hand, those
proponents of modern art who championed Marc did so primarily in nation
alistic terms.25 There were also those who, while appreciative of his work,
viewed it as "problematic" for opening "domains that since have become the
battleground . . . of particularly modern art in Germany."26To cap things off,
Marc's early death in 1916 left his work tangled in the snarled debates around
Expressionism, from which it never had the chance to escape.
Immediately following the war, a nwnber of exhibitions were mounted
that attempted to rehabilitate Expressionism. Nevertheless, many artists,
Beuys among them, were reluctant to overtly affiliate themselves with the
style, because of the stigma attached to it. As is well known, Expressionism
began to run aground in 1919, when infighting over its aims caused many
artists to renounce their commitment to the genre. Even more consequential
for the reception of the style in Germany was Georg Lukacs' 1934 essay,
"'Grosse und Verfall' des Exprcssionismus" (Expressionism: Its significance
and decline). Lukacs criticized primarily Expressionist writers for abstracting
reality. To him their decision to weed out "its inessential elements:' corre\

sponded to Fascist methods, an accusation that remained particularly virulent
in postwar democratic Germany.27 In any event, the National Socialists' brief
Airtation with the style (despite their ultin1ate denouncement of it) certainly
did not add to its allure. In the end, however, as Lukacs noted, the central
problem with Expressionism was not its formal qualities, but the plurality of
styles subsumed under the rubric, Expressionism, which left it open to attack.
The desire of many postwar artists to steer clear of any affiliation with
Expressionism also had geopolitical dimensions. As early as 1946, Leopold
Zahn-the editor of Das Ku11Stwerk (one of the most powerful postwar mag
azines in Germany)-was quite unequivocal: "vVh.ile the formal equivalents of
surface and line [qualities considered typical ofExpression:st art] are the con
stitutive characteristics of Eastern art, the plastic and spatial values count as
essential to occidental art." Zahn's placement of this comment at the begin
ning of an article defending "painterly painting" as the essential impulse of
Western art, implied that the potential for the rebirth of such painting could
have nothing to do with Expressionism, let alone with Soviet art.28 Moreover,
by turning away from Expressionism, many artists also indicated their alle
giance to the prevailing Line ofthought that it was their task as "free" artists to
find forms that would lead to a less anxiety-ridden future.29 In brief,
Expressionism was not only too political, but also too German at a time when

2/
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Germany was trying t o pry itself loose from its own cloudy heritage.
It was this climate of unease that helped fuel interest in Sedlmayr's bleak

Verlust der Mitte. A

rabid enemy of modern art, Sedlmayr conceded that a t

least contemporary sculptors were somewhat more serious i n attempting t o
30
make images that might preserve the "dignity o f the human race." The
debate arow1d what constituted an "appropriate" image of man culminated in
an exhibition

Das Menschenbild ill unserer Zeit (The

linage of man in our

time) and a three-day conference "Darmstadter Gesprachs" (Darmstadt dis
cussions). The conference, to which Sedlmayr was invited, was packed with
people who had come to watch a "public debate . . . hardly imaginable in any
31
other epoch" about the "situation of art in our time."
Throughout the 1950s, German painters continued to have trouble coming
up with an artistic in1age of man, not least because of controversies surround
ing abstract and figurative art. Predictably, the fate of those who chose to work
in a figurative style was similar to that of the few artists who chose to align
themselves \\-i.th Expressionism. Neither group was particularly successful on
the open market, partly because of the general perception that figurative art was
in league with conservative political ideologies. An abstract (i.e., democratic)
style of painting carne to the fore during the 1950s and continued to dominate
Gem!nll)\194j-J9j0
(Princeton,New )er.ey:
Princeton University
Press, 1995), 96.

throughout the 1960s. Of course, in this genre the image of man was not of par
ticular mportance.
i
The responsibility of constructing an unblemished image of
32
o
man was left t the more traditional medium of sculpture.

30 Sedlmayr, •Ji·
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Plastik: A Greek and German Legacy
TIIOUGll BEUYS HAD ALREAD1

opted to concentrate his energies on sculpture

32 s.., Martin D;unus,
Kunst in duBRD:

'945-1990 (Rcinbck bel

Hamburg: Rowohlt,

two years before Sedlrnayr's book appeared, his growing desire to be perceived
as a sculptor must be considered within all these conte>..'ts. Nevertheless, as late

33

as 1964, Beuys' reputation was still based upon his draftsmanship. In that year
he was invited for the first time to participate in Documenta J. Although ini
tially he was requested to submit only three drawings, Beuys lobbied until he
33
was granted permission to also show several of his sculptures.
Beuys seldom referred to his three-dimensional work as sculpture, prefer
ring instead the term

Plastik (plastic). Given the

activity of modeling, Skulpt11r (sculpture} derives from a Latin word (swlpere)
35
that indicates the process of reductive carving. Beuys' awareness of this dis-

1995).]1.
See Veit Loers,"Dte plas·
tischen Arbeitcn der
Documenta JJ,.. in }ostpiJ
Beuys: DoetmretJta
Arbeit, exh. cat. (Kassd:
Museum Fridcricianum,
5 Septembcr-14
November 1993), 49·

34 See Joseph Beu�.

"Rtdon aber das eigene
Land," in Sprtel!ttl O�r
Deurscllla11d (W�ngcn:
FlU, •995), 10.

fact that he claimed to have

arrived at art through language, his decision to designate his work as Plastik
is significant.l4 Whereas Plastik derives from Greek plastikos, and describes the

Kurt Leonhard,
"Kunstgesprochc." in Dtu
Ku-k 8/9 (1950), 103.

35

See\lob-ott Hoffman,Dit
Plastiktks20. /llltrlumdcrrs
(Frankfurtam Main:
Fi.scher,19s8),18.
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tinction is suggested by these comments made during a 1964 discussion about
his work at Documenta:
i a concept which has not been sufficiently grasped. . . . That
In my opinion, Plastik s
was not the case in earlier epochs, for example during the Greek period, when the
entire human being was an expression of Plastik itself . . . when Plastik stemmed not

merely from the need for decoration and adornment, but was an example, a model, a

guiding light for what the Greeks understood to be the lnunan form and creation of
6
man as he might be 3

36 Beuys "Piastik und
Zeichnung))' in Kunsr5/6
(June/July) 1964,129.
When questioned about
the relationship of the
sculpture and paintings
exhibited at Documenta,
all of wl1id1 were from
the late 1950s, Beuys
commented, "lu those
days I was able to express

the mythical in the
drawings, with the

Plasrik 1 was after some-

thing with an archetypal
qnalit)'" (ibid., 128).
37 Beuys and Erhard Kluge,
"lch wiU gestalten, :1lso

verandern,)• in Von-vans 5
(1 February 1986), 19.

38

johann Gott6·ied Herder,
i Einige
"Plastk:
Wahrnehmungen Uber
!'Qrm und Gestalt aus
Pygamlions Bildendem
Traume>"in \,Verke irJ Zwe;

Bii11de (1770; reprint, 2

vols., Munich: Carl

Hanser, 1953), 1: 681.
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See Bernhard Rupprecht,
"Piastisches ideal,
Symbol und der
BilderstreitGoethezeit;'

also subtly alludes to the ideas of the German philosopher Johann Gottfried
Herder, who contended that the beginnings of language, partly preserved by
Greek myths, are the actual source of the plastic ideal. Immediately after his
1986 Lehmbruck Award speech, Beuys told a journalist that Herder's concep
tion of the "human being as a sculpted column" lay behind the theory of
Plastik articulated in his talk.37

Beuys' understanding of Plastik as language, as something one hears before
it is seen seems indebted to Herder's 1778 essay entitled "Piastik: Einige
Wahrnehmungen tiber Form und Gestalt aus Pygmlions bildendem Traume"
\

("Plastic: A few perceptions about form and image from Pygmalion's pictorial
dream".) There one reads: "Vve approach a sctLipted column as if it were in a
sacred darkness . . . . The more naturally we approach the work . . . the more the
silent image will speak to us.''

38

Herder regarded mythology as the figurative language of a poetic soul,
capable of generating a rich trove of images, which, like ancient Greek
sculpture, embodied fundamental human energy. To his mind, sculpture is
both a mouthpiece and a declaration in and of itsele9These ideas, as well as
the title of Herder's essay, could not have escaped Beuys, and its point would

in [(Jmstgeschichte tmd

have been obvious to him: the text was a brilliant argument for the

Walter de Gruyter, 1963),
210-11.

whereas painting was merely a dream.

Kwtsttheorie im 19.
]ahrlw11dert (Jlerlin:

40

Such an assertion not only informs Beuys' "expanded concept of art;' but

Leopold Zahn,"Zum
Thema 'Plastik;nin Das

Kwutwerkl (1946/47}, 27.

41 Wilhelm Lehmbruck,

supremacy of sculpture over painting. For Herder, sculpture was truth,
Leopold Zahn recapitulated this maxim in an essay entitled "Zum Thema
'Plastik'" (On the theme of plastic) that appeared in the first issue of Da.s

Kunstwerk in 1946: "Painting is essentially illusion; Plastik is concrete being.

cited in Werner
Hofmann, Die Plastik des

Painting is illusory space; Plastik creates space." Twelve years later, in 1958-

27.

the year Beuys first applied for the professorship at the Dusseldorf

20 Jallrhunderts (1958},

42 Hoff: l9J.), notes 10, 19'

Moreover, if Beuys read
the 19 2 te.xt by Julius

3

Meier·Graefe aboul
Lehmbruck, whid1 was

40

Kunstakademie-Werner Hofmann published Die Plast·ik des 20 ]ahrhunderts
(Twentieth century sculpture), which the eager candidate hardly could have
overlooked. Hof�1ann began his book by distinguishing between the arts of
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sculpture and pain tin g, citing Herder's arguments. He then traced the inguistic
l
difference between sculpture and plastic. The introduction closed with the

remark that the hour for sculpture was once again dawning, a moment that had
been predicted by Lehmb ruck, with whose hopeful statement Hoffman con
cluded the book's introduction: "I believe that we are once again approaching a
period of truly great art, and that we shall soon find the expression of our era
in a monumental style appropriate to our time:'41
Curiously enough, though originally Lehmbruck had been just as deeply
identified with Expressionism as Marc, the reception of their work eventually
took complete ly different paths. Following Lehmbruck's death in 1919 (three
years after Marc's) his chroniclers chose to concentrate upon the meaning o f
his work for the future of modern art in Germany, rather than its

Expressionist qualities, as they had in Marc's case. Further, Lehmbruck's lega
cy was perceiv ed as largely untapped, a state of affairs lamented by Hoff in bis
1933 booklet: "Lehmbruck has remained without an immediate successor. . . .
42
Perhaps he will only find the proper succession in a coming generation."
Moreover, while Marc's achievement was ambivalently received, Lehmbruck
was un eq uivocally appreciated as one of the "great European sculptors of the
twent ieth cen tury" whose work fulfilled the promise of the most Germanic of

styles: the "secret Gothic." These assertions, made in 1913, headed an essay on
Lehmbruck written for the catalogue tl1at accompanied the 1985 exhibition

German Art in the Twentieth Cwtury at the Royal Academy of Arts in London
(October-December 1985)!3The significance of the show for an international
appreciation of German art did not escape Beuys, who singled out for praise
three artists included in it during his November 1985 lecture "Reden tiber das
eigene Land: Deutschland" (Talking about one's own country: Germany).
Beuys' decision to omit Marc's name and mention instead Lehmbruck, the
Swiss-born Paul Klee, and the Russian Wassily Kandinsky in this prestigious
lecture about "one's own country" must be considered with this history in
mind.44
Within this contex.'t, 13euys' ambivalence concerning his teacher M atare
also begins to make sense. 13euys' deep admiration of Matare-one of the

most successful artists in Germany during the 1940s and 1950s-is attested to
by the number of works he made during those very years that strongly resem
ble his instructor's art. Moreover, the critical reception of Matan�'s work in the
early postwar years may have suggested to Beuys a means of s idesteppi ng dis
putes around figurative and abstract art. In 1948, the same year that
Sedlmayr's book was pubJjshed, a short article app eared in Das Krmstwerk

repnnted in lhe t949
OU;seldorfahibiti.on
catalogue of
lehmbruck's work, he
may howe taken note of
!his comment: "I saw in
l..chmbruck a successor
and erred. Mar&$ settled
down in Hesperien.
Lthmbruck remained a
guest." See Meier-Gr.Jefe
in Wilhelm Lehmbruck,

em. c.1t. (Dusseldorf:

Kun>ts•nunlungcn der

Stadt DUsseldorf, sum
mer 1949), not pagi
nated.

43 Werner Haftmann cit.ed
in Reinhold Hohl,
''Wilhelm Lthmbruck:
A German Preserve,·• in
German Art hr rfJe 2oth

Cemury, cxh. cat.
(London: Royal
Academy ofArts. u
October-u December
'9Ss). 438.

44 See lkuys,"Reden uber
daseigene Land:
Deutschland,"'

12.
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45 Gerhard Schon, "Die

Kuh des Matare,"' in Das

Kunstwerk > (1948}, 34·

46 See Beuys, "Interview
with Kate Horsefield"
(1980), in Energy Plan for

theWestern Mrm:Joseph
BeuysinAmerica (New

FIGURE 2-4
Joseph Beuys, Gliisemes Homvieh (Glass-like Horned Beast), 1950, pencil, 11.3 x 17
Rights Society (ARS), NY I VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

em.

©2002 Artists

York: Foru Walls Eight
Windows, 1990), 67.
47 See Hofmann. 64

48 See Heiner Stachelhaus,
Joseph Beuys, David

Britt, trans. (New York:
Abbeville Press, 1987), 33·

49 Beuys, "Lebenslauf" (7
March 1961} in Transit:
Joseph Beuys I'lastische
Arbe!ten t947-t985, 38.
50 Beuys mentions
Lehmbruck's influence
upon his decision to
become asculptor only
one more time in writing:
his so-called 196t
"Notizzettel JosefBeuys"
(Notes),drafted in
response to an article that
appeared in the
Rheinische Post on 12
September 1961, shortly
after he assumed his
te�ching position. Its
appearance marks the
beginning of Beuys'
3ctive interve-ntion in his
own critical reception. It
was immediately put to
use again less than a
month later, when it was
printed in the front of the
small catalogue of Beuys'
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Ewald Matare, Liege11Cle Kuh (Lying Cow), 1946, wood, 4-5 x 12 x 7 em

about Matare's sculpture, "Die Kuh des Matare" (Matare's cow). Its author
evaluated Matare's accomplishment in these terms: "Art is not nature; it is its
essence. . To recognize the sculpture of Matare . . one needs a clear-sight
ed internal perceptual facility."45 For the reviewer, Matare's talent lay in his abil
_

_

_

ity to depict the "essence" of he
t cow, rather than the animal itself. Never mind
hat
t
this had been Marc'sachievement too; in the 1940s Matare's reputation was
not burdened with the ideological baggage that had by then become part and
parcel ofMarc's reception.
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After his appointment to the DUsseldorf Kunstakademie i n 1961, Beuys sel

7Octolxr 1961 ahibition
a11he Haus Kod<koek in

dom mentioned Matan�. In later years, Beuys praised Matan� for his dearly
46
defined theoretical approach to art, but not for his actual work. Such a

Kb'C.Ther;, il scn-.d as
!leu)�·own introdU<tion
to hulifcand workin!he
sam•)'earlh:!1 he first
became a 1eacher. Stt
Joseph lleuys, "Notizzettel

stance suggests that Beuys wanted to eliminate the possibility that he might
be considered Matare's successor. Already in 1958 Hofmann had criticized the
i mpulse of Matare's work as becoming increasingly ornamental.47 A little

Josef lleuys,"in Josq

Btai}'.S. ZcJCirmmgrn,

more than a decade later he had come to be perceived as a minor, i f quintes

At/llartlk, 0/bilder,
P!ruruclrc Bilderausder

sential, Rhineland artist.

S<lmmlung van der

Grimm (all. cat. (K
l eve:

StMti5<:hesM�um Haus

Ko.kkoek, 8 October-5
November 1961), not pagi
nated. Three yearslater,

Beuys' Application Portfolio of 1961
'
BEUYS INITIAL r AI LURE

with his professorial
oppoimmcnt firmly in
grip, Beuy$ seems to have
no longer needed
Lchmbruck as a creden·
tial. There is no allusion to
him in his well-known

to secure the professorship at Dusseldorf in 1958 was

for the most part due to Matare's effective blocking of his appointrnent.48
Undoubtedly, this provoked Beuys' decision to present his work this time in the
form of photographs. He also included. in this brief resume of his life upon his

1964 ubcmlauf/Vitrklauf
ln !hat documen1 he
named two artisls and a
writer: Leonardo da Vinci,

second bid for the professorship in 1961. This resume is the firstinstance in which
Beuys mentions the debt his work owed to Lehmbruck's. Apart from Matare and

Joseph Enseling (with whom Beuys had briefly studied ), he referred to no other
artists in this short written statement49 The mention of Lehmbruck's name
within the contex't of his application for a professorship at an art academy that
had genera ted an artist of Lehmbruck's stature was certainly not incidental.50
Beuys carefuUy considered which of his works to include in this photograph
ic portfolio. By then he had acquired a thorough knowledge and appreciation of

photography.51 Indeed, as he made clear in the accompanying resume, it had been
ills encoun ter with "reproductions" (elsewhere termed "photographs") of
Lehmbruck's work that had been of decisive importance to his becoming a sculp
tor.52 Nevertheless , Beuys seldom took photographs. For this reason he asked his
friend Fritz Gctlingcr to make them for him. Getlinger, who did press work for

the Rheinische Post and Neue Rhein/Ruhr Zeitung, had published several photo
graphs of Beuys and his work during the 1950s. Undoubtedly Getlinger (and
Beuys as well) was aware of Constantin Brancusi's (1876-1957) conviction that the

medium of photography offered the most truthful commentary about a work of
art, emancipating it from tl1e vagaries of verbal or textual interpretations.
Coincidentally or not, in 1958, the year that Beuys initially applied for the pro
fessorship, Carola Giedion-Welcker published the first important German
monograph on Brancusi, with sixty-five photographs the sculptor had taken of
his work and given to the author shortly before his death. In the foreword to that
monograph Giedion-Welcker describes these photos as "first-rate artworks. . . .

)I

Marcel Ducharnp, and
JamesJoyce.

Sec Christophcr Phillips,
"Art·na: The Chaos ofthe
UnnaJncd,"in Joseph
Beu)�Arena!, S4· !>«also
Franz Joseph van <kr

Crimen,"Jostph Beuys,
dcr Nicdttrhcin und
lrit� Getlingcr," •9·

Sl See Be�' stalcment:
"19)8 first encounter
.-ith photosof

Lehmbruck's sculplures,
even!!" in "Biographis·
che Notiz.en von Jo�ph
Beuys COr Franz Joseph
und Hans van dcr

Grinten, ca. September

1961" in 1lrmsit:joseph
Bcuys Plasrischt Arbeitett
1947-1985, cxh. cal.
Krcfcld: Kaiser Wilhelm
Museum, 17 November

•99•-•6 February 1992),
39· Se« also lleuys' com·

mcnl: "The only hope I
had was when I saw one
doy a photograph of
sculpture which was pu1
away during Hiller's

time. lt was a sculptureby
W'llhehu LehmbrU<k. . . ."
In Beuys. ''lnt(rvie\\'
wi1h Kate Horsefield;' 65.
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joseph Beuys, GrojJer Gwerator (Large Gwerato1) (Himmel utul Erde), 1951, slate , 60 em. Here
on Tisc/1 (Table), 1953. ©2002 Artists Rights Society (ARS}, NY I VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.
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Joseph Beuys, Tisch (Table), 1953, wood. ©2002 Artists Rights Society, NY I VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.
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Joseph Beuys, Himmel rmd Ertle (Heaven and EartiJ), 1949, slate, 22.3 x 27 em. @2002 Artists Rights

Society (ARS), NY I VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

They lead us directly to Brancusi's interpretation . . . we immediately perceive
the work as Brancusi felt it and also as he wanted it communicated-from the
genuine perspective and interpretation of their creator.''s3 This was exactly
what Beuys desired to achieve with the more than forty photographs of his art
that he ultimately presented to the application committee: he wanted to allow
his work to speak for itself.
While Beuys determined which works to include in his application portfo
lio, it was Gettinger who decided how to photograph them. His documentation
of Beuys' sculptures in their momentary studio settings, often positioned upon

ready-at-hand objects, resembles Brancusi's photographs of his own work.
Gettinger's photograph of the second version of a 1949 sculpture, Himmel und
Erde (Heaven and Earth) titled grosse (Himmel und Erde) (generator, Heaven
and Earth, 1952) is a good example. By placing the piece of etched slate upon
Bcuys' 1953 Tisch (Table) it was displayed to its greatest advantage. Indeed, the
asymmetrical positioning of the slate plate against the irregularly shaped,
incised black surface of Beuys' Tisch makes it seem as if the incised image itself
is flying away. Getlinger's truncation of tl1e lower end of the table also yields the
impression tl1at the entire slab is about to slide into the realm of the viewer.
Such juxtapositions produce momentary connections that turn out to have an

53

Onola Giedion
\\'elcker. Cotutam;n
Brnr�c,.si(Basel: B.
Schwabe, 1!158), 7.
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FlloURr 2.9
Joseph Beuys, Ohne 7itel (Untitled), 19St. pencil, 20.8 x 29.7 em. 02002 Artists Rights Society
(ARS), NY /VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

I'IGLRl l.lO

Joseph Beuys, Ohne 7itel (Plakarenrwurj) (Untitled (PosterDesign)), 1955. watercolor (hare blood)
over pencil, 10.9 x 149 em. CoDection van der Grinten, Kranenburg. Joseph Beuys Archiv
SchloB Mayland des Landes Nordhein-Westfalen.
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unexpected, almost classic, durability. Ultimately, the photograph presents the
etd1ed piece of stone as inseparable from its studio environment, suggesting
that like Brancusi's work, it is a kind of total work of art54
The final portfolio included shots of Beuys' sculpture as well as of his
prints and drawings. There were few recent works: the majority dated back to
the late 1940s and 1950s. Almost without exception their motifs, media, and
style were traditional. A number of them resembled Matan�'s work. Beuys'
decision to Lnclude several pieces that evoked a primordial mythic world, such
as the first version of Himmel und Erde made in 1949, also suggests his inter
est in positioning his work withjn one of the most heroic themes taken up by
post-World War II artists: that of making visible the eternal powers of nature

and myth through the medium of art.
The date of the first version of Himmel und Erde, 1949, was also the year a
book appeared that is today in the Beuys archive: Jean Gebser's Ursprung und
Gegenwart (The ever-present origin). It may have been there that Beuys first
came across the idea that it is the artist'stask to make manifestthe "diaphanous"
structures that lie behind things and thoughts. Gebser argued that the monster
of cultural pessLmism spawned by Oswald Spengler in Der Untergang des
AbendIandes (The decline of the west; 1923), and nourished by Sedlmayr's 1948
book, could only be vanquished by wielding the scythe of"aperspectival" vision.
To

see

"aperspectively" meant to operate n
i an n
i -between realm: to make visi

54 Sec Thilo Koenig,"Fritt

Getling�r pbotogra·

phiert Joseph lkuys:

ble the veiled as a sign of the "contemporaneity of the future." This thinking

KUnstler und
Kunstwerkc vor d�r
Kamcra," in Getlmgtr

transmuted SedJmayr's cynical conception of the "loss of 11Uddle" into the gain
of an entirety that takes place at a between point.55 It is this in-between site
in which something otherwise unfigurable takes on form-that is most explic
itly referenced by the image and title of both versions of Himmel und Erde.
Beuys' inclusion of a photograph of each of these etched pieces of slate in his
application portfolio suggests the importance of these works to his aesthetic.
His preoccupation with its theme is also attested to by an untitled 1951 drawing.
It is highly probable that by then he had at least thumbed through the 1950 cat
alogue Das Menschenbi/d unserer Zeit:, (The image of man in our time.) in
which one of the authors argued for the importance of Gebser's ideas to con
temporary sculptors.56 In 1955 Beuys made another drawing connected to the
theme of these three works. The deep significance of the motif to hLs theory of
plastic is further attested by Beuys' use of it some thirty years later in connec
tion with his most ambitious sculptural project, 7000 Eichen (7000 oaks).
The symbolism of both the drawn and etched works is deeply intern.vined
with the concept of"above and below." While the higher realm of the gods con-

Photosrophittt, 29.

55

Set Jc•n Gebser,
Ur<prwrg und
Ge�""""'m, 1 vols.(1949;
reprint, Munich:

Deutscher T.1schenbuch
Verlag, 1973), vol. 1, Jl;
vol. 2, 6)5-.17·
56 Adolf Schmoll von

I!iscnwerth,1'Zum Thema

dcr Auss1ellung." in Hans
Gerhard Evers, eel., Das
Mcmschetrbiltl iu wrserer
Zeit (Darmstadt: Neue
Darnm�dter

Verlagsanstolt, 1950, 14
This txcerpt from

Eiscnwcrth"s catalogu(
essay appeared only five
pages befor·e several

reproductions ofart·
works deemed essential
10 the exhibition, the first

of which was Maar�·s
t

Kop{(llead}, 19.
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loseph 13euys RoLmdtable discussion allhe Kunsta.kademie Dusseldorf, circa 1967

notes a masculine engendering principl e, often symbolized by a bird (winged
creatures appear in both versions of Himmel und Erde), the lower realm is that

of the feminine earth, suggested by the incised globular fonns. In the 1955 draw
ing a female form stands within the globe of the earth, while a set of wings hov

ers nearby. Exactly at her midpoint Beuys inscribed his own name. In so doing
he set forth the idea that for him the production of artwork was a kind of air
borne engendering. The etched slate plates contain at least three more levels of
meaning. To begin with, they evoke the condition of flying, the very state in
whi ch Beuys claimed to have decided to become

an

artist . That same year,

1949-the year the first version of Himmel und Erde appeared-is when the
split between East and West Germany became decisive. Finally, both t ides refer
to the attempt during the late 1940s to anchor art in the "godly, in d1e middle,
as part of the demand that it embody positive values."57
Seven months passed after Beuys submitted his portfolio in 1961, were to
pass before he co uld jubilantly write to Getlinger that their work "was not in
vain.''58 This time Beuys' candidacy for the professorship had been a success.
The way was now open for him to become the long awaited successor who
could revive culture in Germany and lead a younger generation of artists to
disti nction. Today this is indeed Beuys' legacy. lt is one of the ironies of histo
57 Darnus, m.

sB Se� the kttcr from lkuys
to Gettinger dated
10.9.61 r�produ�d in
Kaldewei,u.

r y that Matare obstructed Beuys' appointment in 1958 with the argument that

Beuys would certainly fail as a teacher. For it was from the platform of his pro
fessorship that Beuys bequeathed to posterity what he considered his greatest
work of art-his teaching.

,.
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JOSEPH

BEUYS

Echoes in America

0 I' THE FLOOR OF THE BASEMENT

room Joseph Beuys lay rolled up

inside a swathe of rough felt. Near his head was a copper rod, also wrapped in
felt; a second rod was propped against a wall. Two dead hares-one at his
-tending the line of his
..
;
head, one at his feet-were stretched out on the floor, e
body. Several small fat sculptures had been placed around the room, and a
lock of hair and two fingernail clippings were affixed to a wall. An electric
cord snaked across the floor, connecting Beuys inside his felt roll to an ampli
fier that leaned against the wall. The room's only doorway was blocked by
boards nailed across its opening.
This was the setting for Beuys' action DER CHEF/THE CHIEF, Fluxus
Song, performed December 1, 1 964, at Rene Block's Berlin gallery. Beuys lay
4 P.M. until midnight, signaling his presence only through

motionless from

amplified sounds made with tl1e aid of a microphone hidden inside the felt
roll. One viewer described them as "very amorphous and strange, there was
very little human about them."1 Audience members watched through the bar
ricaded doorway.
According to the poster, Beuys' performance was to be synchronized "to
3i

Tile 1111t!Jor would like to tluurk Ronald
l'eldmau, Jon Helf(/ricks, Barbara
Kmko�� K
ymwotl i\lfcShit��, l.any
Miller, Ilobert Morris, Beujmniu
Pmterso11, }olur Stoller, cmd Sara Scag111/
for tlleir research as.sisumce. Special
tlrauks to Kippy Srrot.td and the 1998
Acadia Summa-rArt Program, wlu'clt
provided ittvaluable research time
toward tlte ccmpwtio11 ofrltis essay.

1

Hans van der Grinten, quoted by
Uwe M. Schneede in "Beuys &
lllock." in Mit dem Kopfdurclr dre
ll'nlld/1lead through tire Wall
(Copenhagen: Statens Museum
for Kunst, 1992), p. 109.
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FIGUR[ 3-1
Joseph Beuys, DER CHEF/THE CHIEF (Fiuxus Song), gallery view, 1964
Photograph: Jilrgen MiiUer-Schneck

F I G L'RE

3-2
Invitation to Joseph Beuys' !964 action DER CHEF/THE CHIEF (Fluxus Song)
Photograph courtesy of Dr. Uwe M. Schneede
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the second" with
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a performance

of the same work in New York

by Robert

Morris. Beuys recalled later, "I wrote everyth ing down for him. I drew him a
sketch with the dimensions, gave him all the instructions with regard to space
2
and all the elements involved." WolfVostell, who wrote about the action for

Morris' performance as "an echo" and
wonder whether Bob Morris
was just crawling out of his roll. . . . What was he thinking in New York, and
what was his audience there th inking?"3
a Berlin daily newspaper, imagined

mused, as Beuys ended his action in Berlin, "I

WHAT WAS I l l S AUDI(NCE TIIINKING?

The question is one t hat American

have asked themselves when considering Beuys' great renown in
Europe , for America has not embraced Beuys wholeheartedly. Our public dis
i ts who
course on his achievements has been defined by extremes: apol ogs
interpret and spread the ideas, and censors who denounce the man and the
work; a great deal of puzzlement lies in the middle. Many recent commenta
tors have noted that a balanced criti cal read ing of Beuys' work is still in the
early stages of development. As his death recedes further into the past and the
power of h is presence fades, this reading will necessa rily be based on the
objects he made and documentation of his performances and other activities,
rather than on testimonials from eyewitnesses.
It is those eyewitness accounts with which this essay will concern itself in
an attempt to examine the notion that Beuys' oeuvre s
i both "universal" (a
clai m made by Beuys himself) and "inherently German"(a phrase used by
some early critics). If Beuys' aims were universal-concerned with the human
condition outside a specific historical moment-then what might it mean for
tho se aims to be "in herently German" at the same time? Could the two char
acteristics coexist in one body of work? Perhaps; but if the "inherently
German" is contained within the "universal;' why haven't Americans given
critics may

Beuys a warm reception?

Such questio ns suggest that national identities can be described for politi
entities such as G ermany or the United States, and that they can
be extended to all spheres of activity including artistic practice and critical
rece ption. To construct a face-offbetween the two countries over the work of
Beuys is not my goal and doesn't seem especially useful. What's interesting is
not that a rift has occurred between an artist from one country and an audi
ence in another, or that it occurred between these two particular countries,
cally defined

1

Quoted by Willoughby Sharp in
"An lnttrview with J�ph
Bcuys," Artfonun 8, no. 4
(December 1969), p. 43· The
drawing is still in the collection
of Robert Morri.s (corre>pon·
dence with the author,
September 6, 1998).
WolfVostcll, ""lch bin cin Sender,
ich strahle aus! Fluxus·
Dcrno11stration der Galcrie
Block." Oer Tr•gmpiegel (Btrlin.
December 3, 1964). Portions
quot<!d in this essay arc taken
from a partial reprint in Ren�
Block's essay"Fluxus and
l'luxism in Berlin 1964-1976,"" in
Kynaston McShine, ed., BerUnart
1961 1987 (New York: Museum of
Modern Art and Munich: Prestel,

1987). See also Uwe M. Schneede,

joseph Beu�: Die Alctionen
(Os1fildern-Ruit bei Stu«gart:
Verlag Gud Hatje, 1994), pp.

63-79·
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but that the reception of Beuys' work has been so polarized, and that the
terms of the debate have remained weirdly unchanged over the past thirty-five
years. Even if this is only because Beuys' ideas were unusually consistent (an
assertion that also could be debated), it still seems significant that some of the
same objec6ons to his work were raised in 1998 as in 1963.
How much of Beuys did Americans have access to in the early years of his
career, and what was their reaction? Whid1 of his ideas seem to have been
understood, and which elided, in discussions of his work? Was early reception

in the United States irreparably warped by Beuys' decision to present himself
and his ideas but to withhold his objects until 1974? A first step toward answer
ing some of these questions might be a close examina6on of Beuys' early pres
ence in America-exhibitions, performances, collabora6ons with American
artists, and press coverage. I will focus on the years 1963 through 1974, a period
bracketed by his introduc6on to the Fluxus group and his first trips to the
United States. It was an especially fertile and active period for him: during this
time he fleshed out his "social sculpture" and "expanded concept of art" theo
ries; was fired from his teaching position amid a national controversy; per
formed most of his important actions; produced hundreds of powerful sculp
tures, drawings, and multiples; and exhibited widely in northern Europe.
Despite the volume, variety, and notoriety of his activity, until 1974 he was
known in the United States only through sporadic coverage in the art press,
personal contact with Americans ar6sts who traveled to Germany, and
beginning in 1970-minimal presence in a few, scattered exhibitions. And
although they were based on a trickle of information, often secondhand,
many early assessments concluded that his work was either "universal" or
4

From an undated letter in the
Rolf }ahrling Collection.
Weidingen. A photocopy of the
letter is in the Gilbert and Lila
Silverman Fluxus Collection,
Detroit. The original German
reads, "Seit 2 Jabren arbeite ich
an Gestalten die keio Bild und
kein e Plastik ergebett
FLUXUS." Trans. by Regina
Brenner.

Paik> who became a reguJar par

ticipant in Fluxus concerts dur
iflg the 1960s, has writte n that
BeU)'S approached him i11 1961
with compliments on his 1959

concert at Calerie 2.2 in

Dusseldorf. See Paik's book

Bet<ys \foxt96t-86 (Seoul: Won
Gallery/Hyundai Gallery, 1990),

p.

11.

"inherently German:'

SOMETIME IN THE EARLY 1960s Beuys wrote to the Wuppertal dealer Rolf

)ahrling explaining why he could not accept Jahrling's invitation to exhibit in
his gallery. Among the reasons he gave: "For two years I have been working on
4
forms that produce no images and no sculpture-FLUXUS."
Beuys had been introduced to Fluxus in 1961 through the Korean artist
Nam June Paik, who in turn Introduced him to George Maciunas, a
Lithuanian immigrant to the United States who was temporarily living in
5
Wiesbaden and was the self-styled leader and curator of Fluxus activities.
Beuys was immediately attracted to Fluxus, a loosely knit, multidisciplinary
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group of artists ex-perimenting in film, performance, poetry, music, and the
visual arts. He found in Fluxus a peer group that, as he later recalled, showed
him that "anything could be art."6
Certainly Fluxus artists embraced all manner of activity as art, but they
were especially interested in stimulaLing people to examine the unremar.kable
and quotidian more closely. "Concerts serve only as educational means to
convert audiences to such non-art experiences in their daily lives:' wrote
Maciunas.7 Once one had seen a performer make music by slowly, deliberate
ly crumpling a paper bag into a live microphone, the hope was that one would
thereafter crumple one's own paper bags with a new consciousness of the
value and interest of the sound and, thus, of one's own life in aU its minutiae.
A key aspect of this idea was that Fluxus compositions could be performed by
anyone, at any time, thereby divorcing the ego of the artist from his or her cre
ation. Maciunas was a passionate advocate of artists in all disciplines who
were experimenting in this vein-including composer LaMonte Young, per
former and filnm1aker Yoko Ono, poet Enm1ett Williams, and visual artists

6

Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, 1979), p. 4

Robert Filliou and George Brecht. By I962 Maciw1as had decided to promote
their work by producing a publication, to be financed by revenues from a

Quoted by Emmett Williams in

"St. George and the Fluxus
Dmgons." in l.ufbriirl>t:

series of concerts, the first of which would take place in Europe.8

JManifeste,
Manifestatiolrtn/Uphtnvnb:
Manifestos, Manifrstruions
(Cologne: DuMont Ouchverl�g.

When he met Paik, Beuys had not yet begun performing, and it can be
i early contact with the Fluxus group that stimulated the
argued that it was ths
development of his actions. His first two actions,
1

and

Siberian Symphony, Section

Composition for Two Musicians, were performed at the Festum

1984), p. 37, n. 9·

8

3.2}

The two pieces were vastly different.

Siberian

Jefferson's Birthday/Posrfac" (New

York: Something Else Press,
1964). p. 66.

Symphony was a composition for piano with a provocative conclusion in
which Beuys removed the heart of a dead hare; he later said that the aim of
this piece was to find a contextual, or symbolic, way to allude to primary expe
riences such as birth and deatl1.10 In contrast, Composition for Two

9 lkuys later S<tid that he h.td
intended to take pan in tht

Fluxw mtspiele Ncuester
Musik, held in Wiesbaden m late
1962, but "for some reason" was
n't able to attend. I lad he panici
pated, EartiJ Piauo, which he had
prepared for the concert, would

Musicia ns,

performed as a kind of entr'acte between two other pieces, was direct and
playful in the classic Fluxus style: Beuys simply wound up a tin toy of a drum

have been his first action. See
Gotz Adriani. Win fried
Konnertz, and Karin Thomas.

mer and cymbalist, and let it play until it wound down. It was over in twenty
seconds. Beuys later said, "The Fluxus people fel t that

Musicians]

[Composition for Two

Joseph Bet•ys, Life ami Works,
trans. P.�tricia Leeh (Woodbury,
New York: Barron's, 1979), pp.

was my brea.kthrough, while the event of the second evening was

perhaps too heavy, complicated, and anthropological for them. Yet the

Siberian Symphony, Section 1 contained the essence of aU my future activities
and was, I felt, a wider cA.-perience of what Fluxus could be."11
Despite his immediate understanding of the fundamental differences

According to Dick Higgins.
Maciunas had fled the U.S. tO
Germany around this time in
order to escape his creditors. See

Fluxorum, a two-day concert held at the DUsseldorf Kunstakademie in
February 1963.9 {See Plate

Quoted by Caroline Tisdall in
Joseph Beuy$ (New York:

10
u

77-]8.

Adriani, Konnem, Thomas. Life
and Works, p. 91.
Quoted by Tisdall in }o5'plo

Beuys,p.78.
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between their approaches, Beuys performed his next two actions-Piano
Action (March, 1963) and Kukei, akopee-Nein! Brown Cross, Fat Corners, Model
Fat Corners (July, 1964)-in the context of Fluxus events.12 The Danish artist
Eric Andersen said that he and the other Fluxus artists considered Beuys' work
at this time to be "very symbolic, expressionistic, and traditional. It was very
much concerned with the concept of Selbstdarstellung (self-representation) as
a personal interpretation of the world. It was absolutely not an anonymous
work_ It was a personal work socially oriented in a specific sense. . . . In 1964
he was very marginal in Fluxus and very few of us had anything to do with
him." Andersen goes on to describe what seems to have been Beuys' final break
with the group, at a Fluxus concert in Copenhagen in September 1964. "The
people taking part were Emmett Williams, Arthur K0pcke, Wolf Vostell,
Tomas Schmit, Beuys, and myself among others. We started fighting about
aestheLic and philosophical questions. Beuys and Vostell were kicked out of
the festival because we totally disagreed with their position. My friends and I
were so angry that we just told them to get out ofthe country."13

12 Piano Action took place during
the opening of Nam June Paik's
"Exposition ofMusic/Electronic
1clevision" and Kukei, akopee
Neiu/ W<IS part of the Aachen
l'luxus concert ACTIONSIAGIT
POP/DE-COLLAGE! HAPPEN

JNGIEVENTS/ANTIART/f}AUT
RISME!AI(T
TOTAI./REFWXUS-Festival der
n�urn /(Jmst. See Schneede,Die

IJ

Aktiorttn, for more details-

Quoted in Jean Scllem, "About
Fluxus, lnttrmedia, and So . . .
An Interview with Eric
Andersen," LundArt Press 1, no. 'l
(1991), pp. 56-57. The
Copenhagen festival he refers to
was M11j-udstillingen (7 koncert

cr-nyc koncertfocnomener, hap
pet�hlgs, netion music). August
19-Scptcmber u, 1964. At the
concert Beuys was a participant
in Vostdl's 8r45 Stop and pre
miered bis own THE CHlEF.
14

Reprinted in Jon Hendricks, ed.
Fluxus tic./Addenda IJ: Tht
Gilbert andLila Sil1'tftnan
Colltrtum {Pasadena, CA: Baxter
An Gallery, California Institute
ofTechnology, 1983). p. 166.

with

Beuys in DUsseldorf, Maciunas
relocated himself and "Fluxus headquarlers" to New York, running the Fluxus
mail-order business from his loft in lower Manhattan and staging Fluxus per
formances at various venues around tJ1e city. After the move he did not invite
Beuys to participate in Fluxus concerts that he organized, nor was Beuys
included on the extensive maiJjng lists Maciunas prepared to distribute his
"Flux Newsletters." Maciunas' definition of Fluxus (and the roster of artists he
deemed acceptable as collaborators and participants) was a work in progress,
but in this statement of 1964 he enumerated some of the characteristics of
Flux.us as he understood it: "Fluxus is against art as medium or vehicle pro
moting artist's ego, since applie_d art should express the objective problem to
be solved nol artist's personality or his ego. Fluxus therefore tends toward col
lective spirit, anonymity and anti-individualism-also anti-Europeanism
(Europe being the place supporting most strongly and even originating the
idea of-professional artist, art-for-art ideology, expression of artist's ego
through art, etc-)."14
Obviously, Maciunas' use of the word "Europeanism" as a negative cannot
be read as a rejection of European artists-Maciunas himself was Lithuanian,
there were many Europeans involved in the group (including the Swiss-born
SOON AFTER HIS BRIEF ENCOUNTER
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Ben Vautier, to whom Maciunas referred as "wo% Fluxman"), and Marcel
Duchamp was counted by most Fluxus artists as one of their most important
predecessors. Instead Maciunas let the term "Europeanism" stand for a set of
values about art that Fluxus artists rejected: the counterimage, so to speak, of
Fluxus. Perhaps he was thinking of Beuys when he wrote the phrase "art as
medium or vehicle promoting artist's ego." If so, it was a misinterpretation of
Beuys' work, but one which, as Eric Andersen's comments reveal, was not
uncommon in Fluxus circles. In any case, it is important to note that Fluxus
i t per se, and because they were
rejected Beuys as a Fluxus artist, not as an arts

a self-consciously international association, they do not represent a distinctly
American point of view.

evertheless, their objections to Beuys' practice

became the paradigm for the reception of his work in America years later.
For his part, Beuys continued to use the term Fluxus to describe his activ
ities, pinning it

to actions, exhibitions, and even, in 1968, renaming his

German Student Party "Fluxus Zone West."

In a letter to Maciunas dated

October 8, he wrote, "In Ge rmany, and as far as I have heard and seen, I seem
to be the only one who has spoken for Fluxus after your departure from
Europe.'' He went on, "I don't understand how differences of op inion, which
by definition are present always and everywhere (see human nature)
Mac iu nas-[Jackso n ]

Mac Low, Maciunas-[Dick] Higgins, Maciunas-1bmas

[Schmit), etc.-have led to this separation. Certainly differences of opinion
exist between you and me

as

well. Vostell even says, 'Maciw1as rails against

you.' Which doesn't stop me from having to further develop my own view of
things. Which doesn't stop me from loving Maciunas."15
In suggesting that he and Fluxus might yet find common ground for work
ing together, Beuys may have been alluding to the utopian vision that he
shared with Maciunas, their belief that art could be used to help solve real
social and cultural problems, and ultimately to transform society. (Maciunas
often sought to spur the mostly apolitical Fluxans into activism and had once
written to Emmett Williams, " Our

activities lose all significance if divorced

from soc io-p olit ica l struggle going on now.") 16 But Maciunas was apparently
not interested and, desp ite the overtones in Beuys' letter of both meekness and
missionary zeal (love thine enemies , spread the news), he remained unswayed.

15

In 1970 Beuys responded to Fluxus' charge that his work reeked of
"Europeans
i m." He issued a three-part multiple that could be read as an indirect
criticism of the social disengagement of F!UA'US (which recalls his famous criti
cism, in 1964, of Marcel Duchamp's silence). One element was a text, stamped
"Hauptstrom," "Fluxus Zone West;' and "Deutsche Studentenpartei," proclaim-

16

From an unpublished letter in
the Getty Research Institute,
Research Library, 890164. Trans.
by Regina Brenner.

From a letter to Emmell
Williams, wrilien in spring 1963
and reprinted in \Villiams'book
My Life in Flrvc-and Viu Versa
(Stullgar"t: Edition Hansjorg
Ma)-cr, 1991), p. 168.
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FIGURE 3.4

Joseph Beuys, lv!aMifesto, 1970. Photocopy, ink stamp, 1 1.6875 x 8.25 in. Edition of 25.
Alfred and Marie Greisinger Collection, Walker Art Center. T.B. Walker Acquisition Fund, 1992.
Collection of Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. ©1999 Artists Rights Society (t\R$), NY/VG
Bild-Kunst, Bonn
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ing that art with political aspirations must be aimed at the concrete rather than
the theoretical. Another was a broadside, signed by Beuys and his students Jonas
Hafner and Johannes Sti.ittgen, urging people to exercise their free will against
"sham democracy" and refuse to vote for established political parties.
The third element was based on a Flux'Us "manifesto" Maciunas had pre
pared for the 1963 concert in Dusseldorf at which Beuys first performed.
Maciunas cut up a dictionary definition of the Latin word "flux" and added
his own tex1, which read, in part, "Purge the world of bourgeois sickness,
'intellectual; professional and commercialized culture, purge the world of
dead art, imitation, artificial art, abstract art, illusionistic art,-purge the
world of 'Europeanism."' These manifestos had been duplicated and tossed
into the Dusseldorf audience as part of the performance of Benjamin
Patterson's Paper Piece. Beuys altered Maciunas' manifesto by changing it to
read, "Purge the world of Americanism."
Thus rectified, it became the third element in the multiple, which was
issued in an edition of twenty-five and tossed back, so to speak, at Maciunas
and Fluxus and, by implication, the rest of AmericaY
The history of Fluxus was writ by Maciunas in 1973 in his Diagram of
Historical Development of Fluxus and Other 4 Dimentional, Aural, Optic,
Olfactory, Epithelial, and Tactile Art Forms [sic]. The chart lists Beuys, along
with Vostcll, Paik, Charlotte Moorman, Vienna Aktionism, Gutai, and
Happenings, as a direct descendant of "church procession, medieval fairs,
Roman

circus, Versailles

Super Multi Media Spectacles, Wagnerism,

Expressionism." On the other side of the page (literally) was Fluxus, whose
forebears-and those ofYoko Ono, John Cage, Piero Manzoni, Robert Morris,
Anna Halprin, and Conceptual Art-included Bauhaus, Duchamp, Dada,
Futurism, Constructivism, and vaudeville.18 This somewhat Cartesian bifurca
tion suggests Beuys' work could be aligned with the mystical, the sensual, the
rttualistic, and-if one goes from Wagner to Hitler-perhaps even the sinister;
"true" Fluxus, on the other hand, was intellectual, rational, socially engaged, and
playful. Mind vs. body, Apollo vs. Dionysus, Fluxus vs. Beuys. Was Maciunas
also implying America vs. Europe?

17

The muhiple is titled Manifest<>,
Text a11d Poster. See no. 16 in )org
Schellmann, ed., josep/1 Beuys,
The Multiples (Cambridge, Mass:
Busch-Reisinger Museum:

Munich: Edition Scbellmaon;
ond Minneapolis: Walker Art
c�ntcr), 1997·

... DECAD( tARI.IER

in Berlin, WolfVostell wondered what Robert Morris was

thinking when he crawled out of his felt roll in New York, but, in fact, there
was no American version of Beuys' actions. Some time during the month after

18 The chart is reproduced in Jon
Hendricks, cd., Fluxus Codex
(Detroit and New York: The
Gilben and Lila Silverman
Auxus Collection, in association
with Harry N. Abrams, 1988), pp.

J19J1.
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his return from Dusseldorf, Morris had decided against going through with
the collaboration and he apparently did nothing related to DER CHEF/THE
CHIEF Fluxus Song that evening.

19

When Beuys asked him about it later,

Morris answered that he hadn't believed that Beuys could actually pull off a
performance of that length, and didn't want to try himself.20
While Beuys made an attempt in DER CHEF/THE CHIEF, .Fluxus Song, to
collaborate with Morris, and signaled that intent with a bilingual title, the
action actually marks a major shift in Beuys' performance practice (Beuys
scholar Uwe Schneede has even designated this action as the inception: "It all
19

In a 1970 article Ursula Meyer
quoted Morris as saying that he
felt it would be impossible to
duplicate Beuys' environment,
but that he bad "echoed �pecified
sounds.'' See ''How to Explain
Pictures to a Dead Hare,"
ArtNews 68, no. 9 (January 1970),
p. 57· However, Morris has since
stated that he planned to per
form the action at the Judson
Church but didn't go through
with it and never performed any
sounds. Correspondence with
the author, September 6, 1998.

20 ReneBlock recalls overhearing
their conversation in New York

21

in 1974> when Beuys was there to
perform I Like America and
America Likes Me. See Schneede,
Die Abionen, P- 69.
See Schneede, "Beuys & Block,"
p.l07.

22 Terry Fox, quoted in Terry Fox:

Meraphoriml lnstrument< (Essen

and Berlin: Museum Folkwaog
and daadgalerie, 1982), p. 30 .

23 The action was first announced
as a collaborative work between
the two artists under the title
Isolation Unit. Beuys later gave
his contribution a title of its
own, perhaps feeling Lt was too
substantial a piece to be sub
sumtd into Fox's work. Ste
Schneede, Die Aktiouen, pp.
306-11.
24 A port folio of Klophaus' im ages
was published in imer[wtktio11eh
6 (September 1971), pp. 34--54;
and a 45-rpm record was made
from the tape and later issued as
part of the exhibition catalogue
Fi$h Fox Kos (Santa Clara, Calif.
De Saisset Museum & rut
Gallery, University of Santa
Clara, 1971).

started with THE CHIEF. ")21 Among other things, it marked a significant

move away from the collaborative; it was the first action that he performed
alone, outside the context of a larger Fluxus concert (though he used Fluxus
in his title), and the first time he rigorously controlled the performance space,
adding sculptures and other objects to the room and boarding the entrance to
keep spectators in a prescribed relationship to him. The length of the per
formance gave it the aspect of a physical challenge, which in turn introduced
the shamanistic, Obermensch overtones that so many Americans have found
distasteful in his work. Beuys' desire for total control-extending even to what
Morris would do in New York ("! wrote everything down for him. I drew him
a sketch

_

.

. gave him all the. instructions.")-must have ruined for Morris any

sense that they were engaged in a collaborative venture. Instead, Beuys had
taken the lead. Morris, no Echo, did not choose to follow.
Beuys did one performance with the San Francisco-based conceptualist
Terry Fox, which seems to have been somewhat more balanced, if not, strict
ly speaking, a collaboration; according to Fox, they worked "simultaneous
ly, although independently, but frequently came together, particularly in
relation to sound.''22 The event took place on November 24, 1970, in a base
ment room at the Di.isseldorf Kunstakademie; Fox had prepared a work
entitled Isolation Unit and Beuys performed, in the same space, a work
called Action the Dead Mouse. 23 Beuys wore a prototype o f his Felt Suit mul
tiple and carried a dead mouse in his hand, presenting its body to the spec
tators as he moved about the room. Fox washed his hands in a basin,
smashed glass windowpanes with iron pipes, carefully smoked a cigarette
without inhaling the smoke, and . formed a cross of napalm-like cooking
jelly, which he set aflame. Lighting was provided by a burning candle and a
bare light bulb, sounds were the resonant tones of the pipes being tapped on
the concrete floor, and the high-pitched ring of fruit seeds being spit into a
metal bowL The proceedings were documented in photographs taken by Ute
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Klophaus and on audiotape.24
Fox had traveled in Europe during the late 1960s and had come across
Beuys' work in books and journals, particularly Vostell's de-coll!age.

25 He

sought out Beuys in 1970: "I came to Dusseldorf and I wanted to do some
thing, to make an action, and I didn't have the space. So I went to Beuys and
met him the first time and he showed me all the rooms of the Academy where
it was possible to make an action. Then we went to the cellar and it was won
derful there: so I decided to make my action there:'26
It is not surprising that Fox was attracted to Beuys' thinking, given Fox's own
focus on the artistic possibilities of sound, and his preoccupations with such
Beuysian themes as illness, healing, and ritual (not to mention, as Brenda
Richardson has pointed out, the absolute seriousness of both men's approach
es).27 Beuys' ideas clearly resonated for Fox in a way they had not for Morris; per
haps it was related that within a decade Fox had moved permanently to Europe,
where there was strong interest in his work among curators and critics.

LEST wr SrEM TO BE edging toward a generalization about German solemni

ty vs. American playfulness, let us not forget the high seriousness of
Conceptualism as it developed in the United States. In summing up the era of
Conceptual art, Lucy Lippard wrote, "On a practical level, Conceptual artists
offered a clear-eyed look at what and where art itself was supposed to be; at
the utopian extreme, some tried to visualize a new world and the art that
would reflect or inspire it." During its time, she says, even though most of the
art was apolitical, Conceptual art looked and sounded radical because of its
anti-object, anti-status quo stance; this in turn aligned it with the political
activism of the day. "Non-object art" she writes, was a response to "the need
for an independent art that could not be bought and sold by the greedy sec
tor that owned everything that was exploiting the world and promoting the
Vietnam war."28
Despite the fact that, Ln this stridently anti-object moment, Beuys continued
to produce objects by the thousands, his ideas could easily have been absorbed
into Lippard's "utopian extreme;' with its debates on the reorientation of art
within society, the reform of the art distribution system, the decentralization of
information, etc. Beuys' actions, too, were consonant with the development of
body art and process art, and, indeed, he was embraced by some of the leading
American critics and curators involved with Conceptual art. In 1970 curator

25 Related by Fox in the interview
"1i:rry Fox: "I wanted to have my
mood affect their looks:"
Avalmrche l (winter 1971), p. 75·
26 Brenda Richardson, Terry Fox
(Bct·kelcy: University Art
Museum, t973), n.p.
27

Ibid.

28 Lucy Lippard, Six Yem·s: Tl•e
Demateraliwri1J11
ofthe Art.
i
Objert (Berkeley and Los

Angdes: University of California

Press, 1997), pp. vii-xxii.
Remarks quoted arc from
Lippard's preface to the ntw edi·
tion of h.r classic 1973 book.
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FIGURE 3 5

Cover of Avalanche #1, 1970. Collection of Walker Art Center, Minneapolis.
Photograph: Shunk-Kender

Kynaston McShine purchase9 the important multiple Sled for the Museum o f
Modern Art's permanent collection and later that year screened Beuys' film
Eurasia Sta.ffin his important survey of Conceptualism, Information. That same
year the inaugural issue of Willoughby Sharp's New York-based journal
Avalanche bore an iconic photograph of Beuys on its cover (the magazine con
tinued to give him extensive coverage during its brief life).
Beuys also merited a couple of dozen entries in Lippard's influential 1973
book Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object, and he was (with
Mario Merz) one of two European artists included in Gregoire Muller and_
29

Kynaston McShine, ed.,
Information (New York Musetun
of Modern Art, 19 0); Lucy
7
Lippard, Six Years: The
Dematerializ
ation of the Art
Object {New York: Praeger, 1973);
Gregoire Muller and Gianfranco
Gorgoni, The New Avant-Gardt
(New York: Praeger. 1973).

:

30 See "A Kind of Death-In," Design
(London) no. 262 (October
1970), p. 22; and Carl llelz,
"joseph Beuys' American Debut:'
Art in America 6o, no. 5
(September-October 1972), pp.
102-103.

Gianfranco Gorgoni's book The New Avant-Garde, also published in
9
which traced an interdisciplinary strand in contemporary sculpture.2
A survey of English-language journal literature on Beuys betw'een

1973,

1964 and

1973 gives a sense of viewers' unmediated reaction to Beuys' ideas and work

during the early years of his presence outside continental Europe. In reviews
of his first exhibitions in both Britain and the United States, he was called a
"neo-dadaist" and an heir of Duchan1p, a fundamental misunderstanding

that led both writers to a point of frustrating mystification.30 Beuys' state
ments were found to be in conflict with his practice: one writer noted that,
though he claimed that "everyone is an artist;' Beuys' performances were "par-
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adoxically, very much one-man shows."31 Detractors found his work polemi
cal, maddeningly vague, simplistic, and pretentious; the few positive notices
used words like "utopian;' "revolutionary," "intense," and "fascinating."
But by far the most consistent reaction to the work, especially from
American critics, was that it felt too German. In what seems to be the first
review of Beuys' work in an English-language journal, a review of Documenta
IV, the writer praised Beuys' contribution but noted that it "may be a puzzle to
the foreign visitor" and concluded that it remains "a typically German phe
nomenon." Roberta Smith, in a review of Beuys' drav.oi.ngs, found him "fairly
impressive;• but representa tive of "an all-encompassing, romantic view of
things which seems very European or German." Reviewing the Guggenheim's
exhibition Amsterdam-Paris-Diisseldorf(which included only one sculpture and
one multiple by Beuys), Carter Ratclifffound in him "the paradoxical case of an
artist of international reputation whose work seems to have been emptied out
in the process of crossing national borders." Even the positive assessments of
Beuys' work sometimes had to concede the point: Lizzie Borden, in an insight
ful 1 973 review, concluded somewhat wistfully that Beuys "seems to have little
effect on American and English students." And, in 1972, when Sharp's Avalanche
printed a lengd1y excerpt of Beuys' public discussions at Documenta V, the edi
tors made the extraordinary choice of setting the piece entirely in an old-fash
ioned, nearly illegible German gothic typeface. Perhaps this was an acknowl
edgment that, even when translated into English, Beuys' ideas remained deeply
colored by their origin in German culture and history.32
The German s
i sue had been pushed to a near-hysterical level in a 1971 arli
cle by John Anthony Thwaites, who questioned the whole of Beuys' practice,
chiefly for the chasm between his utopian ideals and what he perceived as
gross self-aggrandizement. He ilien aligned Beuys with "neo-Marxians" (a
perception Beuys fought all his life) and ended by accusing Beuys of aestheti
cizing politics in the same manner as Hitler had.33
·while equating the aesthetics of Beuys and Hitler may seem over
wrought, the pairing is indicative of the discomfort felt in the United States
and Britain with Beuys' relationship to Nazi politics. This has been and con
tinues to be an extremely conflicted issue with American audiences, in large
part because the subject has not often been discussed without either censure
or apology. As scholars have recently begun to demonstrate, a large part of
Beuys' artistic project seems to have been an attempt to heal the postwar
German psyche. However, by refusing to approach the topic of the war
openly in his discussions about his work, Beuys left himself open to criti-

31

G<Orgina Oli....,r, "Seven

Exhibi1ions." Cont�OI5S<'IIr t8o, no.

723 (May 1972), p. n

3l Robcn Kudielka, "Document•
IV:th� German Contribulion."

Swdio ltltt'matiot�al t76. no. 902
(July/Augusl •968),pp. 29-Jli

Rolxrla Smilh,"Joseph Beuys,"
Ans 47, no. 5 (March 197
3), p. 74;

Can<r Ratcliff,"Amslt'rdam

Paris·Dusseldorf." Art[orum u,
no. 4 (December 1972), pp. 89-91;
l.iuic Ilordeu, "Joseph Beuys,"
Arrforum u, no. 8 (April t97J),

pp. 76-n;"Direkte Demokratie:
Joseph Bcuys Rapping at
Oocumeuta 5:• AvtllatJcile s
(summer 1972), pp. 12-15.

33 John Anthony Thwaites,"The

Ambiguily of Josef lleuys:' A1� &
Arrisu (London) 6, no. 7
(November 1971), pp. 22-23. The
some onide had appeared a year
earlier in French under the Iitle
··Joseph 13euys, les ambiguil�s· in
L'nrr vivam (November 1970),
and in German as ••oas IUtsd
Joseph Beuys" in KutJSIJailrbuch 1
(November 1970).

34 Sec Gtn• Ray's eosay in this
volume.
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cism for his role in it.

Beuys had refused to visit the United States while its forces were deployed
35
in Vietnam. Perhaps as a result few examples of his sculpture or drawings
arrived in the States before he did, and he was included in only a few exhibi
tions before the last American troops were evacuated from Southeast Asia in
March 1973.

36

His first solo exhibition in the United States took place in June

1972 (during Beuys' boycott) at the Harcus-Krakow Gallery in Boston; the

gallery worked solely through Beuys' dealer Rene Block and had no contact
37
with the artist. Appropriately, the exhibition consisted entirely of multiples,
works of art that Beuys conceived as traveling vehicles meant to carry his ideas
beyond the reach of his physical presence.
American critical response to Beuys before 1974 was thus based largely on
exposure to his ideas (through the published exegeses of Willoughby Sharp,
Ursula Meyer, and Georg Jappe and by secondhand accounts of his actions)
and less on personal encounters with his work. Americans were introduced to
Beuys in installments; this perhaps meant that they could never see his work
as a synthesis of language, object, and action. Confronting it for the first time,
reviewers were for the most part disappointed, deeming his objects-most
often multiples-"by-products of his interest in politics and philosophy;' or
35

Caroline Tisdall, in "Beuys in
America, or The Energy Plan for
the \¥estern Man.�' in }oseplt
Beuys in America (New York:
Four Walls E
ight Windows,

1990), p. 8.

36 Besides Informatum (•970) and

Amsterdtlm-Pa,-is-DiisseldOJf
(1972), my research indicates that
Beuys was included inone other
group show (Multiples-The
First Decnde [ L97t], at the

Philadelphia Museum of Art)
and four solo shows (in 1972 at
Harcus·Krakow Gallery, Boston;
in 1973 at Ronald Feldman
Gallery and John Gibson Gallery,
both New York; and Dayton's
Gallery 12, Minneapolis).

37 Barba ra Krakow, in a telephone
conversation with the author,
September 3, 1998.

38 Roberta Pancoast Smith, Arts 47,
no. 6 (April 1973), p. 77; Peter
Frank, "Joseph Beuys, 'The Most
Fascinating of Enigmas,'''
ArrNews 72, no. 4 (April 1973), p.
51; and Judith van Baron, "Joseph
Beuys:' Art.< 48, no. 5 (February
1974), p. 57·

"almost meaningless and indeed, confusing and sinister, exhibited outside
Beuys' life;' or "cold and often rather meaningless documents robbed of the
38
life and associations of the activity which created them."
This reception must have disturbed Beuys, who made multiples precisely in
order to communicate with the viewer in absentia, and whose methods of pro
duction rendered them hybrids that should have served to repair the very break
that these critics mourned-the gulf between the artist's time and space and
that of the audience. True, Beuys' multiples were mass-produced (sometimes
even mechanically reproduced), but often by Beuys himself; many also bore the
marks of his hand-signatures, stamps, drawings, or handwritten texts-that
i

give them the character of personal messages from art stto viewer. Other edi
tions had been worn, eaten, or hand-picked by the artist.The multiples thus had
an intimate connection to their maker that should have allowed them to retain
Walter Benjamin's celebrated aura. Instead, these traces of Beuys' presence seem
to have served chiefly as reminders of what was missing, of an ever-widening
rupture that could be filled only by the artist's presence.
Beuys visited America for the first time in January 1974 and returned only
twice thereafter; Uwe Schneede has proposed that each of the three visits had
a distinct character and contributed toward an ultimate effect that was quite
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calculated by the artist. The first was a three-city lecture tour "to prepare the
ground theoretically with talks and discussions." He returned five months
later to perform

I Like America and America Likes M�it must have

been

titled with more than a touch of irony-which was meant to serve as a kind
of object lesson for the conversations that had preceded it. He waited over five
years before making his final trip, in the fall of 1979, to prepare his retrospec
tive at the Guggenheim; Schneede calls this "the culmination of his encounter
\'lith America."39
Beuys' visits in 1974 generated curiously little media attention. The first, a
lecture tour with stops in New York, Chicago, and l\tlinneapolis, seems to have
fallen flat despite a good deal of publicity and packed auditoriums in every
city. His presentations were long, sometimes rambling, explanations of his
aesthetic and political ideas, delivered in his competent, though heavily
accented, English. Few published responses were positive, and even fewer con
tained considered critiques of his ideas. Instead, the level of mistrust was high:
some reviewers were embarrassed by Beuys' earnest utopianism; some were
insulted when what had been advertised as a dialogue played out more like a
monologue; and others were simply baffled by his insistence on cloaking his
objects with ideology. A breakfast meeting in

ew York with prominent fem

inist artists came off as patronizing and only angered the women with whom
he had hoped to establish solidarity.40 And Beuys' "coyote action," performed
during his brief, second visit just four months later, went almost unnoticed by
the art press.
The floodgates of American criticism opened five years later with Beuys'
huge retrospective at the Guggenheim. With access now to the full range of his
work, as well as to a comprehensive presentation of his ideas in English by
Caroline Tisdall, the number and variety of commentators increased dramat
ically and their assessments became much more nuanced. At the same time,
they were more strident at both ends: some writers fairly swooned while oth
ers were withering in their dismissal.
But the terms of the debaLe hadn't really changed.Rather than "too German"
Beuys was now "profound!)' German" or "quintessentiaJJy Germanic," but his
German-ness was still an issue and some writers even drew brutal, extended
parallels between Beuys' practice and Nazi ideology. As Fluxus had rejected his
art as too egoistic and self-referential, many critics now sniffed that he was far
too masterful at self-promotion and media manipulation; even his supporters
wrinkled their noses at the "cult of personality" that overshadowed the true aim
of his work. His position in art history was still being plotted in relation to

J9 Schneede, "Beuys & Block
:'
p. 117. .Klaus Staeck and Gerhard
Steidl, Bcuys inl\meriko

(Heidelberg: Edition Staeck,
1987) documents the January lee·
lure tour and Caroline Tisdall,
)oseplr Beuys: Coyore (Munich:
Schirmer/Mosel, 1976) the
action. Documen.tation on
videotapeincludes Staeck and
Steidl'; ··ncuys in America" (1974)
and Willoughby Sharp's "Joseph
Beuys' Public Dialogue" (1974),
which doaun<nts the lecture at
the N� School forSocial
Research. A videotape of his lec
ture at the Minneapolis College
of Art and Design can be found
in that school's library.

40 Only Jeremy Gilbert·Rolfe, in
"Public Dialogue with joseph
Beuys,• llrtforum 11, no. 6
(March 197
4), p. 69, debated the
content of lkuys' lecture. Other
responses n
i clude Douglas Davis,
"The Man from Du.utldorf,"
Newswttk 81, no. 3 (January 11,
174),
9
p. 100; Edit de Ak and
Walter Robinson, "Beuys: Art
Encag�." Art in America 62, no. 6
(Novcmbcr-De<:cmber 1974), pp.
76·79; Peter Plagens, "Peter and
the Pressure Cooker," Artforrun
11, no. 10 (June 1974), pp. >·8-JJ;
and April Kingsley, "New York
Letter." Arr IHtenratiorwl
(Lug<�no) 18, no. 3 (March 1974),
pp. 49-50. Some of the women
artists who met with Beuys in
1974-including Mary Miss and
Dorothea Rockburne-partici·
patcd in a panel discussion on
the subject during the sympo·
sium "Considering Joseph
Beuys• at the New School for
Social Research, New York,
Apnl )-8, 1993.
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Duchamp (for some, he was fatally distant from that center). Many dismissed
his utopianism as harmless and silly, comparing rum unfavorably to fellow
German (and, by implication, truly radical) Hans Haacke, whose politics had
resulted in his being kicked out of the Guggenheim in 1971. A significant num
ber of writers--despite a comprehensive installation conceived as an exegesis
for Americans and supported by an English-language catalogue and
Acoustiguide tour-still found Beuys' work enmeshed in a history, culture, and
language so foreign that they were unable to connect to it.4 1 For a decade or so
after the Guggenheim retrospective, public dialogue about Beuys in this cotm
try remained static. The artist himself did not return to the United States, and
41 Some two dozen anicles about
the Guggenheim re1rospective
appeared in the Amel'ican press;
posi1ive assessments outnum�
bered negative. Favorable pieces
included John Russell, "The
Shaman as Artist;' New l'ork
Times Magazine (October 28,
1979}; John Perreauh, "Felt
Forum," Soho Wtekly Nrws 7, no.
s (No,·ember 1-7, 1979); Jack
Burnham, "'GiJtterddmmtrung at
the Guggenheim," The New Arr
&amintr 7, no. 3 (D«eml�r
1979); Stuan Morgan,"Joseph
lkuys," Flash Art 9�-95
(January-February 198o); Kay
Larson,"Joseph lkuys: Shaman,
sham,or one o(the most bril
liant artist$ of our time?"
ArrNews79, no. 4 (April 198o);
and Donald Kuspit, "Beuys: Fat,
Feh and Alchemy," Art m

America 68, no. s. (May t98o).
The most famously negativo was
Benjamin H.D. Buchloh's, deJiv.
ered in two texl5: "'Beuys:
Twilight of the Idol/Preliminary
Notes for a Critique; Arrforum
18, no. s (January 1980) and, with

Rosalind Krauss and Annette
Michelson,"Joseph Beuys at the
Guggenheim," October 11 (spring
1980). Kim Levi n, in "Joseph
Beuys: The New Order," Arts 54,
no. 8 (Jipril t980), found his
work redolent of tarnished
Gem1anic ideologie,l and, though
intended to heal, ulrilll3l<ly"too
birter a pill for us to swallow."

42 joseph Beuys, "Talking about
One's Own CounLry: Cel'many,'"
in Jn Memoriam Joseph Beuys:
Obiwaries, Essays, Speeches,
trans. Timothy N<vill (Bonn:
Inter Nationes, 1986), p. Jsff.

Americans had to wait until 1993-seven years after his death-for another
stateside museum to mount a major exhibition.

IN

HIS MUCH-QYOTED FINAL PUBLIC SPEECH

"Talking About One's Own

Country," delivered at the Munich Kammerspiele in 1985, Beuys made an illu
minating assertion about the basis and orientation of his work. Forty years
after the end of World War II, he said, Germany still faced the difficult task of
bringing about its rebirth. He proposed that this "resurrection" could be
achieved through "the fountainhead of what we call the German language"
and outlined the path his own work had taken through language into tangi
ble form. He went on to state that "th'e concept of a people is elementally cou
pled with its language."42
The latter statement has long been understood (and even exploited by col
onizing nations including Germany), but Beuys' claim that his work is funda
mentally language-based is suggestive. Certainly he e�:plored language and
sound as sculptural forms in their own right, but his entire oeuvre also func
tions in some ways as a language: it is a closed system whose component� have
meaning independent of their material form. Those meanings are learned
through reiteration and repeated use in many different contexts. There is no
one signature work to which a viewer can turn for a concise presentation of
all of Beuys' ideas: understanding comes gradually, like mastery of any lan
guage. Beuys seems to have been attempting nothing less than the creation of
a new language that, through its intimate connection to Germany's history,
culture, and mother tongue, would be a restorative Cor his country.
With this analogy it becomes somewhat easier to understand the obstacles

Beuys' work might present to American viewers; it also becomes possible to
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make a case that the work is "inherently German." Beuys' final speech suggests
that the healing aspect of his practice was not meant to function outside

Germany. There, the language he invented (a synthesis of his objects, action s,
and words) could actively bring about a change in cultural identity (which
itself is a synthesis of language, history, and culture). After his death, his
objects might continue to speak, but perhaps only to those who understood
what they were hearing.
Does the work also qualify as "universal"? To say that it does WOLLld be to
accept Beuys' implica tion that, while his work was aimed specifically at healing
Germany's debased postwar condition, tl1is condition was only one case of an
illness that had also infected the rest of the Western world; and, further, that
his work could be used to treat the American version of this disease

as

well as

the German. If this is true, and the undeniable impact of his work outside
Germany suggests that

it

is, then his objects are apparently able to detach

themselves from the rest of hjs linguistic system and .find meaning on their
own. If noL, his work will become trapped in a self-referent ial loop like the

Beuysian hare that gazes at its own reflection. For it takes a lot of effort to learn
a new language, and on ly tl1e enraptured speak in tongues. {See Plate 3.1}

Gene Ray
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JOSEPH

BEUYS AND

THE AFTER-AUSCHWITZ SUBLIME

I

N ONE OF HIS LAST MAJOR PUBLIC

addresses, delivered at the Mtinchner

Kammerspiele in November, 1985, as part of a lecture series entitled "Talking About
One's Own Country," Joseph Beuys reflected on his decision to become an artist.

After beginning studies in the natural sciences, he concluded that his "possibility"
would not be realized within the confines of a narrow scientific specialty. His"gift"
was "to initiate all-embracingly witl1 respect to the task that the people had." He
turned to art and developed a notion of sculpture that began with language and
concepts, because that enabled him to produce"forward-looking images:' But his
decision had also to do, he continued, with his realization that such an art, linked to

the German language and to the people who speak it,"was also the only way to over
come all the still racially-driven machinations, terrible sins, and not-for-describing
black marks, without losing sight of them for even a moment."1
The project, which for two decades was both the subject and the asserted goal
of Beuys' public discourse, and which is now firmly associated with his name,
combined an ambitiously programmatic expanded concept of art" with a deep
"

engagement with the cultural tradition. While the first part of the project, striv
ing for social transformation, was purported by Beuys to be "the end of moder55

lo
.eph Beuys. "Reden llber das
eigene Land" n
i Hans Mayer,

}o�ph lku)'S, Margartt�
Mit.cl•erlidr·Nielson, Allmx/11
S.:h/Jnherr. ReJen iiber das eigent

umd: Deutschland3 (Munich: C.

Bertelsmann, t98>) and reissued
as loseph Beuys, Sprech-.1 fiber
Ocutsclrland (Wangen/Allg�u:
!'IU-Verlag, 199;), pp. tO·n: "Doll
dieses auch der ein�ige Wcg sci,
um alle nocb im Rassis1ischen
treibenden Umtriebe, schreck
lichen Simden, nicht zu
�hreibeoden scbwarzen Male
zu Uberwinden, ohne sie auch
nur eineo Augeoblick au< dem
Bhckfeld w verlieren, lieB mich
entscheideu ftlr die Kunst."
In this context, "sclrwarze
Mole" C<ltries the additional pos·
•ible meaning "black/dark/dirty
limes." There would also seem to
be a subtle difference bc1�en
•w•beschreiblich" ("indescrtb·
able/enormous/staggering") and
"n�ht zu beschrei�ndtn" (literal·
ly,"not-for-describing/not·lO·be·
describt<l"). Taking into account
the semantic possibilities which
the German holds open, lleuys
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seems to imply. or acknowledge,
that these "black marks," related
to "still racially-drive
n machina
tions" and "terrible sins" are not
to be talked about among the
German people, or at least can
only be referencedindirectly.
Hence, as strong as the wording
is, neither the Jews nor the
Holocaust is named. And yet it is
clear that this "aberwinden"
("overcoming"),without losing
sight of, belongs to the "Aufgabl'
("task") of the German people.
Cf. Timothy Nevill's English
trans. in Joseph Beuys, "Talking
about One's Own Country:

Germany" n
i Wilfried Wiegand et
al., In Memorittm joseph Beurs:

Obir"aries, Essays, Speecl1�s (Bonn:

InterNationes, 1986), p. 37-

Beuys, Spreclten iiber Deutschland,
p.13; "Talking about One's Own
Country: Germany;· p. 38.
What is called "life" here can only

be the sum of Beuys' pubUc pos·
tures and urterances, including
self·interprela6ons and his own
aoootmt ofhis intentions. In gen·
era!, both admirers and denigta·
tors
accepted or rejected
Beuys' life and art t ether, in an
all-or-nothing approach. The
number of cr tics who have
acknowledged a disjunction, or the
possibility of one, between lhe
''orks and Beuys' words about
them remains small. I count Edit
de t\k and Walter Robinson,
"Beuys: Art Encage;· Arr in
America (Nov./Dec. 1974): 78; Kim
Levin, "JosephBeuys: The New
Order," Arts Magazi11e (April198o)
and reprinted in l..tvin, Beyond

have

og

i

Modemism: Essays on Art fro;, the
J(Js and 8os (New York: Harper &
Row, 1988), p. 176; l11ierry de

Dm-e, ..Ledernier des proletaires;•
4, Special Issue (1987)
and trans. as "joseph Beuys, or The
Last of the Proletarians:• October
45 (Sun1mer 1988): ;8-s9; and

Arr Studio

Armin Zweitc, joseph Beuys: Nattlr
Materie Form (Dusseldorf:
Kunstsammlung Nordrhein�
Westfalen; Munich:

$chim1erfMosel, 1991), pp. 37-39·
In so far as the objects bear

wordsand the actions include

speech, one cannot ahlo'ays distin·
guish dearlybetween Beuys' arr
and his discours... Still, the distinc·
tion is a crucial one. At the very
least, any artist�s sdf-interpreta
tions must be tested against the

s6

ni ty, the end of all traditions;'2 the second would seem to have rehearsed, in
acco rdance with Ezra Pound's famous di ctum, well-established modernist strate
gies for "making it new." The tension between the pull of tradition and the need
to break with it fueled an enormous material production: drawings, sculpture,
multiples, monumental installations. Beuys' objects are relics of his utopian pro
gram-of the public persona, the unceasi ng pronouncements and provocations, ,
the lectures and actions, the challenging exhortations to create a new social order.
But they are also relics of a conflicted relationship between the two parts of the
project. Arguing for a conception of art that would take society and the whole
world as the materials of a vast collaborative Gesamtkunstwerk, he nevertheless

supplied the better known art world institutions with a highly individualized
and stylistically coherent body ofobjects. The much -r epeated claim that Beuys'

life was his art, or at least that the two are inseparable, assumes that Beuys' stated
intentions were always successfully realized in the works. As a few critics have
noted, the reality is more complicated.3

As if that were not enough, there is alongside the "announced" project
another one which the artist for the most part left unacknowledged. This par
allel project's gaze was fixed somberly on the catastrophe and genocide of the

Naziperiod and encoded the production wi th another, grimmer level of mean
ing. Evoking and avowing the Holocaust through various strategies, Beuys'
pieces and actions can also be read as objects and gestures of mourning. As the
cited passage makes clear, it would be wrong to say that Beuys never acknowl
edged this other project.4 But he never emphati cally asserted it as a project per
se, in the way h e did tirelessly on behalf of the "expanded concept of art." It is
clear from his words that he preferred to speak of the future and of the "for
ward-looking" aspect of his activities. However, on this occasion at least, Beuys
acknowledged that the "task, which the people had (die Aufgabe, die das Volk

hatte)," was inextricably linked to the legacy of the war years. But if his art-per
haps, as he implied, through the role the German language-carried the capac
ity to "overcome (uberwinden)" "terrible sins (schrecklichen Sunden.)" and
"not-for-describing b lack marks (nicht zu beschreibenden schwarzen Male),"

Beuys nevertheless chose in this rega rd to let the objec ts speak for themselves.5
This choice has proven fateful to Beuys' reception as an artist. Critics have
focused on the announced project-on the expanded concept of art and the

engagement with tr�dition-to the virtual exclusion of the second. Kim Levin
had already remarked on this state of affairs in her perceptive review of Beuys'
first Guggenheim retrospective. "There is:' she wrote, "a secret narrative in Beuys,
of which no one dares speak. Autobiography is now an accepted content for art;
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the atrocities of Nazi Gem1any are not.'>6 She went on to suggest that manyof the
piecesinstalled by Beuys as "stations" descending the Guggenheim's spiral ramps
could be seen as allusions to the Holocaust, and in a later essay, she suggested that
this "secret narrative" had been uncovered and accepted in the wake of the ret
rospective exhibition.7 In fact, the analysis of Holocaust references in Bcuys

4

ect-the project of mourning-has any place at all in the literature, it is a mar
ginal one, unsupported by any systematic reading ofthe works as a whole.
The reasons for this are complex and in America perhaps were exacerbated by

•

widespread critical unease in tJ1e wake of Benjamin H.D. Buchloh's rhetorically
forceful attack on the mythical foundations of Beuys' public persona.8 Jn focus
ing on Beuys' asserted project and in accepting the purpor�ed unity of his life and
work, critics have restricted themselves to a general dependence on B euys' own

Beu)'S, Spreche11 fiber Deul$cl1/nrul,
p. 10. S<.>e also note t above. /\lain
Borer concludes rrom thisthat the
Jews represent a "'dimfJIS;on spir·
itue/le abseutc" in Beuy5' thinking:
Bor..,.,"Deploratiou de Joscph
Beuys," in F-•l>rice Hergott and
Marion Hohlfddt,eds. }o;ql!

discourse and self-interpretations. Such sources are of course primary for art his
torians seeking to reconstruct Beuys' intention or the genesis of particular works.
But critics, too, whether discussing an action, interpreting an installation, or
analyzing Beuys' theory of social sculpture, have followed the leads and bor
rowed the terms provided by the artist himself. "One isalmost helpless;' Rosalind

&uys(Pari>: £dit10n� du U:ntr.
Pompidou. 1994), p. 2.9· Borer's

Krauss bemoaned i n 1980, "wi thout the explanations supplied by the artist."9

essay for the Celt!'( Pompidou's
1994 Beu)'S catalog has now been

This is to say that the contexts by which the works are explained have been the

trans., with some rnodifications, as
"Beweinung des Joseph llcuys" in
Lothar Schi.t·mer, cxi., Jose/>1> IJcuys:

biographical and tl1e art-historical: private history and art history.
The Holocaust dimensionof Beuys' work only becomes visible, however, in the

Eine We>·kiibmidu, •94S-•985

light of a different context: iliat of major or public history, and in particular the

(Munich: Schirmer/Mosel, 1996)
and in English as"A Lamenl for
Joseph Broys;' in Lothnr Schirmer,
ed., Tl�t E..<$e11tinl/ostpl1 Be"ys
(Cambridge: MIT, 1997). See p. 29,
both edition-.

massively-traumatic public history ofthe yearsfrom 1933 to 1945. Indeed, only by
bracketing the distractions of the artist's still-charismatic afterimage and of art
world lineages and rivalries do Beuys' avowal and evocation of the genocide
emerge. One needs to look not to the story of the Crimean plane crash or to
Beuys' personal wounds and war e�-periences,but to the shared, publicly-available
facts and images circulating around that time.10 Beuys' words alone do not suffice
to establish the existence ofa project of mourning. Any capacity for a "mourning
effect" wiJI have to be found in the objects and actions iliemselves. But if one
works one's way through Beuys' oeuvre attentive to this dimension, then what I
have called a "second" project will come compellingly into view. Once it has, it
may be impossible to look at Beuys in the same way again.
This is not at all to in1ply that the announced project is unimportant, or
that Bcuys' objects do not mean what he and critics after him have said they
mean. Uncovering the project of mourning as it is coded into Beuys'art will not
negate the established interpretive approaches so much as deepen them. It gives

Numerous pubhshed statements
and interviews l!vincc Ocuys·

usual reluctance to >peak of the
Holocaust and his tendency to
dcftect direct questions about it
into discussions of thr pr(..,(nt or
future. See, for uamplc, his dis·
cussions with Carolin< Tooall
included in the catalog to the
Gugg
enheim's 1979/8o Beu�.. �t
rospectivc: Caroline Tisdall,
joseplr Beuys (New York: The
Solomon R. Guggcnhcun
Museum, 1979), pp. 21-23. The
few imponant eXC<'J>tions will be
discussed at the end of the essay.

which she implicitly called for has never materialized. If Beuys' second proj

·

production ibclf. Ultimatdy at
stake he«""' ossues of inu:nrional
ity and lh� generation of meaning
which are, within a general <hift n
i
imeUectual focus rrom production
to reception, still much-contested.

6

levin. op. cit., p. 176.

Le>·in, "Introduction" n
i Carin

Kuoni, ed., E11crgy Piau for II�<

Wcs1em Mau: /ostpl! 8c11ys m

Amnicn (New York: Four Walls

Eight Windows, 1990 ), p. 1.

Benjamin H.D. llud>loh, "llcuys:

The 1\•ilight of the Idol,
Preliminary Notes for a Critique,"
Al'tforum (Jan. 1980) nnd rep rint 
ed in this volume, pp. 199. On th<
influence of this tcxf in Arnerica,
see Christopher Phillip>, "Back to
Beuys."Art i11 AmtrirA (Sept.
1993): 90; and David Levi SU'3U>S,
"American Beuys 'I lik America
and America li� Me:" Parkttt26
(Dec. 1990): '""- Buchloh'• essay
also looms large behind the struc·
ture of the Tate GaUer)'
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us, furthermore, an explanation for the force of Beuys' major works. At i ts best,
Liverpool'• 1994 critical forum on
Beuys. Se<> David Thistlewood.

cd., }oseplt Beuy$: Diverging
CririiJtle> (Liverpool: Liverpool
University Press and Tate Gallery
liverpool, 1995).
9

10

11

Benjamin II.D. Buchloh,
Rosalind Krauss andAnnette
Michelson, "joseph Beuj•s at the
Guggenheim," October 12 (Spring
1980): 17.

Interpretations attempting to put
Beu)S "on the couch" in ord<r to
argue that his art enacts a per
sonal catharsb of the '''ar years
have been, in my opinion, mere
speculoti011, reckless more often
than not, lind ofveryslight
value. Cf. Donald Kuspit, "Joseph
Bcuys: The Body of the Artist :'
Arrfomm (Summer, 1991) and
reprimed in11>istlewood, ed., op.
cit.. pp. 9S·>OS.
In Western aesthetics, the sub
lime has tradttionally been asso
ciated with four names: Psrudo
Longinus, Nicolas Boileau
De>pr�ux. Edmund Burke and
Imman uel Kant. My phrase
'"after-Au)chwitt sublime.. marks
the return to this tradition in
postwar continental thought and
theory. esp<ci•lly in the writings
of Jneques Det�·ida, Jean-Luc
Nancy, )can-Fran�ois Lyotard
and Slavoj Zizck, and links that
remm fO dlc critical reflections>
more famil iar in this context, of
·n,eodor Adorno. For an orient

ing di�ussion, with citations, of
this tr<nd and its relation to
Beuys and postwar an, see the
"Introduction, and •eondusion..
to my "The Use and Abuse of the
Sublime: Joseph B<uys and Art
afltr Auschwitt;' Dissertation
(Coral Gables. Florida, 1997).

11 Fo1· the generally-accepted
chl'onology, see Gotz Adriani,
Winifl'icd Konnert"L and Karin
Thomns, /oscph Beuys (Cologne:
Dumont, 1994). The challenge to
llcuys'account of the war years

began with Buchloh's 1980

Arrforum essay, already cited. For
the latest ve1'Sion of that chal
l enge, S« Frank Gieseke aod

Alben Marl:cn, Fli<g.r. Fi/z, rmd
Var<rlnttd: Ei11e Erweirerre Btuys
Brograplut (Berlin: Eldanten
Press, 1996).

Beuys' material production-the objects and installations that have outlived the
artist himself-retains a power to strike, astonish and disturb us for which the
biographical and art-historical explanations cannot account. In the history of
aesthetics, there is a name for these effects: the sublime.11
In what follows, I will review what can be called Beuys' structural relation to
public history, and then turn to the small number of works and episodes which
deal explicitly, through content or tide, with the Holocaust.

Beuys' biography is well known. Only a few major
markers of its chronology need be reviewed here, in order to establish Beuys'
position in relation to public, (as opposed to private) history. Born in K•·cfeld in
1921 , Beuys grew up there and in Kleve and was twelve n
i the year Hitler came to
power. After 1936, he belonged to the Hitlerjugend and, after the outbreak of war,
was trained as a radioman, gunner and later as a pilot for the Luftwaffe. Beuys flew
combat missions on the eastern front and was wounded numeroi.IS times. Late in
the war, he was transferred to a paratroop division on the western front. After
incarceration in a British internment camp at war's end, he returned to Kleve and
in 1947 began formal studies at the Staatliche Kunstakademie in DUsseldorf. The
precise details ofBeuys' war career have been the subject ofmuch speculation and
dispute. 12 But there is no contesting the fact that Beuys belonged to what some
THE GENERAL SHAPE OF

cultural critics have called the "perpetrating generation."
That is to say that as far asweknow, he played no direct role in and did not per
sonally benefit from the Holocaust, but did nothing either to actively resist it.
How much Beuys may have known about the genocide at the time, or what
options would have been open to a twenty-one year old ai rman in the Luftwaffe,
do not effect the basic relation to the Holocaust which history imposed upon him.
Without knowing what Beuys felt or thought about the Holocaust at the time or

i.n retrospect, it is perfectly clear that he,like every German veteran of his gener
ation, had an inescapable relation with that catastrophe. Structurally, it makes no
difference at all whether Beuys acknowledged this relation or was even fully aware
of it. Nor did that relation change when Beuys became an artist. He remained that
which public history had marked him: aveteran of the military forces of the azi
regime. Issues of intention aside, then, his artistic production necessarily and

�

inescapably relates to the massively traumatic events of that time. Whatever the r
relation to

Beuys' private history may have been, his art actions and objects also
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relate to the Holocaust. Even if they did not refer to the Holocaust at all, they
would still, so to speak, refer to the Holocaust. They must byvirtue of the fact that
theiJ· maker had served in the Luftwaffe while Jews and others were systematically
murdered in Europe.
Reviewing that brutal fact will give no pleasure to many. But it does Beuys no
credit to pretend that the situation is othetwise. If I have seemed to labor thjs
point, it is only because the analysis ofBeuys' project of mourning cannot get use
fully underway until that relation has been formulated in the dearest possible lan
guage. Having done that, it can be seen that what Beuys personally knew, thought

1J See, for example. Tisdall, op. cit.,
P· 11.

14

and felt about the Holocaust and to what extent he consciously, deliberately made

Au�chwitlmonument)» in lnge
lor�nz. ed., joseplr Bcuys
�)'mposmm Kmnen(mrg 1995
(llo�el: Museum SchlaG Mayland
and Wciso Vcrlog, 1995), pp.
199·lO). "l he first had been pub·
li>hed previously as fig. 71 in
Franz Joseph and Hans 1•an d�r

basic fact of his assoc ia tion with the Nazi period, is that we, as spectators and crit
ics, are right to look in his art for such a content.We arejustified in asking, are per
haps obligated to ask: what do these objects have to say about the Holocaust?

lt can be quickly answered that they say a great deal. Beuys strategy for evok
'

in g and avowi ng the Holocaust became one of indirection. The strongest works

Grinten, /oseph Beuys:
ltiumfarbeuf\\'atcn'tllours,

function through formal resemblance, material affinity, and allegory, rather

19J6-•96J CFrankfurl.IMain. 19is)

than through direct representation or confrontation. But there were, early on,
place in public history; others alluded to the genocide bluntly and unmistak

Dts1g11 for Auscl&witz

MemoritJI (1957), in Franz Joseph
van dcr Crinten. ""Beuys Beitrag
zum Weubewerb fur das

it a theme of his art are questions that raise further issues. What is plain from the

projects and actions which were eA"Plicitly concerned with the Holocaust and its

Mouumcmfor Arucluvrrz (1958)
and

IS

.

pp. 48-49; and as fig. 31 i11
Tisdall, op. cit, p. 12.

Hg>. 1793 f. 18<), 281 and 281 i n
the •xhibition catAlog: Eckhart
Gillen. ed., Dcrmclrumdbildcr:

Kutur mu eiuem g._>Jeiltttl lAnd

ably. The analysis of the project of mourning must begin here.

(\..olot;ne: Dumonl. 1997). simul
lJneo&JSI) in English as Gtrmall
Arrfrom Bt.'CI..mmm 10 RitJuu:

lmngt-s ofa DIVItkll Counrry·

IN

1957 AND 1958. Bcuys participated in the first round ofan international com

petition for a memorial on the site of the Auschwitz II-Birkenau killing center,
west of Krakow. Although mention of Beuys' participation in this juried compe

titio n can be found in tl1e literature, 13 a fuller p ictu re of the episode has only

(Cologn•: Dumont,t997), pp.
171-27316

In the HeS$io;ches Landesmuseum,
D•rmstadt: Auschwitz (19 ;7), an
owr dmwn brO<:hure fragment,
now in Ausdnvitz Dt•momtrotion
l Vi1rine 4, Room 5);

Grinten in 1995. 14 One of tJ1ose was exhibited with eight more related drawings
5
in Berlin in 1 997. 1 Another work on paper and two wooden models can be found

1rmrsfomll1tiou Sig11(1957), a pine
con�tl·uction now in ViLrlne '•
Room ;; and Title Unknown, o
�m.dler nutwood 'ortstruction.
now p.ll"l or the c.&binet assem·
binge Sccucfrom theStag Hum
1961 in Room z. Sec Eva, Wenzel
and (C>S)•ka lleuys, }oscpl• 8euJ•s

in the Beuys Block in Darmstadt.1 6 The work on paper, a fold-out, panoramic

Ulotk B""J'$ (Munich:
Schinn�r/Mosel, 1990), pp. 182·

begun to emerge in the last fewyears. Two works on paper relating to Beuys' pro
posal, now in SchloB Moyland, were published with a text by Franz Joseph van dcr

photograph of the Au schwitz camp complex over-drawn by Beuys, was origi
nally part of the application materials for the memorial competition. It is now in
the vi trine Auschwitz Demonstration 1956-1964, in the company ofthirteen other
separately titled and dated objects, including a portable stove used by Beuys in his
action at the 1964 Festival of New Art in Aachen. In a valuable and ins ightful

1S5. 158-161 nud 40-73, respeCii,•e

Jy. A third model, or pewtel" and
tine, Umitlcd (Table with Crysw/),
b in a privJtc collection but is
reproduce-d as fig. 18 in Tm11si1
joseph lkuys: Plastisclrt Arbeiten
194i>-!9SS {Krefeld: Kais�r
Wilhelm Mu<eUm, 1991), p. )4

Gene Rar
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Mario Kramer,"Art Nourishes

Life-Joseph Bcu�: Auschwitz
Demonstr•tion, t9)6-t964." in
Gillen, cd., op. cit., pp. 261-271.
The debt my discussion owes at
this point to Kramer's careful
en at
essay, (lriginally a lecture giv
the 1995 Beuys •ymposium at The
New School in New York, will be
obvious. His essay should be read
in parallel with my abbreviated
account here. Aswill be seen,
hov.-ever, 1 part from Kramer's
condusions that Bcuys' position
"ith resp«tto th< Kalti period is
'\'t'ry clear and unambiguous" (p.
270) and that Beuys' earlywork
can unproblematically be read as
"a type of catharsis" (p. 261).
t8

The winning design-a stark,
pierce-d granite ramp by a team of
Polish sculptors and architects led
by Oskar and l'.ofia Hansen-was
not ac�pted by the Committee
and wns never built. A compromise
monument was dedicated in 1967.
Robert jan van Pelt and DebOrah
Dwotk. Aruthwirz, 1270 to tire
Pr�m (New Haven/London: Yale,
!9\)6), pp.m-J78 and Jod>en
Sprelmann, "Auschwitz Is Debated
in Oswiecim: TheTopographyof

lkmembranc.e,"in James E. Yotmg.
TireArt ofMemory:Holocaust
Mmroria/s in History(Munich:

Presrcl;New York:The Jewish
Museum, t944), pp. 169-173· C(

Adrinni, op. cit ., p. 42; Kramer, op.
cit., pp. 261-262; Schirmer, ed., op.
cit., p. 130; Van derGrinten, op.

cit.,p. '99·
Four documents relating to

13cuys' participation are now in
tht anch1\'CS of th<Auschwitz
Birkenau State Musewn: the regis
tration of hiS entry, dated t;
Manch t9)8; offiCial confirmation
ofits l'l'Ceipt, dated 15 Aprilt9)8; a
technical description ofthe pro
pO&tl; and a photograph, marked
"Kl.S.;," of the two modds, one of
wood and one of pewter and �inc,
submittt<l with the tnlry package.
L9

20

"Wnl•rzeid1en,'' in the written text
accompanying Beuys' proposal,
quoted in Van der Grinten, op.
cit., p. 100.
Ibid. l'ranz van der Grinten has
llOied th< relation ofthe bowl-form
toth< lkrglmnpdrawings and
sculptures (op. cit., pp. 100-201).

21
11

Kr
amtr, op. dt., p. l.6l.

The corresponding titles (trans.)
and dates arc: Frslr, t956; Srorage
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essay on this vitrine, Mario Kramer neatly establishes the chronology and rela
tions between these objects and events, thereby clearing up incomplete and some
times conflicting accounts in the literaturc. 17
The juried competition for the Auschwitz memorial was announced in 1957 by
an association of Holocaust survivors calling itself the "Comitec international
d'Auschwitz." The British sculptor Henry Moore chaired the jury, and the
Austrian resistance fighter Hermann Langbein acted as secretary for the com
mittee from Vienna. Beuys was one of426 artists who submitted proposals before
the March, 1958, deadline.18 His design consisted of a series of three elevated geo
metric forms-- "landmarks," Beuys called them19-tracing the way from the
camp's main entry gate to the site of the gas chambers and crematoria. There, a
polished silver bowl-form would have been positioned to catch and reflect the
sunlight. The three landmarks, each repeating the same slab-like, asymmetrical
quadrangle in diminishing scale and each elevated on two pillars, were meant to
function as additional gates along the infamous railway and ramps to the silver
"monstrance."20 According to Kramer, Beuys produced some two dozen sketches
and reworked photographs, in addition to two wooden models and one pewter
and zi11c model, in the process ofdeveloping his proposal.21
The Darmstadt vitrine Auschwitz

Demonstration included sculptural objects

acquired by Karl Stroher and was arranged by Beuys in its present configuration
in 1968. In addition to the overdrawn fold-out pages from the competition
materials already mentioned, the vitrine contains a bronze or brass plate, cast
from a delicate wood relief; a corroded and discolored metal disc with a blood
sausage and sausage fragments tied with string; the two-burner portable stove
used in the Aachen action and two cast wax blocks;

two

straw-filled wooden

tubs, one containing a mummified rat or field mouse and the other, a manipu
lated folding carpenter's ruler;a crucifix modeled from clay and an old wafer or
biscuit in a shallow soup bowl; a pencil drawing of a traumatized girl; four
rings of shriveled, discolored blood sausage; and a centrally-positioned object
group consisting of two medicine phials, a third bottle, a pair of sun lamp gog
gles and an aluminum tag on a string.22 Kramer has ably discussed these objects,
and in his essay in this volume, Max Reithmann offers additional insights into
the related pieces in the Darmstadt Beuys Block.
Three other early and unambiguous references to the Holocaust comple
ment the objects in Auschwitz Demonstration. Death and theMaiden, now in the
Ludwig Rinn collection,is a 1957sketch in thinned paint on theback of a manila
envelope.23 The envelopebears two ink stamps, prominently visible to the right
of the girl's head: one reads "Comitee international d' Auschwitz"; the other,
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Joseph Beuys
KZ= Essen 2, KZ=Esse11 J, 1963 (1998 vitrine installation view}

Battery (Sausage), 1963; Heat
Sc11lpture, 1964; First Rat, 1957; ·
Lightning. 1964; Cross, 1957; Sick
Girl with Ambulance ;,
11nckgrouHd, 1957: + - Sausage,
t96�; Bottle wit/1 Fat (Solid), 1961;
Bottle with Fat (Liquid), 1962;
Iodine (Bottle), 1962; Sun lAmp
Gogglts, 1964; Non-Identification
'lag (11/umirumo). 19(>o. Eva
B<uys, op. cit., pp. 18H87; and

Plaster, painted c.1n (KZ=Essen 2); painted porcelain dish, fingernail brush (KZ=Essen 1}, c. 6 x 10

em (KZ=Essen l}; c. 4 x 21 em (KZ=Essen 1}.
Neue Galerie, Staatliche Museen, Kassel

� 1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

"Hermann Langbein, Wien 10, Weigandhof 5." As Kramer notes, the stamps
from the Auschwitz memorial competition mark this watercolor as much more
than the recycling ofan old art-historical figure. Finally, two spare object groups
now in Kassel echo the Last Supper in the Konzentrationslager theme from

Auschwitz Demonstration. KZ = Essen 1 and KZ =Essen2, both from 1963, gather
together a shallow bowl, a nail brush, a bit of plaster and a painted tin can.

24

These pieces, then, represent a consensual core of works for which the
Holocaust is accepted, for reasons of title or indisputable documentary evi
dence. as the primary referent. But while the directness of their titles may be
unique in Beuys' oeuvre, the strategies by which the objects themselves evoke
the catastrophe are not. Working from the linkages and material codes estab
lished here, general rules for reading such strategies across the rest of Beuys'
oeuvre will soon be drawn. First, though, it is necessary to turn to the portable
stove from Beu)'S' July 1964 action.

Kramer. op. cit.

l)

1'1. �o in Ann Temkin and
Bernice Rose, Thinking Is Fonu:
Tl>< Drawings ofJoseph Beuys
(Philadelphia: Philadelphia
Museum of Art; New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 1993), p.
t50; pl. 48 in Schirmer, ed., op.
cit.; and pl. 59/cat. 151 in Zweite,
op. cit.

l4 In lhc Staatlichc Mu�n, Kassel,

and pis. 71, 73 in Schir mer, ed.,
op. cit. In general usage, which
Beuys has followed, as well as in
wartime SS documents,
u Kouzcmratiom/ager'' is a blanket
term encompassing whal his1ori·
:u1s have CQme to distinguish as
Iwo different kinds of camps:
prison/labor camps,
Kot�zerJlmtiolrslager in the stricl
sense. nnd killing centers. or

lfemichourrgslnger�literally,

BEUYS' PART I N THf FLUXUS-INSPlRfD festival

of New Art in the Audi-Max

at the Technische Hochschule Aachen marks a crucial point in Beuys' emer-

"exlcnnination camps.n 1 ]eave
this title in the German bcxause
""'" does notforce a c.hoice
belween its three possibilities:
"food,.. �·meal� and, more active
l)'•"eating.•

Gene Ray
gence as an artist.25 It is the occasion of the first appearance of his "Life
Course/Work Course;· the textual self-presentation that would become the
basic document of his public persona. And it resulted in the famous Heinrich
Riebesehl photograph of Beuys with blood streaming from his nose which,
widely published in the press, transformed the struggling artist into a media
personality. Yet for all its importance, the event is only now emerging from
clouds of confusion. The measure of that confusion can be taken by noting
that although the event took place on the twentieth anniversary ofthe failed July
20th attempt on Hider's life, the participating artists themselves have publicly
disagreed about whether that timing was intentional or accidental.26
The event began with a performance by Bazon Brock, which included the
repetition, at high volume,ofthe pre-recorded rhetorical question from Joseph
Goebbel's infamous 1943 "Do you want total war?" speech at the Berliner
Sportpalast. Reportedly, the mostly-student audience of about 8oo immedi
ately became loud and abusive. Beuys then began the first sequence of his
25

Th� long tit!� of Beuys' action,
indicating its planned compo·
ntnt sequtnces, s
l Kukei, nk
opec

Nein.', Brown Cross, Fat Corners,
Model FatCorners. Th� clearest

..

account of the Aachen event is
now Adam Oeller's "Fluxus at the
Border: Aachen, July 20> 1964111in
Gillen, ed.. op. cit., pp. 200-207.
The standard account ofBeuys'
action remains Uwe M.
Schneede, ]osep/1 Bell)'>: Die
Akriotwl (SIUttgart: Gerd Hatje,

1994), action 4, pp. 42-56.
26 The event was not originally con
ceived to take place on that date,
but early on the date'ssignifi
cance was seized upon by student
organizers. The eleven participatM
ing artists \\)ere informed well
ahead of time, and several of
them "consciously integrated
aspects relatable to july 20 in
their works.'' Oeller, op. cit., p.
200. Cf. Schoeede, op. cit., p. 4227 Adriani. op. cit., p. 62. Cf. Oeller,
op. cit., p. 203: "Beuys took a packet
ofRama margarine ti-om one of
his boxes ormaterials and dropped
it into the partiallyfilled,already
warmed box off:u:•See also
Schneede,op. cit., p. 4i, who
�mphasizes the miming ofheat
rather than the actual melting> and
Heiner Stachelhaus, 1vho in Joseph
Beu)'s(DusseldorJ: £CON, 1991),
pp. t65-166,has Beuys melt the fat
while Brock recites the text of
Goebbd's speech.

action, a progressively distorted piano accompaniment, while Brock was still on
stage. Beuys ritually revealed and displayed a number ofobjects that night, but
what concerns us here is his use of the portable stove. During the Kukei
sequence of h'i s action, he activated the stove's two burners and mimed the
increasing heat with open hands. By his own account, he then melted some
blocks offat and warmed a zinc Fat Box.27 During another sequence with a felt
wrapped copper staff some time later, a flask containing acid was knocked over,
apparently by audience members who had stormed the stage. One, claiming his
suit had been splattered, attacked Beuys and struck him in the face.
Both the July 20th context of the action and the knee-jerk response of the
audience suggest that the melting of fat on the burner was a blunt allusion to tl1e
crematoria of the Holocaust Beuys' later inclusion of the stove and two blocks of fatlwax in Auschwitz Demonstration confirms this view. In the artist's own
self-interpretations, fat and felt are ambiguous, but ultimately benign and
redemptive materials. They are dis�ussed in the literature as the reportedly life
saving substances with which he was rescued by Tartars after the Crimean plane
crash-the episode Peter Nisbet, in his remarks here, has aptly called "the
Story." Sculpturally, fat is said to signify its capacity to change its form in
response to changes in temperature. The fat corners and boxes, introduced in
July of the previous year, enact this passage back and forth between solid and
liquid, form and formlessness. But it must be said unequivocally that fat first of
all refers to the body and to the vulnerability of the body to fire. Beuys could
have demonstrated the sculptural principle by simply using wax. There was no

"
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I cannot agree at all with Caroline
Tisdall thar rhejuxraposition of
fat with the burner in Auscltwitz
DemOtl$lrt11ion is ;(ambiguous.>'
(Tisdall, op. cit., p. 11.) Holocaust
historian Andrzej Strzelecki tells
U> more than we would wish to
know about fat and the
Auschwitz crematoria: "The fat
that dripptd from thebodies
burned in pits oron pyres was
coll«ted in ditches dug for that
purpose near the incine-ration
sites,then used as fud for the fires
that burned the bodies.This
practice "'"-as especially common

f ! G L R£ {.1

Joseph Beuys

Mein rmd meirrer Liebetr verltWener Sclrlaf(My and My Loved Orres' Abandonded Sleep), 1965
(installation view)

Wooden rack and felt sheets, 150 x 152 x 62 em
Beuys Block, Room 2, Hessischcs Lande:.museurn, Dannstadt
<!> 1999 Arrists Right.� Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

need at all to use or name fat and involve the inevitable links to the body. That
fat marks not

just the body

but the body of the holocaustal sacrifice is clear

enough, but the implications have not been drawn in the literature.28
Felt has an even more specific historical referent that has nothing to do with
the plane crash. It is a gruesome and unpleasant fact, but one that is not
acknowledged in the published Beuys reception, that after 1942 the hair of
Holocaust victims was shorn and collected at the killing centers and shipped to
German-owned factories, where it was processed into felt.29 This felt was used

on rainy da}�· From time tO time,
the bodies ofnew arrivals ,,.t".�
thro,,·n into the crematoria with
the bodies ofemaciated veteran
prosoners .so that body fat from
the healthier new arrivals made
the burning process more efli·
dent."Andrtej Stnelecki, "The
Plunder ofVictims and Their
Corpses," in Yi.srael Gutman and
Michael Berenbaum,eds..
J\11a10my oftireJ\usclnvitzDentlt
Cnmp (1Jioon1ington: Indiana
UP; Wttshington, D.C.: United
States Holocaust Memorial
Mus.um, 1994), pp.261-262.

29 To my knowledge it is mentioned
just once: Geiseke's and Marken's
brief 1996 discussion (op. cit., p.
63), however, is tucked into the
margins of a still-untranslated
book that has been largely
ignored by mainstream Beuys
scholarship. There has been no

disc:u.sion ofthe hair-felt link as
far as I know n
i the published

Engli,h-language reception.

Gene Ray
30 Strulecki, op. cit., pp.159·261.

Copies ofnumerous SS docu
ments reporting thC' quantities.
destinations and uses arc on dis
i Block 4. Room 5 of the
play n
Auschwitz-BirkenJu State
Museum. SSinstructions and
directiv� to th� camps,d ating
from 1942 and 194J, ha••c been
published as �uremberg docu
ments ;u-USSR and 3680-P . A
194

report ofquantities <hipped

3 Auschwitz has been pub
from
lished as Nuremberg document
1217 and trans. in John
Mendelsohn, ed., Tltc Holocaust:
Selected Dowments in Eigluee11
Volu,es, vol. 12 (New York:
Garland, t982), pp. t97·lOO. I

thank Steven Luckert for his
timely help with the�e source
ma terials.

31

Beuys himselfcame vet')' 11eor to
fingering this link in a 1970 inter·
view with Bernd KIO,;er and IOt·g
Schellmann. Asked why he wor�
ma inly with ":10omalous, gray
materials." Beuys launched into a
defense ofthe colorlessness of fell,
in the course ofwhich he made an
unprompted, albeit vague, refer·
ence to the Holocaust: "People are
very short-sighted when they
argue that way, •<hen they say:
Beurs makeseverythingwith fch,
he'strying to saysom<thingabout
theconcentration camps. Nobody
bothen to ask •.-!tether I might not

be more interested i n t\'Oking a
very colorful >nti-image

fiGL'RL 4.3
Photograph taken shortly after the liberation ofAuschwitz [1. Birkcnau, showing seven tons of
huma n hair packed for shipment to factories for processing into felt.
Collection ofArchives of the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum, Poland.

for a range o fwartime products, including slippers for U-boat crews and stock
ings for railway workers. Seven tons of human hair, packed and ready Cor ship
ment, were discovered at Auschwitz when the camp was liberated in 1945.30
Whatever Beuys' personal experience of this pressed material may have been,
and whatever its sculptural properties may be, felt has a place in the history of
1
the Holocaust that cannot beerased or avoided.3

[Gegmbild) inside peoplewith the

help ofthis element, felt." Jorg
ScheUmann,ed.,/oJep/1 Btuy>
Multiples: <Ata/ogut Rmsonnt of
Multiples and Prints. 196;·198$
(Munich : Edition Schelhnann,
t985) and now s
i sued in Engli<h as
}o>rph Beuys: Tlte Mull1ple<
(Cambridge: Busch-Rcisinger
Museum, Harvard; Mi11nenpolis:
Walker Art Center; Munich-New

York: Edition SchellmnM,I997),
p. 11. As suggestiveas this litter·
anee is>one must concludt from
the context that Bcu)'$ refers to the
lack ofcolor :md hope ns.<ociated
with tht camps, rather than the
link ofhair.

32 Mein und meiner Licbcn ver·

lassener Schlaf, in Eva Beuy>, op.
cit.,pp. 90-91; and pl. 74in
S<hirmer, op. cit..

33 In Block 5 ofthe Auschwit>·
Birkenau State Museum.

BY THIS POINT IT SHOULD be clear that a new and

reoriented reading of Beuys

is both possible and necessary. The darker resonance of felt and fat needs to be
read back into the specific deployments of these materials across the whole of
13euys' oeuvre. Both materials are used extensively in Darmstadt. Felt is espe
cially prom in ent in Room 2, where Scene from the Stag Hunt is kep t company by

felt piles and rolls, empty felt skins and suits, and felt-wrapped rods a11d angle
bean1s. Near the center of the configured room, My at1d My Loved 011es'

Abandoned Sleep, from 1965,

is a five-tiered rack bed constructed of crude

wooden boards and filled with layered sheets of felt.32 No one who has walked
through the block houses of the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum will fail to
think immediately of the squalid racks where the prisoners of the work brigades
slept under thin gray blankets. If felt and copper can function, as Beuys' self-
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Recre.�tcd prisoners' room on exhibit in the surviving block houses at the Auschwit7 I camp (1998
installation view).
Colle<:tion ofArchives of the Auschwitz-Birkcnau State Museum, Poland.

interpretations would have it, as generators or batteries ofenergy, that energy is
not simply benign. Indeed, the dominant tone ofthe Darmstadt installations is
that of desolation.
In Room 5, in which Auschwitz Demonstration is the only titled vitrine, the
barrage of glass cases full of groupings of scarred, impoverished, quietly auratic
objects powerfully evokes the museum exhibits now on view at the former site
of Auschwitz I. There, similar glass cases display similar and even identical
objects as evidence of "terrible crimes." Whatever the particular history and
significance of the objects in Beuys' vitrines, they must evoke, for anyone who
has visited the site of the Auschwitz camp (or the U.S. Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington, D.C.), the countless bowls, brushes, leather shoes,
suitcases and plundered personal effects from the so-called "Canada" ware

houses at the killing center. 33 These tokens, each eloquent in its particularity,

powerfully evoke their murdered owners through that mode of rememorati on
34
that Kant referred to as "negative presentation" : in the presence of these per
sonal traces, the absent victims are called to mind by the very fact of their
absence. Beuys and others after him, like Christian Boltanski, would use this
"negative" strategy of evocation to forceful effect, but the direct precedent and
models for it have been sitting in the museum at Auschwitz since its establish
ment in 1947. Beuys' vi trines have been usefully compared to those of anthro
pological and natural history museums. To our understanding of the

34

Kant's notion of"11ogari1't'
Dnrstellu11g" is in the "G<!neral
Remark on the Exposition of
Aesthetic ReOective Judgments,"
in the "Analytic of the Sublime"
of the 1790-J Critittr.e of
Judgment. There, he make> the
famous reference to the
Bilderverbot of Jewish law.
Theodor Adorno implicitly
pointed to this notion as the basis
foran ethl<Sof rcp�ntation as
early as 1961. See his "Trying to
Understand Emlgnme"•n Nares to
LiteratureVolume OM, cd. Rolf
Tiedemann and trans. Shierry
Weber Nicholson (New York:
Columbia Univc,·sity Press, •991),
p. 249 and Negative Oinlwi,�.
trans. E.B. Ashton (New York:
Continuum), p.J80. In another
context, )can·f'ran,oil Lyotord
has also indic•ted the rich poten
tial of this notion. s� his"The
Sublimeand the Avant·Garde,"
(1984) and"Kewman: The
Instant," (•98sl both in L)'Otard,
TheIr1lmman,G. Bennington and
R. Bowlby, trans. (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1991).
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Reconstructed gas chamber at Auschwitz !. Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum, Poland.

Darmstadt "Beuys Block," however, we now need to add the real glass cases of

the prison blocks at Oswiecim.
Ranging fmther, one is struck by t he frequency with which Beuys wrapped
himself in felt or wore it on his feet in his actions.

THE CHIEF Fluxus So11g,

from 1964, and I Like America and America Likes Me, from 1974, are only the two
best-known examples. Again, the standard interpretation has been that Beuys is
rehearsing, with these gestures, his rescue by the Tartars. I would suggest that
they have as much to do with the old Christian ascetic tradition of donning a
hair shirt to mortify the body and atone for sins. This is the sense as well of the
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Rack beds in prioners
s
block houses on the site of the former Auschwitz ll-Birkenau killing center.
Collection of Archives of the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum, Poland.

famous Felt Suirs of 1970. And in Block 6 of the museum at Auschwitz, the gray
suits of the prisoners are displayed high on the wall, just as Beuys often hung his

Fell Suits.35 In his 1978 installation Hearth II, in Basel, Beuys piled more than
sixty felt suits, most of them worn by members of the "Alti Richtig" club during
carnival in the same year, directly on the gallery floor. This gesture, which
evokes the mountains of confiscated clothes at the killing centers, reverberates
through the whole double installation Hearth

I (1968-74)

and Hearth ll. For

seen in the comext of the Holocaust, the numerous rods and small wagon of
Hearth Tvisually echo the small wheeled car on rails which fed the bodies to the
36
ovens in the crematoria. This sense is only reinforced by the German title of
Beuys' piece: Feuerstatte, which literally means, place or scene of a fire.
The full force of Plight, the great 1985 felt environment now in Paris, can
finally be mapped. There, stacked columns of felt line the walls, Aoor to ceiling,
of two rooms connected in an 'T'-shape. In the dead end of one, a ther
mometer and an empty chalkboard marked for musical notation lay on top of
a closed concert piano. The feeling in the silenced rooms is densely funereal
and claustrophobic. Ranked along the walls, the felt columns place the two
interior spaces under a kind of intense surveillance. This surveillance can now
be named as the haunting of victims evoked by negative presentation. Should
there be any doubt of that, there is in Block 4 of the Auschwitz-Birkenau State

lS In the 1970 interview Kliiser and

Schcllmann cited above, Beuys
.cornfully evaded direct ques
tions about the resemblance
betl<ecn the Felt Suit and "con
victs" uniforms. Whatever else
the suits may denote, the evasion
wa> far from successful.
Schcllmann, crl.. op. cit.. p. 16.

36 One ispainfully reminded oft his
scene at the reconstrucled crema
torium on the site ofthe
Aus.bwitt I camp. Moreover.
walking into the gas chamber
there, lit darkly by bare hanging
bulb;, one thinks ofthe dark,
leaden space ofBeuys' 1983 envi
ronment Pairt Room (pl. 14(1 in
Schrimer, ed., op. cit.).

Gene Ray
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Joseph Beuys
Plight, 1985 (detail, 1990 installation view)
284felt columns, piano, blackboard, thermometer, total dimensions310 x 890 x 1813 em.
Collections Mnam/Cci, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris
Photo: Phototheque des collections du Mnam/Cci
©1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS),NYIVG Bild-Kunst, Bonn
37 The Soviets filmed the room of
hair to use as evidence in the
coming war crimes trials. The SS
did not, in this case,have time to
destroy the hair, which was ready
for shipment tofactories. An
enlargement ofthe photograph
can be seen in Room 5, Block 4·

Museum, a blown-up photograph of a storage room taken shortly after the
camp was liberated. It shows the seven tons of human hair packed tightly into

293 column-shaped sacks strikingly near in size and form to tl1e felt columns
of Plight.37 (The total number of felt columns used by Beuys has been variously
given as 284 and 301 .38) The silenced piano encountered under the relentless
gaze of the columns, and under the weight of the thermometer alluding to the

Fabrice Hergott has counted 284
in the Paris installation (Hergott
and Hohlfeldt,eds., op. cit., p.
233). Anthonyd'Offay,in whose
London gallery the piete was first
installed, has written that forty·
three groups ofseven columns
were used, which would have put
the total number ofcolumns at

most abstract medium of music, to represent this catastrophe for mourning
39
and rememoration. Beuys' piece becomes a staggering allegory of ineffabil

AcriQirs, Exhibition catalog (New

even more the art of a German of Beuys' generation, must refuse both the

39 The silencingofmusic, from early
objects r=llingbroken phono

must, like Beuys' art at its strongest, produce its effects according to different

38

301. jos.rph Beuys: /dens and

York: Hirsch & Adler Modern,
1988). pp. 104-105

graphs to the felt-wrapped pianos
and cellos, constitutesa line of its
o,,rn within Beuys• oeuvre. That
line leads directly to Plight.

crematoria, asserts the impossibility of conventional human art, even in that

ity that responds to Theodor Adorno's famous 1951 dictum: after Auschwitz, no
more poetry. \n
J art that would offer itself as an object or gesture o f mourning,
beautiful and the direct or "positive" modes of traditional representation. It
rules-those of the sublime. Only an art in that register, an art which evokes
and avows, which strikes, hits and hollows, can hope to honor the major
trauma of the historical referent. The link between ethics and aesthetics is
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confirmed in the English title: "plight," as most commentators have remarked,
signifies a danger or risk as well as a duty.

T H E OEVELO P M r N T Of T H E EVOCATIVE Strategies at work in PLight can
be traced from numerous other works roughly contemporaneous with
Auschwitz Demonstration through to their most forceful and effective forms in
the major sculptural installations of Beuys' last decade. Here, I can only indicate,
in an all roo wrsory manner, some recurrent motifs and vehicles of allusion and
negative presentation. Together, they constitute the lines of a symbolic and alle
gorical network that hovers grimly over this body of work.
Fat is shaped, melted, rubbed, flung, and spread across Beuys' oeuvre. The rela
tion to the victims' bodies and the crematoria established in the Aachen action and
acknowledged in the Darmstadt vitrine resounds through allusive sculptural forms
which generate meaning through visual metaphor and metonymy. In the famous
1963 Chair with Fat, the seated human figure which the chair's form so strongly
evokes is absent, but reappearsstubbornly, in a kind of ghastly afterimage, in and
through the wedge of fat Beuys has substituted for it. The mammoth, block-like
forms of Tallow, cast in Miinster in 1977 and now in Berlin, recall, through several
degrees of abstraction, the forms of the trains and unloacting ramps of the killing
centers. {See Plate4.1} The resemblance emerged from Beuys' configuration of the
•
piece as "Station 23" at the bottom ofthe spiral in the 1979/80 Guggenheim retrospective. It is clearly, ifstartlingly, visible in published photographs of the installa
tion, the effect intensified by proximity to Tram Stop.40 And ifthe familiar fat, felt
and flashlights on sleds of The Pack (das Rudel/' have been seen as so many rescue
or care pack
ages, they must also be read, as they spill out of the back of the "car of
the German people:' as the multiplying funeral sleds of the victims themselves,
damned to the night and ice of oblivion.
The fires of the crematoria are evoked in numerous obj ects. The smal1 1948
bronze Torso was combined unmistakably with a 1950 work called Oven.42
Another Ove11 , now in a private collection in Munich, was made in 1970.43 This
direction culminates i n the two versions of the great installation and object
group Tra.m Stop, created for the 1976 Venice Biennale. {See Plate 4.2} There, in
the German pavilion rededicated with Nazi regalia in 1938 by HitJcr himself,
Beuys actually gives us an abstracted model of a functioning killing center.
There is the railway to bring in the victin1s, there are the camp buildings dom
inated by the smokestack, tluough tl1e opening of which the pained head of the

40 Stt, for ex;�mple Hergott and

Hohlfcldt, eds., p. 345·

41

From 1969, now in K.a=l, pl. 107
in Schirmer, ed., op. dt. A single
e.<.1mple ofthe slt-d-pack is in
Vitrine 8, Room 7, in Darms-tadt,
strikinglyjuxtaposed to an object
group titled Batlrwh,•�•· and
consisting ofa small tub with
electric immersion coil and a
large fist offat on a sheet offelt.
Fva Beuys, op. cit., pp. 166-267.

41

Now in a private collcctlon, but
reproduced in Eva Bcuys, op. cit.•
p. 357· The same ase
s mbage
l , cast
in bt·onze and combined with a
smaii LUb·form and andcctrk
immersion coil, becomes the 1984
bronze Ballitubfr a Heroine:
o
ibid., p. 387; and pl. >o/cal. 55 in
Zweitc, op. cit. That these and
Olher"ovens', can convincingly be
read as representations ofthe
alch<mical crucible does not
effect the bolocaustal dimension

43

ofallusion.

Pl. 198/cat. 391 in Zweite, op. cit.
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45

Pl. 130 in Schinner, ed., op. cit. It
must be said that Kim Levin, in a
line tucked into her review ofthe
1979/So Guggenheim retrospec
tive, hit the nail right on the head:
"Besides the purely autobio
graphical childhood memories
mentioned in the catalog, n·am
Stop-with a head protruding
from the end ofthe cannon
suggests the end ofthe line at the
concentration camps." Indeed.
Levin. "Joseph Beuys: The Ne'"
Order;· p. 176. Cf. Tisdall, op. cit.,
pp. 242-247; and RiejaBrouns,
foseplr Beuys:
Stra>Senbahulwhemlle (Otterlo:
Kroller-Miiller i\·luseum, 1994).lf
the Venice version avows) subse·
quent configurations, now in
Otterlo an dBerlin,in which the
cast iron canon has been
uprooted and razed to the hori·

victim is squeezed, exhaled as ash through the dragon's teeth and thrown, as
Paul Celan put it, "to a grave on the breezes."44
The maidens, girls, stags and hares which are ·wounded, hunted or killed repeat
edly in Beuys' work constitute a targeted community the fate of which echoes the
wartime genocide. Notably, hare fur is also commonly used to make felt. From the

dismembered body of the 1961 teakwood sculpture Virgin45 to the fantastically
i The Unconquerable, from
threatening hare in the rifle sights of a toy soldier n

1963,46 to the fumous actions with dead hares, the process by which these symbols
of innocence are transformed into hated alien objects is reenacted. If Tram

Stop

evokes a killing center, StagMemorials, created in the Martin Gropius Bau in Berlin
as part of the 1982/83 exhibition Zeitgeist, recalls the forced labor camps. Around the
looming central slag heap, the violent potential of the pliers, hammers and numer
ous other work tools was evinced by the dismembered torso-form of an abstracted

zontal, continue to rememorate.

female body held in a viseY A spindly wooden pole overlooking the scene sported

Now in Room

not a flag but a blood sausage ofthe type used in the Darmstadt vitrine.48 The cast

3of the Beuys

Block in Darmstadt.See Eva
Benys,op. cit., pp. to6-107.

46 Now in Vitrine 41 Room 7 in

Darmstadt. Ibid.,pp. 256-259·

47 Jorso,dated 1949-51,discussed as fig.
2in PamelaKot1, Lehmbmck!Beuys

New York:Michael

(Cologne and

Werner,1997),n.p.

48 Pis. 144,145 in Schirmer, ed., op.

bronze and aluminum elements of the spin-off object group Lightning with Stag in
4

its Glare relate to the folding carpenter's rule from the s ame vitrine. 9
Beuys' ability to find precisely resonant sculptural materials and lo embed
them in intensely evocative forms and visual allegories is forcefully at work in the

four versions of The End ofthe Twentieth Centwy, from 1983.50 {See Plate 4.3} The

cit.

manipulated basalt columns evoke the human body by heir
t
scale and resem

Philadelphia. Cf. Mark Rosenthal,

human history by their resemblance to the allen
f
columns of a ruined classical

49 Of the four versions, one is in
Frankfurt and an other is in

Blitzsclrlng mitLiclttsclrein auf

Hirsch (Frankfurt/Main: Museum

blance to stone sarcophagi and portrait mummies, and they recall disastrous
temple .The funereal piece executed in the traditional meditun of rememoration

for Mode rne Kunst, 1990), p. 32.

allegorizes the genocidal catastrophe at the same time that it counters the

;o

ln Berlin, DUsseldorf, London
and Munich.

pompous monumentality of traditional history art.

51

''In seinem positiveu Gegeubilde"
in the original German Ms. tran
scription, trans. as "une contre
image positive."Ma.x Reithmann,

Joscplt Beurs: Pat Ia present<,je
u'nppartier�s plus,; I'art (Paris:

52

L'Arche, 1982), p. 121-1n. This s
i
the place for a special thanks to
Max Rei1hmann, whose helpful
suggestions and ongoing medita
tions on Beuys have been invalu
able to me.

THE

F 1 RST

1 s suE PosE o by a reoriented reading of Beuys concerns the status

ofwhat I call a "project of mourning." Confirmation of such a project in Beuys' own
words is, as evidenced here, somewhat slim. In addition to the 1985 Munich address,
threestatements by the artist can be read as acknowledgment ofa project parallel to

''Also insofern ist diese

and bound up with, yet importantly distinct from, the aims expressed by the

p.tl2.

"represented in an image:' Thus, he never sought to represent that honor in his art,

Auschwitzvitrine ejgenllich ei.n
Spielzeug/' trans. as �·c,est
porquoi 'Ia vitrine d'Auschwitz'
n'est en realite qu'un jouet.'' Ibid,

"expanded concept of art" In a much-cited 1982 interview with Max Reithmann,
Beuys asserted that the horror denoted bythe place-name "Auschwitz" cannot be
but to "remember" it through what he called "its positive counter image:'51 This
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notion is far from clear, but can be read as a refusal of direct, positive representations
in favor of what I have called negative presentation and other strategies of evocation
and avowal. However, both Beuys' conclusion that Auschwitz Demonstration may
therefore be seen as a kind of"toy" 51 and his glib suggestion that consumer capi
talism must be seen as a contemporary Auschwitz53 seem to me disturbing and
regrettable; they simply subvert the gravity of his other statements.

h1 earlier discussions with Caroline Tisdall, Beuys again explained that the
objects KZ=Esse11 arc n o t meant to "represent catastrophe," but to explore "the
content and meaning of catastrophe."54 He implied that they could function
therapeutically, by"healing lik
e with like" in a homeopathic healing process. But
here as elsewhere there is a rapid shift to the present tense, with an assertion that
"the human condition is Auschwitz." In a less-cited 1980 interview published in

Penthouse, Beuys acknowledged the deep personal shock which came with his
first realization, after the end of the war, of the full extent of the genocide. That
shock, he said, "is my primary experience, my fundamental experience, which
led me to begin to really go into art.''55 Together, these statements are as near as
Beuys was willing to go toward an unambiguous acknowledgment of a project
of mourning. In themselves, they would hardly be enough. But as confirmation
of what can be read in the objects themselves, they suffice. indeed, the consis
tent pattern of visual and material linkages l have pointed to does not need
any confirmation at all from the artist: the links are there for anyone to see, trace
and feel. At this point, the argument makes contact with an ongoing and still
contested contemporary analysis of the role of artistic intention.
We cannot know what Beuys actually felt and believed about the Holocaust. We
simply do not have access to that knowledge. Moreover, Beuys himself may not
have been able to know or understand his own deepest feelings about the Nazi
period. h1 this sense, Beuys' own words cannot be taken as in fallible guides. Given
Beuys' relation to that time, we would expect that a personal confrontation with it
would have been acutely painful, but we cannot know for sure if that confrontation

SJ Jleu)-s may b"'" been alluding to

Tbeodor Adorno, who linked
Auschwitz to the logic ofidentity
universalized under latec:apit•l·
ism, most famously at the end of
the 1966 Negntive Dialecrics. But
whathas forceand authodty
within a sustained and complexly
nuanced philosophical critique
becarne, in a few careltss words
from a German •�ho fought for
th<Third Rcich, painfully map

took place or, if it did, how deeply it probed and with what effect. Further, we do
not know for certain whether Beuys intentionally coded his objects with Holocaust
references or whether that encoding was largely unconscious. Beyond that, claims
by way of answer to this dilemma devolve into speculation. What we can say is that
the objects do evoke and avow. When viewed in the correct contCll.'t, they indeed
generate such meanings. We can also say it was entirely possible that Beuys knew

propria!<.

of the relevant facts and images pertaining to that context. He may have first

54

encountered tl1cm while doing research for his 1958 proposal for an Auschwitz

SS

memorial. Kramer has noted that a major war crimes trial in Frankfurt in 1963 and

Tisdall, op. cit., pp. lt·lJ.

Beuys," in Per�tiiOIIJt 106
(1980): 98; and cited in Kramer,
op. cit.> p. 261.
")oS<ph
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1964 had created, at a crucial time in the development of Beuys' art and persona,
the first public occasion since the war and the Nuremberg trials for Germans to

confront and discuss among themselves details about the mechanics and logistics
of the killing centers.56 Beuys could at that time have come into contact with addi
tional information about, for�"Xample, the use ofhuman hair. He could have been
shown or been exposed to the relevant images-photos, for example, taken by a
visitor to the Auschwitz-Birkenau museum. In the strictest. sense, the facts and
i public circulation since Nuremberg. One does not need to be
images had been n

an uncritical Freudian (with respect to the unconscious) or a missionary
Derridean (with respect to intention and iterability) to realize that Beuys' works
could function at one level as objects and gestures of mourning w.ith or without
Beuys' clear intention or full apprehension.
There are, then, two possibilities. Beuys may not have grasped how consis
tently and intensely his objects oriented themselves toward the Holocaust. That,

though i mprobable, would most simply explain the relative paucity of dearer
statements from the artist himself. Alternatively, Beuys may have known per
fectly well what he was doing, in which case the pronounced evasiveness of his
statements on the subject was no accident. That is, he may have wanted to avoid

tl1e association of his art with the too-facile "art about Auschwitz" label. He
may have wanted to preserve for the objects and actions an opportunity to have

their effects witho ut the interference of such assumptions and expectations.
There would have been good reason to do so; the effects of the sublime depend
in large part on a certain openness or vulnerability on the part of the spectator.
The e>.-pectation that one \�as about to view"Auschwitz art" would have func
Kramer, op. cit., pp. 262,269.

tioned for many as a protective shield or barrier against the hit of the sublime.

57 The basic elements ofthis thesis
were advanced by Thcodor
Adorno in Was [Jedeu te
r:

That would have been a major concern, since Beuys clearly did not want the
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Arifarbeitut!g der \fergangetrheit

(Frankfurt/Main: Suhrknmp,
1959), trans. by T.Bahti and G.
Hartman as •(What Does Coming
To Tet·ms with the Past Mean?," in
Geoffrey H. Hartman, ed.,

Bitbr�rg in Moraland Political
Perspective (Bloomington:

Indiana UP, 1986), pp. 114-129.
The thesis was developed and
elaborated along more technicall)'
Freudian lines byAlexander and
Margarete Mitscherlieh, Die

Unflihigkeit zu trauem,
Grundlagen kollektiven lft'Tiwltens

(Mwtich: Piper, 1967), trans. by B.

Placzek as The Inability co Moum:

Principles ofColl�tive Behavior
(New York: Grove, 1975).

It would also have blocked any reflection on the "expanded concept of art."
spectator's reflection to end with or come to rest at Auschwitz. The issue is
finally undecidable, but if the public evasions in fact reflect Beuys' deliberate
strategy, then it must be said that the strategy worked too well. The myriad
autobiographical banalities were readily seized on as iconographic certainties,
and the "expanded concept of art'' construed as the primary content of his

work. Auschwitz was moved to the margins, where it has remained.
The question then becomes one of the effectiveness of the project of mourning.

Much has been made ofa purported German "inability to mourn." Instead of con
fron ting and

orking-through national guilt for Nazi crimes, Alexander and .

w

Margarete Mitscherlich have argued, Germans of the perpetrating generation threw

themselves into theless-painful labor of economic recovery.;7While there is perhaps
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some truth to this analysis, anyone who has spent tm
i e in contemporary Germany
will recognize it as a broad and problematic generalization. Working-through the
Holocaust and mourning its victims is a slow, ongoing process that takes place across
generations and on many levels. The Slovenian theorist Slavoj Ziiek has made the
point that the weakness of the major discursive analyses of Nazism carried out by
Frankfurt School and

poststructuralist theorists is that their focus on the levels of

imaginary and symbolic identification misses the deep,"pre-symbolic enjoyment"

which the Nazi fantasy activated. Merely rational critiques of Nazi fantasies of purity
and omnipotence are ultimately ineffective in so far as they leavethis deeper level of
i only possible at the end of a
enjoyment untouched. To "go through the fantasy" s

movement which first reenacts it, which puts its symbols back into play in order to
call back and confront that deepest and most persistent level of support.58
Beuys may have intuited some t hin g similar, or have been on his way toward
such an intuition. This may well be what he meant by his talk of a :'homeopathic
process." ·we can at any rate observe that after 1964 he avoided the kind of
di rectly confrontational allusions to the Holocaust that are still more likely

than not to provoke reflexive and unproductively defensive reactions. Whether
he knew it or not, Beuys found a way to evoke and avow the genocide by mea ns

of subtler strategies of indirection, opening up the way to what Ziiek calls the
"traumatic kernel." And as one nears the irreducible kernel of catastrophe, one
is exposed to the sharp an d disturbing punch of the subl ime. An occasion for
mourning and working-through is created. There is no guarantee that Beuys'
works will have this effect. One may argue that whatever their potential, the his
tory of Beuys' reception indicates that they did n ot. I am not so sure. My own
experience is that the force of the late installations is quite palpable.

The ris k of the subli me is always that its hit not be followed by an adequate
interpretation. An adequate interpretation, in the case ofBeuys, would indude the
patient establishment of links to the Holocaust. That is the task of the critic. Only
in the clarity of such links can one gl"asp Beuys' m
i portance as a poshvar European

artist at the cutting edge of a new mode of history art. With respect to the project
of mourning, only through such diligent linking can the"terrible sins, and not-for
describing black marks" be kept in view and not lost sight of'even for a moment:'
The greatness of Beuys' work comes from its strong, simultaneous engage

ment with both the past and the future. The way out of the transgressive and
traumatic past is the way into the redemptive fut ure. Healing enables the cre
ation of a better world. But it is no overstatement to say that the very dignity of
Beuys' message of hope hangs upon the struggle and hard work implied in the
posture of perpetual remembrance. Without that, the message-in all its ethi-

;8 Slavoj Ziil'k, Tlrt Sublime Objecr
of ltltology (London: Verso, 1989),
pp. 87-118. Ziiek is inflecting
terms, such as ..jouis.satrce" and
''lhc Real', from Lacan's 1964
seminar. first published in 1973
an d later in English as The Fo11r

l'wtdamemnl Concepts ofPsycho·
Annlysis. Also useful in this
regard are titek's Por 11tcy Know
Not Wllnt Tiley Do: Enjoyment as
n Politiml Ftwor (London: Verso,
J99t ); Tarryir�g with rite Ncgatil'e:
Kant, /lege/, a11d tltr C.-itique of
Ideology (Durham: Duke, t993l
ond h is dtfense of the "post
punk" group Laibach tn a t994

inttrview tmtS. and ed. by
Andrew Herschrr in Assemblage
33 (Aug. 1997):60�3-

Gene Rar
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cal and political dimensions-becomes less convincing. If the sins and marks
Beuys spoke of seem to have slipped from view in the published reception, the
corrective is available. As Beuys seems to have implied, it may have been too
early, even in 1985, to "talk about one's own country" directly, with clear words
and place names. It may have been too early to make the more brutal linkages
I have made here. One trusts it is not still so.

Benjamin H.D. Buchloh
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Once Again

I

WOULD LIKE TO THAl'.K G E N E RAY

for inviting me to the symposium.

I'm obviously an outsider in the school of ever-increasing believers and pas
sionate advocates of Joseph Beuys so I appreciate the invitation all the more.
And l will try to make good on some of the mistakes I made twenty years ago.
I was morespecifically asked to respond to Gene Ray's presentation today. I'm
i many
in a very peculiar difficulty of critiquing what I found deeply moving and n

ways convincing, and yet I have to voice my doubts and critical counterpositions.
Having written a lengthy critical essay on Joseph Beuys on the occasion of
his first major exhibition at the Guggenheim twenty years ago, I have had,
since then, many occasions to think about my motivations to critique Beuys
in the scaLhing manner I did. I've also had occasions to reflect further on the
furor that the essay generated among admirers of Beuys in the United States
and, more importantly, on the rage that my essay engendered in Germany.
And finally, I have also had many occasions to reconsider the work in subse
quent large exhibitions in Europe.

f_

There are o course several factors to be reconsidered, and I am glad to
have the opportunity to share these critical self-reflections in the framework
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of this symposium. First of all, the thinking and the writing about postwar
European art history has undergone tremendous changes in the last twenty
years. And Gene Ray's paper today is indicative of one such major change. The
first of these changes is the common realization that it's not longer scan
dalous, but almost de rigueur, to situate an artistic practice such as that of
Beuys', in a critical historical framework. You can now say that the earlier
Beuys interpreters wanted to construct him in terms of a transhistorical
genius by arguing that his work could be most adequately associated, and
compared with, figures such as Leonardo Da Vinci or the tradition of German
Romanticism. While these interpretive models are still operative, they have
now given way to an almost exclusive concern with Beuys as the first German,
if not the first European artist, to have incorporated reflections on recent
political German history. More specifically, the German responsibility for the
Holocaust in the Second World War. It is apparently Joseph Beuys who intro
duced these issues into the field of cultural production or postwar European
reconstruction culture. Recent developments in the field of criticism of art
history have, in fact, accumulated into the field, initiated by Dominique
LaCapra and others, that we now call "trauma studies" or, iJ1 this specific con
text of German postwar history, "Holocaust studies." And it is quite evident
that these methodological repositionings have had a tremendous impact on
reading art history in the postwar period.
In a text by Enzo Traverso, the Italian scholar now working in France, called
I.: Histoire dechiree (The torn or lacerated history) Traverso points out a remark
able aspect that most of us might have been unaware of. He observes that with
two exceptions-the German-Jewish emigr�s who returned to Gern1any
between the late 1940s and early 1950s and those who remained in the United
States such as Hannah 1\J'endt and Theodor Adorno-Europeans did not
acknowledge the Holocaust as the major caesure of the twentieth century, the
catastrophe after which ali cultural, critical, and philosophical projects had to
be rethought in a new way, until the mid to late 1970s. He points out in great
detail that it is only in the writings of Adorno and Arendt that the Holocaust, as
a divisive moment, initiates discourse, a changing discourse on cultural history,
on the possibilities of culture, on the production of avant-garde art. Arendt and
Adorno place the Holocaust as the irreversible caesura from which one will have
to rethink culture at large. Clearly, therefore, it should not surprise us that the
readings of Beuys, layered as they now are (one could almost speak of the neces
sity of an archeology of the Beuys literature at this point), gradually shift fur
ther and further in this direction, and that Gene Ray's essay constitutes possibly
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the first major successful example of such a reorientaiton in the field.
One of the problems that social art historians (those art historians who
reflect upon, if not develop, evidence of the interrelated interaction between
ideology, social formations, and artistic practices) have witnessed and con
fronted throughout the last twenty years (when this methodological model
was formed) is precisely the insuperable question of understanding why
modernism failed when it comes to the question of the destruction of bour
geois humanity, bourgeois humanism, and bourgeois subjectivity, at the
hands of Facism in the 1930s and 1940s. The subset of these questions would
be parallel to addressing the situation of the Russian and Soviet avant-garde,
where scholars in the field have to confront the peculiar difficulty of under
standing why the most eminent figures in the Soviet avant-garde in the 1930s,
with some exceptions, were willing and eager to collaborate in the totalitari
an efforts of Stalin's propaganda ministry. And why artists, prominently
placed, eminently visible, central in the definition of avant-garde practices in
the 1930s and 1940s, neither reflected upon nor responded either prior, dur
ing, or after the immediate discovery of the destruction of European Jewry in
both European countries and the United States. Looking at the project from
this perspective, modernism is a failure. Neither Mondrian nor Schwitters,
neither Albers nor any of the other artists that we know as key figures of the
historical avant-garde, found it possible or considered it necessary, to make
adjustments or reposition themselves as artists with regard to the emerging
catastrophe that they barely escaped from. All of them insisted on a more or
less uninterrupted continuity or more or less unaffected development of their
project that began, and continued until well after, the experience of the great
est historical catastrophe of human history. \o\'hether one approves or disap
proves, this is the very calamitous condition of writing the history of mod
ernism. It has passed-ignored, disavowed, repressed-in almost aU instances
(and of course there are some exceptions, the most notable one would be John
Heartfield); in fact, most obliterated or ignored precisely the very threat, the
very destruction, of that model of subjectivity, that model of human emanci
pation, with which artistic practices are supposedly centrally engaged.
Speaking of the changing models of interpretation, I would like to focus on
the various shifts we have witnessed in the recent literature. These changing
tides of interpretive projections, in the context of Beuys, are not necessarily to
be construed as an indication of the work's inherent instability, for the oppo
site could also be true. But they cannot easily serve as indications of a guar
anteed wealth of meaning and the work's evident complexity. What the inces-
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sant projections and interpretive desires generated by Beuys' work do indicate
is a much more profound instability, not to say a crisis, in the spectator, read
er, and institutional apparatus with regard to the production of the meaning
of cuiLure after the Holocaust. Specificallywith the problem of bow the artist,
as a subjecL, can be repositioned in the role of artist and in relation to society
at large. This problem is uniquelyembodied in the case of Beuys-cult figure,
stag leader, as he called himself, Hirsch Fuhrer (the word that associates him
most directly with the infamous German term for the leader) shaman, healer,
and redeemer, as well as producer of an extraordinary array of drawings and
objects whose value has multiplied by hundreds in the last twenty years alone.
And now, we are told Beuys is the exemplary mourner as well, the one who
came to terms with the past for all Germans, absolving us from guilt by his
acts of cultural commemoration.
But several aspects ofthese rapidly changing interpretive approaches to the
work of what is undoubtedly one of the most significant postwar German
artists, are not necessarily easily reconciled or even compatible with one
another. Can one, for example, be concerned wit h the legacies of Auschwitz
and at the same time, with the legacies of Leonardo? Can one reconcile the
deep commitment to the continuation of the project of German Romantic
culture and be an active participant of Fluxus? And, in fact, if this were possi
ble, does this multiplicity of interpretive demands and desires that positions
the work and positions the artist in the place of historical superiority not
place him also in a relationship that dequalifies or declassifies artists who do
not share such universalist claims? The perimeters of their works might have
been so narrowly defined that now, from the perspective of Holocaust
Studies, of postmodern multiplicity, such work could be easily misread as
work that suffers from severe historical limitations.
Thus, J accept some of the interpretation of Gene Ray's paper on Beuys, that
establishes him as the first, if not the only, artist of the 1950s and 1960s in
Germany, if not in Europe to actually have addressed the conditions of cultural
production after the Holocaust. And, in fact, to have been the first artisL Lo have
pointed to the necessity of building an ''Ars Memorium." But ifl accept both this
paper and Ray's position that Beuys is also a pioneer of ecological art, I have to
face at least two methodological problems. The first demands that l accept that an
artist at the end of the twentieth century could, in fact, credibly and productively
be engaged in a repertory that would span the gamut from the political, to the
ecological, to activism, to a profound reflection on post-Holocaust culture, to a
profotmd commitment to the development of a mnemonic art. The second, and
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for m e perhaps the more important, question is the result of a comparative
approach. If I accept such a model of the artist at the end of the twentieth centu
ry, where does this leave other artists-the work of Robert Morris, the sculpture
of Richard Serra, both contemporaries of Beuys' and working side by side with
him in the early to mid-196os? Their work then seemingly appears to be about
nothing, or very little, or, if anything, only about the specific discourse of restric
tions of a particular discipline within which they have chosen to work-the lega
cies of painting and sculpture after the Second World War. Those legacies were
marked, particularly in the German context, with the legacies of Weimar avant
garde. It is oneof the tragic indications of how difficult it was to rebuild and refor
mulate cultural practices in post\\far Germany that it seems to have had an
absolutely binding effect on aU of the artists to disavow, to ignore, or to dearly
repress the legacies of Weimar Germany. Pamela Kort's paper here shows us to
what degree the dialogue with Expressionism was crucial for the repositioning of
Beuys. vVhat has always n
i teresed
t me more was to what degree it was crucial for
Beuys to deny and disavow the specific legacies of the postexpressionist avant
garde in Germany, namely the German Dadaists, and importantly Kurt Schwiners
and Hannah Hoch. I think what

I

have argued elsewhere in discussions of

Gerhard Richter can clearly be incorporated into discussions of Beuys' work as
well. He would have learned about the techniques and the stl'ategies of a refor
mulated object and collage aesthetic, not from looking at Schwitters' work, but
from looking at the Parisian examples of a recent retranslation of the legacy of
Schwiners in the work ofArman. In the same manner Richter would say that he
never saw photomontage work anywhere when he was in Dresden or after 1961 in
Di.'lsseldorf, but that the discovery of an exisiting historical model called pho
tomontage-aesthetic was a direct outcome o f his encounter with Robert
Rauschenberg. Clearly this is a reception condition that one should not underes
timate when it comes to understanding the etiology of Beuys' early formation.
Secondly, what is immediately evident in this history of reception is that
Beuys, as much as Yves Klein who was his closest historical colleague in the
formation of reconstruction culture, was struggling with the ghost of Jackson
Pollock and with the preeminence of American Abstract Expressionism that
had been reestablished in Europe in numerous exhibitions from 1952
onwards. The pervasiveness of that model of abstract painting, the pervasive
ness of the claims made for that painting, clearly forms one of the back
grounds against which Beuys' work had to be formed. One of the implications
of the models of artistic meaning as they were purported by Abstract
Expressionism, was precisely to found, or to lay the foundation of, formalist
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thinking. Formalist thinking, with its antecedents in the first decades of the
twentieth century in both the Russian and the English context, made incor
porating the specific criteria of seeing, writing, and making into the interpre
tive approach to the works of art

an

integral part of artistic production and

critical writing about artistic production. Therefore, the fundamental dis
crepancy betl.veen a European and an American approach to postwar art in .
general and 1960s art in particular, is not just a matter of individual historical
formation, but precisely one of those differences, to what degree one has
accepted those differences that were established by the artistic tradition devel
oped over several decades in the American postwar context. These are pro
found disagreements in the conception of how aesthetic meaning can b e pro
duced and interpreted. vV'hat are the criteria? \\That are the modalities of its
functions? Inherent in this discrepancy is of course the question of how aes
thetic experience and how the conception of the viewer/reader can be related.
That is, whether the artistic project recognizes that fundamental changes have
occurred i n the course of the twentieth century in the determination of the
subject of viewing and reading and whether the work of art recognizes, incor
porates, and furthers those transformations or whether, in fact, it attempts to
obliterate them, revert them, and reestablish the earlier problematical modes
of viewing and reading.
One aspect that formalist thought from the Russians onward insisted
upon, as had its subsequent reincarnations in a much more diluted and dif
fused form in the writings of Clement Greenberg i n the United States, and the
writings that followed his, was the assumption that the contemporary specta
tor would share the conditions of advanced perceptual self-reflexivity and
advanced forms of self-determination and linguistic competence with a self
conscious artistic producer. This assumption alone, and there are many oth
ers, would make it difficult, if not impossible, to maintain more traditional,
not to say outright mythical, forms of representation, metaphorical forms of
speech, and traditional forms of narrative within the production of contem
porary artistic practices. If this were not enough of an obstacle to the rein
vestment of artistic production with narrativity and traditional representa
tion, a second caesura has to be inserted at this time. It is the caesura pro
nounced by Adorno in his often quoted 1952 statement that the continuation
of the project of poetical writing is obscene after Auschwitz. This prohibition
on speech, this prohibition on representation, this prohibition on particular
types of representation was, in fact, the crucial factor that added to the already
existing critical opposition against traditional narrative in the postwar peri-
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od. As early as 1953, for example, in Adorno's text on coming to terms with the
past, where he very critically assaults various recent attempts to address the
question of German responsibility for the Holocaust, and to make the process
of addressing that responsibility an active act of disavowal and repression in
order to get over the historical past of recognition. In that text Adorno had
already established that it is a question of individual responsibility rather than
socially collective political forms of addressing history. I'm pointing backward
specifically to the moment of the mid 1950s to remind listeners that Beuys'
project is of course not at all an isolated one but one that positions itself with
in an already existing debate that had been developed as the sequence to
Adorno's text.
Now to go back LO the specific, what I would call epistemological, questions
of how artistic meaning can be produced. In whateverhistorical context of artis
tic production we want to consider Beuys, be it that of French Nouveau
Realisme, specifically the work of Yves Klein and Arman whose importance for
Beuys cannot be overestimated, after 1963 with the encounter with American
Fluxus, or whether it would be by 1965 within the cone>.
t 't of minimalism and
postminimal art, it is evident that Beuys is an extraordinary player in as much as
he anticipates and adjusts newly developed strategies for his own project. One
such aspect that would allow us a critical distinction is precisely how does the
artist present himself or herself to the public? In what role does the artist appear
in public? What are the types of interactions-perceptual, cognitive, psycholog
ical, social-that the artist's performance engenders. Both Morris and Serra rep
resent the American case. What is the case? The case is, in fact, the question of a
very specific definition of performativity. What does performativity mean in the
wake of Jackson Pollock, and the various readings and misreadings that his
works has generated. It had in fact emerged as an irreversible condition that the
artist's procedure, the artist's petformance of the execution of the work of art,
could or shoul.d become an integral feature of the work itself. The most devas
tating consequences of the presence of Pollock in France, most devasted conse
quences rather, would be a figure like Yves Klein, who would take Pollock's
emphasis on the perfonnative dimension of painting literally as a license to
transform the act of production into a public spectacle. That is a very French and
very typical postwar French misreading of performativity in the context of
painterly production. As it happens, the spectacularization of performativity,
French at first, and then expanded and elaborated upon and invested with
numerous totally incoherent and contradictory narratives, would become Beuys'
point of departure. Performativity in d1e work of Pollock, Morris, and Serra,
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however, did not focus on the public display of the artist as a subject nor did it
focus on the public display of action as spectacle, as theater, as substitute for the
atricality. Performativity actually pointed to two aspects that were crucial i.n the
reformulation of pictorial and visual practices after the war. First of all it po int



ed to the linguistic nature of painting and all visual practices as units-structur
al, formal procedures that were defined by their own inherent iterativity. That is,
they were acts, practices, moments that were part of a linguistic system, of a dis
cursive system, that at each time could be redefined and repositioned in regard
to both spectator and participant-practitioner. Clearly that definition of perfor
mativity is at the very opposite end of the spectrum from which the artist as heal
er, the artist as s_haman, the artist as public performer would emerge. lt is the
emphasis in performativity that situates the spectator at the very center of the
production of subjectivity in analogue to the very production of subjectivity that
the artist performs.
It becomes evident then that Beuys from the very beginning has insisted on
folding formal parameters that artists of both the historical avant-garde as
much as those of the poSt\>\Tar neo-avant-garde had defined as formal, as struc
tural, as antimetaphorical, as antinarrative, back into the parameter of the
mythical. What had been developed as the semiotic, as the phenomenological,
as the linguistic, as the psychoanalytic model of meani.ng is now metaphorical
ly reverted backward into humanism. As an immediate consequence of this, one
would have to recognize that whatever models defining artistic spectator and
producer might have been valid in Weimar Germany specifically models such
,

as collective production in the worker's photography clubs, models such as
Heartfield's complex reconstitution of narrativity in the photomontage aes
thetic, whatever models had been valid in Weimar Germany_ and were now
reconsidered in the reconstruction culture of postwar Europe and the United
States, the role model that Beuys reestablished did not only defy those advanced
forms of structural-formal self-reflexivity traditionally identified as mod
ern ism, but also defied those of the artist as a highly secularized figure, an artist
who would work in analogue to the scientist, an artist who would participate in
the differentiation ofpublic visual, perceptual, cognitive experience as a mem
ber of an advanced model of the public sphere. And Beuys opposed this model
in favor of a renewed foregrounding of the artist as a privileged being, a seer
that provides deeper or higher forms of transhistorical knowledge to an audi
ence that is in deep dependence and need of epiphanic revelations.
This condition had been one of my initial difficulties in response to the work
of Beuys and it remains my primary critique. But in the meantime it also has
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become one of my major difficulties with Beuys adamant interpreters, and
'

l

have th erefore to confess it is one of my difficulties with Gene Ray's paper as
well. The problem seems first of all to be one of method and epistemology,
mainly in ascertaining the perimeters and the limits of interpretation. The ques
tion is whether or not one agrees on the need for art historical writing to criti
cally reflect upon its own premises and tools just as much as one still aspires to
certain standards of critical method when it comes to the writing of history at

large Or whether one accepts what some writers on Beuys consider the quin 
.

tessential condition of postmodernity-the multivalence, the multiplicity, and
ultimately the randomness and arbitrariness of the interpretive projections to
which Beuys' work lends itself.
Directly related to this question is a second one that I will call the under
sta nd ing of art as discursive formation. That is, to recognize it as an element

in tJ1e historically determined ongoing process of positions and counterposi
tions. What Roland Barthes once called the theater of intellectual and artistic

displays that fully acknowledges at the moment of its formation that it is only
one of many possible positio ns to be taken. One that does n ot appear as a
claim for transhistorical truth, one that does not look for deeper, more pro
foun d meaning, one that does not appear with a claim for social hegemony of

the artist as the revealer or the redeemer or the therapeutically homeopathic
feeler of the social, but one that very specifically recognizes the field, the
perimeters, the framework, within which the aesthetic can and will be placed.
Can and will be read.
One of the many virtues that has been attributed to Beuys is to have escaped
from the specificity of the reflection on the discursive frameworks of art. And it

is not always evident and it doesn't necessarily make it better whether this i s the
result of his ignorance of the history of artistic practices or whether it s the
'

result of an intentional misrecognition on his part. One outcome of under

standing these differences then, and one ofthe methodological discrepancies, if
not a problem with Beuys and his i11terpreters, is that Beuys is considered by his
interpreters as a universe of h is own. All of th e papers we have heard, and this
is clearly not coincidental, have established him as the figme of centrality, the

figu re that forms his own legacy, the figure that takes on the legacy of the great
figures of the past, as it were. Paradoxically, he is not measured or compared, in

almost all o[ t11e literature with which 1 am aware witl1 those closest to him both
in terms of location and generation-that is, Yves Klein and Arman i n Paris or

subsequently figures in the United States. In all instances of such a comparison,
if, in fact, it is made, comparisons that compose themselves by evidence of con-
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text, by evidence of structural analogy, by evidence of morphological similari
ty, the inevitable conclusion of that comparison would always have to be to
acknowledge first of all that Betiys' model of meaning exchanges specificity of
perceptual structure and formal organization for generality, that is, verifiable
conditions of procedure, matter, material, and formal organization for unveri
fiable pretences for the works, more or less infinite range of readings.
To clarify my point, the historical legacy of Dada or, more specifically, the
legacy of Dada and Duchamp, had become prominent in the inunediate post
war period in Paris earlier than in New York, and certainly earlier than in
Dusseldorf. The manifestos, activities, and works of the Nouveaux Realistes

much prior to the official declaration of the new realists as a group would give
�

I

ndications
i
of the intensity of that dialogue. Beuys, of course, living in
Dusseldorf, was intimately familiar with all of the activities of the Nouveaux
Realistes in Paris since paradoxically and quite significantly the reception situa
tion of the Nouveaux Realistes was much more developed in DUsseldorf than it

"'

was in Paris itself. Yves Klein, for example, showed his monochrome paintings
in 1957 to inaugurate the Alfred Schmela Ga llery where Beuys would soon be
showing his own work. Arman would exhibit his first Poubelle at Schmela's
gallery in 1960 and the exhibition was so successful with the local collectors and
museums that Iris Clert would instantly offer Arman an exhibition in Paris after
that. Paul Wember, then the director of the most important West German
museum devoted to contemporary art in Krefeld, Beuys' hometown and an old
bastion of lower Romanian Westfalian Catholicism and entrepreneurial patron
age for modernist culture, was one of the centers where Nouveau Realisme was
celebrated. Typically enough it was in the mansions that had been build by Mies

van der Rohe for the local patrons Esters and Laughnger that the Krefeld muse
um would eventually hold these e-'.']JOSitions ofcontemporary art. Wemberg was
a central figure

in

establishing a postwar contemp orary culture on the institu

tional level in the Rhineland. The second figure, and only slightly later, would
be museum director Hans Claris. Their acquisition and exhibition policies con
tributed in a central way to the founding ofWest German new avant-garde cul
ture. It is, however, one of the great ironies of that West German reconstruction
culture of the mid-1950s, early 1960s that, as international as it was in scope, as
shocking and provocative as it was in comportment, it enacted a profound need
to internationalize itself on the background of the destruction of its own his
torically contaminated Weimar avant-garde. lt is no longer a secret that the rad
ical devotion of West German collectors, museums, institutions, curators, and
writers of the mid-1950s to early 1960s to both American and French interna-

ss
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tiona) new avant-garde culture was an integral part of the historical process of
disavowal and repression that we have encountered in aU other contexts. That
means of course making the situation even more complicated so that the moti
vation and the interpretive investment of that history, as is evident in the case
of Paul Wember, would distort or disfigure in a major way the actual produc
tions of the art of that generation. Thus it was that Paul Wember, for example,
who in the early

1960s claimed in all earnestness that the work of Yves Klein

should be seen as an example of how Catholic mysticism could now find a new
articulation in the work of the Parisian Rosacrucianists. But, even more impor
tantly, by positioning Klein as a new artist with deep links to religion and mys
tical experience he established the license and legitimacy for the reformulation
of the artist as public figure. The artist as a mediating figure between the pres
ent day secularil)' of experience and the audiences' desire for any kind of tran
scendental experience to escape the banality of German reconstruction culture
and its recently established models of accelerated consumption. What Klein
embodied for both Wember and for Beuys was an artistic response to the spir
itual crisis that attempted to dissimulate rather than to reflect upon the increas
ing entanglement of neo-avant-garde culture in the conditions of an emerging
culture of spectacle.
Beuys, ever eager to position and promote himself, and gifted with an almost
uncanny capacity to single out the artistic trends of the moment, to internalize,
transform, and transmute them for his own artistic project would have learned
several lessons from the presence of the 1ouveaux Realistes in Dusseldorf and
Krefeld. First of all that there was such a thing as a dada tradition, not the tra
dition ofWieland Herzfelde, not the tradition of Raoul Hausmann, not the tra
dition of John Heartfield. lt was the dada tradition ofWeimar that was deeply
contaminated-the project of a politicized avant-garde that was clearly
unthinkable and dearly wunentionable in the immediate postwar years. It
would have been clearly inopportune to have been associated with that legacy.
The reemergence of that legacy in the work of Arman and Yves Klein, now
specifically associHted with a new type of spirituality, would be a fully desirable
model for Beuys. Arman's projects, which Beuys encountered equally in
DUsseldorf and Krefeld at that time, allowed him to recognize that the ready
made itself had been historically transfigured. Now the readymade appeared as
the mere serialized organization of found objects in which the ready-made was
subjected to potentially infinite devalorization and falsification-a future that
Duchamp himself had predicted. What

was

important, however, in Arman's

treatment was that all objects, regardless of structure, relation, and internal tex-
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ture, could qualify as ready-mades. Arman's embrace of refuse and trash as fully
accommodating objects for his accumulations and for his Poubelles was, in fact,
another license that Beuys would have taken at that time. The difference, how
ever, the profound difference in Arman's project was that objects that were seri
alized, multiplied, and devalorized never took on meaning, at least no meaning
other than the structural transformation of the ready-made model itself.
Neither iconographic nor metaphoric nor representational narratives could be
spun from looking at Arman's work. This was one aspect of Arman's postwar
authenticity and epistemological specificity that set his work totally apart from
Beuys' subsequent reinscription into the aesthetic of trauma and trash, of
garbage and shambles, with a n infu1ity ofspectatorial interpretive projections.
Gene Ray does in many ways provide the most courageous attempt to go
fully into the direction of a historically charged specificity of Beuys' objects
and materials. Even in comparison to Mario Kramer's detailed account of the
Auschwitz Vitrine, it is the first attempt to my knowledge in which issues,
speculations, and desires that have been lingering around the particular mate
rial in Beuys' work are specifically pronounced.
All of Beuys' materials are no doubt derived from the shambles of postwar
Germany, in the literal sense of a culture in shambles, a culture of debris. All of
Beuys' materials, however, are also signaling their derivation from a certain
regional subculture, the peculiar transitory moment of the lower Rhine regions
suspended between artisanal and industrial forms of production embedded in
an agricultural or rural environment that still permeated everyday life into the
postwar period. Beuys' use of sausages, brown paint, domestic and medical
objects, the peculiar hybrid between the wounded corporeal matter and the
industrial object, can be, and have to be, situated in that historical framework.
It is important to recognize, and Gene Ray clarifies this for us, that it is unthink
able to envision materials of this kind in the context of postwar Paris. Yet it is
also important to recognize that it is precisely the conventionality with which
Beuys, or shall we say his interpreters, reinvests i.n the gesture of the found
object, reinvests in the gesture of the serialization of the ready-made, the mat
ter, the procedure, and repositions them in nodes of metaphorical meaning that
makes Beuys and others of national superiority. Or if one wants to flip that
argument, I would say that makes him an artist of regional interest in the way
that Antoni Tapies is a painter of regional interest by comparison to other fig
ures of his generation.
One other example in which this distinction can be clarified is Beuys' rela
tionship to Fluxus. Joan Rothfuss has given us a detailed and wonderful account
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of that complicated relationship, and I only want to add a few remarks that I had
prepared before I came here. Fluxus defined the Duchamp legacy n
i a way that
i also
is verydifferent from the Parisian redefinition of Duchamp as much as it s
an historical expansion or continuation of that project. I think there is a distinct
chronological sequence in Beuys' acceptance of the Nouveau Realiste aesthetic as
the first layer and his acceptance of the Fluxus aesthetic as the second layer, and
they have to be seen in context. Fluxus' definition of the Duchampian legacy of
the ready-made could be described as foUows. The object s
i in a state of total
control in its commodity status. The object as commodity can no longer be the
point of departure for artistic intervention. What the Fluxus artists introduce is
the level and dimension of performativity as viewer-spectator participation
thereby resuscitating the object as commodity from its fetish status and reliber
ating the object as a historicaiJy atrophied model of the Duchampian ready
made and bringing it back into a completely new circuit, into a completely new
discourse, into a completely different type of viewer-author exchange. The object
acquires the condition of the ludic interactive model in which participant and
producer are equals. Thereby the object as performative object defies theatrical
ity, denies the possibility of hegemony and hierarchy because its quintessential
function is to abolish the narrative, the mysticism, the hierarchy that perform
ance in the traditional theatrical narrative has embodied. The radicality of the
Fluxus aesthetic once again was either deeply misunderstood or profoundly
ignored or deliberately misled and deviated by Beuys' obsessive concern with the
reestablishment of precisely the type of hierarchical relationships between spec
tator and author that Fluxus had set out to destroy. Beuys' entanglement with
mythical forms of experience is of course a multiple one; for example he literal
ly reinvested the aesthetic with the din1ension of ritual and cult precisely revert
ing the very development that since the 1930s had already been discussed by
Walter Benjamin as the fundamental tendency of the work of art under the con
ditions of modernity. The liberation of the work of art from ritual and cult was
the key question of the twentieth century. But we would certainly want to remain
open at least for the time being to the historical possibility and the credibility to
re-engage artisitic practice within the domain of mythical experience. And cer
tainly Gene Ray's proposal that Beuys' work was perhaps less involved in the
reconstitution of myth as in

an

attempt to produce public acts of mourning

would necessitate such a reconsideration.
But there are other aspects of Beuys' perpetual attempt to reposition the
work of art in the perspective of spirituality and transcendentality t11at I find
problematic. First among them is a persistence to situate his work within an
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explicit invocation and exploration of Celtic and Christian mythology and reli
gion at the very moment

n
i

Germany when Christianity has publicaUy mani

fested its complete failure to confront let alone avert the destruction of
European subjectivity under the impact of the Fascist regime. The insensitivity

of Beuys' proposal that a Christian monslrance be placed as. a monument at the
center of Auschwitz is reminiscent incidentally of the recent attempt o( the
Polish government to place a Catholic monastery near the site of Auschwitz and
is an indication of the problematic implications of Beuys' approach. But even in
this respect Beuys seems to have looked across the Rhine as I have pointed out
already. What Rosacrucianism and the attempt to reinvest artistic practice with
transcendental mysticism had been for Yves Klein in his relationship with Max
Hendel, would Anthroposophy and Rudolf Steiner become for Joseph Beuys. ln
both instances we can say that the Joss of the grounding of culture in ritual and
hence the destruction of the legitimacy and credibility of religion, specifically
the religion of Christianity n
i Europe, were compensated now by an artistic
reaction formation that attempts to reinvigorate the ritualistic dimension of
artistic practices and performances by imbuing the artist with the public role of
the priest, the shaman, the redeemer of spirituality. Even if I grant Gene Ray's
point that it is more likely that Beu}'S wanted to engage in a public discourse of
mourning, l have to make one objection: each and every member of that soci
ety-including its authors, its writers, its critics, its artists-needs to experience
the process of mourning individually; it cannot be taken away or performed in
public and in substitute by artists. Another paradox is that neither Beuys nor
Klein understood to what extent the processes of mourning and memory with
which they clain1ed to be deeply engaged would be instantly transformed, and
one can say, perverted into other forms of spectaculariz.ation, which they would
serve very well. To the very degree that these artists have claimed to be engaged
with the resurrection of the ritualistic dimension of artistic experience, they not
only place themselves within a perspective of myth but they also recognize that
it was the advanced conditions of spectacle culture that would now determine
who makes art, in what context, how art will be used and for what function. In
fact, i l is precisely this uncanny duality that since then we have seen explode in
the work of Anselm Kiefer and more recently n
i the work of Christian
Boltanski, where the project of mourning is in and of itself becoming the mat
ter that is traJlSformed into spectaculariz.ation, which is the deepest enemy and
the total destruction of memory and mourni11g. To what e>..1ent Beuys needed

to publically perform the role of the artist as a travesty of the role of the
redeemer or as a travesty of the Fuhrer and the leader, the hero, the cult figure,
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the one that daims the legacy of the great figures of the past, becomes instant
ly evident if one compares other artists of his generation who disappear com
pletely behind their work and whose work publically defies the transformation
of the artist n
i to the so-called public persona. The same duality exists within the
formal structures and the procedures of the work itsel( What Beuys lacks most
of all is the understanding that artistic languages are public entries into the
symbolic order, and as such they are both historically overdetermined and
socially constructed. What makes an artistic formulation communicate even if
it is structured around the principle of hermetic refusal or instrumentalized
communication, is ultimately the result of a complex process that constitutes
itself successfully precisely at that moment that the artistic formulation recog
nizes the degree of external overdetermination as its matri-x and the moment
that it recognizes the extent of its communicability as being dependent upon its
more or less conscious positioning within those myriad dialogic relationships
with the practices of predecessors and peers. The bands of influence and dis
tanciation, of acceptance and defiance at all times, does not seem to follow first
of all the Oedipal principle of hierarchy-of higher, greater, stronger, better,
bigger fathers. Tt is not the dance of rivalry and displacement but rather the
compulsion to differentiate precisely the register in which speaking artistically
at this particular moment would be possible at all. Undoubtedly Beuys' histor
ical situation was peculiar in terms of its historical demands and restraints. It
had to articulate its message system from within the shambles of a destroyed
avant-garde culture and against the social-political background of a nation state
that had not only destroyed avant-garde culture but had brought European
humanist subjectivity to the threshold of total extinction. Thus the Literal his
torical grounding of Beuys' work is dramatically different than, for example, the
grounding of the work of Robert Morris. But here the difficulties begin. Does
this fact necessitate or justify the application of profoundly different models of
reading and interpretalion? Or to reverse the perspective, is it then precisely the
local, regional, and national specificity of Beuys' culture that would justify the
interpretations of his work in terms that we would otherwise no longer admit
into any other context, any other theorization, into any other interpretation?
Can territories and strategies of artistic meaning-the spirituality of the work
of art, the artist as healer and transcendental redeemer-can these be redaimed
at will or are artistic practices successful and relevant precisely at that moment
when they recognize that these concepts of transcendentality and metaphysical
experience have been wrenched from our hands?
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T H E CAUSES LIE

IN THE FUTURE

When somepeople take a dim view
ofhumanity. 1 have to ask:
Ofwlrom do tl1ey take a brighterview?
joseph Beuys

I

N NOVEMBER

1978 A

T\\'0-DAY I:VENT

was arranged in Kassel under the title Do

We Need a New, Ecologically Oriented Party? Joseph

Beuys and Rudi Dutschkc, a

leader of the student movement, were scheduled to participate in the panel discus
sion. I drove to Kassel with a friend, but the event never took place. We were the only
guests. Germany was covered by snow. Trains and flights were cancelled: the roads
were impassable. Only later on the second day did Joseph Beuys himself arrive: it
would be my first personal encounter with him. Beuys had just come from Vienna,
where he had been offered a guest professorship. ''After the first nterview,
i
1 was still
uncertain whetJ1er l should do it;' he laughed, "then I went into a cafe, and I knew: I
won't do it." He described how the waiter had demanded he remove hishat, because
t11ey would not serve guests wearing hats. "That settled itfor me:' Beuys said.
We talked for about half an hour. Beuys wanted to intensify the cooperation
between the Free International University (Freie Internationale Universitaet) and
91
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the Aktion Dritter Weg (Campaign for a Third Way). I had just completed my
studies in Th ird World sociology at the University of Bielefeld. We agreed to meet
to work together

in Duesseldorf. "I have a great work space for it there," Beuys

said. !, in turn, had a typewri ter and a few ideas about politics in the Third World.
D u ring that conversation with Beuys, l was not yet aware that a few weel<s previ
i Federal Court overturn ing his dismissal from the State
ously he had won a case n

Art Aca demy in Duesseldorf, and now had the li felong ri ght to use his former stu
dio, Room 3 in the Academy in Duesseldorf. From where he had been evicted six
years earlier. We agreed to work on the "lnterentwicklung'' (Interdevelopmcnt)
project of the FIU. We wanted to bring together ideas from developing nations

and industrialized nations, to develop a financial and legal basis for a new rela
tionship between developed and lesser developed nations, in order to set a new
-

di rec tion for domestic political work. Room 3 became the headqua rters of the
FlU iJ1 1978. \1\fhen I entered the room with Beuys, it was filled with utensils of
wood, metal, and rolls of fel t.

It was all covered with

a

thick layer

of dust.

"Everything looks great; he said, and only then did 1 realize that be had not seen
'

this room since his dismissal in October 1972.
During the transition period, I would have to sleep in the office as well, so I

took a couple of mattresses along. As soon as I had unpacked, the police were at
the door: the janitor had called them, because he thought he saw signs that
Professor Beuys was planning to occupy the university again.

1 N TilE AUTUM N OF 1978. a national ecological conference took p lace in Troisd01f,
near Bonn. Here, too, the central question was the future of the environmental
movement and the necessity of a

parliamenta ry arm for a non parJjamentary

movement. ln December 1978, the

Frankfurter Rundschau newspaper offered

Beuys the opportunity to write an article expressmg his basic principles of social
politics and his ideas for a new type of party. Beuys used this opportunity to write

"Appeal for an Altemative'(Aufrufzur Alternative ).1
In early 1979, Beuys came into our office with a newspaper article and was
pleasantly s urprised to see that a number of smaller ecologi cal parties and
regional Green parties had already agreed to p artici pate in the first direct
tion of the European Parliament in the summer of 1979. "Our

elec

party system is

very stable," Beuys said, "and if this train takes off without us, it will be some
1

Frankfurttrr R11ndschd11of23
O.,crmbcr 1978.

time before we have another opportunity like this one. We have to join them."
We formulated a letter to the president of the GAZ

(Gruene Aktion Zukunft;
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Joseph Bcuys at a peace demonstration for nonviolence and disarmament in Bonn on June 9, 1982,
the day before American president Ronald Reagan's visit.

Photo: Lukas Beckmann.

Green Campaign for the Future), Dr. Herbert Gruhl, and Beuys indicated that
the FTU and the Campain Third Way were interested n
i working to form a
Green party for the European election. He sent another letter to the AUD
(Campaign Coalition of Independent Germans), which also took part in the
founding of the Green Party. In October 1976, Beuys had alreadystood as can
didate for this group in the state election for the Bundestag. At the center of the
program were a "unified Germany,""the creative freedom of the individual and
social security for all," a "free culture;' "free schools and universities that are
independent of the state" as well as "democratic financial laws" seen as a "legal
form of money to serve the free development of people's abilities " and "the
2
introduction of petitions and referenda:'
In March 1979, alongwith 19 other representatives of the FlU, Beuys became
a founding member of the Greens. He was a candidate for the European
Parliament. {See Plate 6 . l } In June 1979 the Party won 3.2% of the vote, falling
short of the 5% needed to gain representation. I n the Bundestag election of
October 1980, Bcuys was the leading candidate on the Green Party's list for the
state

orth Rhine-Westphalia. 'Nith 1.5% of the vote, it was not enough to enter

the parliament. Still, in the years that followed Beuys used every opportunity to
work within the framework of the Green Party for social reform: in television
debates, at events, and through campaigns. In October 1980, Beuys took part in

l

From the Archiv Gruenes
Cedaechtnis ofthe Heinrich
Bodi·Foundation in Beriin.
Taken from a pamphlet by joseph
deuys for the Federal election in
1976.
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I·IGvR£ 6.2
joseph Beuys singing "Sonne statt Reagan" (Sun instead of rain/Reagan) with the rock group BAP in
front of more than 5oo,ooo people at a peace demonstration in Bonn on june to, 1982.
Photo: Lukas Beckmann.

the occupation of the Westdeutscher Rundfunk (West German Radio) in
Cologne, because the station refused to let the Greens participate in television
advertisements for elections as other established parties did. In the early eight
ies, he took part in numerous demonstrations by the peace movement against
the stationing of new atomic weapons in Germany. Tn June 1982, the day before
a state visit in Bonn by the American president Ronald Reagan, he led a protest
against the military dictatorship in Turkey. He used a branch to draw the initials
NATO in the dripping blood that demonstrators had pou red in front of the
Turkish embassy. Later that day, he took part in a demonstration in the section
of Bonn where the government buildings are. With enormous photographs of
Martin Luther King and Mahatma Ghandi, the participants called for nonvio
lent policies for both East and West. That evening, he appeared as a singer for
the rock group BAP, then the most popular German band, and in front of
Bonn's main train station before a crowd of 30,000 he sang the song called
"Sonne start Reagan" (Sun Not Reagan/Rain). He also appeared the next day in
front of 500,000 demonstrators from the peace movement.
In the Federal election in 1983, Beuys was not selected by the Greens to
stand for state elections. He was very disappointed. Beuys was a political per
son. He was never a politician. That was precisely what made it possible for
him to have an essential, substantial influence on the momentum during the
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Joseph Beuys at the founding com·ention of the Green Party in Karlsruhe, January u, 1980.
Photo: Lukas Be<:kmann.

fow1ding era of the Green Party. Beuys was convinced that politics had to be
overcome: Social Sculpture, a design process that spanned all of society by
means of human creativity, would have to replace it. His goal was a social and
economic one, and, unlike the Greens, his demands did not begin and end
with "conservalion of nature" and the use of natural energy sources like sun,
wind, and water. "The Greens have a hard tin1e seeing," according to Beuys,
"that ecological politics calls for a concept of creativity and culture that truly
embraces human beings and makes them aware of how the whole can be con
ceived. Only then a convincing power is generated: this is a path that will not
only bring us energy that doesn't harm the environment, bul will also raise up
ourselves. It will bring us into a new state of power and energy. ft is not just a
question of conserving nature, but creating nature: the idea of human beings
3
as creators gets such short shrift from the Greens."

3

JOSEPH BEUYS WAS BORN on U May 1921 iJ1 Krefeld, Lower Rhine. On 12 January

1986, he won Lhe Wilhelm Lehmbruck Prize of the city of Duisburg. There he
gave his final public speech. He died eleven days later.
4
In his "Lehmbruck Speech," Beuys thanks his "teacher" Wilhelm
Lehmbruck (t881-1919) and asks, "How can a dead person teach me something

4

"Interview mit Joseph IJeuys:
Erlaeuterungen zur
Honigpumpe." Sp11rtn (January

198}).

In MtnrorU.m /o�pil B�uys:
Obituari
ts, Essays, SPffCir�s.
Translated into English by
Timothy NeviU. Bonn: Inter
Nationcs Bonn, 1986, page 57 ff.
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like that something decisive for my life?" He tells how he found "totally by
chance in a little book" a sculpture by Lehmbruck. For Beuys, the work touches
upon a "threshold situation in the concept of sculpture:'
"When T thought of a sculptural form which could comprehend both phys
ical and spiritual material I was absolutely driven by the idea of Social
Sculpture." This experience was the origin of Beuys's realization that "Every
human being is an artist."
Beuys says, "Thinking is sculpture. A thought is the product of human cre
ativity. I would like to make this thought, and the process of its creation visible
to people in a way that I treat it as an object. A thought that is born of creativ
ity is already a work of art, a sculpture."
There is another important aspect to the Lehmbruck Speech that is of deep
significance for Beuys's lifework. "One day;' as he told the audience, "I found in
a dusty book shelf Rudolf Steiner's appeal 'An das deutsche Yolk und

an

die

Kulturvoelker' (To the German Nation and the Civilised Peoples, 1919)."
In this appeal, shortly after the end of the First World War, Steiner (1861-1925)
detailed the importance of a tripartite structuring ofthe social organism and most
of all the independence of cultural life, which would be crucial for the peaceful
coexistence of human beings and peoples. Beuys found thatWilhelm Lehmbruck
was listed in the appeal as one of the first committee members.
Beuys's engagement with Rudolf Steiner's ideas had a lasting influence on
him. In his private library-according to his son, Wenzel Beuys, who is active in
the Beuys archive in Duesseldorf-Beuys had well over a hundred books by
Rudolf Steiner, many of which are heavily annotated.
For Beuys, the sculptor Lehmbruck's work casts light on the development of
the individual, his or her creativity and artistic powers. And in Steiner's
"Threefold Social Organism" Beuys sees the basic form of a society that is
founded in liberty in the world of culture, equality in the world of law, and
solidarity in the world of economics.
"To form a social order like a sculpture, that is my task and the task of art."
In this transmission of the principle of sculpture, as Beuys put it in his
Lehmbruck Speech, "Wilhelm Lehmbruck passed the flame to us. I have seen it."

BEUYS ·wAS D I F FERENT

in many ways. I heard him give speeches in which he

talked for more than two and a half hours in front of over 500 students; yet
when he was finished, he continued the discussion for two more hours.
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Although the doors o f the auditorium were all open, no one left early-an
intensity I never experienced anywhere else. Beuys gave a direction to his think
ing that made it possible to see reality in a new way. The phenomena of the life
of humankind and nature brought him into a future whose laws are already
reality today. They could already take effect, if they were recognized, respected,
and understood. In this sense, Beuys was working with a future that was already
present. In thinking, this future becomes the focus of a Social Sculpture, which
has yet to take shape as a society suited to humankind. Beuys was a messenger
of Lhe future, a mediwn between the realities of the everyday world and the phe
nomena of a future age that are already active in the present. This mediation
between two worlds-between two "qualities" of reality-makes it difficult,
even today, for many people to understand Beuys. Beyond mere sense percep
5
tion Beuys saw a reality in ideas as beings."
Beuys's creativity worked from a source of true inner perception that was
often hidden from his audience, yet they intuitively grasped how profoundly he
had developed the particular within the context of the whole.

1 N Tli E

BOOK Globalisierrmg: Eitte Satellitenaufnahme, William Knoke, the presi

dent of the Harvard Capital Group (an international investment bank) , wri es
t "The
suppression of the work force by technology creates new problems. Roughly two
thirds of all jobs in industrialized nations (some 95% percent of all jobs world
6
wide) are characterized by constant repetition and could thus be automated." In its
most recent"World Employment Report 1998/I999:' the IW7 writes,"From the cri

8

sis in Asia alone, 10 million people will be unemployed by the end of 1998." It
assumes that at year end some 150 million people will be unemployed worldwide,
and 30% of the world's three billion workers will be underemployed.
Beuys confronted the consequences of globalization even before the term
had been invented. He saw that worldwide social problems would be the
inevitable consequence unless the reality of the interrelations of work, property,
and income could be understood in a new way. The following questions were

Was ist Geld ? (Wangen: FlU
Vrrlag,t991).
6

always primary for Beuys:
•

•

•

i the
What s

Frankfurter Allgemein� Z�itung
GmbH lnformntionsdienste.
1997). p.JI.

task of the government? What should be its limits?

The essential capital of a society is human creativity. Art==Capital.
How can a currency system be created that recognizes that fact and develops
abilities rather tha n maximizing profits?

Globalisierung: 6i11e
Satellitenaufizalune {Frankfurt:

7

8

International Labour
Organisation, a sp«ial organiza
tion ofthe u
:-:.

FrankfurterAllgrmti11t aitung of

l4 �ptembcr 1998, page 17.
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•

What is money?

•

How can production, consumption, and trade work together in a way that
results in altruism?

•

Why is it possible tobuy landeven though no one has produced it and no one
has invested in its creation?

•

•

Why are things turned upside down when the government subsidizes the economy?

What is the task of the government in education? In which ofits tasks should it
be limited? Why should the goal be independent, self-governjng schools and
universities rather than private ones?

Beuys always

emphasized that our economy and its laws are not given by

nature, but were made by man.

He placed his hope in knowledge and development, in a revolution in thinking
and in the evolution of a society that would be suited to humankind. To achieve
this goal, he worked '.vithin numerous groups, some ofwhich are mentioned here.

THE GERMAN srvorNr PARTY (Deutsche Studentenpartei ) was founded in the sum

mer of 1967, on Beuys s initiative, in a meadow in front of the Duesseldorf
'

Academy. He wanted to give the student protests a direction and a substance
that would point toward the future. In addition to demands for the self-deter
mination of the University for the Arts, the ecological question was also on the
agenda. "The

German Student Party is the world's largest party, but most of its

members are animals." Other points on the program included: Liberty in the
world of culture, equality in the world oflaw, and fraternity in the world ofeco
nomics; the elimina tio n of dependence between East (communism} and West
(capitalism); for a

united b ut not central ized Europe

.

In June 1968, Beuys participated in documenta N in Kassel for the first time.

That same year, many applicants to the Art Academy are rejected, for the first
time. A limit (numerus clausus) is placed on the nwnber of students who can
study art. Beuys takes a stand aga inst it. "Every human being is a student. Anyone
who wants to study must be allowed to study! That is a human right. The avail
ability of space cannot be the measuring stick. The government is not responsi
ble

for science and the arts-thal has to be clear once and for ail! All these

questions have to be discussed publici)'· That is why the Art Academy is there
after all!"

The conflicts between Beuys, the directors of the Acade my and the
,

minister of culture escalate; the Academy is temporarily closed for several weeks.
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Joseph Beuys and Wilhelm Schmundt, on a 1974 FlU brochure.
Photo: Lukas Beckmann.
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In March 1970, Beuys opened an Officefor Political Public RelatioiiS (Buerofuer
politische Oeffentlichkeitsarbeit) in the Andreas Slrasse in Dusseldorf. He used it to
call. for a boycott of the elections for the State Parliament in

orth Rhine

Westphalia. "Bring your voter notification to our office in the Andreas Strasse for
9
an Organizat.ion ofNonvoters" "Vote for art, that is, vote for yourselt1"
In June 1971, the

Organization for Direct Democracy by Referendum

was

founded; its central message was "Never vote for political parties again." The

Environmental Protection \1\forkgroup ofthe Organization for Direct Democracy
organized a "happening" in December 1971 in the Grafenberg Forest near

D3sseldorf, whose message was"Overcome the clictatorship of the political par
ties. Save the forest!"
The situation at the Academy did not change In the summer of 1971, appli
.

cants for art studies were on ce again rejected. Once again, there is a rush into
Beuys's class. He went to the registrar's office with the students, demanding
that they be admitted. They occupy the registrar s office; the ministry of cuJture
'

intervenes.
From June to October 1972 Beuys took part in documenta Vin Kassel. He was
present there for 100 days, and during this time he initiated the idea of a

International University as an "autonomous research institute" based

Free

on an

extended concept of art. The work was intended to address the design of all
aspects oflife and work.
In April 1973, came the foundation of the Association for the Promotion of
the Free international

Universityfor Creativity and Interdisciplinary Research at

the Academy in Duesseldorf. Beuys was the founding director. The primary
concern was the realization that education and art cannot fall within the power
of the state. The state should establish the legal framework and p rovide the
necessary financial resources. On this basis, then, the principle of self-determi
nation should apply.
In September 1972, the tense situation at the Academy had repeated itself.
Beuys wrote to all ofthe 227 rejected applicants This time, however, the minis
.

ter of culture refused to accept addjtional students. Beuys occupied the regis
trar's office and spent the night there with more than 6o students. The next
morning, the police appeared. Bcuys was dismissed without notice. The legal
battJe with the state government continued until 1978. It ended successfully:
9

"Mein groesstes Kunstwerk"
(Duesseldorf. Free International
Uni,.ersity, t98<>),• chronology of
the FlU complied byjohannes
Sruengen. From the Archiv
Gruenes Gedaechtnis.

Beuys could keep his studio at the Art Academy as his personal workspace until
the end of his life.
Beuys participated in dorumema VI in 1977 with his work Honey Pump nt the
Workplace (Honigpumpe am Arbeitsplatz). Here he finally founded the Free
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International University (Freie Jmernat1onale Universitaet, FlU) and the OrganiUltion
for Direct Democracy was integrated into the FIU. From 1978 w1til Beuys's death in
1986, the office of the FTU was located in the Art Academy in Duesseldorf
The International Cultural Center (Interrzationales Kulturzentrum Achberg,
1
founded in 1971) served as another important workplace for Beuys. 0 The pub
lic appeal for its establishment states: "We are faced with the challenge ofbreak
ing open the outdated social and economic orders:' There was an agreement
that the problems could not be solved by simply shifting the relationships of
power or by additional bureaucracy.
In 1973, the first year of operation, the meeting place of the Cultural Center
(the Humboldt-Haus) was already filled to capacity, with more than 2500 peo
pl e. The Cultural Center held annual summer universities and working con
ferences in which sometimes several hundred people would participate over
several weeks. Participants including, among others, Joseph Beuys, Otar Sil<
(the minister for economic affairs during Prague Spring, and later economics
professor at the University of Saint Gall, Switzerland), and Rudi Dutschke.
Important issues of the Cultural Center were the Threefold Social Organism"of
Steiner and close discussion and cooperation with the leading representatives of
the Prague Spring, which had been ended by military force on 21 August 1968
when Soviet tanks invaded. The focus of the Cultural Center was to find a
"Third Way" between capitalism and commw1ism.
In 1973, the first face-to-face meeting between Joseph Beuys and Wilhelm
Schmundt (1898-1992) took place in Achberg.11 In his book

Organismus in seiner Freilzeitsgestnlt (The Social Organism

Der soziale

in Its Free Form,

1968), 12 Schmundt had developed the principles ofan "economy based on abil
ity" and redefined the interactions of work, income, property, money, and cap
ital anew according to Beuys's idea of Social Sculpture. Beuys's understanding

10 Achbcrg on Lake C<Jnstance,in
southern Germany.
11

(1898 - 1992), WaldorfSchool
teacher ofmathematics and
ph)'l>ics. For twenty years prior to
become a teacher, S<:hmundt had
held an imporront position in an
electrical utility company.

11

Wilhelm Schmundt, Der Soziale
Org"ujsnrus in seitJer
Prtilrtitsgesralr, Dornach:
Philosophisch·
Anthroposophischer Verlag,
1968). On th is, see also Wilhelm

of art ("Every human being is an artist") finds one of its central statements in
his slogan "Art=Capital" and he refers to Schmw1dt who sees the concepts of
money and capital as two entirely different qualities. "Without Schmundt,"
according to Stuettgen, "Beuys would not have hit upon this central formula
Art=Capital.'"3
In his public lectures beginning in the seventies, Beuys frequently refers to
Schmundt. ln a letter to Wilhelm Schmundt of August 1976, Beuys writes, "l am

Sehmundt, Evolution und

following the debate surrounding your economic theory. I find that your oppo
nents are unable to bring warmth into the ground of volition with their deadly,
intellectual approaches, which inhibits their true feelings, so that in the end
they produce ideas that have not passed through the furnace, which is, of

R•volut;o,. (Achberg: Achberger

Verlag, 1973).
13

Johannes Stuettgen (siUdenl of
B(U)'S),DjcKtuutdes sozialen
IJauerrs, (Wangen: FlU Verlag,
1973), page 16.

Lukas Beckmann
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course, so important when considering concepts of money and economics."

t4

Out of the working processes of the International Cultural Center, the idea
developed in 1973 to establish a "regular annual Conference of the Third Way."
It was to be "a free forum for the exchange of ideas and experiences for those
who view the existing social relations critically and wish to work on the con
ception of a third way." This constitution, too, was signed by Joseph Beuys.
One concrete result of this conference occurred a few years later with the
consolidation of several firms under the auspices of the

Business Association
'Campaign for a Third Way' (Unternehmensverband Aktion .Dritter Weg ) . After

long negotiations with the tax authority in Hamburg-in which Bcuys took
part personally-the ndividual
i
companies were integrated into one system.
The business association saw itself as a "practical attempt to overcome the cri
sis ofhumankind by reforming sociely, especially in the area of business." The
Campaign Third Way comprised three subsections:
•

An association ofbusinesses from

•

A foundation

as

the areas ofproduction research, and education.
,

the holder of the assets of the

economic, social, and cultural

institutions. (The means of production are property ofthe Foundation. Property
rights cannot be sold; rights of use are open to all).
•

The Organization of the Members as an association of people and organizations
with the goal of creating the "economic, legal

and cultural conditions to enable
a human existence i n di gn ity. fts founding principles included common property
arrangements and an agreement on income that was based on a separation of
work and income.
,

"

BEUYS WORKED INTENSIVELY WITH the social theory of Rudolf Steiner and

especially the Threefold Social Organism." Without

a general grasp of these

principles, it is almost impossible to understand Beuys.
Steiner describes this threefold structure of society as one that has to
establish freedom in the cultural sphere, equality in the rights sphere, and
solidarity in the economics sphere. He emphasizes that those who attribute
"a utopian character" have misunderstood this threefold structure and its
15
fundamental intentions completely. The realistic character of this structure
14 Was ist Geld?(see note 6),p. 63.

tS

RudotfSteiner, Tl�< Threefold
Soria/ OrdtT, (NewYork:
Anthroposophic Press,1972).

might be explained bere using the example of Goethe's view of nature.
Steiner worked in Weimar for many years as the editor of Goethe's writings
on natural science.
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Goethe relies on hjs method of"rational empiricism:' which examines the Primal

Phenomenon ( Urphaenomen ) .

In the Archetypal

Plant ( Urpjlanze),16 Goethe

observes what for each individual plantis the foundation of its nature. Goethe calls

mettlmorphosis those changes that take place in a plant's growth that constantly alter
between expansion and contraction. The particular significance of Goethe's theory
ofmetamorphosis Lies in the discovery that leaf, calyx, and corolla, etc., arc identical
organs that develop from a shared basic form, and that the idea of the nature of a
plant is a living whole.
Beuys's Social Sculpture is founded on Steiner's Threefold Social Order as its
archetype . Steiner indicates that it is necessary to go back to the Primal Ideas
the social archetype-that form the basis for the social arrangements and guidance
for social action that are appropriate for the human being. Steiner's idea of the
Threefold Social Order is seen as the archetype of a society that has, as Wilhelm
Schmundt described, developed from an economy of exchange to an "economy
of abilities." In this form of economics, the focus is on the individual human
being as the true source of power in productive economic and social processes.
According to Schmundt, the development of human life within communi
ties is characterized by various metamorphoses: starting from a community
based on natural associations, to a barter society and finally to a society based
on the division of labor. The society based on the division of labor is unique in
that it is based on providing for others (work as work for others). The individ
ual no longer produces for his or her own use, but for other human beings. One
takes from the output of others that which serves one's own needs. Seen in this
way, altruism is structurally institutionalized in a society based on the division
of labor. 17 Everyone voluntarily contributes his own abilities to an integral
global system. The value of the work can no longer be measured within the
context of the whole. Consequently, income and work have to be separated.
Income is not "earned" income for a particular piece ofwork, but rather a fun
damental right ofhuman beings. Income is seen as a prerequisite, given upfront,

t6

(Stuttgart: VerlagFreies
Ccisteslei>en, 1977).

that makes it possible to apply one's abilities to help others without having to
worry about one's own needs, which are instead served by others.
This social possibility of the division oflabor is largely blocked under pres
ent conditions, since structurally it is not altruism but egoism that determines
life. Beuys saw it as an essential task, that the metamorphosis of society from an
economy of exchange to an economy of abilities would have to be redefined
conceptually, to create the basis for a new understanding of the relationships
and interdependence between property, work, and income. This is where he met
Wilhelm Schmundt.

johann Wolfgang Goethe, Die
MetamorpluJSe tier Pflanzen

17

""The prosperity of a community
ofhumun beings working
together is the greater, the less the
single person claims forhimself
the proceeds of bis labor-that is,
the more of these proceeds he
makes over to his fellow workers
and the morework done by lht
others.'" The fundamental social
low in: RudolfSteiner,
Antlrroposoplry ami the Soda/
Question (Spring Valley: Mercury

Press).
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Beuys's slogan "Every human being is an artist" means that hwnankind itself
is the focus of society. How must the social relations be established in order for
mankind to take advantage of its capabilities? Wilhelm Schmundt writes in this
context: "It is not the power of corporations but the power of concepts hostile
to mankind" that destroy the possibility of a social order that is appropriate for
18
the human being.
What is money? Beuys always emphasized this question as well as the
demand for a democratic monetary system. The new legal system of money
would have the effect that the successful ones would no longer be those who aim
for ever-higher profits, making more money from money, but rather those who
produce with human needs in mind.
Money can no longer be seen as an economic value today. For Schmundt,
this is a consequence ofthe evolution money has undergone, though in general
this qualitative transformation of money hasn't been understood conceptually
yet. Money has been transformed by the possibility of creating money with
money. lt is not a commodity, nor does it have economic value, it is simply a
token of rights and obligations. Joseph Beuys, Wilhelm Schmundt, el al., saw the
main causes of econorruc crises, of inflation and unemployment as being rooted
in the fact that the economy is working with a concept of money that is no
longer oriented around the factual world. Otherwise we would see money as a
legal means.
Beuys often surprised his audienceby making explicit his demands for lrans
forming the three ideals of the French Revolution by making radical demands
on the centers of economic power. He wanted to democratize the nature of
money which would touch the interests of banks and large industry. On the
otherhand, he did not hold them morally responsible for their actions, because
he was convinced that what was destroying the social system was not the power
of banks and corporations but the power of concepts that have long failed to
understand the nature of reality today.
Schmundt demonstrates that earlier forms of exchange value also had use
value, that is, at some point they were used up. In modern monetary circulation,
there is no process for using up the used money. For Beuys, Schmundt's great
insight was to recognize that the legal character of money in circulation is con
stantly changing. Money is always subject to transformation, to metamorpho
sis, in the process of production and consumption. In the hands of an
entrepreneur, money is capital for production. It requires that abilities be put
18

Rn'O/urion cmd EI'Oiurion (see
not� 14), p. 111.

into practice. This requirement is satisfted by the payment of wages to those
involved in the production process. This puts money in the hands of con-
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sumers, making it available for the acquisition of consumer goods. If consumer
needs are being satisfied, and money is used for commodities or services, then

i hts. It must be returned in
this money loses its relation to value, and thus its r g
full to the investment bank. in the area of production, money is related to abil

ities

=

capital. In the area of consumption, it becomes associated with con

sumption values, loses its value and must therefore return to its start ingpoint.
A healthy currency system, in Schmundt's view, is one in which the rights that
are given out along with money flow back into the system entirely, and thus pro
19
duction and consumption are in equilibrium.

20
I N HIS "At' PEAL TO AN ALTERNATJVE."'

which appeared three months before

the founding of the Green Party of the Federal Republic of Germany, Beuys
wrote, "The aim is Lo break through into a new social future . . . In response to
the question 'What can we do?' we have to explore the question 'Vlhat must we
think?'" Beuys articulated the goal of focusing his motivations "politically and
organizationally and then putting them to work in a concentrated extraparlia
mentary and parliamentary action." In the first section he described a new con
cept of work in an economy based on abilities, a new concept of income by

19

separating work and income and the functional transformation of money. In
the second section he elaborated on the "tools for transformation." It would be
necessary, Beuys felt, "for alternative solutions to be made available for the
entire public sphere . For that to happen, people who were familiar with such
models would have to be voted into parliament. How would they manage that?
By concentrating all their energies on a shared voting initiative. Beuys addressed
the whole of the extraparliamentary movement and made it clear that "a shared
voting initiative does not imply a party organization, a party program, party
debates in the old style. The unity we require can only be a unity in diversity."

The following assumptions are
made here, without goinginto
them further.
ofwork and
• The separation
income: ln an(C()nomybased
on the division oflabor, the
individual works for othen.
The part that workplayswithin
the whole cannot bedeter·
min«!. It s
i thus false to speak
ofa wall" n
i exchange for out·
put. With the division of labor,
wage is transformed into
income and becomes a basic
right (a human right).
• l.:tnd and property are not pro·
due«!, but are given to us. Thus

they cannot be wid. At most,
the right to use it can be g
iven

Beuys saw that the various groups with their different world views nonetheless
were, to a large extent, in agreement on many points. This represented the

•

"commw1ity in unity." On the other hand, the same people had differing views
in other areas."This is the basis offreedom in unity." With these basic principles,
during the early years of the Green Party, Beuys helped to lay the cornerstone
for a political force that can manage to pursue shared action despite all the dif
ferences among the ideas of its members. These basic principles later led to an
agreement in the party constitution that allowed for the party program of the
Greens to have two parts, Part A and Part B. Part A would represent the shared

10

to someone.
Self-determination:
Corporations active iu produc
tion are obliged to follow the
principle of self-determination,
since this is the only way the
human creativity can develop.
In Beuys's view, schools. uni
versities. social organizaLions,
etc., arealso corporations n
i
this sense, though not in the
sense of classical economics.

Fmnfurtcr Rlmdscltauof13

December 1978.

Lukas Beckmann

l l l.liU 6.)
joseph Beuys and Petra Kelly at a press conference calling for direct democracy throughout
Germany in the spring of 1984
Petra Kelly Ard1ive.
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goals and <;reate the unity that would be the basis for politi cal action. Part B
would expres s the differences that still need to be discussed. These parts are an
examp le of freedom in unity.

DURING THE I'REI'ARATIONS

for the founding of the Green Party and at the

founding meeting itself, Beuys documented that his support for the Greens

as
not, in his view, connected with the typical demands
of a traditional power structure. Five different parties and voter lists from var
ious states took part with 150 delegates in the foundn
i g. Beuys knew that many
a"new kind of party" was

of them had reservations about the FlU, in part connected with the fear that

they would be ou tnumbered. "If all groups have 150 votes total," Beuys said,
"then the FlU needs just 15"-a statement that m et w ith general astonishment.
In the end, the representatives ofthe FlU received 20 votes.
The fo unding members ofthe Greens produceda draftprogram and a draft
constitu tion that was p repared by the participati ng groups. The FlU distributed
to all the delegates an additional document with the t itle "The Basic Direction
21
of the Green Alternative for the European Elections." The distribution ofthis

pamphlet caused a great disturbance in the assembly. After aU, the argument
went, everyone had agreed to one basis for the discussion, and the FlU had
assented to it as well. Beuys went to the microphone. "This 'Green Alternative'
simply describes what we are thinking, in what direction things need to develop,
in our view. For that, we need a dial ogue. We still know very little about each
other. This document is in no way intended to come to a vote." Beuys left many
confused for a second time. Still, the majority was put at ease. The assembly
could continue as plann ed.

IN THE EARLY YI:ARS.

I3euys was directly involved in the political and program

matic discussion and evolution of the Greens. He expressly sup ported the choice
of the sunflower as t he symbol of the Greens, took part in mee tings of the board,
participated in election campaign plans, and from 1979 to 1982 took part in many
informationalevents a11d discussions. Still, Beuys's ideas remained foreign to many
members of the Greens. As the tradition al left advanced within the party, Beuys's
influence faded. In the end, he was not selected for the federal election in 1983. This
was

a bitter experience for Beuys, wh ich was made even worse when the Greens

21

Reprinted in Petra Kelly·/osepll
&uys (Wangen: FlU-\'
erlag,

1994).
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Joseph Beuys with Petra Kelly and other Green Party members at a session to prepare for the
EuropeJn Parliament electioncampaign, May 1979·
Photo: Lukas Beckmann.

were elected to the Bundestag for the first time in March of that year.
From that point until his death, in his workings with the Greens (he did not
leave the party even after 1983), Beuys concentrated almost entirely on trying to
achieve direct democracy through petitions and referenda at all levels of poli
tics. Beuys felt this represented an indispensable way of enriching and supple
menting parliamentary democracy on all levels. He participated in conferences
on the theme of referenda and in the development of draft laws to lay down the
legal principles for the introduction of petitions and referenda-especially on
the national level. For Beuys, no other political goal was as important

as

the

introduction of direct democracy as a supplement to the parliament. He wanted
to mobilize the "warmth'' of the human being (i.e., creativity), to transfer power,
and to appeal to individual responsibility.
Beuys provided important stimuli for the Greens. His intellectual and social
political influences were far greater outside the party. Still, when Beuys gave a
lecture, discussed his principles, or interacted with other people, it was easy to
get the impression he was speaking for the Green Party ("these are all Green
ideas"). But Beuys did not view the Greens as a party in the traditional sense,
rather as the expression of an emerging ecological age that had begun to under
stand the relationship between humanity and nature as a unity-a unity whose
very existence in the age of industrialization and division oflabor on an inter
national scale was threatened by the economics and lifestyle of humankind.
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joseph Beuys with a working group of the FlU in room 3 of the Dusseldorf Kunstakademie in
autumn, 1982..
Photo: Lukas Bcckm�nn.

Freedom, democracy, and ecology were a unity, in Beuys's view, which led to his
call for a "social-ecological" politics.
The ecological question as a question about the coherence of humanity and
nature, and the natural and intellectual relationships between the two, was for
Beuys n
i creasingly important as a historical question. This message found its
most forceful expression in the "Campaign of 7000 Oaks" and in the campaign
"How I Explain Paintings to a Dead Hare."

AT DOCUMENT!\ V I I I N KASHL IN 1982, Beuys started the

campaign "7000

Oaks." Beuys said, "Along with every oak I place a stone. The stone stands for the
status quo; the tree for the desired creative process. For an epoch at least-the
"

life s pan of an oak is about 8oo years-Beuys wanted to record the process in

which people begin to res is t the enormous "lethal process" and counteract
"what mankind has caused through its concept of work, its concept of tech
nology, its materialism, its political strategies and processes of production."
The 7000 oaks represent the beginning of a "process of rectification, a process
of revitalization, not only of nature but also of the social-ecological, i.e., the
22
social organism."

:u

Gttspra.che mit &uys (Kiagenfun:

Ritter Verlag, 1988), 66 ff.

Lukas Bcck.marm
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Joseph lkuys, 1979.
Photo: Lukas Beckmann.

l\EUYs' CAMPAIGN "How I Explain Paintings to a Dead Hare" is also intended to

make people aware of the ecological damage that results from the actions of
humanity. The dead hare is a dead external organ of humanity. "And if I am able
to

explain the paintings to this external organ:· Beuys remarks, "then, I believe,
genuine rectification of human creative powcrs."23

art will be understood as a

We are killing nature, animals, soil, forests-the external organs of mankind
all of which we need as oxygen sources or sources of food. In order to understand
what we are doing, we have to enter into a dialogue with the animal world, with
the plant world, with the soil, without which we cannot live, because mankind's
progress in its evolution has only been achieved with the help of the creatures that
we are now destroying.

jOS(PI I llWYS IDENTIFIES TH £ CAI'ABI LJTY of freedom with the ability lO insti
23 Gtspraeche mil Btuys(�note
l6), 1)l [.

tute new causes. "Mankind can establish

new causes in history on the basis of

human creativity, on the basis of human thinking-new causes that can deter-
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mine the historical progress of the future. [. . . ] The past and the future onJy
exist because mankind continues to establish new causes.We must realize that
24
it has always been this way."
We observe natural processes by causal methods. That which precedes deter
mines that which follows. If we have a goal, pursue an end, the effect influences
the cause. That is how human activity works. The human being performs an
action that he has envisioned. From this envisioned future, he causes it to hap
pen. How else, Bcuys asked, could the future be created at all? {See Plate 6.2}
Translated by S. Linberg and R. Brenner.

24

)o�ph Beuys, in Ingrid

llurgbacher·Krupka, Prop/Jete
m:l11s, Prophetelinks: Joseplt Beuys
(Nurt!mberg: Edition fuer mod·
�ne Kunst im BelserVerJag.t977),
63 ff. Quoted from Hiltrud Oman,
Joseph Beuys(Munich: Wilhelm
Heyne-Verlag. 1998), 111.
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M Y R E L A T I O N TO J O S E P H B E U Y S
I S OVE R R A T E D

EDITOR'S NOTB

This texr is a reworlred transcript of
artist Mel Chin's talk at the Ringling
Museunr Symposium. That uncoll
vtnrionn/, highly performative, and
often humororu presentation btgius

After a year's time, I Irnve inspected these pages. lam certan
i thar rhey reflecrrrut/r,

but in rhefirst clrnprers, atrd even in certainparagraphs ofthe others, Iseem to per
ceive sometlringfalse. Tlris isper/rapsproduced by rhe abuse ofcircumstantial derails,
a procedure T learnedfrom rhe poers and which contaminates everything with afal
sity, since those details can abound in the realities but not in their recollection . . .

IVIIlr aplayful appropriation of
Beuys'own chalk-ralkformat and
shifts ro a poeric-rap homage to tht
German arrisr btfortsellling into a
more conventiont!lslide talk. Chin's
choiceofthese incongruous discur
sivt modes was itselfau inttrventiorr
into and commentary 011 the aca
demic tolit and COIIVelltions oftire

-Jorge Lui s Borges

MEL CHIN

"My Relation to Beuys Is Overrated;' but I also have alternate titles: "Not Everybody
Is an Artist, but That's OK'; "Beyond the Beuys Club'; '''\IVhatAbout Me?"
MORE ON TRIPARTITE STRUCTURES

We'll begin with a little chalk talk if you don't mind. This section is also titled:
"More on Tripartite Structures, or Circles of Power and the Nature of Their
Nutritional Composition."
Let's start with the one circle. Oh, too big . . . too big . . . much too big . . .this
big. (Draws smaller and smaller circles and notes in the interiors "G'; "M'; "C").
G, M, C, Can anyone tell me what that stands for?

symposium. (Wetrre reminded that

1l1e tricksterfigureoftire Coyote was
one ofBeuys' prefuretl guises.)
Moreover, Chin's tiiscussions ofhis
ow11 work reveal themselves to be
eloquent, ifit�direct, responses to
many of the themes ar>d topics t!UJt
ha demergedover the course ofthe
symposi11m. To tire extentpossible,
therefore, the sponra11eous and dio
i
syncratic character ofrhe original
ra/k lras been preserved here, IVith
110tes added by Clri11 for clarification.
--<i.R.
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Mel Chin
Circles of Power and t!te Nature ofTheir Nutritional Composition, 1999·
Chalk drawing on blackboard
Photo courtesy of the artist

AUDIENCE

General Motors Corporation.
MEL C H I N

Wrong. Anybody else? Gay Men's Caucus? Wrong. It stands for Gallery/Mu
seums/Collectors, a three-part structure that exists in the world of art. lf we
examine this mapping of power, we see it is consistent with all circles of power
which concentrate, redefine and hold themselves together by allowing margins
to exist to define their center. So these little dots and dashes on the edges are
the Ringling Museum here, this tiny little thing there is my studio, Cal Arts is
here . . . and all these little things, they're all struggling artists squirming
around the outside. How about that?
Let's do another comparable circle. That's not big enough . . . that's OK.
(Draws a much larger circle and notes "N'� "P'� "S")
N, P, S, any guesses?
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AUDIENCE

·o Possible Solutions.
MEL CHIN

Very good, giveher an A. It stands for Networks/Producers/Sponsors, another
huge circle of power with all its attendant margins. Here's Public Television
trying hard to do the right thing and all the fan-network of billions sur
rounding it, an incredible circle of power. I f l stop here, we can go home and
say,"Well,now l tutderstand." But I don't think it is that easy. In order for me
to grasp the reality of this diagram, I'd like to stretch things out. (Draws out
the circles) Let's give them dimension and substance, and make some
metaphorical links. Let's consider this the Art World of G, M, C, a wonderful
world-a hard, San Francisco-style, fungus-encrusted salami; and let's con
sider the Television World of N, P, S to be another meat by-product, like
bologna. Look at all the chunks of nutrition within both. If I stop here, then
we can say, "OK, now I understand." But what we'd probably be thinking,
because there has been a critique of television and art with issues of high and
low culture for quite a while, is that one is better tasting than the other.
I don't think we should stop there; I think we can cut it. I was a butcherin my
parents' store in Texas and I sliced the bologna and the salami. Ifwe cut it, then
we can start giving it other values, like the fourth dimension. Let's divide the
meat into timelines: the 50s, 6os, 70, 8os, 90S.
Ifwe look at thesalami and we look at thehistoryofart (and I am sure there are

historians here who can correct me ifi am wrong) wehave major movements that
correspond to the knife, at certain peaks; the waves cresting in ten-year intervals.
In the 50s, maybe, we have the beginning of Abstract Expressionism, 6os

Pop Art, here comes Joseph Beuys, right here in '64, a huge fat particle that
moves up to the 70s and then Conceptualism, Minirnalism and all that con
trary stuff comes in. Appropriation, Commodity Art and then we have our
90s and who knows what it might be, Post Modernism some say. I have
always not followed this oscillating path. I think I am a tiny chunk of meat
here, not at any peak, yet still proud to be part of the salami. So if we look at
these mappings, we can now see, in terms of flow, the movement of the nutri
tion as it weaves through the salami and we see the thick, hardening crust
protecting itself and its dramatic development within the realm of G, M, C.
Its rapid-wave action, bouncing off its interior walls, gives us the art high
lights we love to refer to.
If we look at a bologna, on the contrary, it has a plastic coat, but television
promised similar goals to those the art world proposed in the 50s. The head of

1!6
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NBC at the time, Sylvester "Pat" Weaver, said that television would be this
amazing, life-giving, reaffirming, art-like event. Therefore, art and television
found themselves, according to some, in similar places with the new interna
tional and modern movements occ urring.

Bologna's track, or TV's track, however, may just be slower, and its apogee or
first crest may not have arrived. The larger volume and diameter, along with its
homogenized nature, may mask an m
i perceptible rise or fall. So before we are too

quick to judge television, or any of these large entertainment structures, we
should hold back and look at the nature of hydraulic fluids. Somewhere around
here (p oints to spot on board) in the 90s there was an aneurysm that occurred in
theworld of art. This aneurysm released its contents,wanderedwithin the ether
of larger frameworks, and they spilled into the soul oftelevision.
Don't let me forget to come back to this diagram, all right? This is an inter

active kind of situation. You have to ask me about the pimple.
All right, this is excellent. I have an audience. I have a chance to do prose

poetry. This is like the 50s.

Home Spin
Deep in the cold North Carolina night on a long winding hiway
past Hard Scrabble Road and barns of blighted chestnut
the whine of the econo-car cuts through these hollers.

High beams cast a theatrical drama onto a hard bit land.
Caught on spotlight tonight . . . legs straining
frozen on the edge of an incline
where woods meet my asphalt path
a majestic doe

.

I pass so close she surely sees the surprise and recognition in my eye.

1 have seen her companion.
He sits on my shelf.

I l < ; l iU i 2

Joseph Bcuys
Publication cover joseph Beuys' Early Watercolors, Schirmer's Visual Ubrary/Norton, wilh repro
duction of Stag (1957, feric chloride, pe11Cil, 37-7 x 39.8 em; @ 1999 Artists Rights Society lARS],
NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn)
Courtesy Schirmer/MoselVerlag, Munich
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O n a long winding hiway past Hard Scrabble Road
the road always whips in another direction

. . .

1977 model honey pump winds up in its mechanical fat in Kassel.
The master of Honey Pump

in the Workplace

delivers his sweet message and Documenta debate for a hundred days.
Human fat bears down on a more modest fluid in Houston, Texas.
Pressure mounts cylinders push.
The specific gravity of Honey . . .
the specific Gravity of Oil . . .
a fluid warning weighs the same . . . ESCAPE THE PULL
(that cripples the flight.)
Murmur and mumble the isms of art.
Wander through gray historical compactions.
Come upon a black and white metallic oxide iconic memory.
the curious coyote transfixed
before a crooked cane
Crooked cane!
Shepherd us by ambulance to the place
where two minds can be
wild and instinctual
premeditated and mediated.
Actions inform me!
It's okay to be strange.
By the way, whatever happened to Little John?
and what will happen to me?
Throughout the winter of '86
The Operation of the Sun through the Cult of the Hand
gestates and is born in '87.
Euro/Sino, alchemic, scientific and mythic ores entrapped and loaded
patiently waiting for those to mine its puzzle.
It's transmutation incomplete

.
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On a long winding hiway past Hard Scrabble Road
I aim toward Tulipidendon targets.
The lumbering truck's rear, a moving waU of clear-cut poplar

White years of grow th and dark green eyes
are hearts freshly hacked out of a recovering land.
Both our wheels sweep up a dust of uncertain future
over more subtle species.
I f the night is seen in negative, glowing with all the internal possibilities

in this cinema of eternal struggl es, then there is an usher with a low-beam
light seating me in the oddest places.
On a long winding hiway past Hard Scrabble Road
I live where Tulipidendon lyrofolium grows outside my window.
I have known its leaf before I ever saw one;
its symmetry laid out in careful metallic washes.
Under the lyrofolium.
there is a shelter
an inescapable climate.
The shape of the green light ahead
only defined by its shadow
hanges with rapid fluctuations of spotl ig hts and sunlight.

c

The shadow meets its source with each new cold cascade.

EXAMPLES: MATERIAL INFLUENCES
The use of fat s
i felt.
Let's look at some slides. Inescapable Histories is a piece about Palestine and

Israel. It is a chw1k of Hebron trapped in a woolen sling, pegged by an olive
i complete circle into the wall. The mark it makes is
wood stake, scraping an n
about an eternal problem that has existed since David and Goliath, the battle
between the Palestinians and the Jews. So art can be metaphor, I suppose, for
i only the first touch of ter
political tragedy and conflict. Rilke wrote: "Beauty s

ror we can still bear/ and it awes
destroy

us."

us

so much because it so coolly disdains to

Art can be about poetry and all its dimensions. Rilke also said, in

front of an archaic torso ofApollo, "You must change your life:'
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Fan Club, 1994.
"
"
"
Ash wood, Chinese silk, blood, i nk on paper, approximately 35 x 35 x 3 .
Collection Weatherspoon Gallery
Photo courtesy of the artist

The Chinese inscription on this piece reads:

Something to whip up the baseballfa.ns - a setting sun fan.
In memory of Vincent Chin and all victims of racial violence.
This is a baseball bat in honor ofVincent Chinwho was murdered brutally in
Detroit back in 1982. Art can also be memoriaL
Here is a landscape pau1ting, oil on canvas, unusual gold frame---.sort
.
of
Blakelock, sort ofRyder.
A small Persian Islamic minjature. Kind of muddy, not quite right, but based
on the concept from the 14tl1 century Northern Iranian idea of ilie earth as a
spiritual angel.
A blue green-style landscape in ilie manner of Chao Meng Fu. It is kind of wacky,
no trees, no people, made wiili references from the nili century encyclopedia of
Daoist thought forms. Also based on the five sacred motmtains of China.
Three paintings,all in oneroom and there is one little problem: all around the
edges, two thousand pounds of landfill behind ilie walls seep into the room
through a jagged crack along the base. ln the museum, you walk into a room of
painted landscapes wiili a creeping infusion of dirt and human garbage. You can

think it is about paintings and it may be about pollution, too. I think it is about nei-

Mel Chin
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Mel Chin
Thomas of Qwentry, 1987
"
Paper, graphite, nails and textbook illustration in a maple frame, 7" x 7·5" x 1.5

Private collection

Photo courtesy of the artist

ther. This is a portrait ofthe position I'm in when the philosophies that surround
me are too difficult to grasp and applyto my life; when my own relationship to my
consumption is trucked further and further away from my grasp. The cut line, by
the way, is based on the mountains, valleys, rivers, oceans, contours that surrolllld
the earth and each wall represents about 5400 miles of our planet. The paintings
represent philosophical windows that we can't leap through easily at this time.

The piece s
i about representing where I stand on a fulcrwn: right on top of it.
Art can describe the difficult places wereyou stand.
Party Mask for 1999. What do you think about that millennium? What do
you think? Man, we're all gonna party I guess!

ill
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Mel Chin

71tc £'<tractton ofPlemyfrom \VJ�at Remain�: I82J-, 1988-89 (1989 installation view at the
Hirschhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Lnstirution, Washington, D.C.)
Wood, plaster, pulveri1.ed sandstone whitewash, steel, banana tree. mud, coffee, blood, 144" x 10;" 68"

Photo coune� of the artist
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Degrees ofParadise/MotorRoom, 1991 (installation view)

metal tubing, rubber, slate, wool, video monitors, laser-disk playback
matical program, 9' x 6o' x u '
Storefront for Art and Architecture, New York

Sheetrock, wood,

of mathe

AODI£NCE

Reports of its eminent arrival are greatly exaggerated.
M E L CHIN

I think it is an excellent business opportunity for those who want to try it. I
always ask, Whose millennium is it? I mean, Chinese calendar-4000-some
thing, Jewish calendar, 5000-something. I don't have too much excitement about
it, but I had a dream.
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I was at the party for 1999. Everybody was having a great time; Prince was
playing in the background. I didn't want to be there. I was blind. Suddenly I
realized I had a mask over my face. I pulled it off and saw an ornate, internally
gilded mask and mirrors where my eyes were. My black pupils stared back into
themselves and that was the end of the dream. Art can come from a dream.
There are other dreams too, like trying to describe a mathematical puzzle
and being incapable of that for six months while trying every trick of perspective
and Renaissance-style that I have at my disposal. Then, I was awakened by a
startling, erotic, Tantric, sad dream ofa lotus comingthroughthe mud and as its
petals opened up, the petals transformed into sections ofthis atmospheric enve
lope with swirling clouds. It unfolded itself. The thing within, a ball of dark
earth, died. Dreams can conform to problem solving and depictions of prob
lems. The Ta.ntric Dream Diagram is the centerpiece of a work called Degrees of

Paradise. This work s
i art that pays homage to multi-dimensional fractal physi
cists in Montreal and Kurdish weavers in Eastern Turkey.
Degrees ofParadse
i is part of another, larger,still-incomplete piece called State
ofHeaven, which is an attempt to weave a carpet, with each knot representing five
square miles. The carpet is to be destroyed from its core, in relationship to the
accretion and depletion of the ozone hole. It will be a floating carpet about 66 feet
square. We got as far as creating this smaller work, Degrees of Paradise, which

was only a section, as a test. In one room, the monitors are playing back the first
examples of multi-dimensional fractal clouds, developed at McGill University
by the physicist Sean Lovejoy during our collaboration. In another room is a 9 x
2.3-foot section ofa carpet woven by Kurdish women (based on what they saw in
a Global Area Coverage satellite map) which depicts a pie section ofthe atmos
pheric envelope. This work is another kind ofpiece where the dream is actually
the fulcrum and the levers are the ideas that others produce.

WATCH OUT IT'S LOADED

My very first lecture in New York City was in 1987 and I was nervous because
it was at the New School for Social Research. I was paralyzed because I was
asked to address graduate students of philosophy and psychology. I was so
worried that the philosophers would know that I didn't know what I was
talking about and the psychologists would understand and dig out this
buried secret of my early childhood trauma. Being freaked, I decided to make
something. I took a two-by-four and cut an ax handle. I took a book and cut

Mel Chin
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out the ax head. I stuffed some notes in there and I sharpened it up and
waxed it shut. I wrapped the whole thing in newspaper, went downstairs to
the local store, bought a six-pack of Budweiser and went to the lecture. They
had placed a U-shaped table in the room and everybody was smoking
pipes-a bunch of guys smoking pipes. I sat down and put the newspaper
down and I started drinking beer as fast as I could.
After the third beer the head of the sd1ool of philosophy said, "Mr. Chin, I
think it is time to start." At that moment, being allergic to alcohol, I suddenly
turned red. I had a headache and I was already edgy, so I just ripped off the
newspaper, picked it up and said," This an ax!" The head of the psyd1ology
department said, "What the fuck you gonna do, man?" I turned around and
slammed the ax into the blackboard. lt broke apart and the notes fluttered down.

T read from the notes. I was still shaking but I was drllllk; it didn't matter.
When the guy from the school of philosophy said, "I'd like to talk a little bit
about Plato's shadows." I said, "I don't want to talk about no damn shadows." He
said, "That's fine, cool, that's cool."
Actually, it was a very successful lecture, but the lesson it taught me is that
objects are incredibly loaded. Words and human expression can do some ofthe
work yet objects themselves areloaded with a wealth ofinformation and power
and possibilities. Even as noted in Homer, "the arrow that strikes Achilles is
freighted with dark pain!' I call that piece Lecture Ax.

HERMETIC PURSUITS YIELD
THE WEALTH OF U AUTHORIZED INTERPRETATIONS

The Operation ofthe Sun tlzrouglr theCult ofthe Hand was a mythic, alchemic,
scientific expression of the origins of words, materials and forms. It had com
plicated alchemic names like Earth: Cerratiot1 at1d Putrefactiotl. Scientific infor
mation layered each component. The shape of Earth corresponds to Berkeley's
scientific results of layers of the core of the earth along with cast iron, rock and
other organic materials. In Venus: Cor1jtmction a:nd Entrapment, the copper and
steel correspond to Venus and Mars.
The tilt of the piece corresponds with the tilt of the planet. The net is
from the mythological net that Vulcan threw over the two, catching them in
their adulterous affair. The shape of the net itself is based on a Pioneer 10
transmission of patterns of "Y and C" bands of sulfuric acid clouds that
wrap a poisonous net around Venus. So, these are very funky abstractions.
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Plrrto: Projection nnd Per111111111iou ( detail [rom the Operation ofthe Swr T1rro11gh rite Cult ofthe

Ha11d), 1987

Anthracite coal, bitumen, arseni<:al copper, porcelain, tea, ink, alchemical gold, 36' x 35·24" x 28.5"
Photocourtesy of the artist

Jupiter: Circulation and Self-Sacrifice, Neptune: Filtration and Purification of
Desire. Here the materials are marijuana and 8<Y.lo bronze from a recipe from
the Chinese Book of Odes. When you want harmony and heaven, you have
these correspondences of metals.You all know about the origins of metals in
human culture. This is one example-Mercury:

The Orbital Rebus. The references

The Principle of Polarity,

are visual and formal: the Men-an To!,

from ancient England; the Chinese pi, or jade viewing discs from the Shang
dynasty; Descartes' idea of vortices in space and the fluid motions of ether.
The Ourobouros from second century Greek Alexandria served as inspira
tion in Kekule's dream. From that, he postulated the benzene ring of modern
chemical construction, a contemporary nightmare with its harmful car
cinogenic side effects. All these references are loaded within the piece. Apply
the loading of the ax to this particular work where its shape and form are
derived from the inner orbital space of Earth around the sun and Mercury
around the sun and the corresponding elements.
What was I doing? I was resea1·ching to destroy my preconceived notions about
words, about materials and forms. It took about a year oflooking through old
alchemic texts and focusing mainlyon Greek and Chinese sources in order to not
confirm but destroy, and go through this permutation of invention, to show
how unoriginal I was. The resulting abstractions were indeed this Operation.
One of the last pieces in

Operatio11 of the Sun is Pluto, based on many of

the same notions. It is an "Ilyrian" helmet of alchemic gold we successfully
transmuted in a little furnace in the hills of Leesburg, VA. I used the same

Mel Chin

coal that made the "gold" to form the 400-pound helmet you can get into and
look through. The "helmet of invisibility" is one reference and there are
other associations, even the finding of the planet Pluto by Clyde Tomball in
1930. He used a blink-comparator to look at a million slides, backward and
forward. Visually, he was fmally able to detect the motion of this invisible
planet in the skies.
Underneath this piece is a labyrinthine grate from a Greek coin, ren
dered in a mixture of Chinese arsenical, or poisonous, copper. Its colors are
from the alchemical cycle: the reddening, the blackening, and the whitening.
When The Operation of the Sun was on view at the Hirshhorn Museum in
1989, Vincent van Allen was a security guard there who began to give tours
spontaneously. I had talked to Vincent about these pieces so he was quite
articulate about many of them, except we didn't get to Pluto. So, he didn't
hear about Agamemnon's tomb or any of that stuff, he just started taking
people through. My friend and assistant, Barron Brown took everybody
through and when he got to this piece he said, "And this is the headdress of
an African king." Barron called me and said, "Mel, Vincent is making up
stuff about the work." It had taken a year of research at the Library of
Congress, slowly figuring the piece out and then about a year to fabricate it.
Now, Vincent was saying this is the headdress of an African king. Well, I
said, I've got to call Vincent. I was so excited. I called him first to thank
him. Out of a lifetime of working in art and thinking I was an artist, I felt
rewarded beyond anything I had imagined. I had finally made a work that
had propelled another person to respond creatively and to speak out. I was
able to create a work that propelled another person's voice to come for
ward. At the same time I called to thank him, 1 called to apologize because
he had actually exposed my plagiarism. The name of the exhibition was

The Operation of the Sun through the Cult of the Hand. The Cult of the
Hand exists in Africa, and The Cult of the Hand speaks of the power of the
hand when objects of strength are made. The objects represent the power of
the human hand to give life and to take it away. He showed me how I, n
i
my
zealous pursuit of scholarly Chinese and Greek sources, had ignored one of
the most fundamental and powerful cultures around; and he showed that
even when I knew about it, I had not recognized it. He exposed my igno
rance and he exposed my inability to make those connections. I thanked
him because it is true that while I was doing all those fancy investigations of
metallurgy, the continual history of metallurgy exists within Africa, the
Caribbean Islands and South America.
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REGARDING PAIN A D IMAGINATION
(WAR AND ART)

This is the end of the world as You Have Never Known It. It is a little thing
painted on a piece of tin, like a retablo or ex-voto. It is not a heavenly light that
is coming down, raining upon the earth and burning it up. It is actually an image
from the NewYork Times of a MX missile test.
You know the story of Peeping Torn, right? Lady Godiva, political activist, is
out there to bring down the taxes for the poor people of Coventry. Rides bare

ass-naked on a horse. People love her to death and they decide not to look, except
for Peeping Tom. Peeping Tom raises the shade and looks and he is struck blind
for this. This drawing is an attempt to depict the optical orgasm of poor Tom.
Now, I love and hate the story because I love the social activism of Godiva but I
hate the moralizing end. Because of Tom's curiosity he is struck blind. I have to
believe any gateway for the human imagination and human expression is prob
ably a special thing.
In Elaine Scarry's book, The Body in Pain, she speaks of the world as being
unmade and made through two terms, pain and imagination. Pain is her idea of
unmaking the world; its final incarnation is war and torture. War is about the
destruction of human life and when you kill enough people, you win. In war,
when you kill people, what you're killing off is the potential for the foundation
or the formulation of language. Under torture, she says, language fails you. It is
impossible. So it is a tragic circumstance when pain reaches that level. On the
other side, if you just shut your eyes and just forget Mel, or forget Joseph, forget

all that and close your eyes and imagine anything, something should pop into
your head. Because imagination, not in a simplistic term, but in a fundamental
term, is the portal for language. An object is born there and an object is so nec
essary for that remaking process. These two pieces convey what 1 feel is a con
stant reality.

COMPARTMENTS AND ECOLOGY

This is Dispe11Se and Distribute. Do you ever get invitations to participate in
group shows? There was an invitation to be in a flag show. When I got the
invitation, I just put i t aside and thought no, this is kind of a cliched idea.
Nevertheless, I closed my eyes and something came forward. I rushed to the
New York gallery and said to the dealer, I must be in the show. I think i t is a
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great show, great idea. He says it's too late to participate and shows me the
announcement. All my friends' names are on there, however, there on the
bottom it reads, "among others." And I said, That's me. I just want a plug in
the hallway.
This is a vending machine where you put a dollar in and get a section of the
American flag back. It is thirty flags, cut into thirty pieces and each piece is
cooked in junk food spices: Ramen Oriental, French Dip, Taco Cheese, Soul
Food, German Chocolate, layered with BHT oils, ironed and cooked, sealed in
cellophane. You could buy one for a dollar. It is a piece that actually consumed
itself, sold out. The piece devalued itselfover time. Now, in a joking fashion, we
could speak of it in terms of junk food patriotism and aU its non-nutritional
effects. In my deeper critique I was trying to conveyhowcompartmentalizedour
world has become; not fragmented, but compartmentalized to the degree that
the understanding of undeniably rich cultures is limited to junk food descrip
tions in our American culture.

. . . not to discover anything new, but to observe according to my method the things
that have already been discovered.

-Goethe

I tried to get beyond that kind of compartmentalization in

Revival Field,

where 1 worked with Dr. Rufus Chaney, a research scientist from Beltsville,
Maryland. It is quite a simple piece, in its formal configuration; but that is
not the whole piece. When we began our art/science collaboration, there was
no solution to heavy-metal contamination in soils. From

Revival Field One

came the first confirmation in the world that plants have the capacity to suck
up heavymetals from soils in such quantities that the leaves could be resold
as high grade ore and generate enough energy to pay for the remediation
costs. Originally, I was interested not so much in the science as in the poet
ics of the process. The poetics of sculpting an ecological environment, fun
damentally dead, into something that is alive, and to invent the tools needed
to make that happen, was exciting to me.
Poetry drove responsibility. Therefore, the confirmation of the science was a
priority. The work was to find the scientists, find the location, make all the polit
ical negotiations and the legal negotiations, then to plant the field and to be
responsible to the scientific needs, etc. This took a year and a half, and the idea
was that art could propel science.
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ALCHEMIC METAPHOR YIELDS ACTIO
When I had finished a large body of work, including the Operation. ofthe Sun, I
asked a deep question. What do you love most, Mel? and I answered, I love to
make stuff. Then the second mind said, OK quit. So I quit and floated through
many things and I was lucky enough to stumble upon the idea that plants have this
capacity to accumulate heavy metals. The more I researched, however, the less evi
dence came up, until I found Dr. Rufus Chaney. All the work he had been doing in
this field, however,had been shelved during the conservative Reagan/Bush era.
I applied to the NEA to support Revival Field, the idea was passed by both

panels, and then rejected by the Chair. I went to theChair,John Frohnmeyer, and
argued for my case. ·what I spoke to nim about that day was the same thing I've
talked about here.I said, "You .know, John, according to ElaineScarry,the world
is divided into two camps, Pain and imagination. One is hell-bent on the wlmak
ing of language and the world, and the other on its reconstruction:' I said that
artwork, whether it is about homosexuality, politics or ecology, are aU in that
camp of imagination and I asked, "Which camp are you in?" We had a philo
sophical discussion and I was lucky to have hlm reverse his original decision.

i to take place and now, nearly
The NEA money allowed the first Revival Feld
ten years since I began to work on the idea, that technologyis developing. The U.S.
Department ofAgriculture, the Department ofEnergy, the EPA and many organ
izations now accept the concept. Several corporations and over 200 scientists
claim they were first to develop the technology. My response to them is yes, you
were. Because to make it happen, to realize RevivalField, the idea had to be given
away. The whole concept had to be shared. I thought of it as a project that would
not necessarily be completed during my lifetime. The issue was about time. I did

n't realize that the technology would develop so quickly once articles about that
first Revival Field were published. Revival Field intended to sculpt ecology. The

work goe.s on and I am proud to be a fundamental player iu the game.

FURTHER NOTES REGARDING INTERPRETATIONS AND ASSESSMENT
O F AN ARTIST'S POSITION IN SOCIETY
Two fuU-scale, replicated White House columns, cracked at the entasis and a cor
nucopia wedged between them. Let' s look at this formally for a second. If you

Mel Chin
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wantto engage in a psychosexual reading, you can look at the work and see this as
an upsidedown image of Sheela-na-gig, a pagan from Ireland. Ifyou are looking
from the side, you can see it as a lithophallic Greek Herme. We can surmise we
knowwhat this is about. It is not what it is about, but it is intended to be there. We
live in a world that emphasizes cultural forgetting and it s
i important to invent cer

tain possibilities for entrapment Works that havea luring capacity through formal
aesthetic conventions can serveas poetic traps. With the image retained, the diges
tion of meaning can occur over time; the desire to tmderstand can be provoked.

Th.e Extraction. of Plenty is about Central America and U.S. foreign policy. The
cracks on top are actually from presidential signatures from James Monroe to
Ronald Reagan. Over the last 100 years, these presidents applied disastrous policies
that effected the people of Central America. The cornucopia is constructed of
mahogany, bananas, coffee, mud and blood. Making The .Extraction ofPlenty
required the collection of goat blood.While making columns byhand, mybrother
would tum and I would slap the plaster on and we'd do it again and again and
again until it reached its fuU weight. One got so heavy that it fell and cracked.

FIG URE

7.8

(AllOY( .\ N D RIGHT)

Mei·Chin
Biograpllic Diprycll {study for Tl1e Extraction ofPlentyfrom WIJac Remai11.1: t82J-), 1989.
Plaster, steel, porcelain, graphite, acrylic and enamel on wood, 19" x 19" x 4.25" each
Private collection. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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i a draw
ing made in homage to
The work below is Biographic Diptych. It s

what I learned while making it. The memory is clear ofthat crash and I rendered
it dearly, etched in the porcelain steel. The companion piece is less distinct. It is
a muddy drawing of a goat and cornucopia.
To get the blood, for The ExtraaionofPlenty, I went to a slaughterhouse on the
edge of town where therewas an illegal goat-butcheringoperation in progress. I had

all my art material with me, my paintbrushes, my buckets and all the stuffrequired;
but I was not prepared for the conditions I found. It was a horrific scene. The guy
who was doing the slaughtering (and as I said, I have been a butcher, I have cut
bologna and I am no stranger to the job) was torturing the animals on top of
destroying them. I tried to make the art, the brushes useless around the steaming
heaps of skin and flesh. I was n
i efficiently scooping the coagulating blood at my feet,
placing it on the cornucopia. I just wanted to make the art and get out ofthere, away
from this man. Then we looked at each other directly in the eyes; there was a for
bidding sense of recogniti on and glee. He killed an animal, picked it up and threw
it at the basket. It crashed into the piece and died within it. He started throwing
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them at me and I kept grabbing them and pouring their blood, their life, over the
piece. We did it until thejob was done and didn't say a word. I walked away with the
bloodied, woven cornucopia and I was incredibly, psychically disturbed. All my life
I had thought I was a pacifist. I was making work about politics and all these good
notions. Suddenly I couldn'tbelieve howdelusional I had been. There I was, think
ing, I am an artist and the reason Jam theway I am s
i because I am alienated from
society-and all the myths that go with that. At that moment, that Raymond
Chandler ''under the right circumstances you'lldo anything" moment, I was trans
formed. I realized I am common and thoroughly linked with the rest of 'em. That
was

a major understanding, that I am partof the rest oftheworld, common with the

horror of the world, part of that same pain that I had critiqued. As I review the pol
itics of our world, that critique is incomplete without self-examination, and that
examination is not free from the mythology I have builtarotmd myself as an artist.

Wilen people take a dim view oflmmanity, I /rave ro ask: Ofwhom do tlrey rake a

brighter view?

-Joseph Beuys

We can be unaware ofthe darkness that is also humanity. The first illumination
must be internal but it exists in a constantly shiftingwind. In such a tempest, the
motivation to keep it lit must be continually remanufactured. This is a job
description. I am not looking for a brighter view but for any view not
enshrouded with the delusions of my own making.
The New York

Times Magazine asked

Manhattan. The subsequent piece was

me to do a project about murder in

Gouge. At 6th Avenue and 19th Street, I

learned that Mr. Perez. had been brutally murdered in an act of random violence.
The idea wasto sculpt away the site or to gouge, with this deep-cut graffiti, into the
existing columns at the site. I wanted to make a hollow and angry space, symboliz
ing disgust with the janitorial approach to human tragedy in contemporary life.
This piece appeared in the magazine, but I want to talk about the piece they rejected.
The rejected idea required something much simpler than photo retouching.
It called for only a single printing error on every page. On every page you would
see the same damn red dot. At first one would be annoyed, then eventually lind
its source, a photo of a young murder victim. From real estate ads to crossword
puzzles would be evidence of murder's permeation through and through our
society. I wanted the published edition to be the sculpture, the monument. The
response from the editors of the
not a monument:' End of that.

Times was, "The New York Times Magazine is
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THE COVERT METHODOLOGY: IT'S STILL LOADED
I'm swck on yer block widmy Glock rendy to shoot a11y imitator that I spot.

Who sang that? It's Lil' Hershey Loc from Snoop Doggy Dog's first album.
The Glock9 mm is the official sidearm handgunof the NATO militarypolice
and popular among many law enforcement officers here in the United States.
The Glock has a terrifying capacity to do a lot of damage.
This particular work was a challenge; how do you make art from a gun? l
thought it was impossible. The image of a gun is so pervasive in contempo
rary society that the depth of any message can be lost to the image.
(Freighted with dark pain . . . felt and Beuys?) I bought a Glock, gutted the
thing and replaced it with other working components. It is a complete gun
shot trauma kit, with an auto-injector of epinephrine for blood pressure
drop, an Ace bandage, and oxycodone hydrochloride for pain. It's held in a
9mm casing with a saline injector bag in the magazine, a wireless transmit
ter that activates as you pull the gun apart to save your or another's Life.
Most importantly, there is a 14-gauge angio-catheter for pnuemo-thoraxic
shock. All these elements are within the piece. This is a working demonstra
tion that transformations are sometimes/nec-essarily covert. They can be
internal. Tn addition, they can be like viruses. I was studying military and
medical relationships. The transformations of our culture or any culture are
predicated not so much by art but by covert business and miljtary agenda as
well as different strains of bacteria and viruses. I thought- think of viruses
as self-replicating concepts and apply that to the world of ideas.

PRIME TIME SOCIAL SCULPTURE BY THE GALA COMMITTEE
(SALAM I VIRUS ENTERS THE BOLOGNA HOST
OR ANEURYSM ANALYSIS)
In 1995, the Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) in Los Angeles invited me
to construct a project for Uncmnmon Sertse, an exhibition intended to present
interactive, interventionist public art in Los Angeles. Flying away from LA one
day, I was looking through my window and thought, the world knows LA
through television and film and there are reverberating consequences of these
amazing constructions. The possibility of being truly interactive and making a
conceptual public artwork available on prime time television became the intent.
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GALA Committee/Mel Chin as coUaborative member
Chinese Take Out (sample still from Melrose Place broadcasts, from In

tl1e Name of the Place

project), 1996-98

Courtesy of GALA Committee

Over two years, a covert project called

In the Name ofthe Place took place. I

put together a team, the GALA Committee, which made hundreds of works of
art to be placed as props on the set of a prime time, television soap opera called

Melrose Place. GALA was a group of nearly ninety different individuals from
Georgia, LA, Houston, New York and Kansas City. It was a collective which
included the writers and producers of Melrose Place, young artists, seasoned
artists, academics and others. We all conspired and created. We should look at
some of that.
The Chinese characters on this character's takeout bag are "human rights"
and "turmoil"

(dong luatt). Dong lttan was the term invented by the Chinese

government to help crush the pro-democracy demonstration in Tiannamen
Square, to label it a negative event. It was our hope to reach an international

Melrose Place audience in over 6o countries,showingthe possibility of speaking
to people in terms of layers. Obviously the project is not only about Melrose
Place but it was complicit with the executive producers and writers. What this
piece was trying to do was create an oscillation within television where infor
mation beyond the expected, in the background, could come forward.
This next short dip shows how far advanced we got into this relationship

MY
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1 1�\.;RE 7.10
GALA Commin�eMel
/
Chin as collaborative member
tlrt Lcvtrs (sample still from Melrose Place broadcasts, from the In the 1\'ame ofthe Place project),
1996-98
Courtesy of GALA Conm1inee

between reality and fantasy. We recently held an auction at Sotheby's in Beverly
Hills. All the art made for this project was sold to raise money to benefit women'
s education. The MOCA exhibition (Uncommon Sense ) of the work made for
Melrose Place was used as a set for the television show. The characters walk
through the gallery and talk about the art that appeared on the television broad
cast. The conceptual directive to blur the distinction between television fiction
and art h s
i torywas fulfilled when the Melrose Place production used MOCA as
a location.
Fundamentally, the GALA project is about the generational transfer of infor
mation. GALA Committee insertions on prime time, network television meant
that subtle messages that complimented, enlarged or contradicted existing sto
rylines could be tolerated and transmitted (globaUy in rerw1s for the next twenty
years). Messages of our times reflecting art and war, human rights and turmoil,
popular culture and humor were embedded in themediwn deeply criticized as
commercial and superficial. Such messages can be uncovered over time-and
time again.
There was no word about who inserted this project on the production's
scrolls and script. The GALA Committee remained anonymous, a creative force

Mel Chin
within a host structure, inserting the possibility of information waiting to be dis
covered and self-replicated. Or NOT. In other words, television, which is prima
rily there to seU you productsor give you commercial information, has within its
structure an oscillating possibility. The flat plane of television was given dimen
sion and a choice that didn't exist before and thiswas offered to millions ofview
ers. The knowledge of the existence of these objects in this field allows freedom
of imaginatjon and creative possibilities to emerge.

Beuys was couvinced tlrat politics had to be overcome: Social Sculpture, a design
process thatspanned all ofsociety by means ofl11tman creativity. would !rave to

replace it.

-Lukas Beckmann

ART= CAPITAL or ART= EVOLUTION and RAPID MUTATION?
Then what will replace Social Sculpture? I am not convinced that politics can be
overcome.As challenging as"forming a social order like a sculpture" may sound,
it should not be the task of an individual. It seems too final, dogmatic and smells
oftoo much power. I'm not convinced that art should be focused on those issues.
Entering existingstructures (such as TV or politics) that have a profound impact
on our society s
i a strategy, not to subvert but to assist with a creative process,
thus infecting the host with the possibility of options not open for discourse
within their existing, rigid, tripartite structltrcs.

POST SYMPOSIUM ANNOTATION
The title of my talk was an homage and act of humility rather than the ambiva
lent, elusive and critical performance by Beuys entitled The Silence of Marcel
Duchamp is Overrated. Beuys and Duchamp contributed much to mapping
and expanding the concept of art. My understanding oftheir legacy (and that of
the Tartars) has necessitated a nomadic, creative life. Meandering from a socially
directed project in one camp to making personally introspective objects in
another allows other w1known horizons to appear.
Throughout the talk, I've made scant reference to Beuys. I hope that the case
I've laid for my own attempts would point out obvious connections, similarities
and contradictions. It would be safe to say that. the aura or trace of Beuys is evi
dent. In the case of Revival Field,with or without Beuys, it is not easy being green.
Beuys set up conditions for my development as an artist. He left considerable
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traces to the artworld and political world, which have osmotically, ifnot directly,
influenced the work I present. While I would agree with Beuys that the causes lie

in the future, the actions we take now must also set up conditions forthe causes
to have meaning and critical forms. So whether there are direct connections or
not is not my point The role of the artist is to take on a catalytic posture. I must
take action beyond Beuys with Beuys. The treachery of the present is indicative
of more to follow. On August 25, 1934, Walter Benjamin presented a Brechtian
maxim: "Do not build on tJ1e good old days, but on the bad new ones!'

Max Reithmann
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�estions for Joseph Beuys

J

OSEPH

BEUYS INTENDED HIS .. EXPANDED

concept of art" to meet the highest of

standards. Influenced by the writing of Johann Gottlieb Ficbte and Friedrich
Schiller, it takes as its basis the self-determination of man. But where he
reassessed the idealist assumptions underpinning his concept of art, Beuys
was convinced that the Ego is, in its behavior toward itself, able to lock into
that need for freedom which is also at the source of human creativity within
the social and political body. By returning into itself, the Ego is able to expe
rience its free independent activity

(Selbsttatigkeit)

as a creative/formative

occurrence and is then willfully able to undertake such activity as the process
of shaping the life-world. The return into the Ego, Beuys believed, initially
ensures that the "perceptual field" was turned "inward" and thus empowers
the Ego to e>.'Perience "its own free independent activity consciously." The
expansion of the perceptual field inwards enabled the Ego to cross a "thresh
old of freedom" and in doing so recognized "the connection between inner
and outer worlds

. . .

"1

1

Beuys developed this description of the Ego's creative/formative activity in
the framework of the Free International University held in 1977 at Documenta
1 39

joseph Beuys,"Eimrin in ein
l.ebe\\-esen,"in Harlan, Rappmann

andSchata, SotialtPlasril:.

MJtterialie11 u•Jo�h &uys

(Achberg,1984), p. 127.
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Joseph Beuys

Honigpumpe a111 Arbeitsplatz (Honey prtmp in eire workplace).1977 (Docwnellla 6 installation view
showing Beweg11ngsmasc/rinc (Movement Machine I }

Electric pump, fat, honey, rubber hose
Photo courtesy ofVolker Harlan <0 1999 Artists Righ1s Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

VI in Kassel. At the same time, in another exhibition room there, he present
ed his installation

Honey Pump in the Workplace. He understood the latter

merely as a "sign" in an overarching, intcrsubjective con lext. He felt it was a
sculptural depiction of an idea and therefore represented, "in sign-like form,"
something that first emerged in conversation between individuals and which,
we could add, is already the creative/formative energy triggered in such dis
cussions. For this reason, it was only possible "to justify" this sculpture as a
machine "to the e.>..'tent" that it "integrated" the polar formative forces of
"humans with their other [form] of energy." 1
However, Beuys also maintained that Hat1ey Pump depicted the processes of
circulation and movement of which working humans in the social body have
always been a part of due to their active involvement in life and their behavior.
Here again, as in the Ego, interior and exterior are opposites that nevertheless
interact. Humans admittedly have an awareness of their activity in life, yet
according to Beuys this is alienated through the "commodity character" of
1

Joseph Bcuys in Volker 1-larlan,

money, just as for Karl Marx the personal activity of labor encounters itself as

mit Beuys, (Stuttgan,t986),pp. 55

something alien in the finished product. To counter Marx, Beuys insisted that

Was iJr Kunsr>Werkstattgesprllcli

and6o.

there is "a core in the Ego" independent of social being and by which humans
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r iG U R E 8.2
Joseph Beuys du1ing the action l�onigpu111pe (Honer pump), November 2, 1984.
Photo: )ochen llihmann November 2, I 984 in the DUsseldorf studio of )ospeh Beu)•s.
ltl1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn
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joseph Beu
Honigpumpe, 1984, 2. November (Honey pump, November 2, 1984), 1984
Blackboard with electric motor, three bronze pitchers, copper can, felt, pyrite, honey, table with
margarine, transformer, 108.5 x 72 x 26 em (blackboard)

Collection Kunstmuseum Bem, Hermann-und-Jvlargit-Rupf-Stiftung
Photo: Kunstmuseum Bern.

©1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

can construe themselves as intellectual and creative beings.3 As a result, the
relations of produc tion can only be changed by recourse to this free Ego. "To my
mind," Beuys said, "it is by no means self-evident that humans are the product
. . . of the relations of production . . . 1 think [conversely] that the economic

processes are the products of free humans, of d1eir free creative activity.'>'� For
this reason, Marx (whom Beuys called a "spiritual mind" and "giant" as the
critic of capitalism) inevitably "lost sight" in his later work of what he had elab
3

Joseph Beuys, in Gespriiche mit
Be11ys (Klagenfun, 1988), p. uo.

4

Joseph &'tt)IS,n
i "Werks1attgespriich;'
lleu)'Swith Hanno Reuther, 1969, in
Joseph Beuys,exh.cat.
(Kunsu11useumBasel,t969).p.J9·
Joseph Beu)'S,op. cit., note),

pp.1n-2.

orated in his early writings: namely the "idea of freedom." In doing so, Marx also
bypassed the element that mediates between material and mind, namely "jus

tice as the link i n b etween 5
-

."

What, in the context of socially necessary labor (and considering the alien
ation it involves ), Beuys meant by "justice" and its connection to the sover
eignty of the Ego and human dignity can be grasped, on the one hand, i n terms
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of Marx's notion of alienation and, on the other, with reference to Schiller's
development of the relation between reason and nature. It was Schiller who,
before both Hegel and Marx, had developed his own concept of alienation
when critically studyingthe events ofhis age and because of his keen awareness
of the "disruption" of human life during that period. The dramatic events of the
French Revolution enabled Schiller to clarify his views about human history
and about the process by which men become alienated from history and their
real selves.Against this background, I rethink and investigate Beuys'notionsand
concepts, as they are reflected in his own biography and in the barbarism of
German history under the Third Reich.
For Marx, the process of alienation revealed itself not only in the products
manufactured by human labor. Instead, the relationship between worker and
product illuminated "at the same time the relationship to the sensuous external
world . . . "As a consequence of this relationship, "natural objects" confront the
worker in the form of an inimical and alienated world. Humans, by dint of
being reduced in the production process to a means, are not only stripped of
their freedom and capacity for"life-fulfillingactivity" (Selbstti:itigkeit), but also
i
of the sensuous outside world as a means of subsistence and life (Subsstenz
und Lebensmittel).6 The term Selbstti:itigkeitwas first used by Marx in connec
tion with alienated labor in the Paris Manuscripts of 1844. Beuys, by contrast,
spoke in his 1977 lecture at Documenta VI of the life-fulfilling activity of a free
Ego, which is able to discern the link between inner and external worlds.
However, in its movement and its recourse to itself, this Ego undergoes change.
To Beuys' mind, the revolutionary would therefore have been someone who
not only triggered this change within himself but who could also make the
transition from inner world to external world, with a transformation process in
praxis. This presumes thal within the Ego the subject breaks through the
threshold of knowledge and thllS arrives at a new notion of art that includes the
element of labor. Beuys initially resorted to Schiller when he stressed: "That
wasalready the case for Schiller when he said that thoughts are free, hLtmans are
free, even if born in chains. ln other words, the revolution can only take place
within us. We must have new ideas." 7
Nevertheless, I3euys held that Schiller did not take a sufficiently radical
approach. For Schiller could, were he to have stressed the inner person, "also
have said: man is a work of art. l believe Schiller could have seen man as equal
in ranking with art, as equal in ranking with creativity." In this way, Beuys dis
tances himself from both Schiller and Marx-after all, in the formula
"art=man=freedom=creativity:' he raises Schiller to the status of a precursor of

6

Karl Marx, TatezuMetltode und

Prwcis 1/. I'ari$erManu!lcripte1&.!4
(Hamburg, 1968), pp.5S,53.

7

Joseph B<uys, in Ein (',ejprikh!Una
DiJalSSiont.Joseph &uyslfannis

l<illlll<lli$/Amelm Kicftr/Enw Cucchi

(Zurich, 1986), p.154. The discus·
sion was ltd by)t-.tn·Christoph<
Ammann at KunsthaUe Basel. Here,
lleu�� is paraphrasing• few lines
h'Om Schiller's poem "DieWorte
dco; Glaub<,lS" (J797) Schiller views
fi·eedom,virtueand divinity
through theprism of the inner
man. SchiHe.r's poem((DieWorte
dC5Wahns" (1799) s
i widely consid·
e.red an an1ithesi.sco theearlier

.

poem. Jn the laterpoem he writes
that tbe veil of truth is notlifled by
'i110ttal band," forhumans are oot
divine. Unlike Schiller, Beuys
rtgards the hwllJIIlbciogas a kind
ofgod:"Wecan say that the human
bcingisa god,or at least an CA'ten
sionofGod'sli
n
gtt. . . :'Tbare·

ativityofhumankindeven hasthe
responsibilitytod('S!J'O)'thev.ood.
(op. ciL,�8,p. 8L) Humans are
lhcr<focTobi< not onlytor<ddioe
thcirtdationship to �m and
jwtia through th•matMprinci·
pie"owingto theiromnipotence,"
butalso their relationship tohistory.
Humans are able,Bruys maintains,
to ...,_create"historyand truth out
ofnothing." Humankind has today,
Bcuys aV<:rs,reachedan inteUertual
stage that enables humans to see
themseh'CS"pmcticaUyas God." (op.
cit.,not<.J, p.111). Unlike Beuys. in
the metaphysics oftl1e Bible,
omnipotence and with it the possi·
bility ofcroorio ex 11ihi]Qare d1arac·
tcristics onlyofGod. Moreover,
ooth SchiUer and Phtto before him
t'Cfuseto equate the humanbeing
withGod. For i>oth,virtue isjuxta·
posed to the hubris of man. The
human measure is not the measure
of the gods. For this reason, in the
Nomolv.oe c:tn rend that the human
who transgresstS the divine meas·
ure s
i subjected to the"justiceof
due punishmmt"andhe"fuDy
destroyshimself. hishouse,aod the

Stlte• (716b).

Max Reithmann
8 Joseph lkuys,n
i conversation with
A. B. Oliva, n
i &uyszu Ehrtt�

(Munich,t986), pp. 76 and 81. 1bc
formula art humans,like free.
dom = creativity= humans,
=

9

implies that"f�m can )only) be
attainedthrough the creati>-e prin
ciple.• Forthis <12.'i0n,llcuyscon
cludesthat "Ifhumansart not
God, thm who is?" tr.nsposmg tho
creati>-e principle as the di\ine
principl• and thestimulus of
Christ into humaJI$.
I asked Beuy5 in an interview, •-lhen

h• started talkingabout Schiller,
•-lhethcr in Kan(s thought oesthet·
ics did not have a different role
than it docs in the expanded con
cept ofart. Kant construed the
beautiful in theaestheticdomain as
the symbol ofthe ethical. Beuys
sidestepped Kant's greater preci
sion here and answered that aes
thetics had srorted offin the wrong
direction shortly after Kant.
Nevertheless, Schiller had "written

the most fundamental aesthetics."

For Schiller"had nmibuted every

thiltg tothe human being and the
human tssencc: the drive to create
form,the drive to play, the ethical
drivt.ttt." (Joseph Beuys, in Par/�
presm14,je11'appartimsplmd l'ar�
)Paris, 1988) p. U)).Asearlyas tho
Kalliasl..et,tm Schiller had found a
n"'• int<tpretation for Kant's defi
nition of f�m. Kant had

believed that fn:room oould not

bccomo th• ob)<CI ofsensuous
contemplation.The transition
from nature to fn:room thus

becomespo.<Sible thanks toaes
thrtically reflectingjudgment.·Ibis
reflCCIS"as if"nature wert subject
to purposes.Only in thiswoy can
the aesthetic be given symbolic
ju5titications,for here the sensuous
is referred to a supra-sensuous
justification. In Schillcr·s thought,
by contrast, 1he'"as if'• is construed
asan analogy fo•· pure defnition by
i
•he will. For this reason, benutyc.1n
now be posited as form in the
sensuous world, which can iself
t be
considcrcd"a depiction offree

dom" (letter offebruary t8,1793).
And in lettrr lJ ofthe Aes111eric
Leners. the state ofacsthrtic free
dom" enables thell'ansition from
nature to the activity of thought
and intemion.lkuys ignores the
intem1ediate characterof the aes
theticin the thought of both Kant
and Schil�r. daaming"there is no
"

aesthetics, foraesthetics is �ian"

I44
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the expanded concept of art. In a 1981 interview with Ryszard Stanislavki in
Lodz, Poland, Beuys explained that it was also vital to "correct the historical
errors we find in both Marx and Hegel." Schiller at least placed man at the cen
9
ter of things, and could therefore form the basis for the correction. Beuys felt
that in the work of art, work was presented as a "basic aesthetic element."
Schiller, he maintained, had recognized this when he said: "Man is most himself
when he plays. That is, when his work has an aesthetic element to it. Only here
is there freedom, only here isthere humanity." Understood this way, the aes
thetic dimension is bound up with "the moral quality of human dignity." 1 0
Schiller did, in fact, speak of work in "Letter Six" of his

On the Aesthetic

Education ofMan. However,Schillertreats the concept within a discussion of the
French Revolution and the history ofhis own period, whereas when Beuys elab
orated these notions he failed to mention the history looming behind, for exan1ple, his own first trip to Poland. For Schiller history and culture-and this is the
case not only in his discussion of the Kantian philosophy of tl1e Enlightenment�
not only comprised elements that rendered the alienation ofman visible for all to
see, for to his mind they also constituted elements that participate actively in this
process. In other words, it becomes necessary here to assess Beuys' own role
within history in the sense of an alienated realm of action.
In "Letter Five," Schiller asserts that the French Revolution had lost sight of
"the dignity of human nature." "Society untrammeled, instead of hastening
upwards toward organic life," had, heclaimed,"regressed into the realm of the
elementary." Life as an organic whole had been destroyed, and degeneration
and barbarism now characterized the alienation of man from both himself
and society. Schiller goes on in "Letter Six" to discuss a double alienation
based on the political force of the state and the alienated force of culture itself.
Schiller emphasizes that what art and culture initiated as "disruption" within
the "inner man:' is now being effected "quite generally and perfectly by the
new spirit of the government." This "double force . . . from within and with
out," had, he continued, not only led to the mind confronting an alienated
world of the senses, but also to enjoyment now being separated from labor and
thus the means being severed from the end. As a consequence, man lost sight
of the free whole. What instead prevailed was a petty-minded business spirit
tl1at reduced everything to conform with its own limited fragments of expe
rience. At the level of society and state, the fragmentary and mechanical work
ings of the machinery of state corresponded to the pedantic petty-mindedness
i ess spirit. Given this severing of nature and freedom, man was
of this busn
robbed of his self-determination. However, Schiller argued, precisely culture
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itselfhad inflicted this wound on the new humanity. Schiller went on to sug
gest that the separation of emotions and Reason ( Verstand)-and Kant had
laid the grounds for this division with his separation ofnature and freedom
had led to the image of the species being present in man from then on only in
fragmentary form. And the task at hand was, or so Schiller continued in
"Letter Nine" and "Letter Seven," to re-create human dignity through a higher
art, starting precisely at that juncture where man had "lost his dignity" owing
to art and culture. Neither the state nor an "Enlightenment of the mind" such
as had regressed into "moral tyranny" was able to make people forget that
man is a "purpose in himself" ("Letter Five").1 1 All forms of political liberty
derived from this latter fact. By this definition, man can never be reduced to
the undignified state of being a means to an end, it enables man to live in har
mony with himself and all things "outside himself."1 2 At the end of "Letter
Seven," Schiller went on to stress that degeneration and barbarism in politics
and culture go a long way toward convincing us that man is destined to "neg
lect his own purpose owing to a purpose outside himself" and thus to make
man a slave of mankind.
Schiller's polemic can be read as a rejection of totalitarianism in any guise,
for man always becomes a butcher when he justifies terror and violence. We can
thus sense in Schiller's words a warning not only with regard to his own day, but
one that equally applies to our century. The words with which Eugen Kogon

(Beuys.op.ciL,p. 124). He is thusat
loggerheadswith Schillers notion
ofeducation and the lAtter's notion
ofpolitkal hbtrty. For·there is no
other way ofmakingthe sensuous

prefaced his book on the SS state bear citing here. It is doubtless no coinci
dence that Kogon's critique ofterror as a system ofrule concurs with Schiller's
underlying ideas. Kogon writes:

hwnan bring rational thanbypre·

viously making him aesthetic"

The Age of Enlightenment, in other words the optimistic b elief in the unlimited

progress of Reason, mo re or less completely failed beyond the immediate domain of
science n
i
Europe. The power of the will once unleashed, pushed on by'myths and

(ktttr lJ).

10

(1981), (Milan: 1993) TheMuseum
Srtuki, lnterrutional Honorary
Council, p. 53.

interests, have liquida ted it. lt was, from the outset, undermined by the con stant . . .

division of modern man into labor power, consumer, party member, voter and private
person

.

.

.

Thus, under the claim European man makes to the dictate of Reason, he

11

,

11

These words describe the preconditions which during the Third Reich led to all
law being breached and to the elimination first of all civil liberties, then of aU
Schiller for his own purposes while in Poland in 1981 and speaks of freedom,
the full reach of Nazi terror, destruction, and desecration of human rights.

Fichtc took this definition, which
he had borrowed from Kant. as the
basis for his idea ofculture in his
lectures on the destiny ofthe
scholar."It (culture) is the final and
highest means for the final purpose

ofMan, his complete concordance
with himsel
f.. . ?'). G. Fid1te, in:

democratic rights, and finally to the death camps. Now, when Beuys cites
self-determination, and human dignity, we must ask how aware he really was of

Friedrich Schiller, in: Oberdie
lfstllttiscltt ErzielrungdesMetuchen,

(Stuttgart, 1973), pp. 16, 20,:12, 19,
33,26,15,and 26.

himself has become the object of fateful . . . dependenc ies. Encumbered with knowl

edge and technology he has returned to a state resembling slavery. 13

JO!Cph lleu� in Poltntmmport,

l'iclues Werkt.vol.VI (Berlin.1971),
pp.198-9.
13

Eugcn Kogon, DerSS·Stanl
(Munich,1997),p.23-

Max Reirhma1111
14

15

laromrr Jedlinski
. •Polentmrupon
1¢1,•in: /o5epll Bet•ys-Tagung.

&sc/1.·4. Mai 1991 (Basel,1991),
pp. 83 and 84. ln his essay, Jedlinski
states that behind Beuys' symbolic
gesture therewas no1 only the wc<h
10 overcome political borders. The
gestures also comprised an "ele·
mcnt ofrepentance" byt his"for·
mer German soldier in the Second
WorldWar, who had been trained
in Poland and had even studied
botany for some time in Poman�·
Jo�ph Beuys.in Joseph Beuys,exh.

cat. (Kunstmuseum Basel,1969),
P-4·

16 /O>Cph Beuys,in Par/epri:smte,je
n'npfHJrtieruplusd /'an, op. cit.,
note 9o p.no.

At the time, my question had

referredto he
t foUowing"date"in

the Life CourseI Work Course "1940
hlibition Erfurt-Bindersleben
Airfield I 1940 Exhibition Erfurt
NorthAirfield."My question was:
"As )'OU assun1ean e�1'3nded con·
cept ofart . . . n
i whichthe social
domain is completelyintegrated

into theartwork,one could ask
wl1.11 reference thenexisiShereto
your ownbiography? Ifwe takea
glance a1 )'OUrbiography, and see,
for exampk:. thai rctrosp«tively
you wrote thatyou exhibiled in

Erfurt in •940· Did you enter that ..
. ofter the event?,. Beuys answered:
"Yes. Thnt is lifeas action. Life as
permanent action; one could also
snr n.s a conlinual trag.icomed)',
couldn't one. In other ·words as

drama."

As regards the dates in his

biography, Beuysdid not correct

them in anyway during theint<r·
view. Most biographers, andthis
includes thestandard monograph
by Adriani, KonnertzandThomas
(Jo�ph/k1l)'S.Cologne,I73l,sim·
9
ply�dopt the datesfromhis Lift
CourseI Work Co•use. In thecase of
Heiner Stachelhaus(Joseph lkuys,
DOsseldorf,1987),we can read on
page21 that"School Ieaver's exam
and conscription papers arrived
"
almost simultaneously in 1940.
Even Hansvan der Grinten, who

should really have known bener,
dedarc!d: ''Under the impression of
10 May,1940 weboth sponta·
neously decidedtobecome sol·
diet>, because we had the fed.ing

that wewereparticipatingin some
thing irnponan1 and todo with
destinyand it washigh timeto take

up arms in

order to playa direct

Beuys' youth coincided with the Hitler era. Thus, Poland for him was more
than just a part of the dead past: it was a living part of his own personal his
tory-that same history he had drawn upon for the framework of his own
expanded concept of art. However, he does not mention this personal history
during the interview in Lodz, nor is it integrated into the "symbolic gesture"
with which Beuys at the time endeavored to build a bridge between East and
14
West. Yet in hi s own Life Course I Work Course, we indeed encounter this prior
history during the War. There we can read: "1 940 Poznan Exhibition of an
Arsenal (together with Heinz Sielmann, Hermann Ulrich Asem issen, and

1

Eduard Spranger)." 5

Beuys considered the data of history as having been incorporated into his
expanded concept of art in the sense of "life as action." For the drama of war
could, he felt, only be overcome in images and in concepts at the imaginative
level. As image and concept, it constituted "a nucleus, if we are to address the
1
actual counter-projects." 6 The lines from his Life Course I Work Course are ini
tially meant to be understood as images that, via counterimages in language,
may then lead us to new projects. Yet Beuys provided no clue as to how Lhese
images relate to the real events of history.
When Beuys traveled to Poland in 1981 he termed the action Poland

Transport. At the time, he donated some

1,000 works to the Museum Sztuki.

They included, among other things, "a series of thirteen pencil drawings on
paper mounted on card," which were also entitled Poland Transport.

17 The

donation also included the panel "Art = CapitaL" In a public meeting, as in the
interview, Beuys pointed to the paraJJels between his notions of social sculpture
and the ideas of the Solidarity Movement in Poland. Nowhere in the interview
did he speak of the devastation that German history had inflicted on Poland,

nor of his own stay in Poznan as a soldier. It was there that h e had first been
trained as an in-flight radio operator. It is not known whether at the time Beuys
knew what had happened in Poznan, Warthegau, and Lodz before, during, and
after his training. A few facts at least bear mentioning: in early 1940 the first
ghetto was set up in Lodz. The same year, the first people were deported from
the ghetto to the death camps. The logic of the ghetto was from the very outset
designed with the final solution in mind, for in the ghetto people simply starved
to death. The logjc was that of annihilation.18As of 1939, some 87,000 jews and
Poles were systematically deported from the Warthegau, the capital city of
which was Poznan. This Gau was reserved only for Aryans, and Jewish property
there was confiscated. In this way, the Jews were made to finance their own
transportation to the death camps, for there was no separate budget for the
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extermination. 19 Real historical events, in other words, yield a very different
kind of Poland Transport. Moreover, as of 1939-40, in the vicinity of Poznan,
experiments in extermination were conducted with truck-mounted gas cham
bers. By the end of December 1941, "a permanent gas extermination camp" was
established in Chelmno, near Poznan?0 Even if Beuys was not familiar with
these ghastly facts during his stay in Poznan, he was no doubt acquainted w·ith
Hitler's speech to the Reichstag of January 30, 1939, n
i
which the aim of "the
destruction of the Jewish race in Europe" was publicly announced.21 The impact
in the Warthegau of Hitler's statements and policy was immediate. Its Gauleiter
could report to Himmler in May of 1942, that the "special treatment" of 10o,ooo
Jews in the Warthegau was now complete. That was the phrase of Gauleiter
Greiser, who on taking office there had termed the Germans "masters" and the
Poles "knaves." He also demanded that Himmler release the "Special Unit" that,
or so he said, had gained so much practice in Chelmno in exterminating Jews,
for the task of killing 35,000 Poles.22
If we bear these facts in mind when considering the statement by Heinz
Sielmann, Beuys' instructor in Poznan, describing their joint hikes around the
Warthegau, during which the men had discussed humanitarianism and

humanity, then the latter fact soundslike pure mockery in the face of history. 23

Given that we know the facts, Sielmann's words are truly scandalous, yet they
are all the more scandalous ifwe consider that by 1990 the crimes the Nazis had
committed in Warthegau were certainly no secret to Sielmann. How Beuys
would have reacted to Sielmann's words-iliey were broadcast by a public tel
evision station after his death-we do not know. What we do know is that in
Lodz in 1981 Beuys did not mention Nazi crimes in the interview, nor did he
mention the extermination camps or reveal any grasp of how the Nazis abused
human dignity during that period. Rather, with reference to Schiller, he spoke
of freedom, self-determination, and human dignity in connection with his
expanded concept of art. He evidently did not notice that Schiller, like Fichte,
had derived his notion of freedom from a direct appreciation of history. It is
hard to comprehend how, according to Jaromir Jedlinski, he could countenance
that his gift of the Poland Transport was an act of expiation ( Siihneaktion).
The manner in which the notion of penance/expiation was perverted under
i
the Nazis can be seen from the events surrounding Krstallnacht.
The Nazis
termed the destruction they carried out in ilie night of November 9, 1938, as
"expiation measures" (SUhnemaj3ttahmen). The Jews were ordered to obviate
the damage themselves and to pay a total sum of one and one quarter billion
reichsmarks to the German Empire as a "penance payment." As early as 1933,

part 1n Ibisconflict" (Hans \'all der

Grimen, in"Beuysund lUnger,"in

/oStp/r lkuys Thgu11g, t-4 Mar 1991.
Basel. p. 9)-

11 was on 10 May, 1940 thai the
Gttmans lll\'a<kd Holland,
Belgium,Lux=bourgandFrance.

On 1 Sept. 19J91hcyhad in'"ded

Pobnd. Hid<r's war '>'35 a war of

expansion and destruction

mtended to lead to the subjugation
and eliminationofother peoples.
A!, oft9J9• deportations weresys
tematically unduway in the
Warlhcgau, making room for so
called Aryans. IIis therefore
incomprehcnsibk how Bcuys,
many years after theWar, at atime
when he had long since developed
his notion of frt>edom in connec

tion wilh Lhe expanded concep1 of
art,answered Johannes Stlittgen's
question why he had enlisted as fol·
lows: because"he feh the need
whatever Lhe circumstances to be
where all the others had to be, too"
(Bt11ys Tagung,p. t8). This answer
and lleuy!)' interprel.a1ion ofthe
realityof1he War bolhentail an
inversion ofa sense of duty.
Fichle, to whose thought
Schiller resorts in his Letters, once
em1>hasized n
i his cssay"Some
Lectures on the FateoftheScholar''
(op.cit, note 12,p..109) lhat "any
onc '.t>o bdte\-es himselfthemas·
terofanother ... s
i himsdfa slaw.
E\'en tfhc tS not alw.l}� such in
reJI.ity, hecertainly has the soulofa
slavo:and he will baselygodown on
hisknees before the limstronger
penon he mcount<rs.-Onlyhe is

fr<.>e who wishes ro makeevery

thingaround him free.... "The

opposite per.son, bycontrast, has
"not ya. formed humanitywithin
himself.... " He would therefore
nol•·even have matured""such as to
fetl his"freedom and independent
ac1ivity ['Selbsttatigkeit'). ...
Beuys likew� speaks in connec
tion with the expanded concept of
11r1, of the independent activity of
1hc free Ego. However,what was
the state ofsuch activity in his own
case, we oould ask, lookingback on
the yca1·s t933-45? Freedom and
•

independent activiLy become
empty concepts the moment you
bow down Loa totalitarian pow�·
in history, thus degrading the
hmnan being to the slatus of a
means. Fichtcwrit� "Man may
use thingsbereft ofreason for his

purposes.but not r(:a.soning

being.. ... "And in his Syszemfor

Max Rcithmann
all Ellrical Doari11ebe writes that
he who destroys or is "inducedby
pure force ofnature to desrroy" is
"ofno other rank than that ofthe
forces ofNature and certainlydoes

the population, in particular young people were systematically inculcated with
racial hatred as a matter of course, a fundamental world view. ln this process,
schools were supplied with anti-Semitic materials for lessons in order to "pre

not have that of an ethicalhuman

pare the climate for the 'final solution' of the Jewish question." (Walter Hofer,

being." Freedom and prudence, by
contrast,areMan's goals, Fichre
a\�ers. He who makes use ofvio
lence and yet"has no knowledge of
dut)',can be forgh'ell this faa . . .
but hewhopossesses suchknowl
cdgta<tsag;Unst his own con
scitno:...."(1.G. Fiehte, inFichtes
����vol XI,pp. 85and 86).
I"ow, ifd>eexpandedconcept
ofart allows biographical dates to
retrospectivelybe presentedas the
dates ofexhibitions in the sense of
13euys' understanding ofaction,
then we must askwh at such "'rclro
spection" entail
s given the violence

op. cit.) In a 1982 conversation with students at the Gerhart-Hauptmann

ofhistoryand its mechanismsof
alienarion. Moreover, ifBeuys can
term the \'\faryears as an••educa·
tional experience" (in Stachelhaus,
op.ciL, p. 23), then he isnotonly at
loggerheadswith the conceptof

n-lom as usedbyFichte and

Schiller,but wil
l also fall viaim to

Iusown alienationofhistoryandto
himself.As regards the actualdates

ofIus biography,theywerecor
r«ted"retrospeClive!y,"in tlus case
ofter hisdeath. Franz-Joachim
Verspohl,who has conducted reli
able research into the source mate
rinl,writes
: "In the Easter of1941 B.
left lligh School with his'Leaver's
Certificate.'Although be wanted to
study medicine, B. volumarily

enlisted Oil t May194t,pre-empting

conscriptiou.Aftertrainingas a
flight radio operatorattached to tht
air fleet in Poznan and Erfun,asof
t Dec. 19-Phewas station<d as a
memberotthe7thPupils Company
oftheAir FleetIntelligenceSchool
in llradec Kralove. He th<nb«amr
a flight radio operator attached to
var. Stuka Squadrons.wh<re he was
instructed in'all types ofweaponry;

crashedon 16 March 1944 along
with pilot Hans laurinc
k on Flight
•o16'1oom east ofFrdfeld, Crimta�
The i>ilot di<d. On 17 March B.,seri
ously injured,was admitted to
Mobile Fidd Hospital179,which he

wasfirstableto leaveon 7 April
1944"Acrordingto Stachelbaus,
written in1987,Beli)'S..crashedin
win1er 1943"andwaslooked aftc:r
by"Tartars foreightdays" (op.cit.,
p. :16).Verspohlcontinues:"Later, B.
g.,,.., th...,traumaticexperiences of

School in Kassel, Beuys himself confirmed that "the synagogue in Kleve was
burned down" and then "two Jewish pupils from school . . . disappeared" by
emigrating to America. However, Beuys continued, he had not noticed any
racial violence at high school. "

o book there and no person either" advo

cated that the Jews were an inferior race, and "I must therefore say quite objec
tively that this was not the case at our school." For the autonomy of the school
was relatively great back then. On the contrary: "The intervention of the state
such as occurs today was by no means as pronounced back then." When stu
dents persisted in asking whether schooling during the Third Reich could not
best be described as "education to/for death and not for life," as Heinrich Boll
described it, Beuys answered, "It may well be that that was the case for Heinrich
Boll, but it was not for us. Let us say, it led to death; many of my school com
rades are no longer with us." And he added that his year at school was lhus "sys
tematically exterminated" (systematisch ausgerottet). However, with this
statement Beuys shifts the result ofNazi educational goals, namely death, away
from the victims and onto the perpetrators. Beuys thus inverts the contents of
history, speaking of the death of his schoolmates who had been systematically
extermjnated, but not of the Nazi measures that led to the death camps. ln the
manner of this discussion, he was not only able to accept the notion of educa
tion to/for death, but also to redeploy the term "extermination," which the
Nazis had used, in a different sense. Jaromir Jedlinski understood Poland

Tra11sport 1981 as a symbolic gesture that Beuys, as a former German soldier,
had based on the motif of an "element of penance." However, in

1982 Beuys

maintained that his school year had been "systematically exterminated." Beuys
not only takes the motif of penance to the point of absurdity, but also dis
places ( verschiebt) its linguistic meaning from its original historical context. By
shifting the meaning in this way, he falsifies ( verkehrt) it.24 And we can there
fore justifiably doubt whether Beuys' critical reflection on history had any par
ticular depth. Yet the degree of autonomy of a private individual vis-a-vis a
state that abrogates democratic rights is surely shown by that person's concrete
actions in history. And we must also ask to what e>..1:en t Beuys can justify using
the notions he borrows from Schiller and Fichte for his expanded concept of
art-not just as a private individual, but as an artist. For anyone producing art
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in Germany after Auschwitz not only comes into conflict with German history,

the War mythiCalfonn in a poetic

but also with the notions innate in his or her artistic work to the extent that

his rescue

biogr3phy, in whichth�report on
b)'Crinxan Tartarswho
am! for him fora longerpmod of
time tilktsprideofplace••.."
(Fnmz·)oodumVerspohl,in
")ox:ph B..:o}.,"entryin Saur,
IJ/gtmritoesKiimtltrlc,xikon ,'OJ. tO.
ed. GUnterMeissner (Munich &
Lapzig, l!)95J).

such notions have been borrowed from German intellectual history.
In

1985, Anselm Kiefer rejected Beuys' idea that every human is a n artist. He

did so during a discussion involving, among others, Enzo Cucchi and Jannis
Kouncllis. Tn that conversation Beuys again cited Schiller as a precedent for his
expanded concept of art. We can assume that Kiefer was not aware at that time
of the complete range, let alone the full meaning, of the e-xpanded concept of
25
art. Beuys had not said that each htm1an being is an artist; rather, his formu
lation addressed the creative potential of each human as a possibility. By con
trast, Kiefer sim ulta neously attacked the related notion that "humans . . . are at
the center" of things. Kiefer believed that upholding such a notion would be

tantamount to an act· of"evocation." To his mind, the artist was a medium and
e-xample who by means of perceptual processes renders something visible as it
passes through him. "I wish to perceive something with my senses:' he said,
"that in general is at present not perceived." For this reason, he argued that it
was not the human being as such who is at the center of things. He did not
maintain that "humans . . . move toward a certain point where they can all
become artists. T am of the opinion that there are artists and there arc non
artists." Before speaking about other people, he continued, each person should

i cludes a reference to history and biogra
take himself as an example, and this n
phy. In this manner, he only experienced the Third Reich as a n individual.
Beuys reacted aggressively to this remark, and it is one of the few points in
the talk when he alluded, with a passing shot at Kiefer, to the actual practice of

annihilation during the Nazi period. However, the allusion also points to a dif
ferent scenario and thus to a displacement, to use Freud's notion of the anderer

Schauplatz, that is not that which he had corrected with humanist common
places when casting his eye back over history. But let us first hear Beuys. He
stated that the example Kiefer had mentioned demonstrated precisely the oppo
si te of what Kiefer himself had set out to prove. For Kiefer had after all "himself
. . . emerged healthy from the Third Reich" and more precisely had "not been
burned up in an oven:' And this example, Beuys continued, also shows "how
very much more important it is to think of the others than of oneself." Beuys
then emphasized in the further course of the discussion with Kiefer and
Kounellis that h e deployed a di fferent concept of art than they did. And pre
cisely this, he claimed, was the grounds for the "difficulty .

. . I wo rk with an

expanded concept of art:' he stressed, "with the concept of social sculpture as
the most important art." 26

17

JaromirJedlin.lkt. in op.cit. note'"'

p.84.

t8

Oaudel..an'l1Tl3nn, in Marc
Cherr e,Herv� Le Rollll. Cahier d11
i
Citt�rna, no. J74• 1985.ln this inter
viC'w, Lan1maun aJso emphasizes
that the N:rtis'"system oflegitima
tion" aftct· the VVar consisted n
i
Lheir"self·understanding" of"hav·
i11gonly beo:n agentI'ofthe exter·
mination process. l lowever, quite
the opposite was Lhecase: "the
entire perversity"oftheir stance

consisted in their Lransforming the

victims,''thcjcws into agents of
their own exLcrminalion, . . . into
lnborenofdttJtlt."ln his film,
Slloolt, l..\nzm3nn therefore
focused on oullining thecxtermi
n3tion and on turning his backon

any aesthtt.ics. The Nazis had
attempted to extirpate all tracesof
theeJ\1ennination. ln his film,
lanunann

transposes former

amp internees intothe situation
b.-.d then. \\r.th theirgestures and
words they"embody"'in an excru·

ci:tting�· painful manner the

destruction proc= In thisway,the
fonncrcampprisonersexperience
thernsd"nonce mo�. gi•'ing dura·
ttOn/prescncc m the present a new

value. I Jere, words r=ivea politi·
at! fundion, •ttestingto v.ilat the
�urvivor\ saw,and sayingit for
them...."(Marc O!errie, in op.
cit.). Given that it is imegrated into
the presentation without anyad·
thetic or artistic trimming, the
•·embodiment" ofthe destrudion
pro<:c.>s that the fi.lm·goer thus
ex:pcriences has nothing to do with
••incorporation)•or•'idenli ficatlonl')
•

such llS is demonslmted by Beuys

in his Auschwil% Vilriuewith his

"thing pt·esentations" (see te>.� and
note 64). At the same time. b)'
extending time for the viewer, the
CUm enables us tobreak open our
pcrcq>Lual sy,tem and the mecha·
ni
sms ofcensorship associated
with 1L Ac:cordingl)•,traces of
memorycan be broughtbackillto
coru.ciousness. tracts that are not
present to consciousness in its

Max Rei rhmann
"usual" statebut have long since
been repressed in our awareness of
history and jtnisoned. The occur·
cencesoccluded from our aware
nessofhistory include the fact that
the"deadly 1raffic"ofthe")ew
transports" were d<dartd quite
"normal" and regular traffic by the
Gemtan Rail"'0}1 3t the time (see
Hilberg.op.cit.,p.181).Nowif
Beuys talks in 1981 of"Poland
Transport." then onecould have
wished that ht had at least called
the connotationsthe label has by
their name.

19 Raul Hilberg iscited inClaude
Lanzmann,Slroali (NewYork, 1995},
p. 134. Hilbergdocuments that dte

20
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11
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14

money for the transports>temmcd
"from confiscated Je•�ish p1·opcrcy"
use<l p•·ecL'icly forthis purpose:
"This wasa sdf-Rmtncing principle.
The SS orthe military would confis
cateJewish property and with the
pr�cds, C$pOCiaUy frombank
deposits.would pay for the trans
ports." 'T7.e jewspaidft>rtlwirown
death!'fhcn: v.-as one e.xception,one
instance ofa biD ldl unpaid: the
Rcichsbahn 1ransp011ed )e\\'S to
Ausc:h";tz free ofcharge.
Walther Hofer, in Ocr
Nmil,nlsozialrmms. Dobmrtmt
t9JJ-1944. ed. Walther llof.r,
(Frankfurt, 1957), p. 175.

AdolfHitler,in op. cit.,JlOIC lO,fll77·
Raul Hilberg,n
i La dt>lnlCI>OtJ tks
Juifsd'Eumpe.•'01. n.,p. 86).

HeinzSielrnann, in Klcvt-<'Jnt
innrrtMorrgolti,film by Hannes
Hett,producedbyWOR. 1991.
Stachelhaus, (O(l cit. note 16) pres
tnt'S somothingelsewhich
Sielmann,\>otto waslater to produce
filmson nnture, remember«!:
"Bcuys,orsoSiclmann rc<:olk-cts.at
the time came upon a half-starved
l'omeraninn, which he snmggkd
illegallyback into camp and C'Jred
(oruntil it wa, healthy again."
)aromir Jedlinski, op. cit., note t4,
p. 8J. joseph Bcuys in Cccr1 Plat ncr
& pupilsof the Ccd>nrt
Hauptmann School, Ka ssel (l'ds.):
Sdmle im Dritten Reich. Erzielumg

zum Tode. Eine Dokumcntarion

(Cologne, 1988), pp.130 and 131.
In psychoanalysis. Vcrkthr�mg.lhal
is rtversal into tht opposite\ is con�
sidcred a product ofthe Ego'•
defense mechanisms. It enables
"'identific.ation wtth the aggressor,,
In this wa)� the individual n
i
question turns away from hi.sown

He explained in another interview just how this concept of art can be
related to Auschwitz. In the conversation, held on the occasion of an exhibition
in Paris in January 1982, he described the expanded concept of art as the single
most important precondition for overcoming the trauma of Auschwitz "by
making . . . the human being dynamic inside." This entailed, he stated, setting
the contents of this concept of art themselves in flux. He considered "thinking
activity;'"emotional activity;'and the "activity of the will" as all coming under
the heading of such contents. These could, through processes of people
becoming conscious of them, lead to people dynamically "becoming awake"
and "developing creative forces," and only thus could "Auschwitz be overcome;'
Beuys added. The propulsive thrust of these three psychological forces could,
or so he continued, only be brought to bear in the present if it were to be based
on a concept of freedom and creativity.
Now, Beuys also identified Auschwitz with the present: "For Auschwitz con
tinues to exist in another form;•he asserted. Just how Beuys construes the tran
sition from the Auschwitz death camp to the present sheds light on his
understanding both of history and of language. In this context, he compared
t\.vo types of atmihilation: the one is ostensibly "primitive;• whereby"people are
thrown into the fire," the other, he termed a "refined method." It refers to
"today" and consists of "destroying the souls of humans . . . inwardly by
Auschwitz methods." However, there is no third criterion, no point of compar
ison in this rigid opposition of the destruction of body and soul in Beuys' state
ment. He believed he had identified such a point of comparison in the form of
economic practice that served to bring together image and counterimage. Beuys
accordingly stated:
What has an effect tooay is nolonger this primitive method, namely throwing people into
fires and thus destroying them; instead, today they are destroyed by the contemporary
type of the economy, which hollows people out inside and makes them slaves of con

sumption . . . and in doing so tears their souls out of their bodies. . . . In other words, the

souls of humans have already been destroyed internally byAuschwitz methods.

Auschwitz, he concluded, continues to exist.27 When Beuys speaks of the

"type of economy" he forgets just what economic practice meant with ref�rence
to the death camps in the Third Reich. This denial of the reality of history
becomes possible thanks to a metonymic shift from one semantic level to
anothet; whereby the two are by no means compatible. Beuys, after all, spoke of
"destruction" by economic practice today and by doing so played down the
actual practice of annihilation in Auschwitz.28 However, by leaving out of the
comparison what is actually decisive, his own language points to a "different
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scenario" (anderer Schauplatz) than the one he himself was aiming at. At the

person. Critique inten1alized
through the Super·Ego is post·

same time, the ideational contents that he had excluded from consciousness (by

poned and not transfonned
dire<:tly into self-criticism.
Sigmund Freud used the term
"emotional ambivalence" (GW, vol.
10, p. 225) to describe the "transfor
mation ofan n
i stinct into its
(ma1erial) opposite;' such as occms
when love 1
L reversed 'md b�mes
hat<. in such a rever.;al that which
s
i denied aho n
i corporates aspectS
of�rception that are nol recog·
nizedby the Ego and are split off
from consciousness. For this rea·
son, in the present case ofBeuys we
can hardly talk ofthe mirroring in
historyor in the Ego of a con
sciousness determined by freedom
and should instead assume we are

rejecting them) were no longer available as an "object" for conscious working
through. While Beuys was able to apply the same word to these ideational con
tents, he was, in fact, referring to two distinct events. It bears remembering that
the economic practice of Auschwitz was that of an economy of death, with the
goal of leaving no traces of its perverse production practices while never ceas
ing to produce. RudolfVrba, a survivor of the camp, called it a "production of
death" accompanied by a different form of production, namely that of usable
products. The slogan over the entranceway to the camp attests quite cynically to
this double function: "Work makes free." This reification of death in Auschwitz

dealing with disassociation ofthe
Ego. Here, an unbearable conflict
with the Ego is instilled with the
opp<JSite meaning in order to bet·
ter defend against it. Denial and
recognition co·exist here in an
ambivalent relationship. By 1982.
one could have expected Beu)'S to
have 'o10rked through German his
tory for himselfin a different way.
After all, he laid claim as a person
to the eduCl!tion ofman through
human dignityand as an artist to
fittly reshape tho social organism
in the sense ofa sculpture.
Painfully working his way through
recent German histOry was some-
thing undertaken instead by the

enabled it to be "incorporated" as property by the Nazi butchers. In the process,
the individual was robbed not only of his freedom but also of his human face.
Vrba's words bear citing here:
Auschwitz-Birkenau, apart from being a mass murdercenter, was a normal concentration
camp too, which had its order, like Mauthausen, like Buchenwald, like Dachau like
Sachsenhausen. But whereas in Mauthausen the main product of the prisoners' work
was stone-there was a big stone quarry-the product in Auschwitz was death.
Everything was geared to keep the crematoriumrunning. Tlus was the aim. [ .. .However,
in Auschwitz] there was [also] an element ofa normal concentration camp-the Krupp
and Siemens factories moved in and utilized slave labor.29

Auschwitz survivors like RudolfVrba certainly know what it means to be a

poet PaulCelan,who, born in 1920,
belonged to the same generation as

slave laborer. And they also know who degraded the victims to the status of

Beu��. Celan's view ofhistory was
decidedly different. He does not
need to deny the"dates" ofhs
i tory
orkeep them secret. For Celan,
thesedates have entered into !an·
guage in another form. They have.

producers of their own death. However, Joseph Beuys evidently ignores all this.
By indirectly drawing an analogy between the slave laborers then and the slaves
to consumption today, he not only treats the praxis of annihilation in the camps
as something harmless, but at the same time plays down the singularity of

initiall)'blocked any possible paths
thatlanguagea>uld take-until

Auschwitz. By stripping the victims of their testimony and sparing himself the

Celan succeeds in breathing life

confrontation with German history, he also takes his concept of freedom to
the point of absurdity. For by looking away from the actual events he also elides
the traces of memory. In this way, these traces are prevented from being liberated by the word. 30
The precise form in which the reality of Auschwitz was accessible for
Beuys-and the further question of whether Beuys was ever able to confront
that reality-must initially remain moot points. However, it bears mentioning
here that in connection with his vitrine Auschwitz Demonstration 1956-1964,
Beuys emphasized, in the same 1982 interview cited above, that events in
Auschwitz could not be depicted in images. {See Plate 8.2} lt was "only possible

1//

back into the word in the fuce of
the language ofthe murderers. On
the morning after the Night ofthe

Crystal;, Paul Celan arrives in
Berlin at theAnhalterStation. His
poem LA CONTRESCARPE
speaks ofthis: "Via Cn1cowI you
had come, to rl1eAnhalrerI
Station/ to"'llrdyour gaze floated
smoke, I it was ofthe mornn
i g.
lkneath I Paulownien you saw the
knives standing, again,/ sharp from
the distance. There was dancing . . .

II Oh, this frater l ·nization."

With the word Ver[reundu11g
(fraterni7.ation) Celan evok
e sasso·
ciations with Verfremdtmg(alien-

�lax Reirhmann
ation) and Vaftindung(estrangemmt, to becom� enemies with

someone). Thesemantic thrust
refers again to the Third Reich, to

the fuct Lhnt back then"friend" and
"foe>• were separated. under theNuremberg laws (1935) by different righcs into ciliuns ofthe Reich
and national citizens.

zs

lleuys'formulacion draws on an
erprc�ion Novalis used in his
"Glauben und Uebe." There, we
read:"Ein waluhafter FOrst istder
Kurutlcr derKunstler ...Jeder

Mmsch sollteKllnstlttsein" (A

veritable nobleman i$the artistof
artistS. Each man shouldbean
artist) in Novo/is Werke(Munich,
1969), p.367. See also my discussion
in "Un Art humain: S.Uys,)oycc tt

Novnlis," in Max Reithmann, jos.plt
B(wys: La mort me tieutetJ iveil
(Toulouse: edit.ARPAP, J994), pp.
91..Zl2.

l6

}o><ph BcuysandAnselm Kid'er in,
op. cit.. note7, pp. 109, u2, u4, us,

andn6.

27

}OS<ph Beuys,in }osq>h Bruys. Par
Iaprisctte,jen'uppartienspltuii

l'nrt,ed. Max Reithmann,"Demier
c.paa:avec introspectrur," pmpos
rea:ueillispar GayaGoldcymer e1
Max Reithmann (Paris,1988),
p.llt. See also note 9 above. For
similar information seeCaroln
i e
Ti�all,in joseplt Beuys,exb. cat.,
(NewYork: The Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum,1979),

pp.21-2.

28 In a similar sense, Beuys also spoke
of"rooting out" (ausrotten),
whereby hewas referring now to
his classmates at schooland to his
comrades in arms (see ten and
110Ce :14above).
29 Rudolf Vrba,cited in Lanzmann,
op. cit., p. J.U.

}0

Pnul Celan demonstrnted in his
poems what the traces ofmemory
nnd words can mean.And he also
showed that a word is prevented
from"nrriving" by thegaze ofthose
who use it to turn their backs on
the abyss ofdeath in the death
camps. "Mit Worten holt ich dich
wieder, dabist du" (With words I
recalledyou,there)'OUare) he
wrote in thepoem"DEIN
IIINOBERSEIN." &3Jnm!Ole

\\�ke, 1, p. 118. SeealsoMax:

Reithmann,"Won. Bad,

ErinMrwlg; Klee, Run�,Celan,

lku)'>," in CEVtN-]AHRBUCH,7
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. . . to remember these events by presenting a positive counter-image"of them.

'J

Beuys spoke expressly of memory and counterimage in this regard. How these
concepts are understood will depend largely on the role Beuys ascribes to the
word in the creative process and also on how we choose to define the limits of
his expanded concept of art. 3

1

Kiefer had already spoken of the limits of the expanded concept of art. By
giving his expanded concept of art a status above all other notions in his dis
cussion witl1 Kiefer and Kounellis, Beuys not only placed it beyond aU criticism
but also robbed it of any roots in history. After aU, Beuys believed very strongly
that the concept of social sculpture was the art form par excellence. By contrast,
history is at the very center of Kiefer's work. Kiefer clearly stressed this in
another interview, one conducted without Beuys. There he said that he was
admittedly not interested in historiography, but in "processing history. . . . I
attempt in an unscientific manner to get close to tl1e center from where events
are controlled."32 For him, history thus becomes work with the memory that has
stored "basic experiences, basic conditioning" and also intimations and feelings
that can then be deposited in the pictures like sediment where they gradually
ripen.33 However, precisely because of the Thii·d Reich, Kiefer sees history as "a
fundamental view of the world." In this view, humans are no longer posited at
the center ofthe cosmos. For at the latest since the Copernican Revolution, we
have been confronted by"thought bereft of hope." It is not until the artist con
fronts this ''cosmic meaninglessness" that he will succeed in "forging mean
ing." Only by "stepping out of the world and therefore himself making
something meaningless" will the artist be able to meditate. And the moment he
returns from meditation to the "level of consciousness" there will be a loss of
memory. For this reason, according to Kiefer, there "can also be no historiogra
phy." The artist replaces it with the interaction ofsensuous experience, intima
tion, and knowledge. Only then can we speakof"the unity of a human being or
the wholeness of a work." The task of art in this context is to express precisely
this ineffable property, which cannot be represented by "concepts" a11d "lan
guage." Only this brings us closer to a center from where history can be
processed.34 Beuys by contrast positions his project of an expanded concept of
art somewhere between coping with history by the imagination and the actual
counterprojects. Kiefer, when asked about the apocalypse of the Third Reich,
spoke more forthrightly ofdeep concern (Betroffenheit). Responding to a ques
tion on his assertion that the "kiln chambers in the brick factory" where he
worked were "blackened by soot" and the "ash-colored clothes" in his pictures
brought to mind associations with Auschwitz, Kiefer answered: "Yes, but that is
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not a product ofthe brickworks, but of our knowledge of history. This form of
experience and knowledge quite simply defines our view of things. We see a rail
way siding somewhere and trunk of Auschwitz. That will remain the case for a
long time to come."vVith reference to events duringthe Nazi era, he considered
himself"one of the perpetrators, at least in theoretical terms" because "today I
simply cannotknow what I would have done back then. Anything is possible in
the case of humans. Hence my Betroffe1lheit."35 In contrast to the Beuys state
ments I have cited, Kiefer's words here establish a position that neither tries to
sidestep real events during the Third Reich nor is based on ambivalent behav
ior. However, in 1980 Beuys likewise commented quite unequivocally when
asked by Andre Miiller how he had felt after the Second World War on being
confronted by the factual scale of the Nazi horrors: "That was a shock, for sure,
an irreversible one . . . Actually, that shock has been my primary, my basic expe
rience since the end of the War, and it led to me starting to tackle art critically
in the first place, in other words to my orienting myself anew in the sense of a
radical new beginning."36 This radical new beginning and this new orientation
referred, as he later stated, to the expanded concept of art. 37
By referring to history in a different way than does Beuys, Kiefer does not rely
on any expanded notion of art. His 1989 sculpture entitled Poppy and Memory
i
attests to this. {See Plate 8.4} The sculpture conssts
of an airplane, the wings
and tail fins of which bear books of cut sheet lead. Poppy stalks protrude from
beneath the layers of leaden books. They are arranged as if d1ey were blocking the
plane's flight forward. The airplane's name alludes to the volume of Paul Celan
poems of the same name published for the first time in 1952 and wruch contains
the poem "Death Fugue:' ln 1989-90, while on exhibition in the Paul Maenz
Gallery, the same airplane was also given the name Angel ofHistory. "This double
designation is repeated on the exhibition poster, where we can read in the artist's
own hand the words 'Angel ofHistory'beneatl1 a triangular winglike edifice in tile
upper section and the words 'Poppy and Memory' over an airplane in the lower
section."38 In this manner, the entire exhibition bore a double name. The Maenz
exJ1ibition also included, among others, the wing sculpture Berenice, made in

1989; Kiefer used lead, glass and women's hair for it. Tills title again alludes to a
Cclan poem.39 The third sculpture of interest in the present context bore the title

Melancholia and was made in 1989. A stereometric body positioned on the left
wing brings to mind Diller's polyhedron in his engraving Melencolia /.
The first airplane, today called Poppy and Memory, also fits under the title of
the exhibition: Angel o[Hist01y. The first name is derived from Celan's poem, the
second from Walter Benjamin's "Theses on the PhilosophyofHistory:'Both labels

(199M8), ed. Hans-Michael Speier
(Heidelberg.1999). It must remain

for an amlysis ofe.1ch individuol
workto reveal how nl(mory mani�
fested itselfin the work process in
Beuys' oeuvre. With reference to
the expanded con.xpt ofart, how·
ever, the stance of"lookingaway"
from the historical dimen.�ion of
thepast entails a �uction, if not
indeed a qw:stioning ofhow t
i
functions.Pm:isdy thisis what
maktst
i UllOlllny, and this dtfines
notonly Beuys'confiict·bden
tragedyas a penon, bot constitut<5
a reference to history thatit is
impossible to cope with. Jfthe
experienc�ofthe past is erased,the
individual finds himself in conflict
with himself. This thwa1·ts any
ancmpt by the psyche's emotions
the find a balance. Plato termed
such a balanceofcmotionnl forces
justice. Con�ely, ifa commonal·
ity baled on law/right is destroyed,
and this was the"""' under the
Nazidictato..hip, then the emo
tional forces ofthe individual again
become embroiled indestruan'e
conflict,whereby,,..,find within
the indn>iduala refl«tion of the
State oflawlessness. Theprob�m·
atic relationship oflogos and
sculptural form in ll<!uys'oeuvre,
which 1 adumbrated n
i my essay
'"Bewegungsprinzip und Plastik"'
(Joseph Bt.11ysSy111posium
Krane11burg 199;5, Basei!MO)•Iand.
1996, pp. t)�6) with reference to
Plato, showsthat the project ofthe
expanded oonctpt of art can only
be upheld ifitmcr andouter action
concur. Such ooncordance is only

possiblegiYCIIa mirroringofa state
of)>Olcc,.;thin the polis.within
the domainofthe human's emo
tional forces. (Seeon thisop. cit. in
"Bewegung.sprintip und Plastik,"
note46.) Forthis reason,any
attcmp1, and be it lkuys' own, to
posit present and past •� diroct
analogies, must be rejected. Present
and past can only be assumed to be
analogous ifboth guarantee adher·
ence to a joint fonn ofre<1.10n and
justice, both within the oommonal·
ityand within the soul.Paul Klet
bas shown that "abstraction:· when
referred to history,can mc:an som
...
thingqwtediJTmnt from the look·
ingaway ("ab·schcn") through
empty abstraction that Beuysadw

cated. (See my essay in CELIIN·
/AHRBUCH7,op.ciL).

Max Reirhmann
31

The quotation from Beuys isto be
foundinjoseph lk"J''• Par Ill

prt!sente. . . �op.cit., notrl.7,p. 11.2.

32 Anselm Kiefer, in: 'Bci Anselm
Kiefer im Atelier.
Werksta>tgesprach von N<el

Hecht und Alfred Nemeaek; in
Arll (1990), p. 41.

33 Anselm Kiefer, in"Nachts fnhrc ich
mit dem Fahrrnd von Bild zu Bild;'
in Su
ddeutsc/1eaitw1g. Magnzi11,
Nov.16, 1990. pp. 24 and 28.

34 Anselm Kiefer, n
i op. cit.,note J>,
pp. 40, 42, 43, 44,4S· Kkfer empha·
sizedin this interview:"Of course,
the head is important,too. I am not
a painter who pa>ntsby imp�·

(p.44).

35 AnselmKiefer, inop. cit., note JJ,
pp. 28 and 30.
36 Joseph Beuys, in Pemlwuse 106
(1980), p.98.

37 joseph Beuys, in Rcdm fJber das
eigeJ.elAnd: Deurschln11d J
(MwUcb.1985), p. 3S· And likewise
Joseph Beuys, in: ,_ph Bruys:
Wi/helm-l..ehmbrm:k-Prm 1986.
(Dui.<burg, 1986), n.p.

38 AngelaSchneider, in"Rcsurrexit
oder eine tour d'hol'iJ.on zu den
neueren V•lerken," in AtLSelm Kiefer,
(Berlin: National;\l
g eric, 1991}, pp.
u9andt20.

39 In thepoem
"HINAUSGEKRONT," we read:
"hinausgespien in die Nacht./lllri
wdcbenI Stemen! Lluttr/

graugescblagenes

Herzhammersilber. Und I
Berenikes Haupthaar,ouch hier,
ih
c flocht,I ich rtlocht, ich
flechte, zerllechte./ lch Oechte"
(spat out into the night. Under

ze

such starS! Allin vemride silver

>truckgray. And IBe�nict'shair.
here 100,-lbraided /I unbraid«<,

I braid,unbraid, /I braid) P•ul

40

41

Celan, in Gedichtt, I (Frankfurt,
•985},p. 271.
P.•ul Celan, in Gedic/1teI
(=GesammelreWcrke, vol. l),
(Frankfurt,I98S). p. 68.

Inanod1er earlypoem D1at dates
backto an event heexperienced
togetherwith Ruth Lacknerin
Novemberor Dere!nhert94J.cnti·
\led"STERNENUED,"Celan talks
ofastrandof'h.1irthat .!lunesfrom
Berenice'shead"See Pa<� Celan, Dru
Fril
lm""k. ed. BarbaraWiedemann
(Fr:lilkl\!rt,1989}, p.IJt.

focus on forgetting and remembrance. The poppy stalks in the books on the
plane's wings are placed like the traces of forgetfulness between the leaden pages

(symbol izing the weight of memory). ln Paul Celan's poem "Eternity" in the vol
ume Poppy and Memory, he speaks ofthe "poppy of forgetting:' And he also talks

there of a "word which slept when we heard it.'"'0 The books and poppy stalks on
Kiefer's plane thus refer us to the world of Celan's word. "Eternity" mentions the
"poppy of forgetting" and is part ofthe fourth section of the poetry collection; the
section is enti tled "Stalks of NighL." The entire volume Poppy and Memory is

introduced by early poems which Celan brought together under the heading
"Sand from the Urns." They include the poem "Aspen Tree" that tells of the death
ofCelan's mother. Celan had learned of the death of his mother in the winter of

1943; the Germans had deported her to the Ukraine.4t The theme of death is, in
other words, from now on a constant companion here. For this reason the very
first poem in the Poppy and Memory volume sp eaks of death.
ln the fourth section, Celan takes up another, related motif. the poems talk of
sleep and the night of forgetting, and, conversely, of the bitterness that keeps one

awake. ( Gesammelte Werke, vol. I, pages 65 and 78). Here, too, it is a word ofdeath and
forgetting however, which brings the "stalks of the night" to life: "Aus Her'ten lmd
Hirnen I sprieBen die Halmc der Nacht, I und ein Wort, von Sensen gesprochen, I
neigt sie ins Leben . II Stw11m wie sie lwehn wir der Wcl tentgegen . . . :· ( GW I, p. 70)
In the "Death Fugue" death is thencalled by its name: It is "a master from Germany"
represented by a man who has his slave laborers shovel "a grave in the air" for the
"ashen hair of Shulamite" (the bride from the Song of Solomon and by extension a
name associated with the entire people of israel). Not until it becomes dark does the
man ·write home to Germany: "your golden/ hair Margarete." His writing is accom

panied by whistles and the order to kill: "hewhistlesup his hounds I he whistles up
his Jews has a grave dug in I the earth :'
In some of h
is pictures Anselm Kieferhas used the names ofthe t\VO women in
the "Death Fugue," Shulamite and Margarete, as well as the last two verses of the

poem. In the canvas entitled Your Golden Hair; Margarethe (Dein goldenes Haar

Margarethe), made n
i 1981 and part ofthe Sanders Collection in Amsterdam, Kiefer
used straw, which he glued onto the canvas to symbolize Margarete's hair.42

l See Plate 8.5} The dried stalks ofthe flayed wheat lie like lichen on the absent out
line of the face. Also left absent s
i the shape of the body, though its placement
across the landscape is indicated. Margarete's face and body are represented in the
pi cture both by straw and by her name. The name is added as part ofthe quotation

from the penultimate line in the "Death Fugue;· the words of which Kiefer
in cluded in his piece. The over-painted words trace the shap e of her hair like an
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arch, giving visual reinforcement to her naming and representing "Margarete" as
a whole. However, the dried straw stalks also stand for her absent face and her
absent body. They also refer metaphorically to the night of forgetting and to
death-as do the poppy stalks in the airplane in Poppy andMemory.It is Death the
Reaper who now encounters us in the guise of the absent shape of a master from
Germany-and not of the ashen hair of Shulamite but of the flayed and plaited
hair of "Margarete."43 In the painting, Kiefer makes use of a single characteris
tic-straw-to refer to the whole. The whole is conveyed to the viewer both by the
title of the picture (the Celan verse) and by the name it contains ("Margarete"),
and themselves merely part of a larger whole, as they need tobe supplemented by
the second part of the double verse, "your ashen hair Shulamite:' For his part,
Kiefer chooses to replace Celan's oxymoron (the last line in the poem) with a
synecdoche ( the straw). Here, he also succeeded in referencing the name as a part
of the whole-a twofold ftgure (Margarete and Shulamite), which both in the pic
ture and the poem now enables us to trace a memory.
In Kiefer's picture a black arch now accompanies the curved form of the
straw, functioning almost as the aura of death, as it were. This aura bonds like
a shadow with the corporeal-tangible form of the straw, holding both in the bal
ance. This floating balance also permeates the circling dance-and the deadly
rhythm of the poem. Thus, the tracks of the text again point the viewer to the
i the picture-the
fact that the insistent rhythm of death elides the oxymoron n

"your ashen hair Shulamite!' In the poem we read:
Ein Mann wohnt im Haus der spielt mit den Schlangen derl schreibt I der schrcibt

wenn es dunkelt nach Deutschland dein goldenes/ Haar .\llargarete I er schreibt cs
und tritt vor das Haus

. . .

I er pfeift seine RUden herbei I er pfeift seine )uden hcrvor

laBt schaufcln cin Grab in derl Erde I er befiehlt uns spielt auf nun zum Tanz II

Schwarze Milch der FrUhe wir trinken dich nachts I wir trin.ken dich morgens und
mittags wir trinken dich abends I wir trinken und trinken.

A man lives in the house he plays with the snakes he writes I he writes when it grows
dark to Germany your golden hair Margarete I he writes it and steps from the house
. . . I he whistles up his hounds I he whistles up his Jews has a grave dug in the earth
I he orders us to play up now for the dance II Black milk of the dawn we drink you

at night I we drink in the moming at noon we drink you at sundown I we drink and
drink. (GW I, p. 4 1 )

Just as the opposition ber.veen "he" and "us," between the "man" and the
"Jews" persists and is repeated in the rhythm of the poem, visualizing the tunes
and figures of the fugue in order to render death visible Kiefer also composes his
picture rhythmically and by means of movement.

41 Thenam¢"M�"canalsolx
linktd to thell<Ull<!"Gn:tchen•in
Goethe's"Faust:'(&eMark

Rosmthal inAJ�<elm Kiefor
(Philaddphi.tand Chiago.1987),
pp.95.96,and99). 1n Celan'swol'k,
lhc name"Shulamite" refers also to
the bride in lhe Song of Solomon in
r. t·l oftheLutheran translation.
1'hc theme ofdan"'described in
this p:1.1sagc istaken up againby
Celan in 1he poem, repeating the
main theme ("Black milk ofmorn·
ing'') although now under thesign
<>fdMh.
e

43 Wit·h rcferen"' to the context of

Celan, Kiefer also used maw else
where, for example in the pictw-e
Dei11 blorrdl!1 Haar, Margarethe
(1981) in the Collection Edwin L.
Stringer, and in Margaretl!e(1981)
in the Saatchi Collection. 11Jus. in
l.nstlm Krefcr, exh. cat. (O.icago
and Philadelphia, 1987), pp. 96
and 98.

Max Reithmarm
The horizon is dose to the upper edge of the picture. Painted furrows cross
the terrain like rail tracks leading to a distant vanishing pointbeneath the upper
left-hand corner. At upper right,beneath the horizon,house roofs are visible as
mere abbreviations. There is nothing static about them. They are positioned
beneath the horizon in the rhythm of its interrupted brushstrokes, thus also
being torn or sucked toward that vanishing point. It is as if the viewer were
crossing unknown terrain by train, a countryside where the objects themselves
have lost any constancy and substance. However, this terrain is also occupied by
markings that cross the ploughed furrows diagonally, in an abstract counter
rhythm. This serves to obscure still further the view ofthe few objects depicted.
The entire pictorial space is set in motion. The markings, the source of the inti
mated movement, are accompanied by the black curving line behind the straw
arch. It can be read as both an abstract brush line and also figuratively as a
hook or arch. In front of these two shapes, a figure applied with a thick brush
stands out, resembling a stake. The weight of this figure serves to anchor the two
arch forms in the middle of the picture. But its gravity simultaneously elimi
t the n
i sistent depth of the perspective and by contrast emphasizes a brush
naes
rhythm that runs from the lower left of the picture diagonally across it to the
upper right. This rhythm is also repeated by the two arch shapes, in the form of
an almost circling movement. Kiefer's handwriting, which also follows a broken
curve, likewise cuts into this movement. At the same time, it almost touches the
horizon in the middle of the picture. Thus, an acute triangle emerges between
the horizon and the left section of the writing, itself interrupted in its upward
movement by the direction of the writing. A comma and the name"Margarete"
point downward, towards the stake. ln this way, the vanishing point on the
extreme left top edge of the picture is again given a counterpoint. The writing
itself stands out against the insistent depth of the perspective and the sharp
marks left by the brushwork. It hovers like an arch over the landscape, which,
battered by the fierce brush and characterized mainlyby swift movement, con
veys a true sense of lightness.
Returning to the content of the inscription, it repeats the penultimate sen
tence of the double verse of the "Death Fugue": "your golden hair Margarete."
However, Kiefer has elected to place a comma after the noun "hair" and to
include an "h" in the name "Margarete." The sentence itself ends in a row of dots
next to the stake and thus blends with tJ1at zone in the landscape in which sharp
rhythms prevail. The furrows next to it are covered in blue-gray. Taken together,
the color and the sharp brushstroke rhythm that leads us away into the
depths-and meshing with the lines of the arches, the stake, and the blue-gray
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latticework beneath the adjective "golden"-form two pictorial signs, which
trigger associations ofmetal and barbed wire. Thus, the inscription is robbed of
its lightness. It now reads like the inscription above the entry gate to a death
camp. The configuration of script and form thus enables us to access long since
forgotten and repressed traces of memory, from the paJjmpsest of the
"untreated" canvas ground of the picture (as if from the grounds ofa collective
unconscious that has fallen prey to forgetting and a loss of history). Something
emerges into consciousness through the proxirruty of language and pictorial
signs-an inscription in the terrain of prunting-and becomes visible, some
thing to do with death and forgetting that would otherwise have long since
fallen prey to repression.
The signs of the picture can be read like marker stones assembled in a circle
surrounding Lhe key event: a catastroph e brought by the Germans. As stones
marking out a path, they burrow into a field that has long since become a grave.
Perhaps this is what is alluded to by the comma prior to the name "Margarete."
It divides the fi.rst part of the sentence from the name, and thus evokes the con
te>..'t of the second, elided name: "your ashen hair Shulamite we are digging a
grave in the I air." ( GW I, p. 41) Kiefer simply leaves out the second part of the
verse. This certainly reveals that Shulamite is present in the prunting (though
bearing the name "Margarete" in its title)-due to the omitted name and sec
tion of the text. Indeed, there is no marked end either in Kiefer's picture or in
Celan's poem: the poem ends witl10ut punctuation and is simply left open. The
name "Shulamite" takes the place of the conclurung period.44
Kiefer also gave the significance of name and word material form by using
poppystalks in his 1981 Poppy and Memory airplane. Some of the poppy stalks
stiJI bear the dried husks containjng the poppy seeds. Although natural prod
ucts, they point like relics of an earlier era to time itself, to time's destructive
side, namely transience. The milk in the heads containing the poppy seed has
long since dried up, although a long time ago opium might have been extracted
45
from it. In this way, into xication and forgetting are also both part of the past.
Positioned in the clockwork and engines of the airplane, the coldness of tl1e lead
and the dry character of the poppy have inverted our gaze forward into the
future, indeed have inverted forgetting and sleep."We slept no longer, for we lay
in the clockwork of I melancholy" run the words in BRANDMAL, another
Celan poem. The elements Kiefer uses in his sculptures and pictures, namely
straw, ash, and lead, can therefore be read as attributes of melancholy and of
Saturn, God of Time and Sowing-who is its agent. Saturn was also the God of
Time Until Death. In the Middle Ages, he was represented as Death the Reaper,

44

Kiefer 5a)"$ ofnom.,; that gain
importance for his work:•·Atthe

beginning $
i a concept, an
immonsc idea notyet filled in. For
exnmple, a name. There are names
which have a certain aura to them:
March Sand, Klinigsgratz IHradec
Kr�.lovt,where Beuys was sta·
tiont-d], Drcilinden. Or Jewish
nnmes, for example Lilith.To work
'•ith them. you do not need to

knowmuch about them. Thename
CJoeates an intimation,a feeling that
somethingis hidden behind it"
(Kiefer, in op. cit., ooteJJ, p. 24).
.
4S Opium is generallyronsid
ered
both an analgesic to alleviate pain
and also an intoxicating substance
thatcauses usersto fotg(t.

Max Reithmann
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with a scythe that mowed down mankind. The destructive and fateful power of
Saturn is also revealed in his dissemination of melancholy as an illness. In the
tradition of the Medieval doctrine of the temperaments melancholy is also
equated with that "other" mania, which fosters the imagination, the ability to
think, and to remember. Thus, the melancholic has something creative about
him, and Saturn also has a positive role. Saturn was also considered the source
of wealth, the ruler of measurement, time, and space. Kiefer himself po inted to
the double side to Saturn, to his destructive and creative thrust, when empha
sizing that lead as a heavy and blunt material "was always associated with
Saturn" and yet also contained an "indication ofthatother,more spiritual and
intellectual level." For this reason, his lead airplane expresses not only heaviness:
"It stands there, leaden and heavy, and cannot fly; but it claims to be able to
transport ideas." For lead, Kiefer continued, resembles "the aura of names;' and
46
is "a material for ideas."
Perhaps not only the lead itself speaks of this transportation of ideas, but
also the points where we can see the heads of poppy in the airplane, sealed
away under the lead skin and behind glass. They can be seen at four points, all
of which refer to the movement and directional thrust of the airplane. Poppy
heads are placed behind glass below the left of the horizontal section of the tail
fin as well as beneath the left flank of the vertical rudder. Poppy seed has also
been placed beneath lead or glass on the rear lower engine. By contrast, poppy
stalks protrude from the front of one jet turbine. The position of this engine
and that of the tail fin is thus doubly determined. Here again poppy stalks
extending from a leaden book are spread out against the direction in which the
plane travels. Finally, poppy seeds are visible behind the left side window of the
cockpit. If we imagine a pilot inside lhe plane, he would only be able lo see
through this side window. The view forward is blocked by the thick skin of lead
covering the forward windows. Ln this way, the gaze of the viewer-like that of
the contemplative figure of Durer's Melencolia J-is directed back into his
own imaginative inner world. The viewer's gaze is thus focused (analogously to
his own Ego, which is given an eye of i.ts own, as it were) on the inside of the
plane's fuselage, which like the inner shell of the Ego, is able to seal itself off
from the outer world. This enables the viewer to consider the poppy seed
behind the leaden skin as used in burial rites and thus inaccessible to the
human hand. They function for the Ego like thoughts in the field of history,
which remain closed away and preserved in memory, perhaps to be liberated
46 Anselm Kiefer, inop. cit.,!l(){eJJ,
p. l8.

one day by the creative power of Saturn when they will come floating back to
the surface of remembrance.
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Outside, lead books lie heavily on the wing s, attesting to the sheer weight of

memory. On the inside, the poppy heads point to the residues of a past time and
to an interim, floating state that (like the narcotic drowse induced by opium)
allows us to forget both physical pain and also moral conflicts. The sculptu re of

the airplane alludes to this floating state of flying, empty time between past and
future, but also the possibility of a second future that we cannot yet see dearly.

The second title of the sculpture, The Angel ofHistory, re minds us of this. For the
present the plane remains grounded, caught up in its own contradictions; Like

Benjamin's angel of h is tory, its view forward, into the future, is obscured.47
The double meaning of the tide also points in another "direction." Saturn as
the God of Time, would appear to be responsible for that contradiction between

gravity and Hying, which is manifested so visibly by the airplane. By using lead
as a material, Kiefer had already stressed the negative side to Saturn, who is
held responsible for the psychol ogical and also physical weight of humanity.
However, there is a bright side to this heavy earthbound state both in man and
in sculptural creation. Kiefer highlighted this \vith another airplane in his sculp 
ture Melancholia (1989). Here, he placed a transparent polyhedron on the left
wing, the shape of which is reminiscent of the heavy stone in Dtirer's Melencolia

I. In Kiefer's sc ulpture the use of glass brings to mind precisely the opposite feel
ing-lightness. The glass container is meant to indicate that the physical weight
of the lead, the fact that human life on earth inexorably ends in death, can be
overcome by imagination and intellectual clarity, and life can, through images,
be transformed into a floating/suspended state. Kiefer also used the glass poly

hedron in this way in his 1987 sculpture Census, where he placed it in front of a

wall of books made of lead. By attempting to overcome gravity, Kiefer's satur
nine art thus alludes to DUrer's "saturnine art of measurement in which the
"

notions of Saturn, melancholia, and geometry merge to form a unit. Peter
Klaus Schuster has stated in this context that it would more accurately be called
a saturnine art of Mercury.48 Kiefer s 1989 winged sculpture titled Berenice
'

already attested to Mercury. It was likewise exhibited in 1989-90 at the Maenz
Gallery and addressed not only the idea of ascent but also that of the messen
ger of the Gods. The exhibition bore the title Angel ofHistory. Here, again, the
title points up the ambiguity of Saturn.
In Durer's engraving Melencolia I, which takes up the tradition of the doc

trine of the tempera ments , we can sense not only the presence of Saturn's neg
at ive influence, but also the balancing force of Mercury, which bri dges the
distance between heaven and earth. As a planet, Saturn is held responsible for
the creation of suffering, madness, melancholy, and war. Its negative influence

47 Walter Benjamin's"Angel of

History" has "his face . . . turned
toward the past?' Benjamin takes
Pmd Klee's watercolor"Angelus
Novus" (1920), which he had pur
chast·d in 1921, as the occasion for
his ninth thesis on the philosophy
ofhiMory.
As early as his t-ssny on Karl
Kraus, he hadmentioned the new
angel in connt-ction vdth death and
destruction asa messengerfrom

old engravings of Mmncholia.
Benjamin.himselfborn under the
sign ofSaturn, attributes inhuman
qualities tOthe newangel in the
latte.r t.SS3)',sayingit was •no new
human bcing."ln the ninth
thesis-theth� werewrinen in
t940after his internment in a camp
n
i France-bedescribesthe angel
as follows:"But a storm is blowing

(rom Paradise; ithasgot caughtin
hiswings with suchviolencethat
the angel can no longtt el()S( thtm.
lbi,storm irresistibly propelshim
u
�
• . . .while thepileof
mto the fut
dtbris beforehim grows skyward
Thisstorm is what we call
progrus."WalterBenjamin
llluminm;ons, tr. Harry Zohn,
{Gl1sgow: Jonathan Cape, 1970),
pp.l59-60.

48 Peter-Klaus Schuster, Anselm
KU!fcr, op. cit., note38, p. 157.

Schuster st
ates: "This �tde differ
ence must be tenaciously upheld,
b<:ca"* it1 the final insance
t
it is

all·important., l:;icino smoothed
over this difference: "For Diirer, by
contrast, in the context of the
Mercurial arts brought together in

his engravingon Melancholy, the
Magic Square witlt its four rows,
dedicated to Jupiter, ensures that
thedamaging influence ofSaturn
on the figure ofMelancholy can
not goin the upper band."

Max Reichmann
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Albrecht DUrer

Melencolia I, 1514
Engraving
Collection of the Metropolitan Museum ofArt
Photo: The Metropolitan Museum ofArt

causes indolence or acedia among men. Walter Benjamin held, however, that the
torpor of the heart can also be classified historically under power politics for it
prevents, as be wrote in the "Theses on the Philosophy of History:' the image of
the past being read as an authentic historical image. Acedia, Benjamin claimed,
can be understoodas "the root cause ofsadness." But even in Durer's Melencolia
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I (or so i t would seem at first glance), acedia inserts itself between art and the

use of this art in the process of creation. Saturn's unholy influence has separated
the contemplative angelic female figure seated on a cubic stone from the figure
of a cupid next to her. The latter has an engraving stylus, an artistic tool, in his
hand, while Melancholy remains motionless, with the pommel of the compass
in her right hand pointing toward the planet Saturn. Durer felt that by means
of the freedom of art itself he could overcome the dichotomy of creative con
templation and unconscious action, the rwo having been divorced by the neg
ative influence of acedia. For it was the interaction ofcreative imagination and
the artist's intellectual self-experience that struck a balance betw·een knowl
edge and hand. The artist's skill, DUrer believed, rested on virtue and on God's
art, which also spawned a knowledge of good and evil. Only in this way can the
contrast between ars and usus be overcome. According to Erwin Panofsky, the
unconscious action of the cupid symbolizes usus. The cupid can then be con
sidered "a figure which contrasts with Melancholy," its thoughtless activity
inverting the contemplative posture of the winged figure. The cupid thus jux
taposes "the power of the mind . . . to the activity of the hands" and thus the
"writing instrument" to the compasses.49
Almost three hundred years later, in 1799, Goyareplaces the compass with writ
ing instruments and a brush in his etching

The Dream (Sleep) ofReason Gives

Birth toMonsters (El sueiio de /a razonproduce monstruos). The dark side to Satum,

i
which causes man to allow himself to be ruled by destructive manic images, s
expressed even more dearly in Goya's fresco Saturn Devours His Children in the
Quinta del Sordo. In Goya's oeuvre, the creative process can become a nightmar
ish state in the picture where imagination and reason are separated from each
other-as, for example, in the second etching from the Disasters of War which
bears the title With or WithoutReason (Con razon 6 Sin ella) and which also reflects
historical events of the time. By contrast, in DUrer's engraving creative imagination
always remains bound to measurement and thus to moderation. For DUrer wishes,
in the true humanist sense, to ensure that the imagination has a strong ethical
basis: "In other words, in his emphasis on the creative, Durer addresses Man . . . ,

49 !>«Raymond Klibansky,Erwin
Panofslcy,and Fritz Sax!,Saturn und
Mtkmd,.llk(Franld'urt,1990).
p.4h

so �ter-KlausSdluster,Melo1colia I
DllrmDcnkbi!d, >'01. • (Balin,
199l),p.11S.

51 Peter-Klaus Sdluster rejects
Panofsky'sassertion thai th� figure
ofmtlancholy can begr.lSp«<asthe
petSOnification ofgromrtry. (op.
cit., noteso. p. UJ). The thinking
stan� adopted by the 6gur< can, he
suggests, also cannot be derived
from the iconography ofacedia.
Durer'sfigure ofmdancholy is,
inscend, a personification ofastron·
omy. 'Ll1e contr.t<lictoryattribute$
in the engraving point to the
humanistic agenda ofa process of
education. For reasons ofspace I
cannot conlrast theviews of
Schuster and J>anofsky. To my
mind, tht contradictory attributes
or the educational agenda and those
or the allegorical vi
sual idiompoint
to the over-determination (in the
Freudian sense) ofthe engraving's
composition. The strong!)• contra
dictorydichotomies are offered n
i
condensed fom1 in thefigure's enig
maticg.v.e.
� Erwin Panor.k-y(op. cit., note49.
p. �SO) difl'�r<ntiates between the
gauof thefigure ofMdancholyin
the DUrer <Ogr.IVingand"aneye
turned toward� which was
onceauributed to melancholies and
children ofSaturn:' Schuster's inter·
pretation (op. cit., note so, PP·I23
and 116) contradicts what PanoCsky
terms a gau"directed into a dis
tan«bereftofobjects."

53 See Peter-Klaus Schuster,in op.cit.,
note so. pp. :u• and :usff.
S4 Albrecht DOrer,AlltrechlDiirtr.
Sclirifte" u11d Briefe(Leipzig.1978),
p. 119. DUrer�s reliance on measure,
numbers, and weight stems from
the"Book of Wisdom;• wher< we
read:"Thou [GodI hast arranged
eve1')'thing according to measure,

in keeping with the humanist notion of human dignity . . . as a moral being, who

numberandwcight"(Sap.Sal.ll,
11). "When he prepared the heav

is free to choose how he wishes to employ his abilities:'50

ens, I )Sophia) was there: when he
set a compas> upon the fuce ofthe
depth" (Proverbs. 8,17).

For this reason, in Durer's work the violent eruptions of the imagination are
constrained by a careful study of nature and geometrical measurement-in
the engraving, among other things, the stereometric shape of the polyhedron
stands for the latter. The main figure of Melencolia I clearly embodies both
sides of creative power and melancholy. The seated figure, sunk in contempla-
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Albrecht Durer, op. cit. note 54, pp.
118 and :102. Goufricd Boehm,
SnMl••" zurPtrspcktivitdt
(Heidelberg, 1969). See text.
.

56 )OS<'ph Beuys,quoted in Franz
Joseph '"'n den GriJlten, "lkuys'

Max Rcirhmann
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(Basel & Mayland,1996),p. zoo.

Seealso the illustration,ElllwUrft

ftirMalmmal A115dnvllz(Museum
SchlossMoy!and,1957).

57 The happening �nt under the
Litle: in rms . . . wrttrmu .. .

landunwr. See on this Mario
Kramer.o.cLebensmitte�" in:
Demschlnndbiltler(Bcrlin,t997l,
p. 295. MarioKramer's text forms
an exact desaiption as weU asa
comprehensivt, new interprC1ation
ofaU the dements connected w11.b
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vitrine.

sS Sigmund Freud, in Gesammdte
Werke, vol. XIII (London and
Frankfurt,1940), p. 271.

59 Sigmund Freud, Gesammcllc
Werke, val. X (London and
Frankfurt, 1946),p. 300.

6o See EvaHuba"Der kontrollierte
Korper," in op. cit.,note s6,p. 99·

61 I would liketo pointto themen
siv" andfundamtntal portrayal
offered in Eva Huber, Joseph Beuys:
Ha14ptstrom 11nd Fmmrmr
62

(Darmstadt, 1993)

Joseph Beuys. op. cit., no�e 2, p. 23.

63 joseph Beuys Sp14r<m in K11nst rmd
Gt:Sdlsduifr,no. .)0-1, (llomburg,
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64 Quotations areas follOWli:

Immanuel Kant, Kririk dtrpr'llkris
cl�en VermmftIGrurrdlegungutr
Merophy;
ik derSitre11 (Fronkfurt,

1968), pp. 68 and 63 (BA 78,70);
Karl Marx. op. cil., note 6,pp. ss,
103, 53; Saul Friedlander, in: Kirsch
und TodIDer 1-\�dersclltm dtS
Nazimrll5 (Munich,1986),pp. 91,
93.17, 126; Immanuel Kant,op. cit.,
pp. 68, 67. 61 (BA 78; BA; 76,'J7', BA
67).In this comext, the"principle
of humanity and ofall rational
nature perseas a p•trpllse ira itself
(which is the foremost limiting
condition ofliberty for the action
ofany person)" cannot be deril·ed
"from ocpericntt." h bearsoom·
paring thesesentences with Marx's
vic"� on alienatton,"herethelat

tion, and also the black, shadowed face allude to the influence of Saturn. The
acute angle of the compasses in her lap corresponds to the broad, right-angled
rays of the planet Saturn in the heavens. Next to the planet, the title of the
engraving is sited within the wingspan of a bat in flight. This demonic creature
ofthe night, whose flight begins with the fall of darkness, is thus referred to the
seated figure of the angel as the latter's animal opposite. Melancholy's gaze is
inward. She simply does not focus on the external world, her gaze is turned
from the objects laid out before her.51 And even the grasping action of the hands
exhibits a contradictory expression, evincing an "empty" activity. The left hand
is a balled fist, serving only to support the head, while the right hand is just as
motionless and holds the compass. The latter, like the straightedge on the floor,
can also be categorized as an instrument of geometry. However, the figure nei
ther takes note of nor uses them. She sits, inactive, and only the spatial prox
imity of the concentrated gaze and tense hand convey a sense of its projective
creative power. \>\lhile Melancholy's overall stance attests to the fact that her
use of the compass has been brought to a halt by deep sadness, the intense gaze
of the face, like the fist, offers a concentrated image of the contradictions the
composition as a whole describes. It is as if the empty clenched fist is unable to
grasp anything tangible, the gaze into emptiness unable to comprehend the
visible as a form. In connection with the figure's fist, Panofsky has therefore
emphasized that it symbolizes the power of the mind to concentrate, that is to
say the fact that we can truly grasp a problem, on one hand, while simultane
ously remaining powerless to solve or disregard it on theother. The clenched fist
thus "expresses the same thing as the gaze directed into the empty distance."52
I n other words, for Melancholy the pure view of things through what DUrer
called the "Gegenwurf' has dissolved into an emptiness that the gaze can no
longer fathom. In the Gegemvurfof perspective, things first become tangible to
the degree that, by dint ofthe spatial construction, they are subordinated to a
uniform mathematical reference.
The stone polyhedron, positionedin terms of perspective, attests to this within
the structure of the engraving. It faces the gaze o[ the viewer, whereas
Melancholy's gaze is turned away from it. Thus, the difference between the per
spectival appropriation of the world (Welthabe) in the image and the inwardly
directed gaze of the main figure underscores not just a rupture, but a full loss of
world. The weight (Schwere) of the stone, within view of the objects and the hori

ter assumes that alienated labor is
not a frttactivity and dt:gradesthe
independent adivity or theworker

zon, is presented as a measurable entity, and now corresponds to the melancholy

reduces"Man's spf.ties bcirrg" to a
mere "means ofhis ph)'Sic:.J ex.is-

reveals its most uncanny ( unhei111 liche) quality: in the end, like the human figure,

"to the StatuS ora meanS.'1 )l

(Schwermut) of a gaze that focuses on emptiness. Thus, the measurable world
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it eludes the grasp of rational comprehension and conceptualization . So the main
figure has fallen into mourning for this loss of world. As Oilier's intellectual self
portrait, the figure combines both sorrow (Trauer) and melancholy. The loss
entailed in turning awayfrom theworld can only be overcome by turning toward
the inner world, an inner measure, which equallyamounts to returning the world
to the intellect. This measure, a measured inner approach, and its correspon
dence with a cosmic measure are referred to both by the scales on the tower
behind Melancholy and by the magic square. The latter was considered Jupiter's
square and as such was capable of offsetting Saturn's negative influence. At the
same time, it is also a visible pointer to human creativity that enables us to deci
pher the relation between microcosm and macrocosm.The square also suggests
the possibility of going beyond that merely numerical order ofthe cosmos acces
sible to huma n intellect. The left wing of the angelic figure points to the num ber
one. For DUrer, who was wellgrounded in the Platonic tradition, this number
not only expressed the principle of all numerals, but also the "One" as the basis of
all being, the One inaccessible to human knowledge.53 The One also has to be
located beyond everything visible. The clenched fist in the engraving refers to
this, for it functions as a vivid counterimage of all that can be grasped by the
conceptualizing intellect. It is posit ioned not only lower than the wing, but also
lower than the figure one in the square. So Durer tells us in his own words that
before turning to the conceptualization of the world, he gave himself over to con
templation of the "inner Ideas . . . ofwhich Plato wrote;' in order to find the right
S4
measure and good form.
At the same time, a date is inscribed in the magic square, one that refers
directly to an event in Oilier's life, the date of his mother's death: 16.5.1514 (May

16, 1514). The main figure thus indicates that Durer turned his back on the world
in melancholy, in the sense of a creative turn inward, while at the same time con
fronting a loss, which filled him with sorrow. In the engraving, melancholy and
mourning thus link in such a way that access to creative imagination is only pos
sible as a consequence of successfully working through one's mou rn ing

(Trauerarbeit). The inward focus of the concentrated power of the central figure's
gaze and the eyes' confused disquiet attest to this ambivalent conflict between
mourning (Trauer) and melancholy. The face left in the dark, in the shadows,
occupies the most enigmatic place in the engraving, initially resembling a mirror
by means of which the emotional mood of the melancholic figure is simply
expressed as the empty shadow of its own self. Oilier himself lik
ened the face to

a mirror that was supposed to give "the feelings various forms through our eyes."
Thus, he expected artists to use the "right measure" n
i order to present things in

"''"'"·"Man's lossofhissdfin labor
i y.
results in the loss ofhwnan dignt
Jn this process, IUODe)'iJwertsaiJ
human quatities. It takes on the
rol< of intermediary"beiWe<.'Illife
and th< meansoflife

[I.tbnumittc�."Thus.moneyis

no"' alsoableto comty"theexis
tenceofthe other person form<?."
Hown-er, where\'tf hlunans arc
degraded tothe status ofsla''<
labor<rs, natur< C""SeS"to be a
>limliS

oflift(l.ebtnsrmtttl)ofhis

labor . . . "The"'"!!" laborerthere
upon only manages only to subsist
as o physical subject stripped of

human dignity. As a slavelabortr,
the human beingis thus reduced to

the stalus ofan animal, or, as Marx

puts it: ••The animal becornts
human and tht:human becomes
,
animal. .
Weknow that thegoal of pro
ductionin theAusch\vit:tconcen
tration camp was to produce death.
In Au�chwitz., hO\vtver, the prison

ers were no longer treated as

hununs. but as animals. J\.1oreover,
they bad to finance thcir own
death. h1 view ofthese facts, it is
qWtt UlCOJ\ctivab1e how,with ref
trence to Beuys' displarcase

Ausdnwtz Dtnrom.rration
(•9S6-•964), some n
i terpreters h"'"
b«n able to 8p<'akofa"meansof
life"(Ltbe>uminel) or e>-en a

"means to Jif<"(Mittf'lzum l..ebm).

Georg lo1ppe hasused these expres·
sioos in his book &uysfbckm.
Dokumenler968-1996

(Regcnsburg,•996), p.23J.Iappe's
statements assume that the
\\"'mat/a S;ulptunin thevitrine

attm-tpts to ' gras
p
.. the"borror',o(
Albcilwitz''in the mannerofa
modtl . . .as decay [Verwesung] and
ingestion(Verspeisung]." At the
,.metime,heconstrues this model
as being able to show that through
the agency ofthe vitrine the horror
ofAu
schwittcan be transformed
into a"mans
e to life"(Mittelzw�r

Leb�n). Tappe sometimes uses the
r:rcnd1 term pt'uduil$ alimentaires
for"meansoflife." Botb terms
belong in pa-esent usage in a
semantic context that has nothing
todo with>liStenantt. One ingesrs
sustcnane<', but not a pr1XIr�itali·
meruai,..,. Before bcinginputted
into thebody as sustenance (suste
nance has tobe prepared) a "means
oflife"belongsto thodomau> of
commodity circulation. lbe latter
distu>guishesthe function ofmon
etaryvalue from thatofuse''alue,

Max Reirhmann
which isprecisely desubstanriatal
by the moooaryvalue. A prndwt
a/imentairris producalandcan lx
purchased. Production also took
place inAuschwitz. Onlythere the
Jews had to finnnce the"economy
ofdeath" themselves.
Appropriation of Jewish prop·
ertyand death went hand in band.
OnlytheNazi economicsystem
a! from this"economyof
profit
death," without havingto makeany
im-estm<nb.Th< inevitabilityand
hopelessness ofdeoth inAuschwitz
is to be distinguished quite funda·
mentally from the"mortification"
that Marxdescribes in the cycle of
alienated labor,as sdf-saaifice and
self.Joss on the partofthe laborer.
In Auschwitz. the starting point
and goal of"production"were
identical: namely death. In the
"death economy" ofAuschwitz
therewas no ">)'Stem ofcredit" for
the prisoners. r-oran im't$lJnell1
bad tolx made n
i death. The
medium of"exchanll""wasno
longer thehum:1n being, but death.
Death, however.or so we read n
i
Celan's poem, wns a "MaSter from
Germany.�• This system's((ventricle'•
\<as called the crematorium.ln the
case ofthe wn..mth Sculprure n
i the

vitrint" Auschwitz DeniJJn.stmtino
Jappe also speaksofa"force fidd,•
which accordingto Beuyswas to
psychicaUy"get rid ofenergies."

(Iappe denotes this expression as a
quotation from &uysbut does not
u
i dicatein what conte>.� Beuys
usa! thenotion.)
Transposal onto the ps)ocho
logicalle>-,1 in psychoanalysis,
ingestion ofsustenance is consid·
era! a model for the mechanism of
introjection and identification.
lncorporati()n in the psycboana·
lyt
ical sense hos three different lev·
elsof meaning.lntrojection leads
to increased pleasure, for either an
"object"is absorbalor deStro)'ed.
Thepropertinof the object can
also be appropriatal in such a
manner that the subject preserves
them within himself: "The original
pleasure Ego . . . wishes tointroject
aU that is goodand repulseaU that
is bad.Thebad,that which is alien
to the Ego, which is outsideit, is
initially idmticalto it"(Sigmund
Freud, GW, vol. 13, p. •J). We can
therefore consider introjection
and rejection as precursors of the
faculty ofjudgment. The Iafler not
only ascribes properties to things;
at the same time it has to create a

an linage of"good form." Moreover, it was such an approach thatgranted not only
the feelings but also the work ofart its freedom. By basing the visible measure of
moderation on an ethical measure, the artist succeeds in balancing melancholy
and mourning, ars and usus. Indeed, Durer goes so far as to suggest that the artist
has "instilled" the artwork-analogous to the work of God-with "justice."
Physical gravity (Schwere) and psychological melancholy (psyd1ische Schwermut)
are thus first given the right measure by the freedom of the imagination, wllich
informs our gaze.
The compass in the hand ofthe figure ofMelancholyfunctions attributively to
allude to geometry and perspective. Gottfried Boehm has already pointed in this
conte.xt to the fact that the perspectival vanishing point itself already indicates the
Joss of a hold on the world ( Verlust an Welthabe). The linking back of the per
spectival vanishing point to the self of the artistshows, precisely in the case of the

Melencolia I (where construction and affect not only supplement but also con
tradict each other) that creative self-ex'Perience always also entails the loss of the
object and thus a gaze that loses itself in emptiness or is turned toward the self's
own inner world. In the case of the engraving, we can read the loss of object
world as a parallel to Durer working through a trauma that he himself has iden·
tified with the inclusion ofthe dates of the death of his mother. Freud called this
the work of mourning ( Trauerarbeit), and it initially entails a loss of interest in the
outside world. Interest is turned away from the world at the same time as the
person finds that the loved object is lost. Freud writes: "In mourning it is the
world which has become poor and empty; in mehmcholia it is the ego itself." The
melancholic thus identifies his Ego with the lost object, whereas the mourner
gradually detaches himself from the lost object of love. Thus, the melancholic
finds himself in a conflict due to ambivalence, whereby hate and love contend
with each other. This conflict is then assigned to the unconscious, to "the region
of the memory-traces of things [sachliche Erinnerungspuren, as contrasted with
word-cathexes];' where it remains "withdrawn from consciousness."55
Beuys incorporated not only Durer's polyhedron in various phases of his
own art. He even adopted the seated posture of the figure of Melancholy in
one action, and citing Plato, included the fifth regular form in another work.
The Platonic dodecahedron was the subject of Beuys' 1949 stereometric study.
Its image reappears in 1976 as the right side of a multiple postcard entitled Bee

Magazine (Bienenzeitung), and its real stereometric body wound up in one of
the cabinet spaces (upper row, third from left) of the 1961 object group Scene

from the Stag Hunt. {See Plate 8.3 } For Plato, the regular pentagonal dodecahe

dron signified the world in its entirety. In the Stag Hunt, the Platonic Form of
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FIGURE 8.5
Joseph Beuys

Sze11e aus lJirsclljllgd (Scer!e from the Stag Jiullt), 196t (detail showing Geometrische
Stt�die!Platonischer Klirper (Geome11·ic Swdy!PiatonicBody), 1949)

Beuys Block, Room 2, Hessisches l.andcsmuseum, Darmstadt
Photo: Gomer Schon
<!:lt999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

bannony between the represema
tion oftheobject and its real exis
tenoe through affirmation or
ntgation:"Exprcssed in the lan
guagtof the oldest, oral instincts: I
wiSh tocat it or I wish tospit it
out, and in furlher transference: I
wiSh to n
i troduce that into myself
and I WISh totxcludethat from
mc"(Sigmund Frtud,loc.cit.).At
the level oflanguage,where intro
jection and rej«tion ( Verwerfung)
are now replaced by affirmation or
denial/negation ( Verneimmg),
negation enabla o11lyo11e part
respectively of the repressed con
ten!S ofthe representation to be
reversed. In thi s process, the intel
lectual accepance
t
ofthe repressed
remains distinguished from the
emoLion. ln his sentence. Jappe
likewise makes usc of
"d<:niaUncgtllion•' in order to
ncccpt thc horror of Auschwitz. He
S<>ys that the Warmth Swlpturein
the'"Auschwitz vi1rinell grasps••the
horror not in a strident and
episodic manner.but as a model . .
. as decny and ingestion."In this
way, Iappe's statement denies that
the Warrmh Sculpturecould nar
rate fucts orbring them to mind.
For this typeof reoourse to mem
orywould be"strident"and would
reduce thehorrorto an episode.
(The teml"episode" IS encoun
tered ina political comext today.
Revisionists claim that the crema
toria in the death camps wereonly
one detail inthe overallcvmtsof
the Second World War. In this
way, A�Uehwitzis ...odered
banal, bcoomaa meredetail
among many. Now Iappesays
quite the opposite: the Warmth
Snrlpnrre avoids the banal because
it IS not strident or episodic in
its presentation.}
By kicking out against any
banal�
i 11ion ofthe horror of
Auschwitz, and in order to be able
to aca:pt the hon-or Iappe resorts
too linguistic image that turn
things upside down."Decay"
( Vcrwestmg) and ''ingestion"
( VersJ,.iswtg) are images to be situ
ated at the level oforal and anal
regres.ion. As images theyeither
suggc>t tlwtthe horror of
Auschwitz as o "good" characteris
tic is incorporaled,"ingtstni:'or
that as a"bad" quality it is repulsed
from the Ego and de>troyed by
"decay." Perhaps Iappe was think·
ingofthebiscuit next to the figure
ofChrist in theplate (Cross)

Max Reirhmann
behind the llhmuh Sru/prure
when he thoughtof"incorpora
tion."The notion of"decay"could
perhaps referto the mummified rat
(wllat) in the tub nextto the hot
plates of the electric stoven
i the
Warmr/1 Sculprur.. Both sculptures,
the lSI Rnr and the Cross, show the
fut<! ofdeath. The two linguistic
images jappe uses enable us at the
psychological level to shiftthe drive
(Tricb) within the unconscious one
respecth..,step into itsopposite.
What is repufsi>,.about theobject,
assignifi<d bythe word"decay,"
engender$a propensity for aggres·
sion, whik incorporation pointsto
greater pleasure(u<Srgtwitm).ln

rhis manner, those ofBeu)'s' sculp·
mral constructs that speak ofdeath
are given an emotionaJ ambiva
lenc�.11trough tllis a(l'ect, this
enables the actual contems of the
notion ofthe practice ofextermi·
nation in Auschwitz to be trans
posed onto a psydtological
thing-presentation

(Ditrgvomclluug),whichcan now
be split offall the more easilyfrom
consciousness.In this "-ay, the
affects that aJIO\•ed us acxess to the
original ideational contents
( Vomtll11ng1inhalt) ofAuschwi12
only through theaffect ofmourn
ing<tre cnthoctcd in a new, ambiva
lent manner.
Whether the modd of the
Wnrmt/1 Sculprw-ethatJappe finally
interprets at thepsychological level
in the sense ofemotionalambiva¥
lcncc actuallycorrespondsto a"real
objed,,in the vitrineAusclnvitz
Demon.srratiotl s
i a matterto be
C.'j>lored in a closeranalysisofthe
overnllmntextofthe displaycase.
In suchan analysis"" mightfind
that by meansof a mnstellati<)nof
signiliersentailing form and mare
rial, Beuys bridgesthe gap bft,,oeen
the >ymbolicstructure oflanguage
and the ideationalcontents denied
and repressed in it. No such bridg
ingor clarification can be found in
Jappc's interpretation. Possibly,
through the S<:ulptural images
and Ileuys alw;�ys understood the
sculptural process asanalogousw
language--theaffect then basmore
direct accessto the rep�sed and
rejected oontentsthat b3\'<'thus
been ;plit off fromconsciousness.
In 1982,wtth ref=ce tospecific
imagesgcner-•ted in an, film, and
lueraturc tn connection with
Auschwiu,SaulFriedlilndecspoke
ofexorcism l•ppc's interpr<tation
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1949 is fastened to the upper back wall ofthe cupboard. In its present state here,

the original form is no longer preserved. Beuys attached a roll of paper to the
right wall next to it. On the role stands a Bunsen burner, the upper section of
which points outward like the barrel of a gun. Positioned vertically beneath
the Platonic Form and, i11 the lower section of the cabinet space, the pages of an
open book are visible. The two pages show two illustrations of machine guns as
well as instructions on how to use them. A door handle on its own is placed
against the side-wall of the cabinet space housing the stereometric body and
points to the adjacent space (upper row, second from left). There, if we follow
the line of the handle, we can discern a pair of compasses rammed into the left
cupboard wall. Next to itwe can make out an unraveled string that hangs down
ward to touch a ladderlike structure. A little further back in the space and to the
left is a metronome, while in the background (as a motif for movement), a rab
bit on a motorcycle is visible. Like the cross in another cabinet space (upper row,
fifth from left), the metronome is originally from a 1964 Beuys action marking
the twentieth anniversary of the failed July 1944 attempt on Hitler's life. Across
from the "Jadder"-which, like the compass, perhaps alludes indirectly to the
Durer engraving-a trapezoidal structure made of walnut wood leans against
the right wall on t\vo legs. The surface of the wood has impressed on it in sten
ciled script the date ofBeuys' birth in the form of a series of numbers: 125 [1] 921
(May L2, 1921). Beuys made the sculpture in 1957 for a competition for a monu
ment for the former Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp. He took part in
the competition in 1958. {See Plate 8.11 On one of the designs connected with his
entry, we can make out a trapezoidal shape towering over the gateway to the
Auschwitz camp. Beuys termed this shape a "landmark"

(Wahrzeichen). He

intended to have it built of reinforced concrete, bridging the tracks that led to
the ramp and "visible from a long way off." A further, somewhat smaller land
mark located 375 meters behind the entrance gate was to lead to a monument.
Beuys intended the latter to be a sculpture that conveyed the meaning of a bea
con, a bowl, a crystal, but also that ofa monstrance.56 Beuys also produced a sec
ond wooden model for the competition entry. He later sawed it into pieces and
reassembled it in a different shape. It can b e seen now as the 1957 object

Transformation Sign in the first display case in Room 5 of the Beuys Block in
Darmstadt. The two open lateral sides of the wooden figure point in the direc
tion of the vitrine AuschwitzDemonstration, 1956-64. Between the lateral sides,
opposite one of the viewing sides, we can see the bone of an ungulate entitled

Radio (1961) and on its left a bronze sculpture entitled Foot (1955). The feet and
lateral sides of the figure thus resemble the dislocated parts of one body. And
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both wooden models-that in the Scenefrom a Stag Hunt and that in the Room
5 vitrine-were

used by Beuys in a 1965 action in Wuppertal.s7

Tra11Sformation Sign also bears an inscription with Beuys' date of birth,
although it is invisible, positioned on the rear. The manner in which the two
wooden objects have the sequence of numbers impressed in stencil script onto
the wood recalls the way prisoners in the concentration camps had their num
bers tattooed onto their skin. Beuys opts for his own birth date instead of the
concentration camp number, thus substituting not only one series of numbers
for another, but also changing their meaning. He puts his own living person in
the place of a dead prisoner. [n other words, the former soldier in the German
Luftwaffe quasi-symbolically dons the skin of a dead person. Beuys, never in
danger of being condemned to a concentration camp, thus transposes the
memory of a real situation in the Auschwitz concentration camp onto a new
sequence of numerals as paxt of an object witn which he can identify thanks to
his own birth (like his own biography or the list of his works, the Life

Course/Work Course). In doing so, he inverts the relationship between life and
death. Psychoanalysis typically regards such an inversion as an Ego defense
mechanism. According to Freud, this move permits what was once a hated
object to become loved or to be transformed into the object of identification.53
In swapping names by means of changing numbers-and one object tellingly
bears the name Transformation Sign-Beuys denies the memory of Auschwitz
a voice. Thus transformed by substituting numbers and names, the content
can now be replaced with a new idea. At the same time, the wooden model
functions as a substitute for a psychological "object" or what Freud termed a
"thing-presentation" (Dingvorstelhmg), thus enabling the Ego to split off certain
mnemonic traces from the word-presentation ( Wortvorstellung). As Freud has
shown, such a thing-presentation, a notion not contained in words and thus a
nontranslated psychic operation, remains in the unconscious as something
rep:·essed.59 The walnut wood model and the shape of Transformation Sign-
intended originally to tower up over the gate Lo the Auschwitz death camp-can
thus be read as the signifier in the process of the "return of tbe repressed"

( Wiederkehr des Verdri:ingten) and rejected in which a "missed reality" rears its
head. In other words,for Beuys Lhere is a rupture betvveen perception and con
sciousness, and also betvveen consciousness and the unconscious; this enables
him to block from his consciousness the real contents, namely Auschwitz's
practice of destruction. In contrast to Beuys, Durer opted in his Melencolia I to
include the date of a death. Mourning and Platonic anamnesis of the "inner
ideas" thus move down a joint path through the agency of a measured ethics.

oftbe lllm..rh Sculprur., wherehe
speaksof"dcx:ay" and"ingestion:'

amcel'lainlylx <eg;�t-ded as exor·
cism. For with these expressions
)appe not onlyr
i werts the symbolic
ianguage, but abo the t-ontents of
the course ofextermination. In this
""'Y· the images block ace<.<.< to

mnemonic work. For Friedlander,
one characteristic of thisrxorcistic
discourse is that"by means oflin·
u
g istic artifice,shifts m meaning.
aestheticizauon and the '"'"on
ofsymbols .. . a bord<r istrans·
gressed"and prcasdy by thos trans
gression"a f<elingofdi>content"
arises. This cxorasticae1 can at the
same time lead to the cathexis of
new emotions1 which were prcvi·
ousl)• located as contentsbetween
"the impos.-.ibility of the individual
either remembering 01· fo,·getting:•
In his book, Friedlttnder quotes
from a SJ'<'CCh by Himmler, which
thelatter held on Oct. 4, t943 toSS
generals in Posnan.and in which it
becomes clear that even for the
Nazi kilkrs theactsofextermioa·
tionhad to be accompanied by
"forms ofexorcism."Thisact of
makingsomething undone thtn
enables the Ego 10"instill irsown
aC1ions with neutrality .."In his
speech, Himmler said: "Most of
youwiJI k
now wha1 it rneans if 100

..

corpses lie toget her . . . . To have
endured 1h is and to have . . .
remained de<:enl, that is whal has
made us tough. This is a shctl in
our history books attesting to our
fame the lik� ofwhich has never
lxen wrillen and will ne..,.. be

written . .. The wealth they (the

Jews] had we ha"e taken from them

...Wehave taktn none ofit for
oursch"tS ...\\'c had the mood

right mdced "" h•d the duty
towa.rds our people tO lo
1 1this peo·
pie [the Jews] which wished to kill
us"(quoted from Friedlander).
In view ofthe barbarism of
thosdeed and the lnngunge it is

,

ne<:<Ssa>1' to recollect whnt Kant
understood humnn dignity. duty,
and ethical l.ife to mean:"Now,
morality is the sole condition
under which a rational being can
be a purpose in it>elf; for only
through it is it possible to lx a law·
giving member in the realm of
pt•rpo.ses. ln otherwords, e1hical
ife
l and humanity, to theextent
that it is capableofthe former,"'
the onlything which had dignity."
For this reason everyaction mu>t

Max Reithma�m
ha""arisen from the will ofa
hwnan being as a rational being,
whose principle oflibertysays that
''by virtue of its maxims, the will
can at the same Lime consider itself
law-giving." The categoric impera
tiv� is thus oriented toreason and
librrty. Onl)' from these two quali
ties can we, through purewill,
derive and justify actions. For this
rca�><>n, only he acts ethically,wbo
rtfers his willto reasonandliberty.
Reason asan idea, bowe\'el',under
li<s humanotyper se.Dutyas the
prccondnionof anyaction th=
fore refers to reason. Itholds true
for all rational bcing$:''The practi
cal necessityofactingaccording to
this principle, i.e. duty, does not
rest on feelings, n
i stincts andn
i cli
nations, but simply onthe rclati011ship ofrational beings to one
anothtr . . ."The rational nature of
human beings and human dignity
thus exists asa purpose per se.
They can be heeded,orviolated,
and trodden underfoot, but they

can by no means be purchased. In
the commonality,human dignityis
secuned byhuman rights. Howe\ll!r,
thtSe were annulled bytheKazis,
btcause forthem not".U were
equal who bore a human faoe.•
This barbaricstance contradictS
Kan�s categorical imperative
acoording to which no"human
being s
i a thing." '111e human being
can therefore not"be used merely
as a means,bu1 must in aU his
actions be considered a purpose in
himself. In other words, I can in no
marmtrdispose over the human
being inmy person, cannot maim
him, spoil him, orkill him."

6s Joseph Btuys, op.cit.note 2. p. 55·
Bcuys' orgaoistic notion ofthe
monetary prooescontradicts
s
not
onlySchiller's theoryofalienation,
but abo""all that put forward by
Karl Marx.
66

Joseph &uys, op. cit., note 4. p. 39·

67 Joseph Bcuys, op. cit.,note 63, p. 82.

68 lku)'Ssays ofLhe Christ m
i pulseas
a driving principle that it lives"in
man and in his labor.The laborer is
the transcendental quintessence of
man."Christ, by contrast,who
simultaneously rd<asc< the human
Ego.can·be contemplated.!ike
something that is bcfor.)'OU,;oo,
as the electricstOY<here.-Joseph

Beuys, DuOrristo�Simpllls. Ein

Gaprioclo mitJuseph Bt..,._ Frll·
Ar!Jeirsstarrer,(Berlin: Boess &
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Perhaps Di.irer was reminded of the path of the soul in the "Ur-mythos" in
Plato's Politeia (621 a-d). There, the soul is commanded to only drink carelessly
a certain measure of forgetti ng

(lethe) from the Ameles, the "Forgetful River."

Anyone drin king too much forgetfulness loses any notion of justice, prudence,
or virtue for the rest of his life. The melancholic whom Beuys (but not Durer)
has in mind thus allows the shadow and the "negative form" of his objects to fall
across his own Ego. This is also evidenced by Beuys' stance when, during the
>>Hauptstrom>> action of1967, he sat in a corner in the same position as that
of the figure of Melancholy in Durer's engraving. He gazes at the earth, at the
wedges of fat in the bed of fat he himself had made. In a Saturnine gesture, his
right hand touches the floor and the left hand supports his head. Here again, the
actions of grasping and comprehending, and not just the supportive hand hold
ing his head, aUude to imaginary processes in

Di.irer's Melencolia I, for during

the happening Beuys created mouth-made sculptures and fat corners from
impressions of his own body.60 The highly complex sequence of actions cannot
be narrated in its entirety here. 61 It suffices to state that at a certain point Beuys
included his mouth and ear as organs of hjs body. This is demonstrated by the
row of impressions of his teeth placed along a chalked line-biting into the
soft fat and wax mass thus becomes a negative of a body sculpture-as do the
"ear cones" next to them. Not only can we see in this compulsive gestural rep
etitio n an approach to the sculptural potential of his own body. This act also
refers to Beuys' theoretical principle of an extended concept ofart: "Speaki ng=
Scu lpture." The 1967 Mouth Sculpture m ade during >>Hauptstrom>> aclion is
to be found today in vitrine 8 in Room 5 of the Beuys Block in Darmstadt-the
visible sign of this creative sculptural principle attributed to the Ego through
language. The same room houses the vitrine Auschwitz Demonstration.
During an action in his studio on November 2, 1984. Beuys used a piece of
pyrite to visualize the function of the Honey Pump in the Workplace. He linked the
pyrite in terms ofshape and content with Di.irer's polyhedron in Melencolia I. The
stone is also reproduced on a postcard multiple called Klanggebilde! Soundform.
Today, the stone used in the action is in a vitrine in Kunsmuseum
t
Bern. That vit
rine, like the Documenta 6 installation, bears the title HoneyPump, with the addi
tional remark: 1984, 2. November. One of the versions ofthis vitrine (it is doubtful
i

whether Beuys arranged the display case himself) has the pyrte stone placed on
a little plinth at the upper end of a panel alongside theword "Geist" (mindlintel
Iectlspirit). The panel was produced during the action and symbolizes in dia
grammatic form the three stages of the action model used in the

Honey Pump.

The lower section of the panel corresponds to the roller driven by the two electric
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engines, which rotated over fat and thus warmed it. In the case of the drawing on

Ramin, undat«<), pp. 9 and 8.
Accordingly,weencounterbronze
vessdsboth in the vitd11e and in the
installation ofHor�igpumpr3= "these
should contain spil'ic/mind''
(Joseph lkuys, op. cit., note 2,p. 63).
On the panel in rhe viuine, Beuys
drew his hat above the \\/Ot·d
"thought"and above the hat, a vcs·
sel. The form ofthe vessel crop> up
in the lowersection, too. During the

the panel, Beuys wrote the word" Wille" (will) above theroller as its driving force.

in another version of the same display case we can see the stone situated in front
of the blackboard. From below, a hand intervenes in the dynamic action. ln both
versions, this renders the chaotic state of the mass of fat malleable--the fat is
simultaneously assigned to the economic domain. As in the action, the upper
section is the zone ofthinking, corresponding to the lower section. The zone of

action, the panel �r-.:dasa work

ing topand bore no "'Tillng. ThA!
writingwasodd<!<� tQ\Yllrd the rod,
as a kindofttt<>rd that pin·pomted
'.tlat theaction had b«ttlilo:o.

thinking is now assigned the form of a polyhedron as a crystalline structure.
Here, the formal juxtaposition ofchaos and form again visualizes Beuys' belief
that "free thought" requires"will as thestimulus ofheat"62 In other words and in
contrast to Kant, Beuys here attributes the force of natural energy to willpower as

69 Joseph lkuys,op.cit.,notr 6},p.6<).

70 Thewritel"ofUte Oldest Sy$lematic

Programha.:. not yetbeen identified

a drive-this bears emphasizing as regards his definition of human dignity. He
himself says: "The will also exists in nature. And also in the human being . . . The
ability to reflect can be seen in t11e uppermost principle, in the human nervous
system and sensory organs." The opposite lower pole would be "the pole of the
will."63 ln Kant's thought, on the other hand, all action as a mental act stems from
i related only to Reason and not to the empirical con
the will. For Kant pure will s
ditions of namre, because, or so Kant suggested, only Reason, as independent of
sensuousness and instincts, can serve as a basis of human freedom. As a conse
quence, only those actions that can be derived from pure will serve a moral end
or "purpose"

(Zweck). The goal of free will in

71

72

action in the domain of experience first arise under the precondition that free will
exists, and this cannot be equated with a wi ll directed toward material ends.
Empirical will is conditioned by instincts and desire. Free will, by contrast, con
siders itself as "justifying" (geset:zgebend) all action. Kantgoes on togive such free
will a purpose, albeit it one radically different from the purposes of empirical acts.
He speaks of"setf-purposiveness" (Selbstzweck). Man is able to co-exist in free
dom with others and to act in a binding manner in such a setting because he can
act self-purposively when such an act is directed toward his own existence. The
p rinci ple of humanity and of the human being thus prevents man from being
degraded to the status of an object. Jn his

Groundwork for the Metaphysics of
Morals, Kant emphasized that human dignity has no "market price." There he
wrote: "In the realm of purposes, everything either has a price or it has dignity. An
equivalent can always take the place of each thing which has a price; what, by
contrast, is above all prices and quite simply does not allow for an equivalent, that
ature and

Hafntt,t95t), pp.65, lt3.

Ibid., p. 219.

regards theseas a rcquiremem
beomsetherefore"the idea ofthe
whole ... dcterminclsl the form
and combination ofall the pans.'"
{!did. p. 220.) The concept of the
purposivcnc;s ("Zwcckmltjligkeif')
of nature can. in 1urn, bedefit1ed
by that ofreflective judgement. ll
is,as a "Lranscendernal concept . . .
neither a natural concept nor a
concq>t offreedom,b«ause it
ascribe> nothing to the object (of
nature),but only representsthe
peculiarway in which WI.'must
proceed in refkctlon upon the
obj«tsofnature"through a'"sub·
jectiw principle (maxim) ofthe
judgment."(lbid. p. :w).ln other
words, the concept ofpurposeis
not able to render visible any objec·
tive<•order ofnalure: in accordance
witll its empirical laws" (Kant, op.
cit., p. lt). Thar1ks to this subjective
principle, however. unity can be
construed in terms o(purpose.
Nature i�lfis thus subject«! to a
"should." Byvinue ofthe linkback
to thisprinciple a priori a"natural

the peaceful coexistence of free

the domain of nature nor from that of pure intellect and knowledge.

Immanuel Kant Critiqueof
judgment, tr. j.Bemard (NewYork:

73 Ibid.,p. :zo. By a»uming that
nature is subj(ct to purposes, Kant

humans can therefore be formulated as a metaphysics of morality: possibilities for

has dignity."64 For Kant, freedom and free existence can be derived neither from

conclusively. ll could have been
Hegel, Schelling, or even H!llderlin.
Quotations from HOiderlin st�rn
fromFriedrich Ht\ldcrlin.
Slimtlicht Werke (Berlin &
Darmstadt, •9.58), Pi>· 1o89-91.

7
4

order Ishould bel cognt1�ble by
ourun<kmandmg (op. cit., p. 22).
Ibid., p.31-

75 Sy>U�tU!LteProgram. op.cit rlOtc
••

Max Reithmann
71, pp. 10�0.

76 We coulddefinelhe difference to

Kads lhooght as follows,perhaps:
"!\owif lheidea ofpraaical reason
can no longer be ncc:epted as a pos·
tulate, as it is in Kan(s thought,
!hen the pOSition ofthe analogical
comparison,the ':Js� lf� is now
fleshed out by lhe'aesthetic idea'
itself. Qua aeslhelicproductivity, it
would then becomea projected
mythologyofreason,which, inits
utopian function,would replace
theabsent criteria for legitimating
the state. For this reason the
'Systemprogramm' demands:
'Monolheism ofReason and ofthe
Heart,Po�'lheism ofthe
Imagination and in art ... :·Max
Reithmann, Joseph Beuys;lAMort
me tient t11 iv<il(Toulouse: Mit

77

78

ARPA.E\1994), p. 289.
Systematic Program, op. cit. note 70,

p.l090-

Beuyscan resort 10 fich.tewhen,on
theoccasion ofhis lectureat
Do<umnua 6, '�herehe had
installed Honey Ptmtp,he empha·

sized that the Ego can perceive its
own power through the"inde·
pendentactivity" oflhe Ego. For,
byvirtue of this activity, !he Ego is
also able tobecome•the coneept of
freedom"(op. cit., note 1,
pp.126-7). Kant had ikewise
l
already emphasiled the free inde·

pendent activity inherent in the
acts of the conscious self,although
n
i a manner unlike that adopted by
Ficine. Inhis SysrcmofE
t l!imlLife

wrineo in t8tl. Fichtespoke in a

similar"'a)',or so it would seem,of
the�consciousness'absoluteere·
alive foree"which, in lhe contem
plation ofan imag
e , provides the
concept as afaculty ofpossibility
(1. G. Fichte, Ficllrcs Werke, vol. XJ,
ed.l. H. Fichte, lllerlin: Walter de

Gruyter&Co., t971),p.to). Unlike
Beuys,Fichte indiClltesdearly!hat
intellectual contemplation is
involved and not empiricalpercep

tion.Fichte refers to an inner eye of
the mind and to n gaze directed
inward> soml'lhing to bedistjn
guished from the gazeofthepbysi·
cal/empirical t)'l:. (Pe•·haps it
wouldbe possible hereto establish
some remote oonnection to the
inward·g;umgeyeof DUrer'sfigure
ofMelencol ia.) Fichte terms this
act by an Ego that posits itsdfwhile
simultaneonsly oontcmplating
itselfn
i tellectual contemplation. It
is to be distinguished fromthatul

!70

freedom remain distinct domains as regards human action derived from the cat
egorical imperative.
For Beuys, by contrast, in the model presented in the panel of the Honey

Purnp (and it is representative of both the happening and the installation)
honey as the distribution system acts as the interface to thought by means of an
organic cycle. The tubes function here to visualize the intermediary organ. In
the human, the heart and lung correspond to this domain of interchange and
distribution. Moreover, Beuys believed the Honey Pump depicted man's three
"creativity levels": the will, sensibiJity, and thought. As a machine and as a model
presented on the panel, the Honey Pump could likewise serve as the description
of a social organism. It is a double reflection, for it portrays man's creative func

i interaction with the social commonality. This interaction is pinpointed
tion n
in the middle section of the panel, on the left by the word "Recht" (law) and on
the right by the term "Arbeif' (labor). Beuys intends this to express that the
input of labor-in the sense of a creative ability-being brought to bear can
only be regulated by a democratic order. In other words, to Beuys' mind human
creativity therefore also constitutes the heart of the process of economic
exchange. Just as in the human domain, exchange is regulated by the idea ofjus
tice, so, too, in the field of labor and the economic domain it is deemed to be
rendered possible by the application oflaw. In line with this notion of exchange,
Beuys believes that the circulation of money must also be subjected to an
organic process of expansion and contraction, something that would lead to a
restructuring of the debt system. Given that money, as in a blood circulation
system, repeatedly returns to the "source of creation" (in humans, as in the

Honey Pump, the area of the heart fulfills this function), this "cycle" also guar
antees that in the area of the heart "not a penny more and not a penny less"
returns to the source than was previously inputted into the system. It goes with
out saying that this organic notion of money circulation is quite patently not
applicable in the economic domain or that of the world of finance.65
In the Bern vitrine, the horizontal regulatory principle between law and
labor corresponds to the vertical balance between the polarities of cold and
warmth, mind and matter. All four fields communicate with each other thanks
to the inflow and outflow of honey, something Beuys indicated among other
things by means of arrows on the panel. At the same time, the structure of the
panel also corresponds to the tripartite division of human life into "a natural
being at the lowest level, a social being and a free being."66 Beuys called the
upper section the head zone and located thought, freedom, and mind there. He
visualized the zone during the installation by bending a pipe beneath the roof
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ofthe Fridericianum, which is flooded with light. In the Bern panel, the bent
section of a walking stick takes the place of the organ of reflection. As in the
happening, the crystalline shape of the polyhedron is intended to symbolize
thought. The constellation of stone and rod also refers to a quite specific act
during the happening. While isolating the head zone with felt, Beuys held his
hand over the bent stick and polyhedron in the gesture of someone blessing
them. In his own words this was meant to visualize "baptism in the River Jordan
iconographica1Jy."67 The function of the mind was thus construed as, in turn,
influencing the distribution and exchange system in the sense of a principle of
movement and the power of the Ego. However, Beuys equates the principle of
movement with the intellectual form of the "stin1ulus of Christ," which he
68
believed was inherent in all humans and in human labor.
Beuys himselftermed the way his Honey Pump functioned as "organic," and
it was meant to present the transformation processes between humans and
society as a flow of energy with human creativity at the center of things. This is
intended to generate a new concept of capital, different from that of Marx, and
takes its leave of the latter's notions of state and society. Beuys said that anyone
lacking "an organic notion of the human being" also had no notion "of the
organism of society in which humans live."69 This comparison is based on an
analogy that construes the form of the human organism as para!Jel to society as
an organic form of organization. In this scheme, humans and-thanks to the
extended concept of art-art itself functions as the intermediary between the
two. In this regard, Beuys is able to rely on prior versions of such a scheme
among the German Idealists and Romantics, whose notions of nature and soci
ety went back to Kant.
The so-called Oldest Systematic Program of German Idealism presented the
relationship between nature and society in the form ofa n organism (and in con
nection with art and poetry) for the first time. In order to buttress the analogy
betw·een nature and the state as an organism while at the same time havi11g an
angle from which to criticize the state forbeing a mere"machine" that treats "free
individuals as mechanical cogs;• the originator of the Systematic Program relied on
Kant's Critique of]udgment.

70 There, in his analytical treatment of the teleology of

judgment, Kant had attributed to the organized being of nature a "formative
power" and not the mere "moving power" he ascribed to machines.71 At the same

Kant's thought primarily lx'Cluse
Kant believes human ronSCJous·
ness does not possess the faculty of
intellectual conlemplarion.
According to Fichte, conremplation
in Kant's system can only be sens-u·
ous comemphtlion.
However, Beuys• sl:Hements
with regards ro his undcrs�1nding
ofcontemplation and purecon·

temptation areby no means
unequh«ol Bcuys usunllyblurs
theditrerencos�tween contan·
plation,perception.and purt' con·
tesnplation. At one point, he speaks
l that
ofanacti>-eand a purt wil
"becomes perctption in thought."
Thisthen rorrcsponds to"pure
will' as the independentactivityof
the free Ego and as a creative
energy (Beuys,op.cit., note 1,
pp. �7). On anoth<r occa.ion, he
assumes that the substance of
Christ as Ego substanct (which for
him is ide11ticnl with the Ego as ere·
aUve energy), C:!Jl be p<"I'CCived
empirically. orthis Ego energy
(Christ) be say.onecan"conrem
plate it,you can ha>-e it before you

like this electric stO\"e hert"(Beuys
DerO.risutsimptlls,op.cit., note
68,p. 9). Howe>-er, &uys notonly
contradicts Fichtis notion ofpure
contemplation but also tilt Liner's

understandingofpnoctical reason
and the pmctical concept.from
which Fichte then derives the
imperatives of ethical life. l nde.:d,
asa Warmth Swlpturean electric
stovein 1·he;:AriS<Itwirz
Demonstration display case repre·
sents the principle of warmth.
&hind it is the crucifLX on theplate
and thus thesculptureoftheCrou,
which stres.!OS the principk of
l110"l"lent.
ll

Fichtc emphasiJ..,. that
although""cnn understand the
roncept of"the image ofGod"by
�m ofthedoctrineofscience,
we cannot grasp it in the doctrine
of<thicallife:"the doctrine ofethi·
cal life can ond should knownoth·
ingofthis: He isnot this at the
vanto�e poi�� of reflection�f th�
doctnne. . . . (Ftchtc. op. ell., vo•.
XI, p. 4). In this context, neither in
Fichte's lho11ght nor in the Kantian
system can free<iom become an

ing of a recent "complete transformation of a great people into a state." In this

object ofsell.IOUS
II
contemplation.
Beuys,by contrnSI, �hev�.'< that the
Ego energy can beperctiv(das free
action and as tht"intkpendent
activity"ofthe Ego and thus

organizational form of the state, "each member . . . should be not only means but

In hisDoctrit�tofE.t!rirol Lifo(•Sn),

time, Kant notes here that the body of the state can be construed as an "organi
zation." ln this context, he cites the instance of the French Revolution when speak

"become thecon�pt offreedom.•

Max Reichmann
Fichte specifically emphasizesthe

opposite, namclr nOI only that in
freedom,being isgrounded by the
concept, but also th.lt w model for
freedom is thepure and absolute
concept. The concept understood
thus would first be"in possession
offree energ)' as tl1e model forself
determination and actiotl. . . . •
(Fichte. op. cit., p. t6). In tllisact,
theEgo's 0\,,encrg>; in otho
words, theEgo its..lf."alwaysentllils
an eye constantlyac:compan)'ing it"
(Fichte, op. cit., p. tj). 'Ibis enables
Fichte to construct the concept in
the identity ofseeingand acting. By
virtue of thisinner eye ofthemind,
theEgo canbe gra;ped oot onlyas
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at the same time also an end," such that all work together toward the possibility of
the "whole."n This possibility entailsthe self-purpose offree humans who cannot
be treated as things. The Systematic Program is substantially more radical and
speaks ofthe state as a machine Lhat reduces 6·ee humans to the status of things-
such a state has no right to exist: "so it shall cease" Lhe Program declares. In strict
analogy, Kant held that the transition between nature and society was possible
because teleological judgment enables the concept of nature and of freedom to
interlock. Given that in judgment ( Urteilskraft) , nature is attributed a purpose in
the sense of a merely regulative principle, this presumes a unity "for otherwise
there would be no thoroughgoing connection of empirical cognition in a whole

theidentity ofs..eingand acting,
butalso as theabsolute identityof
seeingand iving.
l
How"'"''• the fact
that the irUJereye ocoompanies the

of experience."73 Reflective judgment thus functions as an intermediary between

intoa real, i.t. objtan-evision.,
(Fichte, op.ciL , p. t8).1Jeuys.too,
speaksof an innereye.Thanksto it,
man can pttceive Christ as"a
purely spiritual form" (Beuys in
Franz joseph Crimten, Ft·iedhelm

take place . . . "74 In order to be able to accomplish actions in freedom, purposes

Menschmbild,Chri>tusbild.

Kantian sense, nor an idea. For "only that which is the object offreedom is idea."

Ego energy."self-determination•
emerges as the transformation of
the selfasa purel)• ideal principle

Mennekes:

ISruttgan•9114), p.u).) And man s
i
therefore able to ;bed W tradition
ofreligion and its revelatory nature
andro himselfbecome the creator
and"producer or the sacramental,
the warm being which litlks
humans inrl>e field oflabor"
(Beuys, op. cit., note1,p. t28).
Beuysstates that bert lowand the
heartshall mediatebctwttn will

and thought.
For Fichte this would mean
that where the Ego raises itselfto
the status of the pr nciple underly
i
ingits own rcaliry. there "the Ego s
i
not ethical" (Fichte,op.cit.,p. 87).
Ethical life, by controst, ischarac
terized,hesuggests,byselflessness.
One'sown lifewould then "be
absorbed byethical will in thecon
cept,n
i the command ofduty . . ."
(k>c. cit.).lle who acts ethically is
no longeran object to h.i.msel£ He
has rclinquished his natural self
"and the�ofthesame.into
which he wasbom,has thanksto

ethical lifeclearlyshed it" (Fichte.
op.cit., p. 89). Now Beuys emph.l
sizes that the activtty oft he selfless
will forms thejustifications for"the

freedom to act" in whida the"love
ofthe thing"becomesthe cause of
theact, but hehnks the will to a sta-

the poles of nature and freedom. Kant's concept of purpose therefore always
remains bound to a moral precept, even in the case of the state. For the concept
ofpurpose is the concept"of a causality through freedom, the effect ofwhich is to
are therefore not given in advance but are given as tasks.
This is precisely the assumption in the Systematic Program in its critique of
the state. The state as a mechanical structure is based on neither a purpose in the
If the state is understood thus (and the model was the Jacobin state during the
French Revolution) and the commonality is reduced to a mere mechanism,
then human beings can likewise be treated as mere things and thus as means.
For this reason, both the human being and the way the state functions are
detached from an idea of freedom. The Systematic Program, however, wishes by
contrast to maintain the "principles for a history of mankind." For this reason
it demands quite radically that "the entire miserable human workings" of that
state that ignores human dignity be stripped "to its very skin."75 At the same
time, the Systematic Program also demands that freedom be restored. It thus
goes much further than Kant did: it calls for poetry and art to take up a centra]
76

position in the social organism. The artw'ork, it declares, is a work offreedom
that enables even history to be incorporated into the equation. For, or so the

Systematic Program would have it, "one cannot reason acutely even on history
without a feel for the aesthetic.'>77 And it is this that constitutes the utopian
character of art and poetry.
Beuys' notion of organism is borrowed from German Idealism, as is his con
cept of a form of art that is meant to provide new legitimation for the social com
monality thanks to its character of freedom. However, perhaps Beuys overlooked
the point that human and artistic freedom (and the Systematic Program stresses
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FIGI.. Rr 8 6
Hem1ann Klcinnecht and Hartmut Lerch

i
Enleirung einerErimrerrmg(ll!lrodllcirrga Memory) (detail), 1992

Video installation at the German Rcichstag, Berlin
Photo courtesy Hermann Kleinnecht

this quite emphatically) can only be established if history is taken into account.
With regard to a few areas of his social sculptures and the forms he used, I have
rudimentarily indicated in the above remarks the extent to which in Beuys' oeu
vre the work of mourning is overshadowed by melancholy and by his forgetting

of recentGerman history. Light will first be shed fully on this issue once the entire
context ofAuschwitz Demonstration has been studied with regard to his expanded
concept of art, among other things with special regard to the criteria ofhistory. l n

order to be fair to Bcuys, we should emphasize that the notion of the "self-activ
ity of the free Ego" (Selbsttiitigkeit des freien Ichs), which he borrows from Fichtc
78
and on which he bases the expanded concept of art, contains an ethical demand.
However, with reference to Fichte's understanding of the Ego, it is riddled with

contradictions. In Beuys' scheme we should understand the pure activity of the
Ego to be a sculptural process, which triggers transformational processes in
humans and in society. And the personal tragedyofBeuys should thus perhaps be
located precisely in this tense relationship between the Ego's desire for freedom
i

and the historical reality of a socety that represses the past and thus the destruc
tion of the idea of a free commonality.

tus ofman in which man assculp·
tor raLICs himselfto the status of
Crt;ttOr.The pure activity of the
Ego energycan in thi,;seuing be
understood to comprise a sculp
tural process itself. ·llle difference

lw.., to the notion ofthe human
beingas plasresand jicJorin Pico
della Mirondol osteams from the
foct thot Beur-; was not iJJterested
in balancing the emotions through
virtue and contemplatingwith
arnaumenldivine crealo
i n in
order thus to approximate a11
image ofGod. For BeU)'S,man is
adrniuedly'"a being that you your·
selfcan form"but he equates the
crelllive elemtnt in man here with
that in God, sa)•ing:"the essenu of
the crtal1vc" in man"must beth�
same�nee as thecreative nature

Max Rcithmann
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The Nazis rode roughshod over freedom and human dignity, among other
things, because they had given the concept of society as organism (which pre
sumes a free, democratic constitutional order) a biologistic footing. The Nazis
consequently placed biological selection on the plinth occupied previously by
freedom of choice. This went hand in hand ·with a division of state and ethical
ofGod" (Beuys, DerC/Jristimpuls,
op. cit., note 68,pp. 13 and 11).

Here, Beuys assumes an identical
c.sence between the creative ele
ments ofGodand man,something
that would ha,·e been una«eptable
for Pico, Cusanus,and Diin:r, and

lilwwisefor FICbte.
For Fichte, thebasic law ofthe
Ego s
i freedom.What functions as
a concept or as God in man must
thereforeappear"asdirectlycaused

by mcansofhisown freedom"
(Ficte,op. cit., voi.X,p.,S8). For
Fichte, this me<Ulsthat onl)• where
man works at his own freedom
doesGod realize Hisdesign in
man. Hown-,r, <'V<I')'Ihing that
divided man from reason (for
example,religious conwntion�or
indolence) is therefore levdcd
against reedom,
f
and unethical. An
unethical stance, Fichtc continues,
enablesndifference
i
and indolence
as regards theGood.111is is the
source ofcowardliness, which lead.
to both "physical"and"moral"

sla''OI'f amongmen (fidne,op.cit,
voi.XJ,p.6o). For this reason, man
should alwaysrememberthatcom
monality exists, as absolute,supra·

empirical substance.With
reference to the notion of commu
nity, seeing in its reflexive form

ll'anspires to be non-empirical
vtsion. ln thisway, tile individual
ll'anscends aD"mereseeing•and
entersthe worldofemicallife
(Fichtc,op.ciL, p. 67). Onlywhere
Reason appearsto the Ego"asthe
lifeofthe absolute concept"am
there be ethicallife (Fichte, op. cit.,
i this way can the
p. 37). Onlyn
social commonality be construed
as "an organic. whole composed of
individuals"(Fkhte, op. cit., p. 66).

79 l'aul Celan !.usgewiihlteGcdtdtrc,
Zwti !WeJr(Frankfun, l980),

p.l46. Incidentally,Bcii)'S also
defined the relationbei\•'Cen date
and lll(ltlOryviasculpmral imag�
not only as thatofa mpture

be:tween languageand image. This
can be seen n
i hisinstallation
1ra.mtop presented in Venice.

life, as a consequence of which the Nazis were truly able to treat humans as
"mechanical cogs." Thus, the Nazis avoided the need to provide any legitimation
for their reign of terror. However, their rule remains inscribed as a date and as
traces in the wound that is history. In his Buchner Prize acceptance speech in
Darmstadt, Paul Celan spoke of these dates in the sense of commemoration. His
understanding of freedom differed from that of Beuys, for he said: "Expand
art? No. Instead, enter into your very own closeness with art and make yourself
free."79 That language and images are necessary to come to grips with memory
is shown by a still in Hermann Klcinnecht's and Hartmut Lerch's five-hour film

Introducing a Memory. The photo shows the entrance gate to the Auschwitz
death camp, placed in the gables of the former Reichstag building. Here, the
Auschwitz gate resembles a warning, a monument that places its finger on the
wound of German history. Atthe same time, the Auschwitz photo positioned in
the gables of the German parliamcnt has the appearance of an ornamental set
piece. The image suggests that Auschwitz is only present to the "German peo
ple" as such a set piece. Nevertheless, this image is a sign of deferred sorrow and
announces its proper place in the split consciousness of post-war Germany.

Translated by jeremy Gaines, wirh supportfrom the Joseph Beuys-Stiftung Basel.

Kim Levin
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S O M E N E G L E C T E D B E Q_U E S T S
The Inheritance of Bcuys

T

H E TITLE OF THE SH1PO�JUM fOR

which this essay was written pre

sumes, certainly not without reason, that Joseph Beuys has bequeathed to the
art world the legacy of his teachings, his actions, his sculptural relics, and his
elaborate vision of social and anthropological sculpture and art as a benevolent
therapeutic device. Unless I misunderstood, the intention was that this collec
tion of essays, and the symposium from which they were culled, would take as

i

a starting point the legendary figure of ths major artist in order to explore his
colossal influence on subsequent developments in contemporary art. However,
I decided to use my own previous research, and to respond to this basic prem
ise regarding the legacy of Beuys, in the hope of providing an antidote to the
prevailing notion of Beuys as prime mover.
I expected to provide a lone contrary voice by focusing on what the past
bequeathed to Beuys rather than what he bequeathed to the art world. However
it seems I was not the only one with this idea. Almost without exception, each
contributor has had a similar impulse to interpret "The Legacy of Beuys" in
terms of the legacy from the past inherited by him, rather than the legacy he left
to the future. I t may be too soon to evaluate the legacy that Beuys himself left,
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for the complex and problematic legacy Beuys was heir to has not yet been
thoroughly explored or understood . However, after two days of discussions
that were, without exception, fascinating and provocative in unearthing aspects
of Beuys that have long been buried, it may also seem that there is nothing left
to say. But it is important to note that the task of excavating the strata of buried
meanings in his ;vork, both intentional and unintended, has barely begun.
Inquiring into someone's inheritance is never quite polite, and it is espe
cially impolite in a culture that has collectively inherited the primal myth of
modern art: the myth of genius. The myth of parthenogenetic genius is our
century's dwindling but still considerable legacy. And therefore to delve into
the influence that contributed to any modern or even quasi-postmodern
artist's oeuvre is to tread on dangerous terri tory. It is to question that artist's
origi nal ity, to deny his or her sacrosanct uniqueness. It is parti cularly tricky
business when the artist is Joseph Beuys. The prevailing attitude, encour
aged by Beuys himself when he was alive and by those in control of his rep
utation afterward, has been that his work could only be considered within
the parameters that he himself defined, within the bounds of his own inten
tions and his own views of correctness and incorrectness, and his own lan
guage and forward-looking emphasis on the future of humanity. 1 believe
that this attitude has long served to severely constrict and distort our under
standing of Beuys' wor k.
Moreover, a catch-22 principle has long operated with regard to the work of
Beuys. In 1995, a Beuys exhibition took place at the Center for the Fine Arts
(now the Miami Art Museum) in Miami. In the catalog for that show, the cura
tor, Goetz Adriani, inadvertently defined this catch-22 when he wrote about
Beuys: "Skeptics have accused him ofbeing a charlatan. Others-woefully lack
ing in critical judgement-have tried to pin labels on him, describ ing him as a
shaman, romantic utopi an or as a figure of scandal, all in an attempt to render
him ineffectual. . . . " I n other words, you are damned if you do believe in his
messianic persona and equally damned if you do not.

During his lifetime Beuys exerted a powerful pull on the scholarly pract ice of
art history. One might say a directorial-an almost dictatorial-pu ll. The only
acceptable view was what could be called the authorized version: the life and
work according to Beuys. All else was heresy. But as with all parthenogenetic
myths of unique creation, this was in the end as limiting as it was protective. His
convoluted iconography ofpersonal ritual and cultural symbolism left no room
for in fluences. His charismatic persona coupled with his need for control led to
a ncar total suspension of independent thought. His socio-aesthetic stance dis-
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couraged independent investigations of sources, roots, influences, or inheri
tances, as well as discouraging attempts at independent interpretation.
The catch-22 resulted from these factors, with the paralyzing effect that a
great deal of the Beuys literature was reduced to the cultlike parroting of his
words and ideas. lt is only recently that scholars such as Mario Kramer in
Frankfun, whose doctoral dissertation was an in-depth study of a single work,
Beuys' Auschwitz Demonstration, and Gene Ray at the Ringling, who discusses
Beuys elsewhere in this book in terms of the "After-Auschwitz Sublime," have
begun to look into the historical legacy that was bequeathed to Beuys.

It may, however, have been too soon in 1980 to open the door to an unspeakable
past. It has taken nearly twenty years for anyone else to take up this area of inves
tigation and carry it further, and it is gratifying to see it being done now. I am also
one of a group of art critics and art historians in the United States and Europe who
attempted to write books on Beuys dming his lifetime and were prevented from
doing so because of the difficult process of approvals Beuys placed on books repro
ducing his artwork. Besides turning scholars into acolytes, total control by an artist
of the interpretation of his or her work or life te�1ds to lead to distortions and
omissions. Artists are rarely fully conscious of the discrepancies between their
intentions and their results, which is where the most interesting things tend to
happen. Total control also leads to legend rather than fact, and people who create
legends about themselves usually embroider the truth.Just as he mythologized the
documentary evidence of his work by insisting on grainy black and white, Beuys
mythologized his own history in the name of social sculpture. And then he dis
claimed responsibility when critics and journalists took him at his word.
In 1983 ! interviewed Beuys and asked him about the biographical element in
his work and the fact that Benjamin Buchloh and others had questioned the
veracity of the plane crash. In my unpublished interview, he replied:
That's not my activity. I didn't promote this point ofview so much, with the exception
that I once told a kind of biographical description and said it more symbolically, you
know, so everything was related to the idea of sculpture. So I did already a sculpture
when I was born, on the first day. So every point of my life was considered under the
point of view of sculpture. That is the whole biographical thing I did personally. But
J didn't promote, I didn't speak about war, I didn t speak about crashes with airplanes.
'

Once

I mentioned the thing, 1 was with Tartars in the steppes when I had a car crash,

yes, and they handled me with some grease and felt and things. But

I find it

not so

important to specify biographical things .... That's in every person's work: the biogra·
phy plays a role. But now, after a time, some people felt this whole work of mine is a
k
ind of autobiographical description of my life. That is not the fact. That's not the fact.
That's a falsification.

Kim Levin

German scholar P. Moritz Pickshaus, who for many years has been doing
extensive investigative research on Beuys, is still tryingto recover the historical
facts by tracking down childhood neighbors, war buddies, and historical doc
uments. It is curious to realize that we are not yet in full possession of, or agree
ment about, even the most basic facts of Beuys' life. I have been told, with some
authority, that at the time of the famous plane crash, which Beuys inexplicably
referred to in my interview with him as a "car" crash, there were no longer
Tartars in the Crimea: Stalin had relocated them all to Siberia. But now it seems
that even the date of that relocation is in dispute.
I regard Beuys as one of most complex and influential artists of the second
half of our century, and I do not wish to cast aspersions on his work. Trained as
an archaeologist, I am somewhat uneasy about the general unquestioning
acceptance of his pronouncements and theories, the cultlike attitude of rever
ent faith, and the lack of investigative rigor that has prevailed for decades in
Beuys scholarship. What has been needed in Beuys scholarship for some time is
a certain scholarly suspension, not of disbelief but of belief.
Also, as could have been predicted, once someone who exerted such magnet
ism, charisma, and control is gone, there is a void waiting to be filled. In this void,
we can sometimes glimpse things in ways that Beuys was trying to prevent. But
the catch-22 comes into operation here, too. ln posthumous exhibitions and
installations of his work to date, it has become apparent that something has gone
amiss. Ilarald Szeemann's large Beuys exhibition in Paris in 1994, at the Centre
Georges Pompidou, formalized and glamorized Beuys' art so that it looked like it
never looked when he was alive. The extensive exhibition ofBeuys' drawings at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York entitJed

Thinking is Form (1993) made Beuys

look like a conventional old master draftsman. The large installation at the
Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin got the relationship ofobjects to space somehow
wrong. And his vitrines materialize in museum exhibitions looking as if some
conservator had been doing too much tidying up. {See Plates 9.1 and 9.2} In the
recreated installation Newsfrom the Coyote, which was originally a site-specific
gallery deconstruction, the ten fingernail clippings appear to be missing-a
minor detail, perhaps, but a symptomatic one.
Regarding the specific content of his inheritance, and the neglected and even
unwelcome bequests that enriched and complicated Beuys' work, there is, to
begin with, his botanical and homeopathic inheritance. Beuys spoke of his art
as therapeutic. Yet to my knowledge, its therapeutic allusions and metaphors
have not yet been fully explored. I refer to homeopathy, a common medical
practice in Germany and the rest of Europe before, during, and since World War
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ll. Homeopathy is not only the metaphoric healing of like with ike,
l
of which
Beuys often spoke, but a specific mode of therapy based on a principle similar
to that of vaccination. Homeopathic remedies are diluted medications that
trigger the body's own defenses and healing energies. They are derived from
plant, animal, and mineral substances that in greater quantities would cause the
same symptoms they are used to cure.
To give one example, in Beuys' action Vitus Agnus Castis, which he per
formed in June 1972, he lay on the floor rubbing a piece of copper for four
hours. He has been described as quivering the whole time. A sprig of an herb
us is a home
named vitus agnus castus was fastened to his hat. Vitus agnus cast

opathic remedy prescribed specifically to cure excessive sexual desire. Among
the several layers of meaning in this action, which he performed in

aples,

Italy, there are site-specific references to ancient Roman cults and vestal virgins.
But in addition to all its other references, VitusAgnus Castismay well have been
a response to Vito Acconci's masturbatory Seedbed, which occurred in January
of the same year.
In Seedbed, Acconci lay for four hours hidden underneath a slanted ramp
that had been constructed over the gallery floor, masturbating while viewers
walked overhead. Beuys' more sublimated quivering action five months later
focused on the homeopatl1ic remedy. It is possible that Beuys' action was not an
oblique comment or a remedial reaction to Acconci's Seedbed. It is also possible
that the similarity of"Vitus" and "Vito" is not a clue but pure chance, and that
Acconci's Italian origin has no bearing on the matter. But this seems unlikely.
Knowing the specific facts, it is certainly probable that this additional layer of
meaning exists and can be added to the interpretations of Beuys' actions.
Throughout history, artists have embedded clandestine critiques of one
another's efforts in their work. The specific homeopathic properties of other
substances used by Beuys in his art remain to be investigated, as does the exten
sive covert dialogue that Beuys conducted with his contemporaries through
his work and throughout his career.
This leads to another inheritance, his aesthetic inheritance. Beuys didn't
speak of Acconci, or Carl Andre, or Richard Serra when I interviewed him. He
spoke of his interest in Leonardo da Vinci. He spoke of his students who per
haps misunderstood him and went back to painting. He said that the American
artist who interested him most was Jackson Pollock. About Pollock, he
remarked: "It has a lot to do with the general consideration of the energy prob
lem. This was also my idea of art, to start with the energy problem." He also
mentioned Andy WarhoL "His idea of a factory, this comes very near to a kind
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of economic sense of art." Yet the probable reference to Acconci in

Vitus Agnus

Castis is hardly an atypical occurrence. There is a dialogue between Beuys' work
i more
and that of other contemporary artists that has been explored, yet there s

that remains unexplored.
Beuys' connections with Fluxus and Nam June Paik have been much dis
cussed. The connection with Jannis Kounellis' horse installation has been
remarked on. The resemblance between the work of Beuys and Robert Morris
(who worked in his studio and appropriated his use of felt) and the resemblance
between Beuys' work and the work of the minimalists and concepLUalists are
obvious, if misleading. He apparently influenced Eva Hesse, who spent 1964-65 in
Germany, at a formative stage in her career. He crosse d paths with Marcel
Broodthaers. Less has been said of Beuys' connections to and collaborations with
Yves Klein, with whom he exhibited twice in Germany, and with whom he made
public dialogues at the start of the 1960s. Yves Klein, while working in Krefeld and
Dusseldorf, had already conceived his "Blue Revolution" piece and was a more
fully developed artist than Beuys. vVhat effect did Klein's radical social concepts
have on Beuys? This remains to be explored. And for that matter, what was the
effect on Beuys' work,later in the '6os, of the German student movement and the
radical activists with whom he continued to maintain contact into ilie 1980s.
Next there is his political and historical inheritance. Besides his deliberate
recovery of discredited Teutonic mythology as a therapeutic social strategy,
Beuys' work received a very specific bequest from the philosophy, science,
and education that existed within the Third Reich, as well as the other events
of the era. At a certain level, the content of Beuys' oeuvre can be read as a spe
cific point-by-point refutation and antidote to

azi history and ideo logy. A t

another level i t can be read a s an unconscious reflection o f the teachings o f
that time. Beuys' references t o the T h ird Reich include conscious parody (for
homeopathic healing purposes) and critical revision (also for corrective pur
poses), but also ambivalent and unconscious echoes of early exposure to
Nazi education.
Mario Kramer, writing about the small but

key piece, Auschwitz

Demonstration, has thoroughly traced its references to the infamous camp.
Gene Ray has spoken of Beuys' substances, fat and felt, as materials with
Holocaustal significance. The twenty-ton piece of tallow that occupied a central
position in the retrospective exhibition at the Guggenheim-losing its heat,
having its temperature monitored-is certainly more than autobiographical.
Although we have been told that its shape was cast from an architectural shape
under a ramp at a German university and is a comment on urban planning, its
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formal allusion to boxcars and its material allusion to the millions executed in

concentration camps is inescapable.

Hearth ll has been exhibited as a heap of felt suits surrounded by metal rods.
The first hearth-a sacrificial fireplace or, more literally, a place of sacrificial
fire-had been carried through the streets of Basel during Carnival in 1978 by
paJJbearers wearing the felt suits and carrying the metal rods. The rods were
later clamped together by Beuys into bundles that resembled the Roman
sheaves of wheat (wrapped and tied around an axe) that were known as fasces.

It was the fasces, an ancient symbol of power, that had bequeathed its name to
fascism. Tmm Stop, with its startling human head, can also be interpreted as an
allusion to the stations and tracks that led to concentration camps.
Then there arc the sig nifi cant dates of Beuys' actions, some of which are well
known by now to Beu ys scholars, and most of which were certainly culturally
specifi c common knowledge within Germany. His proposal to raise the Berlin
Wall five cent imeters on the twenti eth an niversary of the attempt to assassinate
Hitler was self expl anato ry His fou nding of the German student party on june
-

.

22, 1967, the same day on which in 1941 Germany's ill-fated invasion of Russia

began, was somewhat more oblique. Beuys action, 24 Hours
'

. . . •

which was full

of coded references to the wartime past and aviation signals of ctire emergency
(such as PAN), ended at midnight on June 5, 1965, another wartime anniversary:
D-Daywas june 6, 1944. He performed Eurasia on October 14. 1966 and Vacuum

Mass on October 14, 1968. October 14 was the date Hitler was wounded in 1918.
It was also the date IIitier announced Germany's withdrawal from the League
of Nations in 1933. \Nhen I interviewed Beuys, he clainled that while the other
dates were intentional, October 14 was not. We will never know whether it was
a bizarre coincidence that he performed two actions on this doubly significant
date or whether some subliminal memory was at work.
There are other types of unconscious references in Beuys work, extending
'

even to his choice of wo rds Hitler spoke of "the bloodstream of our people"
.

and called for restoration to racial health. Beuys ca!Jed his Honey Pump the
"bloodstream of society." Hitler spoke of Lebensraum, or living-space. Beuys
spoke of living fee l ing, Lebensgefiihl. Hitler promised Vo lksw agens to the peo
-

ple Beuys brou ght a Volkswagen bus to the att world, and expanded the basic
.

idea of German nationalism to include all mankind. As Third Reich historian
Lucy S. Dawidowicz has written: "The Germans were in search of a mysterious

wholeness that would restore them to primeval happiness, destroying the hos
tile milieus of urban industrial civilization:'
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A more esoteric and scientific bequest came fromthe mystical German sci
entist Hans Horbiger. Horbiger's "doctrine of eternal ice" became a widespread
belief in Germany in the late 1920s and '30s. Hitler supported Horbiger's theory
that ice was the elemental matter of the universe (moon, stars, Milky Way),
and called it Nordic science. A letter delivered to the scientists of Germany and
Austria in the summer of 1925 stated: "\A/hile Hitler is cleaning up politics, Hans
Horbiger will sweep out of the way the bogus sciences." Horbiger's doctrine
was promoted with newspaper announcements, posters, and pamphlets deliv
ered by volunteers from the Hitler Youth. It has been suggested that the inex
plicable winter invasion of Russia, in which Beuys was wounded and thousands
of German soldiers were frozen to death, resulted from Hitler's mystical con
viction that he had formed an alliance with ice and could conquer the cold.
Horbiger's Nordic science may also account for the large number of freezing
experiments carried out on concentration camp inmates, as described by
William L. Shirer in The Rise and Fall ofthe Third Reich.
An unlik
ely parallel can be drawn between Hitler, who wanted to be an artist,

and Beuys, who claims the creation of a political party as his greatest artwork.
Hitler came out of World War I wanting to restore order to a people. Beuys
came out of World War II wanting to restore order to humankind. Perhaps
parallel is the wrong word. The similarity is more like a parallax: Beuys, subtly
appropriating the symbols and catchphrases of an odious ideology, shifts the
direction, alters the meaning, and by a corrective change in observational posi
tion, provides a new line ofsight.
His philosophical or spiritual inheritance requires further study, too. The
influence of Rudolf Steiner's teachings has been often cited, but the specific
resemblances between Steiner's blackboard drawings and thoseofBeuys remain
to be examined, not only in terms of their similar pedagogic method but in
terms of cursive form and content. Also, the influence of Henri Dunant on
Beuys has not yet been examined. There is a reference to the Rosicrucians in
Beuys' signature red crosses. And there may also be a reference to the pre-Nazi
Yril Society, which was inspired by Rosicrucian ideas in a novel by Edward
Bulwar-Lytton titled The Coming Race. There is moreover in Beuys' red crosses
a direct connection to the Red Cross. The omnipresent red crosses-often the
color of dried blood-that served as emblem and signature stamp in Beuys'
work provide a clue so blatant that it long went without comment.
Like Rudolf Steiner, Henri Dunant lived in Switzerland. He was a nine
teenth-century visionary artist who made large colored drawings that were
diagrammatic, systematizing, religious, cosmological, utopian, and elaborately
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symbolic. He was also a social reformer and the founder of several short-lived
utopian projects, one of which was called TheWorldAssociation for Order and
Construction. He was also the founder of the Red Cross, winning the Nobel
Prize for his efforts in 1901. Dunant's attempts to invent a new human form of
society and to save the world find parallels in Beuys' work, and appear to have
had a major impact on Beuys' vision of the function of art. In my interview
with him, Beuys suggested that Dunant founded the Red Cross as an artwork.
Dunant very probably bequeathed to Beuys a major intellectual legacy. Beuys
insisted his felt piano had absolutely nothing to do with John Cage's prepared
piano. He also informed me of the existence of Dunant's fire-piano, known as

Das Pyrophon. The original is in London and a period replica is in Zurich. I t has
only seven or eight white keys, one octave C to C, and five black keys. Tt has ver
tical glass cylinders like an organ's pipes. When the piano is played, gas flames
rise up in these cylinders, burning and flickering.
Beuys apparently wasn't aware that al though the fire-piano was closely asso
ciated with Dunant, and was played by Dunant, it was not actually invented or
built by hjm, My own research on Dunant and his fire-piano unearthed the fact
that it was invented for Dunant by a physicist named Friedrich Kastner, whose
father had invented other instruments for cosmic music and whose mother
had apparently saved DunaJ1t from bankruptcy. However, this should not dis
tract us from its significance to Beuys. Whoever designed it, Dunant's fire-piano

s
i a bizarre hybrid object, a combination of musical instrument, pulpit, and
furnace. As a sculptural object created specifically for performance use with
spiritual overtones, giving off heat and energy, the attraction it must have held
for Beuys should be obvious.
"The tjme of modern art is finished;' Beuys remarked in our 1 983 interview.
"It has to go beyond the egoistic privacy of people's intentions to be alone and
not involved i n the needs of the others and the needs of nature. And so they
have to be interested in wheat and barley and corn and oaks and spruce and
people and children and work and economy and law." lt is time also for us to go
beyond intentionality and to examine Beuys' oeuvre as it extends beyond his
intentions and in the absence of his persona. And it is time to move beyond the
limitations of our own inheritance, which contains remnants of a formal logic
and an aesthetic discourse that Beuys tried to reject.

Georg Jappe
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I N T E RV I E W W I T H B E UYS
A B O U T KEY E X P E R I E N C E S

September 27, 1976
TRANSLATED AND ANNOTATED BY

Peter Nisber1

BEUYS

Key experiences

can

come in many different forms. For example, wholly

external key experiences-practical life encounters with various matters

1

Iappe's inteniewwaslim pub·
is
l hed in a condensedversion in
KunstNachrichtcn "'I.IJ no.1
(March 177),
9 pp.72�1. This tit·

can become a key experience, but there are also obviously key experiences

ernl translation has been made

which, how can I put it, have an almost visionary character, say childhood

scnpt, published in Georg)appe,

or eidetic images, or . . . one can even have key experiences in dreams, and
weiJ, I think I've had quite a few such key experiences. (Pause.) But I think
it's always right to start with the practical, that is factual, key experiences.
Those that arise somehow from working.
One can also say that true key experiences always inherently have some
thing experiential about them in the broadest sense, something that cannot
be purely accounted for by rational cognition. Anyway, in tl1e conscious
ness of a human being with a completely rational stance towards life, these
experiments often appear as something mythical, graphic or simply put, as
something mythological. I believe that key experiences of the second kind,
those that happen in childhood or up to the age, say of fifteen, are often far

from the morecompletetran·

Bcuys Packen. Dokumentt
1968-1996 (Regensburg, 1996),

pp. zo6-zzo. l n neathrr pubished
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sen to relate to the text. For the
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where one has decided to proceed in a certain wayand discovers that it's not
going to work out-these decisions link up with key experiences which lie
much further back and exist in a wholly different, let's say a spiritual stra
tum. (Pause.)
Anyway, my most important key experience as far as work or method is
concerned, came when I made the rather spontaneous transition from an
n
i terest in science to an interest in art. Let's say quite simply that I experi
enced the feeng
il
of being forced by a specialized concept of science into a
particuJar field of work, as no longer a possibility for myself. Let's assume
2

This study is most

likely to have

token place betweeo May and

course have had to proceed to yet a narrower field, and then again from this

stationednear Posen in occupied

narrower field to another narrower one at the next crossroads, and so on,

Polnncl, as proposed by Frank
Plieger, Filz tmd Vaterla11d. Ei11e

erweiterre Beu�-Biograjie{Berlin,
1996), p. 51. On tape, Beuysmen
tions more about medicine, biol

ogy, and the occupied regions in
this section of the interview.
On tape, Beuysstresses that he is
not i

mplying any criticism ofthis

profes>Or, but simply comment
ing on his ability.

4

specialize in chemistry; then, at the next crossroads in this field, I would of

December 1941, when Beuys was

Gieseke and Alben Markert,

3

that I had decided, after embarkingon a general study of science, as I did, to

Given the huge role ofdiagrams
on blackboards in Beuys' later

until, had I become a good chemist-and I always stress, had I become a good
one-I could have become influential and effective as a leading authority in
a very narrow scientific field. That was a real anxiety experience for me dur
ing the war. When I got a study leave as a soldier-you could do that then
during which I attended a few lectures at the Reich University in Posen
(which might have been an opportunity to be completely excused from duty
at the front through so-called scientific service, as manypeople I know did),2
l

began to say to myself that I must have this worked through by the end

of the war; that I must decide-science or art?

activity as an artist, teacher, and
politician, this key experience
cafl'ies a lot ofweight.
Beuys en•·oiled at the Dusseldorf

Academy on 1 April1946, trans
ferring to Ewald Matarc�'s master

cia» in Winter 1947 (untilt95t).

JAPPE

And where did you have the experience where these things became clear for you?
B£UYS

He remained enrolled at the

I experienced it as a shock, quite graphically in a professor's lecture about

passage, Beuys mentions two pro

amoebas. There are all these microbes that exist on the border between plant

Academy until early 1953. In this
fessors at the Academy, both of
whom began teaching there in

1938: josef Mages, who taught

monumental sculpture until his

ret irem�nl in 1961 (when Beuys
assumed the position), and

joseph Ensding (1886-1957), a
srudent ofMaillol who retired in
1951 (set joseph Enseling, 18861957. Skulpttt

m• l Diissddorf,

1986)). For information on the

and animal Life. And I experienced the fact that this man devoted his entire
life to a few small animacule-l.ike creatures. That terrified me so much that I
said: No, that is not my understanding of science. It was this . . . image of the
amoebas, it still recurs again and again today. I can literally still see the black
board with these few little animals.3 [ wasn't very old then, I didn't incorpo
rate this into a conceptual scheme, I just experienced it!�
When I later studied at the art academy here, I sawthat the concept of art

history of the Academ
y in gen

is equally limited.' That was another experience, being sent to a particular

Zw11ilrundert/ahre Klmsrakadmrie

teacher. At that time, you were still assigned to a teacher. You were received

eral, se� Eduard Tric:r, ed.,

Dluseldorf(Dusseldorf, 197
3).

in a very friendly manner at the door, unlike today. On the first day as a stu-
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dent, you were greeted warmly by the Director, and as in those days you
didn't yet have the opportunity to choose your teachers freely (the entire
academy was burnt out, with no roof, and you could see through to the sky),
you were allocated to specialized classes. "Go to Room 20," where my class
is now, he would say. "Go to Professor Mages." I went, and he was just com
ing out of the door; I turned on my heels (laughs). "OK:' said the Director,
"then go instead to this other one, to Mr. Enseling."Well, he approached me
almost like a surgeon, wearing a white smock, with modeling tools instead
of a stethoscope like a doctor. It felt like going into an operating room. This
experience-finding in art another specialist. With him it was pure aca
demicism, drawing the human figure with constant reference to the mus
culature. He would say, "Look, you haven't got the muscle right at all," then
he would tap on the studio model, on the muscle. As if art could be built up
from the muscle.6
Enseling was always very nice, though I presented him with things that
drove him to despair. At times like that, he would always say something like,
well, I know almost all sculptures, but I've never seen one like that

(laughs)-he put it so naively! Or, on one occasion, I took part in a compe
tition for a fow1tain which he had annowtced. And what I submitted really

6 AI chi; poml in cl1e 1977 and 1986
publi!o)lod ve1�ions of 1he inler·
view, 1here appears 1he editorial
metrpolacion"(amusing academy

wasn't very adventurous, but it had free forms7; and he said, " I know almost
all fountains, Mr. Beuys, but I've never seen a fowttain like that!" (lAughs.)

oxptriencesr'Thissummarizing
no1esurdyrefers 10 the contents

But that was a judgment for him, because a muscle just doesn't exist in that

of 1he nen paragraph (nO\

included in the 1977voersion) and

way, i.e. what I had done was wholly off the mark. Halfway through my

>0 basbeen omiued here. On !apt,

studies, I made the effort to transfer to Matan�, who had some freer views
about art; that was like a revolution for me.

Beuys docs conclude his anecdotes
"ith dte remark,"that wasalso a
graphic experience for me."

)API>£

"fountain' h951) in stainless
steel and rubber tubing, now in

Perb.aps Beuys i.l referringto his

the collection of the Kaiser
Wilhelm Museum. Krefeld, illus
trated in Gbtz Adriani, Winfried
Konnertz, and Karin Thomas.

Well, what's the story here? It is often said that the flying vest, fat, felt, were all
inspired by the crash and the Tartars' tent where you were cared for . . . wasn't
that also a key experiencc?8

}oscpl• Bt"Y'· ,·ev. ('((. (Cologne,

1994). p. 19-

BEUYS

Yes, of course! That lies on the border between the two types of key experi
ences. It was also a real event.

8

knov.m inddent� see my essay

(Pause ) Without theTartars, I would today not
.

"Crash Course: Remarks on a

be alive. These Crimean Tartars were behind the front. I already had a good

relationship with the Tartars. I often went to them, and sat in their houses.
They were against the Russians, but certainly not for the Germans.9 They

For more discu ssion of this well

Beuys Story," in this volume.

9

On tape Beuys says"bul in pari
cc11ain1y not for the Germans."'

He al.so remarks on Ihe Tartars'
his1ory of collaboralion with 1he

would have liked to take me away, and had tried to persuade me to secretly

Germans and their deportation

settle down with some clan or other. You not German, they would always say,

by Stalin.
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you Tartar. Implicitly, of course, I had an affinity to such a culture, which was
originally nomadic, though by then partially settled in the area.
Then when I had this crash, and they hadn't found me because of the deep
snow, if they hadn't accidentally discovered me in the steppe while herding
sheep or driving their horses . . . then they took me into the hut. And all the
images I had then, I didn't have them fuLly conscious. I didn't really recover
consciousness wttil [approximately] twelve days later, by which time

I was

already in a German field hospital. But all these images fully entered into me
then. In a translated form, so to speak. The tents ...the felt tents they had, the
general behavior of the people, the issue of fat, which anyway is like . . . a gen
eral aroma in their houses . . . also their handling of cheese and fat and milk
and yogurt-how they handle it, that all

iJt effect entered into me. I really

experienced it. You could say, a key experience to which one could forge a
link. But of course it's a bit more complicated. Because I didn't make these felt
pieces to represent something of the Tartars or, as others say, to represent
something that looks like a concentration camp mood, grayblankets . . . that
plays a part of course, that is what the material itself brings along with it.
Especially when it is gray. But those are aJJ admixtures. Later I took felt and
tried to insert it fully into theory. As an insulating element. That adds a the
oretical element. But I probably would never have come back to felt, without
tltis key experience. I mean to these materials, fat and felt. Just as I would also,
witltout my inner conditioning, never have come to tltese people and to such
a sphere of life. So one can trace it all further and further back, but the real
experience with tlte crash, that was definitely very important for me. (Pause.)
JAPPE

Did you actually experience tlte crash, or was it all so quick that . . ?
.

BEUYS

No, I experienced going down. I said let's all bail out. Then I probably said
briefly, I'm not a hundred percent sure, that there's no point any more,
because we were already-tlte altimeter had failed, and-1 could judge this
by instinct-that, if we had jumped, the parachute wouldn't have opened.
But 1 don't really know any more. When I said that, the impact came prob
ably two seconds later.
JAPPE

And that you didn't
BEUYS

No, not at all . . .

. .

.
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JAPPE

And there were others in the plane?
BEUYS

Yes, one other. It was always a two-man crew.
JAP P E

And he . . . he died?
BEUYS

Nothing could be found of him. He was atomized. Basically, one found
nothing but small bone fragments. Everything else was pulp in the cockpit
because he had the bad luck to be strapped n.
i I hadn't . . . actually, I never
strapped myself in. (Pause.)
I always wanted to have freedom of movement. And I had only one belt,
in which one could move forwards and backwards. And this belt must have
torn at a very opportw1e moment, when the plane impacted. And as it tore,
the cockpit canopy slipped off-it was a sliding canopy-slipped down,
and I went out with it, and then onto me came the entire tail section of the
plane. So basically, I came down at the same velocity, no longer fastened
into the plane, but next to it. Otherwise, I'd have been . . . there'd have been
nothing left of me. Well, then 1-they, I did just experience them, hearing
voices, these Tartars, and rummaging in the metal, which . . . lay over me,
and how they found me, and were standing around me, and then I said
"woda:' i.e. water, and then everything got interrupted. (Pause ) Well, all
.
that just to introduce the sequence of events, why I survived what normal
ly no human survives. (Pause.)

10 lkuys' contributiOn to the

German Pavilion at tbc)]lh
Vcnict Biennale (18 }ulr to 10
October 19i6) was the !l<ulptural
installation Tmm Slop, which

incorporated casts ofan upright

field cannon and four sev<:n·
teenth ctntury mortar shells, a

JAPP£

monument in his boyhood home

Also, you said in Venice that"Tram Stop" (riG. 10.2) realized an early experience,

ofCleves, which had marked a
tram StOI>· The installation (with

without which you would never have become a sculptor.10

the column now horizontal} is

BEUYS

Museum, Oucrlo, The
Nethel'lands, with a second ver·

Yes, that's the reason why I always wanted to reaHze it, and often made
initial attempts to execute it, . . . this project that I've always carried
around with me. Because I really would probably not have become a
sculptor. I experienced, at this place, as a small boy, that one can express

now in the KrOller·MuUer

sion in the Hamburger Bahnhof
(P.rich Marx Collection), Berlin.
See Ca•·oline Tisdall, josep/1 Beuys
(New York, t979), pp. l4l·l47.

depends on the constellation of a few chunks of material. On the

and Ricja Brouns, josepl• Beuys:
Srmsswbal111halttstel� (Otterlo,
1994). For an pro,•ocativc inter·
pretation or this piece as"an
abstracttd modt! ora functional
killingcenter," S<e Gene Ray's

constellation of where-something-stands, of the place, geographically

es
s ay in this: volumt.

something tremendous with material, something quite decisive for the
world. That's how I experienced it. Or, let's say, that the entire world

Georg Jappe
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According to Gieseke and

Markert (note 2), a book-burning
took place in Cleves on 19 May

1933,shorrly after the first such
demonstration undertaken by a
German students' organization in
Berlin on 10 May. Among the
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IIGL Rl 10 I
Fntl Getlinger
Tramstop/Monumcnt in Cleves, 1950s

Photograph
02002 Artists Rights Society (AR$), NY I VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

authot'S and artists whose works

speaking, of the how-things-relate-to-one-another, quite simply. Without

Beuys here remembers rescuing,
l lanns Heinz Ewers (1871-1943) is

any content coming into play-for example, I did not register then that

perhaps unexpected. The author

of, among much else, sensational
stories on occult themes (such as

Alraune (1911, abook about artifi
i volving the
cialcrcallon of life n

there were ornaments on top, that there's a kind of dragon head on it, and
so on. (FIG. 10.1) That didn't-! didn't even see all that. I saw only that there
was an iron post, and there were iron elements, in various forms lying

m)'l.hical properties ofthe man

around sunk into the earth and peeking out; when I came from school, I

dragora plant), and Vampir

regularly sat there, because there was a stop for changing trams there, and,

(agzo!J,a popularscientific work

on a nIS ( 1915), nnd a laudatory

to use current language, I let myself sink down into this-yes, into this state

now!, personally commissioned

of being seen by the other things. I often sat there for hours, probably,

by Ado lfHitler,nbout the Nazi

"martyr• Hor>t Wessel (1931),

Ewers was both prnised and criti
ci?ed by val'ious National

absorbed in the situation, quite simply, entered into the situation. So, the
experience that

• . .

one can make something with forms.

Socinlist leaders after t9JJ,even·

Something similar . . . that connected up again, another of these

the decade. In 1933,it was works

linking situations, in Cleves, shortly before I became a soldier. I was

tuall)• fullinginto disfavor later in
of lutid fantasy such as the widely

glancing through a few books which I had saved from the book-burn

were consigned to the

ing, which of course we had in our school-yard, 1 1 all kinds of things by

populnr A/raumand Vampirthat
flames

(Wilfred Kugel, �r

Thomas Mann, and who knows, by . . . Hanns Heinz Ewers, and a cou

Hamu Htiflz Ewer> (Oilsseldorf,

ple of art catalogs, I looked at them again, some I had already read,

Unvei'Qtlti>'Ortlich<- Das Le/Jen des

1991), pp. 346·47, and passim).

there were incidentally a couple of Dada magazines in the group, with
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12 J'or the best exploration of

ll<uys's relationship to the sculp
tor Wilhelm Lehmbruck (t88t

t9t9), see Parnela Kort,'OfSong

and Silence' rn Michael Vl�rner
Gall(f')', ulrmbr11ckl&uy1
(Cologne and N�•York, 1997),

n.p. (though I am inclined to date

the book burning to 1933 and the
more 1nt� look which Btuys is
here dtscribing to 1938, rather
than to Kart's datesof1938 and
r 1 c l Rr 1 0 2

19�o-4t). Kort also quolcs a line
from Beuys's autobiographical

Tramstop, 196l-1976
Installation in the German Pavilion at the 37th Biennale, Venice, 1976.
� 2002Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY I VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

sketch of1961: "1938. first
encounter with photos of sculp
tures by Lehmbruck,
Experience!• (which surely
implies that it was in 1938 that

drawings by . . . George Grosz . . . that actually didn't affect me, and by

looking at these reproductions
led to the kind of key experience

Klee, that didn't affect me, but there was an illustration of a torso by
12
Lehmbruck. There again I experienced, but not so powerfully as ear
lier, that it's all a question of forms. That one can do something
tremendous with form [art]. That was another bridge of a sort which
led further, also to the later decision. (Conversely, tile sculptures in

Cleves a11d his art-classes both "slipped riglrt by" llim.13)
Although I still remember the film about Michelangelo, that I was tremen
dously fascinated by it. And the teacher, he fascinated me. And the entire situ-

that is the subject ofthis inter·
view).
13

On tape, Beuys mentions sedng
the Michelangelo film (discussed

here) and o schoolbook repro
duction ofthe Bamberg Rider.
The fomous eorly 13th-century
equestrian statue in Bamberg
Cathedral came to play a major

role in the chauvinist historiogra·

phyofGem1an art in the1930s.
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ation. You must remember, I went to school at a time when, firstly, there was
hardly any talk about art, and, if you did see some art, it was Nazi pictures
hanging in the hallways, but above aJl it was rare to go into a dark room where
there was a modern projecting device, let's call it. I recognized nothing in this
film. I looked intensely at this film, the whole thing struck me as one seething

chaos. So I really . . . Michelangelo, among other things, is actually the initia
tor of the baroque style . . . that is, all these ground-up forms, I saw it all like a
huge sausage machine, one big seething . . . .like a lcind of cloud-filled sky.
Clearly, at that age I was not able to put things into context.
JAPPE

14 Ln an lntcrview with llagcn
Lieberknecht, the published ver
sion ofwhich was written by
Beuys, the artist had mentioned
his experiences as a ch ild 1 he
source of''l'rince of the l�oof"
and the"whole Penninus-stOf)'..
('Gespriich zwischen Joseph
,

Beuys und Hagen Lieberknecht,
geschrieben von Joseph Beuys' in
Joseph Btt1y$. Zeiclmrmgcr� 1947·

15

59, vol. 1 [Cologne, 1971), p. 15).

Beuys ishere referring to

"Commissioned by James Joyce,
joseph Beuys ExtendsUlysses by

Six FurtherChapters." the six
undated notebooks ofdrawings

and other flOiations Beuys cre·
ated bct\\�n 1958 1961. The note·
books, two of them di�mbled ,
are now in the Hessisches
Landesmuseum,Darmstadt (HZ
I04J7•1044l). For information on

But you said that the teacher fascinated you?
BEUYS

The teacher fascinated me. Because he said something on the topic whose
tone I found tremendously kind, tremendously kind. There too, I listened
only to the sound.

(Change oftape. He referred to a key experience in the interview with Lieberknecht, a
fictive interview beClluse Lieberknecht didn'tfinsh
i working on the text.1 4)
There is this experience, a kind of waking dream, which keeps recurring,
for two whole years. An experience where . . . I'm sitting on the roof, on the
ridge ofa roof. And . . . I'm repeatedly being told by a figure, coming from out
side, I don't know how to describe it today, well, naively put, one could
describe it as a kind of an angel, which said to me over and over: you're the
Prince of the Roof. So, quite simply, this sentence came to me stereotypically

the dating, varying titles,exhobi·

again and again, until the moment when the meaning became clear to me

tion historyand content, see the
exhibition brochure: Hessischcs
Landesmuseum, Graphisd>e

daydream, that happened while playing; I was still very small. Suddenly,

that the roof is the head. That wasn't said, it came out of this hallucination or

Sammlung, Joseph 8CII)'S. "joscplr

boom, there it was, and I moved off to the side. Suddenly l could11't play any

James Joyce dcrJ Ulysses um scclrs

more, I focused on this situation. Usually I then left the playground, we used

Beuys vcrliir�gerrim Auftrag vorJ
weirete Kapitcf' (Darmstadt,

1997). A discussion of the figure
of Penninus n kind of Celtic
mountain god, and rcfer<nce ton
number ofdrawings with thi>
theme, can be found in Dieter
,

Koepplin, 'The Secret Block for a
Secret P(rson in lrtland' in

Heiner Bastian, <d. ]ot<!pl• /Je,.ys.

Tile Seerot Block for a .S.cr01
PtrsOrJ in lrdand(Munich,1988)
pp. l6 and so. ill. l84 and 390.

to play these great games, and often took the boat out too, anyway I then
moved off to the side. Afterwards I was, how to put it, quite groggy, and had
to work through the whole experience for a long time . . .
So, that's also a key experience. (Pause.) I wou.ld have to read up again how
I expressed it there, in that book. Penninus is n
i my expanded Joyce . . . "Beuys

extends Ulysses by six additional chapters"-if one can speak of a main char
acter in that work, then it's this PenninusY And, although many figurative
things are drawn there, he is represented entirely in the abstract as a lcind of
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16

I IGL IU 10.3
Untitled (Penninus)
Gra phite on paper
20.8 x 29.6 em

Unnumbered page opening from joseph Be11ys ver/ilngert im A11jtrag 1'011 fames force den Ulysses 11m

sechs weitere Kapitel, notebook 5

llcssi.ches l..andesmuseum, Darm;tadt (J IZ104� 1) 01999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), NYNG
Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

bility for a book or &<:ulplure

Peler Murker of th� Hes.�i.'Khcs

the crowning point to roU back down the other side, and it's right there up at
the top (FIG. 10.3).

LandesmuS<!um for the opportu·

So there's this immersion into this kind of mythological

depth of concepts. Because this Penninus too is decidedly a mountain god,
and has connections to, let's say, forces in the head. Knowledge forces, think
ing forces, and so on, that then enters into this context with the concept of
16
"mainstream?' In which stress in laid on the necessity of working things
through in thought , and not just, as I said, making art, doing science . . . I
believe that that's where to find the core of key experience connected to the

cially numbers 4, 5 and 6, conlatn
a ""ry large number of pages wilh
drawings ofthis moll(, a point or
circle al the apex of a ''try broad
inverted ._.v", with eithe-r dotttd or
S<>lid su-,igln lines. Occasionally
the motif s
i explored as a possi
project. ] would like to 1 hank Dr.

roof form upon which there lies a stone which is just on the point of crossing
16

The"Ulysses" no1ebooks, espe

nity to sludy these r«:endy

acquired notebooks in July t998.
1
7

lkuy> here refers 10 Hauptstrom,
the lilcral lranslalion ofwhich,
Head Stream, makes 1heconnec
tion to Beuys's I!XJ>OSition on
"lhinking forms"clearer.

"Hauplstrom" was part ofthe

title of an action of1967 (see Uwe
M. Schneede, josrph 8euys. Die

necessity of putting things into a theoretical relationship, which, in turns,

Aktio11e11 [Hamburg, 1994], pp.

looks like a world structure, since in our day i t can no longer be mythology,

porated into " rubber-stamp 1ha1

but it must be a world structure which incorporates the invisible ends of
being human. That is, everything one calls the transcendental, or can call the
metaphysical, the suprasensual, that is whatever completes on a higher plane

166-185), and the wo1·d was incor

Beuys used from 1968 on, espe

cially to mark drawings which

related in a key way10 hisccnlral

concepts (se<! Johannes Sruugen,

'Die Slempel von Joseph Beuys' n
i

that, which, in the course of evolution and of western scientific development,

WU£ried Dickhoff and Charlone

had to be catapulted out of the concept of science in order, for example, to

Zeicllmmgtn, Skulpnmn, Objtkrt

learn rational thinking or develop a concept of science which enables human

Wetbahn, eds., }oS<'ph Bruys.

[DUsseldorf, 1988], pp. •s5·l08.}
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beings to develop technology. (Pause.) This key experience came up again
and again, for at least three years, until it became dear to me, as I said, not
through explanation by this shadowy, impenetrable, or ghost-like being
which, as I also said, came flying in, but rather I had to deduce it myself from
the situation, like a resultant in physics. It was as if it was inherent in the
problem: I will go on saying this, until you understand, until you grasp the
inner meaning of the text, what it means to a Prince of the Roof. Let's put it
that way.

)APPil

And being a Prince of the Roof means to find a theoretical relationship

. . .

BEUYS

Yes,but not so baldly, I'd say. It means, let's say, to think of the head's forces.
After all, one must consider, that this was present as an experience at an age
when one is not normally allowed to be concerned with the head, if one
wants to develop in a healthy manner. (Laughs.) I was five then, or four, [or
six!, a time when one lives from quite simple vital forces, especially me.

TAPPE

Were you actually an only child?
BEUYS

Yes. Only child. That is, there was a previous birth, but he died. (Pause.)
And there is a profusion ofsuch key experiences, whkh exist as. . .either day
or night dreams, and which are very important to me. Above all, the day
dreams and d1e phenomena which have guided me to this inner relation
ship, which I consider important. I must be quite dear: an inner relation
ship, which I myself, in the first instance, consider to be important; so I'm
not turning up and saying it is important in a wholly objective way. But I
am one hundred percent sure that it is possible to build something up out
of this which is also objectively important. J want to be very cautious about
saying whether I can do that or contribute to that building up. I do believe
that I can contribute something. That this circle of a representation of
world, life, political organization- right down to the nitty gritty details of
culture, law, and economy should come into a closed system. When I say
closed, l do not mean something shut off from everything outside, but
something that is as resolved and coherent as a natural law, a natural rela
tionship. That's an intention that is absolutely contrary to the concept of
pluralism, which says the world is rich, the world is so diverse, everyone is

I
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different, so just be liberalistic, just be pluralistic, just go and run away
from each other so that there is no chance of a unified movement amongst
humans which can resolutely-here's the concept of the dosed system
again-and with a unified idea defend against oppression. In my opinion,
all this is implied in these basic experiences.

JAPPE

Do you think that you were born with this structure and did it become clear to
,

you through certain experiences? Or did the experiences structure you? Do you
know what I mean?
BEUYS

It would still be useful if you formulate it again, then maybe I can say some
thing in response.

JAPPE

An experience like the Prince of the Roof. .is that a message to someone already
.

formed in such a way to receive this message? The old question-to what extent
is an artist made by nature, to what extent by nurture; of course there are ele
ments of both, but where is the emphasis?

(Pause. Interrupted attempts atformulations.)
BEUYS

. . . or let's say the following: I believe it is very dependent on a person being
born in a certain condition, for that person to recognize such thing� which
another person cannot assimilate because part of it doesn't reach him. When
receptivity is not there because of hereditary disposition,18 then it is probably
very difficult to get it in later years. In principle all human beings can be
worked on in this way. I'll describe this process of being worked on as what
happens when something spiritual comes to a human being, so that he is no
longer just a natural being, like an animal-the postulate of not-being-divid
ed can be fulfllled in the poorest hovel, and I mean this social reference not in
the sense of class struggle [the concept of class) but in the sense of using . . .

(Interruption, a snack is brouglrt in.) .

. as always in a stereotypical form,

repeated over the course of an entire period. I am running across a meadow, in

On tape lkuys speaks ofthe
ab�ence of rcccptivity to things

Cleves, an m
i age, and there the train passes, travelling to Holland, to Cologne,

di>posi1ion of 1he blood line.•

.

Cologne-Neuss-Krefeld, then through the lower Rhine, Kevelaa.r, Geldern,
then comes through Cleves and goes on to Nijmegen. A completely empty

18

,

..

spirimal,.because of"hereditary
lnde<'d, he discusm place, ances

lors, and

beha,•ior, as related to

lhe emiretyofher<'dilary factors.

Georg jappc
meadow, with only the train on the horizon, actually not so faraway, but at that
moment forming the horizon, as a line. The train stops, a man gets out, dressed
completely in black, with atop hat on, approaches me-- and says, "I tried with
my means, now you try with your means�alone!" (Laughs.) That was all.

JAPP£

How old were you?
BEUYS

Oh, about seven or so, perhaps a little older.

JAPPE

\"/hat's meant by the word "means"?
BEUYS
I

can't be certain of that. He might have said, "in your way." I think he said:

"means." That's how it often is with this kind of experience, whenever the
man speaks, or anyone speaks, then he's not really speaking, one shouldn't
interpret that only in the acoustic sense. It comes across as information;
that is, the image makes no noise. But one understands what the man is say
ing; it comes across directly as a thought. Everything takes place without
sound. But he moves his mouth and one understands what he is saying.
After my time as a prisoner of war, when I was 28, when others had
already fully dealt with their development, J began to study. 19 No power in
the world forced me into science. Or into art. Not my teachers. Or my par
ents. My parents would have preferred to see me-and here's something
purely superficial-going to the lard factory in Cleves. Because we have in
Cleves one of the largest factories for butter, margarine, and lard.

JAPPE

19

llcuy> is r<sponding to a ques

tion, omitted from lhe tran
script<, about his late

\.vhat did your parents do?
BEUYS

My father dealt in agricultural products.

20

Whatever one needs on a

development. Ile was h<ld by the

farm: artificial fertilizer, corn, milling flour too, at home we rough

about three months after the

ground it, when it was flour for baking purposes, then it was transport

Bri1ish ns a prisoner of war for

German capitulation on 9 May
1945. lkuys errs in giving his age

as 18. He would ha\'e been 24 n
i
1945.

10 Stu)'S'f.uhcr, JosefJakob llcuys

(t888·•9s!), Opt!ned a flour and
animal feed store in 1930.

ed to Neuss, Wehrhahn or to . . . Gottschalk, Dusseldorf, or what's he
called, the other one . . . Plange, August Plange.

I

know them all, these

mills in Dusseldorf, as a child I always came along. When there were big
transports, mostly a.fter the harvest, once or twice a year, there was
always a trip to the big mills.
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JAPPE

And why should you have worked in a lard factory?
BEUYS

Because it was the most comfortable way to get a good job. (Laug1ts.)

21

JAPPE

Did you gain time for your development because of the war-or was it a post
ponement for you?
BEUYS

I certainJy don't regard it as lost time. I could have had those experiences
nowhere else, that's for sure. For a concept of work that is after all oriented
towards experiences, it was more a benefi.t.22 (Pause.) And the categories of
experience were so densely packed, that one could never speak of boredom.
From the training period, when one is not left in peace for a second, when
there was always something happening, always something happening, right
up to the whole situation on the front, . . . during operations, or afterwards
in a prisoner-of-war camp . . .
JAPPE

Yes, but after your studies you spent another ten years in seclusion, in the coun
tryside, unlike artists today, who start exhibiting at that point.
BEUYS

I had no need to take part in the modern art world.13 (Beuys notes that even

duri11g Iris studies, lie had earned money through commissio11s and compe
titions.) And therefore I always had enough money, I had no reason to com
plain, I could rent the studio in Heerdt and worked there independently.
When I graduated from the Academy, I had more of a need to move to
Cleves. And I did my most important work in Cleves. Not at the Academy.
Everything that's interesting about my drawings, for example, didn't arise
at the Academy, but in Cleves. I destroyed 99o/o of everything I did at the
Academy, because it had only training value for me. That was true with my
work for Matare, too; I saved nothing, with only a very few exceptions,
where there are stiU a few samples of works. Nothing of the study drawings
either, at most there are l 0 or 20 nudes, portraits.

21

On tape, Bcuys goes into more

detail about lard factories.

22 On tape. Beuys pre faces this
nssc$sment with the remark that,

from a purely professional per
sptclive,lhe war could be onsid
c
ered losl time.

13 On tapc, lleuys also says 1ha1 be

had n011hc slightest inlention of

JAPPE

Why did you then decide to undertake the actions?

doing so. He also talksaboul hav

ing workro "an enormous

:tmount for Matare."'

Gcorg Jappe
2.4 Beuys conrrasu ht.>re the two
words "Bildhauerei"and
"Piastik."where the Iauer,with u.s
broad resonance of molding and
forming (in contrast to the more
traditional, ''image-carving"

ovenones ofthe former), dearly
appealed 10him more.On tape,
Beuys st r� that the two forms
ofsculpmre repr.,.,nt"funda
mentaUy different intentions."
25

26

Nam June Paik (b. 19,12), trained
in non-traditional and electronic
music, was an early member of
the so-called Flu>.us movementin
German)' at the beginning ofthe
1960s, when he and Beuys first
met. They went on to perform a
number of collaborative concerls
and actionsin latc1· years. For
Beuy;'s complicated and ulti
mately disendwued rdationship
to the Fluxu.< mOVW!ent, =joan
Rothfuss's essay in thisvolume.
The published vtrsions ofthe inter
viev·· end wi{h a summary ofthe
topics covered otier the tape ends.:
"He neverhad sroge·fright before
actions,an hour beforehandever)'·
thingwasdear,bur m the previous
,m:J<shewas \X"ryburdened by
whether tverylhing\'IOuld go

wrong. Hentver a,·,·unged for pho

tographers or cameramen, no film.

not even"Eurasian Staff," could

reproduce thetime in that spare.

Did it disturbhtm that only�
would survnx-! After;ill,Vostdl

BEUYS

(Pause.) I don't believe that I decided to undertake the actions. Rather I believe
that the actions developed quite organically from the intention that this thing
with art must be expanded. The first possibility of course, was to approach it
interdisciplinarily. Even before the actions I had repeatedly given thought to
the fact that one unthinkingly used the terms sculpture-as-carving and sculp
ture-as-forming interchangeably.24 With this n
i tention I was also interested in
incorporating sound, and the opportunitypresented itself through this con
tact with musicians, like Paik and others, with whom I had good contacts from
the beginn.g
.in .25 But at a certain point actions stopped being extended, and
that's surely the reason why today actions, happenings, fluxus are nothing
more than a certain style within the modern art scene. I think that the theory
inherent in the topic wasn't grasped. That the concept of action should not be
restricted to a physical action within the art world. But rather that one must
see it as political action, and also must generalize the concept of action.

JAPPE

Yes, but that's what you did.
B.EUYS
Yes, I did, but those in the movement . . . most of them didn't do it. Most of
them didn't move beyond neo-dada. I always had disagreements with those
who wanted to apply the term "neo-dada" to these activities. Then it did in
fact not go beyond that. (Pause.) Meanwhile, J do not differentiate between
an action with classic objects or an action without or a lecture or a pUl'e the
ory. No difference applies. Because the action characteristic really does

always took great care Ov(.r doru

now, one could almost say, occupy one point in the full information system;

recr• in alw:1ys executing an action
a' the announced tirne. Above aU in
Scandinavia,tht)',llCU)'Sand
Henning Quistionsen had to per·
Corm without anypublic orany
photographers, but the action had
been advertised,announced) and
had to be done. There were never
rehearsals for an action�at most an

in terms of information theory, it should be considered no different from a

menf.at ion.Vostcll w,l S ulwa}'S"cor

general truth, i.e from a fact where no artist has the right to extract any
thing for him- or herself, as if it was something special.
It is simply impossible for human beings to bring their creative intention
into the world any way other than through action. And only this perspective
justifies the thesis that everyone is an artist, which, put like that, is a provo

io was dis·
approximate '«n<
u

cation, because in reality and qualitatively, not everyone is. But potentially

repeated; forel<Olmple,afterthe&,.
ruption in Berli n, a.sa second pres·
entation or perfonnance with

concept is correct. J believe. And this is precisely where the question of free

cliS5ed.Only rarely was an action

variations. There is no rehearsal

they are; so we could say that from a purely anthropological point of view, the
dom comes in-and that is definitely now an explosive political arena-to

stage,just as there i> no studio.

what extent can a human being today be a freely creative?

table,castingat thefoundl)•, sroring
atthe Aalderny;e=ution happens
once and never ag.�in at the exhibi·
tion place,at the siteof the action."

(End oftape).26

Pla�ming happen;at the dining
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Preliminary

otes for a Critique
EDITOR'S NOTE
Benjamin H.D. Bucllinh's "Bruys: Tire
Twilightoftilt Idol, Prdimiuary Notes
fora Critique"first appet1rcd iu
ArtfOL"Lun in 1980, as a rL'3pousc ro Ber;yl
19791l10 retrosptctir-c at tire Solmrron R.
Guggenheim AfuSfum. �Vrirttn at a CTLt·

ciaJmoment m Btuy5'Amtrimn rteep
tionanddominaringzlttcrizknlm•iek'S
of!heGuggoJitell11 altibillotr, Brothloh's
texlfomfullydetJOunctd rht mytlritnl
foundatiomoftil<'Germanartist'• public
persona whiledismisswdy trMrmgIus
artisticproducrrort Whitt Buthklh's
debunking""'perlwp.< a needed corra:·
five to the rmCJittca/ adomliOti Wilh
which tire nrrist wascelebrntcd It)'sorue,

The fact t!Jatpeople in Gemumy deceil'e themselves conceming Wagner does not SliT

prise me. The reverse would surprise me. The Gemta.JS have modeled a Wag11er for
themselves, whom tltey ca11 ho11or: neveryet lwve they been psychologists; they are

tJ.e e:o;say� impact on tlris side�(the

thankful that they msunderstand.
i
13ttt that people should also deceive tl·temselves

Atlantic was immedinteantll()ugltlstiug.

co11cemir1g Wagner in Paris? Wherepeopleare scarcely cmythingelse thew psycholo

As recerrtlyas 1993, Clrri>topht>r Phillips,

wririrrg ;, Art in Americ4, could 11'1'{/,t
rhe essa
y
f
orli11germgAnreritall crmrror·

gists. . . . How intimately related must Wagner be to rhe entire decadence o( Europe

i its proltlgonist,
for her r�ot to havefelt that he WtiS tr dectuimt. He belongs ro it: he s

ialrmease with Beuys mrd tlrt mrtlting
rd<lti>'eset�mtyoflkll)'l' worksin

its gremest name. . . . All that the world needs 111osr today, s
i combined i11 the 111ost

sedttctive manner in hi
s art-the threegret1t stinrulams ofexhaustetlpeople: bruwl

American museums. 1'ht imprnsionper

it)\ artificiality and innocence (idiocy). . . . Wagner est une nevrose.

-Friedrich Nietzsche, 111e Case oJWag11er1

D
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Guggenheim Museum's Beuys exhi

bition one wonders why that most beautiful buil ding, normally beaming with
clarity, warmth and light, is dimly lit in a gray and moody twilight. Is this a the
atrical trick, to create a setting of"Northern Romantic" light, meant to obscure?
What mental semitrance are we supposed to enter before we are allowed to
embark on wandering down the spiral of 24 Stations (whose ma.rtyrium, whose
mysterium)? Perhaps we are prevented from seeing belated automatist drawings
on the walls, pompously framed in chthonic iron, and weathered, withering relics
199

;isr;to thisdaythntBudrlolr'• mtiqutlrm
ntWTbeens•tm'$$fuU]•�rl.lltomd. /r is
reprinted herrforcomar, rn ordt'f' to
darifyl>orh Budtlolrsall'rrr«mrsrdem
tion.s and rh�txrtnt to which rht orher
authors irr tlris volumt are ui/1 rrplying to
irsarguments.-G.R.

Friedrich Nietz>ehe, The 0tse of
Wagner, in 'tire Complete Work> of
Friedrich Nietzsche, cd. Oscar
Levy, NewYork, 1909, 1>p. r1-14.
The idea ofse<ing Joseph 8curs
in rhe tradition of Richard

Wagner was prop�d by rhe late
Marcel Broodrhaer> in his publrc
letter to Josoph ll<U)'S,
Dusseldorf, O<tober ), 1971.
Published in book form later as:
Magie·Arl et PolitiJjrte,by Marcel
Broodrhaers,Paris, 1973-
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and vestiges ofpast activities, which might be"souvenirs ofa life ofspectacle, poor
deadthings. Bereft of the confectioner, the I ife ofhis art has vanished:'2
The presentation of the souvenirs, however, is most elaborate. Enshrined in
specifically designed glass and wood cases that look J[ke a cross between vitrines
in Victorian museums of ethnography and display cases in turn-of-the-century
boarding schools, the objects, or rather their containers, signal to the viewer:
you are entering interior spaces, the realm of archet)rpal memories, an historic
communion. Ahistoricity, that unconscious or deliberate obliviousness toward
the specific conditions that determine the reality of an ndividual's
i
being and
work in historical time, is the functional basis on which public and private
mythologies can be erected, presuming that a public exists that craves myths in
proportion to its lack of comprehension of historic actuality. The ahistoric
mythology of fascism, to give an example from political history, could only
develop and gain credibility as a response to the chiliastic and debaud1ed hopes
of the starving and uneducated masses of the German Weimar Republic and
postmonarchic Italy. Veneration for leaders grows out of the experiences of
severe deficiency.
The private and public mythology of Joseph Beuys, to give an example from

art history,

could only be developed and maintained on the ahistoricity of

esthetic production and consumption in postwar Europe. The substantially
retarded comprehension of European Dada and Russian Constructivism, and
their political as well as their epistemological m
i plications, determined both
European and American art up until the late 1950s and served for both produc
ers and recipients as a basis for mythifying subsequent esthetic work. Once put
into their proper historic context, these works would lose their mystery and
seemingly metaphysical origin and could be judged more appropriately for their
actual formal and material, that is, historical, achievements within the situation
and the specific point of development of the discourse into which they insert
themselves. The public myth of Bcuys' life and work, by now having achieved
proportions that make any attempt to question it or to put it into historic per
spective an almost impossible critical task, is a result ofthese conditions, just as
it tries to perpetuate them by obscuring historical facticity. This very attitude,
however, of making the artist a cult figure, historicizes Beuys and aligns him
2

This is the way Dor< Ashton

described her imprCMions ofy,..,,
Klein's WQrk on the occasion of
his first retrospective show in

NewYork, 19(\7, in "Art as
Spectacle; Arrs Magnzi11�March

1967. p. �4-

with representatives ofhis own generation in Europe during the 1950s who were
equally grand masters of the public spectacle: figures like Yves Klein and Georges
Mathieu. No other artist (with the possible exception ofAndy Warhol, who cer
tainly generated a totally different kind of myth) managed-and probably never
intended-to puzzle and scandalize his primarily bourgeois art audience to the
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e>..'tent that he would become a figure of worship. No other artist also tried and
succeeded so systematically in aligning himself at a given time with esthetic and
political currents, absorbing them into his myth and work and thereby neutral
izing and estheticizing them. Everybody who was seriously involved in radical
student politics during 1960s in Germany, for example, and who worked on the
development of a new and adequate political theory and practice, laughed at or
derided Beuys' public-relations move to found the Grand Student Party, which
was supposed to return an air of radicality to the master who was coming of
esthetic age. Nobody who understands any contemporary science, politics or
esthetics, for that matter, could want to see in Beuys' proposal for an integration
of art, science and politics-as his program for the Free International University
demands-anything more than sin1ple-minded utopian drivel lacking elemen
tary political and educational practicality. Beuys' existential and ideological fol
lowers and admirers, as opposed to his bourgeois collectors and speculators, are
blindfolded like cultists by their leader's charisma. As usual with charisma, this
seems to be nothing but a psychic interaction between hyperactive unconscious
processes at the edge of sanity and the zombielike existence of supposed nor
mality in which individuation has been totally extinguished, so it seems per
fectly necessary to become a "follower" of whomever seems to be alive. Ernst
Bloch, the German philosopher, when talking about Beuys' philosophical mas
ter Rudolf Steiner, gives an exact description of those processes that constitute
the mythical figure and the cult, and this portrayal seems to describe Beuys
word-for-word:
It is not surprising to meet peculiar dreamers. They are sufficiently disrupted to be

op

en for unconditioned experiences. [The dreamer) tends to remove frontiers of

everyday life so that it can cover the unusual with the ordinary, and vice versa. The
divided self accumulates a feeling of sin whose power seems almost forgotten and
unfathomable. The internalized super-ego, the pride and certainty of mimic messiah
that those characters develop, would never be attained by any normal being, even in
states of highest mental exaltation. No false Demetrius would maintain himself for
l ong, but a false Jesus among madmen will do well. . . . The occult journa li st Rudolf

Steiner established himselfat the top of the "Cognition of Higher Worlds,"a particu
larlyodd case. A mediocre, but unsupportable oddity, yet efficient . . . as though some
rotten druids were chatling on newsprint-paper.3
As to Beuys, the cult and the myth seem to have become inseparable from the

work, and as his confusion of art and lif
e is a deliberate programmatic position,
an "integration" to be achieved by everybody, it seems appropriate to take a
t of Beuys' private "myth of origin" before lookjng at
critical look at some aspecs
the actual work.

3

Enm lllodl, Dns Pri01zip
Hoffnung, chapttr 53. in his
Colltcted Work, Frankfurt, 1959,
pp. 1393 ff. (my translation).
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Beuys' most spectacular biograpbic fable convenue, the plane crash in the
Crimea, which supposedly brought him into contact with Tartars, has never
been questioned, even though it seems as contrived as it is dramatic. The pho
tographic evidence, produced by Beuys, to give credibility to his "myth of ori
gin;' turns against itself: in Adriani's Beuys monograph4 (until the
Guggenheim catalogue the most comprehensive documentation of Beuys' life
and work, and published in cooperation with the artist) we see Beuys standing
beside a JU 87 that is in fairly good shape and flat on the ground. The caption
reads: "Joseph Beuys after a forced landing in the Crimea in 1943."5The accom
panying text reads as follows:
During the capture of the plane over an enemy anti-aircraft site, Beuys was hit by
Russian gunfire. He succeeded in bringing his plane behind German lines, only to
have the altimeter fail during a sudden snowstorm, consequently the plane could no
longerfunction properly. Tartars discovered Beuys i.n total wilderness in tl1e bottleneck
area of the Crimea, in the wreckage of the JU 87, a11d they cared for Beuys, who was
unconscious, most o f the time, for about eight days, until a German search com
mando effected his transport to a military hospital.6

ln Caroline Tisdall's Guggenheim catalogue7 we are presented with three
totally different photographs showing a severely damaged and tipped-over
plane that under no circumstances can be identical to the one given in Adriani's
book. Beuys' own recollection (or updated version of the fable convenue in
Tisdall's book) reads as follows:
Had it not been for the Tartars I would

not

be alive today. . . . Yet it was they who dis

covered me in the snow after the crash, when the German search parties had given up. I
was still unconscious then and only came round completelyafter twelve days or so, and

by then I was back in a German field hospital. . . . The last thing l rememberwas that it

was too late to jump, too late for the parachute to open.Thai must have been a couple
seconds before hitting the ground. . . . My friend was strapped in and he was atomized
by the impact-there was almost nothing to be fowJd ofhim afterwards. Bul l must have

shot through t])e windscreen as it Oew back at the same speed as the plane hit UlC ground

and tllat saved me, though I had bad skull andjaw injuries. Then the tail flipped over and

[ was completely buried in the snow. That's how the Tartars found me days later. I

remember voices sayingvoda (water), then the felt oftheir tents and the dense pungent
4

Go<tt,Adrian�et al., Joseph
&uys: ufe and �\l>rk;, New York,

smell ofcheese, fat and milk. They covered my body in fat to help it regenerate warmth,
8
and wrapped it in felt as an insulator to ket?p thewarmth in.

s

Ibid., p. 15.
Ibid., p. 16.

vVho would, or could, pose for photographs after the plane crash, when severely

6

7
8

1979·

Carolin< Tisdall, Joseph 8t14YS.
Ne'• York and London. 1979, p. 17.
Ibid., p. 16.

injured? And who took the photographs? The Tartars with their fat-and-felt camera?
Beuys' "myth of origin;• like every other individual or collective myth, is an
intricate mixture of facts and memory material rearranged according to the
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dynamics of the neurotic lie: that myth-creating impulse that cannot accept, for
various reasons, the facticity of the individual's autobiographic history as such (a
typical example would be the fantasy, more common in the beginning of tllis cen
tury, that a person believes he s
i t he illegitimate child of an alien nobleman, not the
simple progeny of a factoryworker). As in every retro-projective funtasy,such a nar
cissistic and slightly pathetic distortion (either dramatization or nobalization) of
the factually normal conditions (made either more tramnatic or more heroic) of
the individual's coming into the world, the story told by the myth's author reveals
truths, butthey aredifferentfrom what their authorwouldwant them to be. Beuys'
story of the messianic bomber pilot, turned plastic artist, rising out of the ashes and
shambles ofhis plane crashed in Siberia, reborn, nurtured and healed by the Tartars
with fat and felt, does not necessarily tell us and convince us about the transcen
dental impact of his artistic work (which is tl1e manifest intention of the fable).
i how an artist, whose work developed in the
\1\fhat the myth does tell us, however, s

middle and late 1950s, and whose intellectua] and esthetic formation must have
occurred somehow in the preceeding decade, tries to come to termswith tlle period
ofhistory marked by German fascism and tllewar resulting from it, destroyingand
annihilating cultural memory and continuity for almost two decades and causing
a rupture in history tllat left mental blocks and blanks and severe psychic scars on
everybody living in this period and the generations following it. Beuys' individual
myth is an attempt to come to terms with those blocks and scars. When he quotes
the Tartars as saying"Du nix njemcky [you are not Germani,'' tlley would say, "'du

Tartar,' and try to persuade me lo join lheir clan . . . ,''9 it is fairly evident that the
myth istrying to denyhis participation in the Germanwar and hiscitizenship. But
of course, the repressed returns with ever-increasing strength, and the very nega
tion of Beuys' origin in a historic period of German fascism affirms every aspect
of his work as being totally dependent on, and deriving from, that period. Here
lies, one has also to admit, certainly one of the strongest features of the work, its
historic authenticity (formally, materially, morphologically). Hardly ever have
the characteristic and peculiar traits of the anal-retentive character, which forms
the characterological basis of authoritarian fascism (inasmuch as these features
once specific to the German petit bourgeois, have by now become dangerously
universal), been more acutely and accurately concretized and incorporated into
an act of the postwar period.
Tn the work and public myth of Beuys the new German spirit of tlle postwar
period finds its new identity by pardoning and reconciling itself prematurely
with its own reminiscences of a responsibility forone ofthe most cruel and dev
astating forms of collective political madness that history has known. As much

9 Ibid.,p. 16.
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as Richard Wagner's work anticipated and celebrated these collective regres
sions into Germanic mythology and Teutonic stupor in the realm of music,
before they became the actual reality and the nightmare that set out to destroy
Europe (what Karl Kraus had anticipated more accurately as the Last Days of
Mankind), it would be possible to see in Beuys' work the absurd aftermath of
that nightmare, a grotesque coda acted out by a perfidio us trickster. Speculators
in Beuys' work did well: he was bound to become a national hero of the first
order, having reinstalled and restored that sense of a-however deranged
national self and historic identity.
Beuys' obsession with fat, wax, felt and a particularly obvious kind of brown
paint that at times covers objects totally and at others is used as a liquid for
pa i nting and drawing on paper and other materials and his compulsive inter
,

est in accumulating and combining quantities of rejected, dusty old objects of
the kind that one finds in rural cellars and stables, are imbued with metaphys
ical meaning by the artist and his eager exegetes: they could just as easily be read
in psychoanalytic terms, and perhaps more convincingly so (which, again,
would by no means disqualify the work). Obviously Beuys himself consciously
implements materials and forms that have a strong suggestive and associative
qual ity of anality as a particular aspect of the infantile stages of instinct devel
opment: "I placed it [the fat 1 on a chair to emphasize this, since here the chair
represents a kind of human anatomy, the areaof digestive and excretive warmth
processes, sexual organs and interesting chemical change, relating psychologi
al ly to will power. In German, the joke compounded as a pun since 'Stuhl'

c

(chair) is also the polite way of saying 'shit' (stool), and that too is a used and
mineralized material ·with chaotic character, reflected in the cross section of
fat."10 But an outspoken affirmation of one's compulsive inclinations does not
necessarily transform or dissolve them, ei Lher in one's behavior or in work and

object production. Let us quote from a popularized comprehensive study of
psychoanalytic theory, published in 1945, when Beuys, aged t\.venty-four, could
easily have started to familiarize himself with recent psychological theories:
If an aduh person still has

sexual excitabilit)' connected with tl1e execretory functions

(eitherwith those ofhisobject or autoerotically with his own) he dearly showsthat hissex

uality is on an infantilelevel. But in these uses too, the regression serves as a defenseagainst

10 Ibid., p. 71.
11

Ouo Fmichd, The Psychoonalytic

71uwry of/l.'eurosis, New York,

1945· p. 349·

genital wishes, not only in a general way as in any compulsion neurotic but also in a more

specific ·way, the coprophilic fantasies regularly representing attempts to deny the danger

of castration. . . . The stressed anality expresses the wish to have sexual pleasure without
fear."11

being reminded of the difference of the sexes, which would mobili1..e castration
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But Beuys, in his general contempt for the specific knowledge of contempo
rary sciences and in his ridiculous presumptuousness about the idea of a uni
versal synthesis of sciences and art, as late as 1966 phrased his disdain for
psychoanalysis in a polemic against the German psychoanalyst Alexander
Mitscherion by calling the discipline "bad shit" (schlechter Mist).12 Apparently
he follows the archaic and infantile principle that as long as you do not
acknowledge the existence of things in reality that seem to threaten your ideas,
they will not concern or affect you.
Functional structures of meaning in art, as in other sign systems, are intri
cately bound into their historical context. Only inasmuch as they are dynamic
and permanently changing their field and form of meaning do they remain
functional, initiating cognitive processes. Otherwise they simply become con
ventions of meaning or cliches. As such, they do, of course, follow different
purposes, becoming the object of historically and socially latent interests con
tradictory to the author's original aims when trying to develop a meaningful
sign. Obviously it is possible to ignore or reject the basic scientific steps that
have been taken in twentieth-century science, such as Freudian psychoanalysis
or de Saussure's linguistic and semiotic concepts (to give only the two most
prominent examples that Beuys rejects). Obviously it is also possible to ignore
or reject tl1e crucial epistemological changes that have occurred in one's own
field of discourse, for example the consequences ofDuchamp's work for art in
the second half of the twentieth century. But again, such infantile behavior,
hiding one's eyes and ignoring and negating phenomena that seems to threaten
one's existence in order to make them disappear, is of very limited success; it
successfully limits the comprehension of an adult person. By simply making a
hypothetical (and obscure) statement like: "The silence of Marcel Duchamp is
overrated" (1964),

13 the theoretical position ofDuchamp and the lasting impact

of his work are simply not even understood and, therefore, are not at all
rebutted. This misconception and ignorance is evident in Beuys own com
'

ment on the statement: "This statement on Duchamp is highly ambivalent. It
contains a criticism ofDuchamp's Anti-art concept and equally of the cult ofhis
later behavior. . . . Apart from that Duchamp had expressed a very negative
opinion of the Fluxus artists claiming that they had no new ideas since he had
anticipated it all. . . . Most prominent, though, is tlle disapproval of Duchamp's
Anti-art concept."14
Just as structures of meaning are permanently altered, so also the forms,
objects and materials of meaning change within that dynamic process. The
designation of a given, industrially produced, readymade object and its intra-

12

13
14

joseph Beuys, Cmnlog1.e S1gmar
Po/ke, Berlin. 1966, p. 1.
Tisdoll, p. 92.

lbrd p. 92.
.•
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duction and integration into artisticconte>..'t wereviable and relevant primarily
as epistemological reflections and decisions within the formal discourse of
post-Cubist painting and sculpture. Within this context the "meaning" of these
objects is established, and here they fulfill their "function": they change the
state of a formal language according to given historical conditions. Only later,
when the original steps become conventionalized, imitated, interpreted,
received, misunderstood-as in most Surrealist and Neo-Dada object art, do
they enter that field of projective crisscrosses of individual meaning. Only then
do they acquire psychological, emotional, metaphysical meaning, and finally
they are imbued with myth and magic. Unlike his European peers from the
late 1950s-Piero Manzoni, Arman or even Yves Klein-Beuys does not change
the state of the object within the discourse itself. Quite to the contrary, he
dilutes and dissolves the conceptual precision of Duchamp's readymade by
reintegrating the object into the most traditional and naive context of repre
sentation of meaning the idealist metaphor: this object stands for that idea, and
,

that idea is represented in this object. Beuys has often affirmed this himself,
obviously intrigued by Duchamp but not understanding him, and therefore,
not coming to historical terms with him either; as, for example, when talking
about his Bathtub, 1960: "But it would be wrong to interpret the Bathtub as a
kind of self-reflection. Nor does it have anything to do with the concept of the
readymade: quite the opposite,since here the stress is on the meaning ofthe object
[my italics] . It relates to the reality of being born in such an area and in such cir
cumstances";15 or, when talking about his Fat Chair, 1964: "The presence of the
chair has nothing to do with Duchamp's Readymades, or his combination of a
stool with a bicycle wheel, although they share the same initial impact as
humorous objects."16
The more an esthetic decision, a formal or material procedure, is removed
from its functional historical context-which, in the system of art is first of all
the esthetic discourse itself-the more the work will be in demand for meaning;
it will depend on its generation of projective meaning and will be susceptible to
it. The very suggestiveness, the highly associative potential and quasi magic
attraction that Beuys' work seems to exert on many followers and his public,
paradoxically enough, results precisely from that state of obsolescence that his
works maintain within the discourse of art itself. It seems that the more
removed the esthetic discourse is from the cognitive process, the more the
necessity and dairn for "meaning"develop. Visual ideology (commercial movies
15

16

Ibid., p. 10.

Ibid., p. 72.

and television, advertising and product propaganda) immerses its viewers in
"meaning" as much as the discourses of religion and neurosis do: to the extent
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that literally everything within these belief systems is "meaningful," reaffirming

the individual's ties to such systems, the actual capacities of individual devel
opment are repressed. Beuys keeps insisting on the fact that his art-object and

dramatic performance activities have "metaphysical" meaning, transcending
their actual visual concretion and material appearance within their proper dis
course. He quite outspokenly refers to the antihistoric, religious experience as
a major source and focus for his art production: "This is the concept of art that
carries within itself the revolutionizing not only of the historic bourgeois con
cept of knowledge (materialism, positivism ) but also of religious activity."
Notably, he does not even attempt to qualify his understanding of "religious
activity" in historical terms, which would seem obvious, since Feuerbach, Marx

and Freud have differentiated it in a fairly relevant manner that hardly allows
for

a

simplistic concept of"religious activity:' Again it seems inevitable to quote

from Nietzsche's poignant analysis ofWagner's esthetic position, discovering an
amazing congruence with that of Beuys':
As a matterof fact, hiswhole life long he (Wagner! did nothing but repeatone proposi

tion: that his music did not mean music alone. But something more! Something immea

surably more! . . ."Music can never be anything else than a 'means'": this was his theory;

but above all it was the only pra ctice that layopen to him. No musician however thinks
i need of literature, in orderto persuade thewhole world to take
n
i this way. Wagner was n
1
his music seriously, profoundly, because it meant an infinity of things. 7

Precisely because of Beuys' attitudes toward the functions and constructions
of meaning in linguistic and visual signs, and his seemingly radical ahistoricity
(which is a maneuver to disguise his eclecticism), his work is different from that
of some of his European colleagues as well as his American contemporaries. This
becomes particularly evident in a comparison of works that seem to be con
nected by striking morphological similarities: Beuys' Fat Corner, 196o--<l3{?), and

Felt Cornet� 1963-64(?), with Robert Morris's Corner Piece,

t964,

and Richard

Serra's LeadAntimony, 1969; Beuys' Fat up to this Level, 197J, with Bruce Nauman's

Concrete Tape Recorder, 1968, and Beuys' Iron Chest, 1968; Beuys' Site, 19 67, with
18
Carl Andre's 12 Pieces of Steel (exhibited i n Dusseldorf in 1967). ln many
instances it seems adequate to speculate about priorities of fonnal " i nvention" in

these works that seem structurally comparable, as Beuys certainly commands an
amazing integration and absorbtion of principles of formal organization that
have been developed in a totally different context, changing themwith his private
meaning system so that, in fact, they no longer seem comparable in any way. In
otl1er cases, such as Beuys' Rubberized Box, 1957, and Fat Chair, 1964, there simply

17

FriedrichNiet1.$ChC, Th•Case of

18

As in the fable oonvenue,the dates
of Beu)'s' crucialworks ot ti mes
seem a littledubious and again the
information, given by Beuysh im·
self, is contradictory. In Adriani's
book Beuys is quottd as follows:

Wagner, p. 30.

"'Thetitlesare Jl()(original; many
ofthem••=gi\�n lattr,becawc
exhibitors and buyen; felt tho need

to name these work
s ."On the
evening at the Z••irner Gallery {on
the occasion ofa loct urc by Allan
Kaprow. Cologne.t963) fat actually
made its first appearance in the
form ofa canon oflard (see
Adriani,p. 96). CarolinelisdaU

mentions in re�rd to FatO.air,
t\164: •EmOrairappeared at the
same time as the first f-at Comus."

On the following pages of tho same

catalogue, however, these works,
Fnt Comerand J'Jlrer FatConwr
are dated 1960 and 1961 (>CC
Tisdall, pp. 72-75). The very same
Filrt:r FatComt'J is dated 1963 in
Adrian
i"smonograph {�c p. 102).
11�eFelt Corner s
i <bted 1953
on p.75 oftheGuggenheim cata

logue and dated t\164 on p. 115 of

the samecatalogue, in a slightly
different photograph of the same
installation.
Caroline Tisdall"s inform•·
tion on B�uys' work seems unreli·
able in othor regards as well. For
exampl e.) on p. 271 we are made to
believe that Beuys swept up Karl
Marx Platz in &st Berlin, May
Day 1972. Qb,•iously it I•"Ould be
quite spectacular and courageous
to perform such an activily under
the conditions of the rtS[d police
control of the regime in East
Berlin, particularly during the
official May Daycdcbmtions of
the Communist Party.
Unfortunately (or fortunately),
howe"er, Beuys did perform his
little aC1 in West Berlin, where

nobodycares about harmless

artisticjokes and wherr you can
express "solidarily with the revo·
lutionary principles through the
bright red broom. . . ." (Tisdall p.
271) at any given time.
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can be no doubt about Beuys' original vision in introducing into a sculptural
discourse issues that became crucial years later in Minimal and post-Minimal
art. If we compare Beuys' Fat Corner, 1960(?), with Richard Serra's Splash Piece,

1968, we discover a comparable concern for the dissolution of a traditional
object/construct-oriented conception of sculpture in favor of a more process
bound and architectural understanding of sculptural production and percep
tion. On the other hand, one lends to overestimate Beuys' originality and
inventiveness if one forgets about his eclectic selection of historic information
and influences absorbed from Futurism, Russian Constructivism, Dada and
Surrealism, as well as their American and European successors in Happening and
Fluxus activities, plus the Nouveaux Realistes.
The very beginning of modernist sculpture is marked by a mixture of het
erogenous materials vl'ithin the sculptural unit: Degas' Little Dancer of.Fourteen.,
"1876, assembles

wax,

cloth and wood. And Medardo Rosso's wax-over-plaster

sculptures, which were supposed to "blend with the unity ofthe world that sur
rounded them:'19 should be remembered when Beuys talks about the univerally
s
process-oriented nature of sculpture. Rosso's use ofbeeswax as a sculptural mate
rial that can maintain t\'IO aggregate states, liquid and solid, has a particularly
strong process quality, thanks also to the precision with which it records model
ling processes. Further, Beuys' sense for the specific nature of sculptural materi
als and the wide variety of materials that can be introduced into sculpture, was
most obviously informedby the Italian Futurists, who did acknowledge Rosso as
one of' their precursors. We should recall Boccioni's Manifesto ofFuurist
t
Sculpture

(1912): "We claim that even twenty different materials can be used in a single
work to achieve sculptural emotion. Let us mention only a few: glass, wood, card
board, horsehair, leather, cloth, mirrors, electric light, etc., etc. . . . 20 Moreover, the
sculptural discovery of that crucial point in space, where two planes meet at an
angle of ninety degrees, thus constituting a most elementary evidence of spatial
volume and, one could argue, a point of transition benveen sculptural space and
architectural space, finds its first clear demarcation in twentieth-century art in
Tatlin's Cube-Futurist Corner

Counter-Reliefs, 1915, and tJ1e explicit use of an

e Pittoresque
inserted triangle shape in Tatlin's and Yakulov's decoration ofthe Caf
in Moscow in 1917. Beuys, whenever he might have placed his first triangle into a
19 Margaret Scolari·Barr, Medordo
20

Rosso. NewYork,1963, p. 21.

Umlxrto Bocdoni,Mani[Nto of
F111urist Sculpture(191.2), in
Umbro Appollon•o. «1.,

Fururinischc Mnniftsre, Cologne,

•96s. p. 72.

corner-whether fat or felt-has to be seen as much in that perspective as with
respect to Morris's Corner Piece and Serra's Splash Piece.
That other great German artist who was an eclectic of the first order, and
equally knew how to conceal and to transform his sources to the point of almost
total unrecognizability, Kurt Schwitters-and who is certainly, within German
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art history of the twentieth century, the focal point of Beuys' references21-was
equally aware of Italian Futurist notions in sculpture, as well as Russian Cuba
Futurist works. By joining the innovative sense ofsculptural materiality of the
former with the idea of sculptural e>.:pansion into architectural dimensions of
the latter, and by merging them with his peculiar brand of German Dadaism, he
conceived the Merzbau environment. This Gesamtkunstwerk that included Jive
guinea pigs as well as collected bottles of urine by his friends, was obviously a
structure that attempted to define sculpture as an ail-encompassing activity,
including even everyday life in the esthetic creation. Beuys' definition of"sculp
ture as an evolutionary process, everyone as an artist,"22 has its visual/plastic
roots here as much as it paraphrases Lautreamont's proto-Surrealist dictum
"Poetry must be made by all:'
Beuys' problematic attempt to revitalize Dada and Surrealist positions
becomes apparent within the concrete materiality and the formal organization of
the sculptural work itself. Precisely because of its claims for universal solutions
and global validity, the work does not achieve tl1e acuity and impact of some of
the seemingly comparable sculptures mentioned above. The historic precision
and function within (as it seems) the linlits of a formalist tradition and of work
i lacking in Beuys' works
growing out of it, such as Serra's, Nauman's or Andre's, s

altogether. Their opulent nebulousness of meaning and their adherence to a con
ventional understandingofmeaning, makes tile visual experience of Beuys' work
profoundly dissatisfying. His work does not initiate cognitive changes, but reaf
firms a conservative position of literary belief systems. The same would become
evident in a comparison of Beuys' work with sculptural works done n
i the late
1950s and early 1960s in Europe. Arman's

Le Plein, 1960, which tilled a gallery

space with two truckloads of garbage (expanding Arman's sculptural procedure
of "poubelles"-garbage accumulations), still strikes us today as a vital and con
sequential work (and more complex in its ramifications) exactly because of its
self-imposed restriction to function within the discourse of art, first of all. The

21

same is true of Stanley Brouwn's proposal to declare all shoe shops of Anlsterdam

'

as his exhibition (in 1960), or for every single work ofPiero Manzoni's since 1958.

Schwittcrs combined the expres·
sionistic drawing with the
med>anomorphic"drawing" ele·
mtnt.s: his rubber sta111p impres
sions that enter abtuptly into the
seemingly lyrical lines of the
drawings. The rubber stamp
image as a counterbalance to the
scriptural expressionist line fig·
urts frequently ond prominently
in Beuys'drawings.

Too bad for Beuys, but it seems that after all Gustave Flaubert was correct when
predicting: "The more that art develops, the more scientific it must be, just as sci
ence will become esthetic."
Esthetic as well as political truths are concrete phenomena. They manifest
themselves in specific reflections and acts, hardly in grandiose gesticulations
and global speculations. Beuys' supposedly radical position, as in so many

Again in Germany the drawings
of Kurt Schwitters would be the
key ,-,I(renee for Beuys drawings.
In the drawings around 1919

:u

1 sd
i all, Joe. cit., p.7·
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aspects of his activities, is primarily marked by his compulsive self-exposure as
the messianic artist (think, for exampl.e, of his preposterous offer at a women's
liberation gathering in New York: "What can I do for You?"). When called upon
in particular commitments within the art world, which is, after all, the prime
and final sphere of his operations, he shows an astonishing reluctance to com
mit himself to anything that might harm his good standing with the existing
power structure of cultu ral institutions.
When, for instance, in 1971, the Guggenheim Museum censored and closed
down the show of Hans Haacke, firing its curator Edward Fry, an impressive list
of signatures by artists and critics was circulated afterward to support Haacke,
a proof of international solidarity and a public condemnation of the oppressive
po litics of the Guggenheim's director, Thomas Messer. Beuys never signed.
Short ly afterward, an international group show,

Amsterdam-Paris-Dusseldorf,

was installed at the Guggenheim. A Belgian artist, the late Marcel Broodthaers,
then living and working in Di.isseldorf, withdrew his contribution from the
show (his work had been originally dedicated to Daniel Buren, whose work
had been equally censored at the Guggenheim's international exhibition in the
preceding year) to protest the treatment of Haacke's and Fry's work, and pub
lished an open letter to Joseph Beuys in a DUsseldorf newspaper. The letter,
disguised as a found letter by the German-French composer Jacques Offenbach
addressing Richard Wagner, reads as follows:
Youressay "Art and Revolution" discusses magic . . . politics . . . the politics of magic?

Ofbeauty or ofugliness? . . . Messiah . . . l can hardly go along with that contention of

yours, and at my rate I wish to register my disagreement ifyou allow a definition of art

to include one of politics . . . and magic. . . . But is not the enthusiasm that His Majesty

displays for you motivated by a political choice as well? \o'Jhat ends do you serve,

Wagner? Why?How? Misen1ble artists that we are.''23

The esthetic conservatism of Beuys is logicaUy complemented by his politi
cally retrograde, not to say reactionary, attitudes. Both are inscribed into a seem
ingly progressive and radical humanitarian program of esthetic and social
evolution. The abstract universality of Beuys' vision has its equivalent in the pri
vatistic and deeply subjectivist nature of his actual work. Any atempt
t
on his side
to join the two aspects results in curious sectarianism. TI1e roots ofBeuys' dilemma
l.ie in the misconception that politics could become a matter of esthetics, as he
repeats frequently: "real future political intentions must be artistic. . . . "; or, more
13

Marcel Broodthaers, p. u £

outrageously:
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How I actuaUy bring it as theory to the totalized concept of art, which means everything.

The total i7.cd concept ofart, that is the principle that Iwanted to express with this mate
rial, which in the end refers to everything, to all forms in the world.And not only to artis

tic forms, but also to social forms or legal forms or economic forms. . . . All questions of

man can be only a question of form, and that s
i the totalized concept of an.

--or, finally, in explicit terms of crypto-fascist Futurism:
I would say that the concept of politics must be eliminated as quickly as possible and

must be replaced by the capability of form of human art. Ido nor want to carry art into
polirics, but make politics into art.24

The Futurist heritage has not only shaped Beuys' sculptural thoughts, but
even more so, it seems, his political ideas fulfill the criteria of the totalitarian in
art just as they were propounded by Italian Futurism on the eve of European
Fascism. It seems that Walter Benjamin's most overquoted essay has stiLl not
been understood by all. It ends as follows: "Fiat ars-pereat mundus, says Fascism,
and, as Marinetti admits, expects war to supply the artistic gratification of a
sense perception that has been changed by technology. . . . Mankind has reached
such a degree of self-alienation that it can experience its own destruction as an
esthetic pleasure of the firstorder. This is the situation of politics which fascism
is rendering esthetic. Communism responds by politicizing art."

14

Adriani, pp. 117 and 183.
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PETER N J BET is the Daimler-Benz Curator of the Busch-Reisinger Museum
and senior lecturer in hs
i tory of art and architecture at Harvard University. ln
1984, he organized the first American exhibition of Beuys' drawings, and he was a

contributor to the definitive Englsh
i language edition of the catalogue raisonne
Joseph Beuys: The Multiples.
JOAN ROT! I� U

is associate curator at the Walker Art Center and the cura

tor of the Walker's traveling exhibition Joseph Beuys Multiples. She was the co
curator ofthe 1993 exhibition In the Spirit ofFluxus and is currentJy working on
the first major survey of the work of Bruce Connor.

PA MELA KORT is an art historian and curator specializing in twentieth-cen
tury art of German-speaking Europe. She recently curated and edited the cata

logue for the exhibition Paul Klee-In the Mask ofMyth that opened in October
1999 at the Jlaus der Kunst in Munich and traveled in February 2000 to the
Museum Boijman Van Beuingen in Rotterdam. Her upcoming projects include
The Ugly Face ofBeauty, a study ofKiee tobe published in 2002 and an exhibition
Klee in 1933 that she is curating for the Neue Galerie New York: Museum of
German and Austrian Art, to open in fall of 2002.
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MAX REITHMANN is a Paris-based artist and independent scholar. He has
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Beuys retrospective and to the 1995 Beuys Symposium in Kranenburg.
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joseph Beuys
Ameri
can Hare Sugar, 1974

O�t lithograph on paper, ink Stamp, 24.625 x 35.375 in. Edition of 40. Cl999 Artists Rights
Society (ARS), NY/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.
Alfred and Maire Grdsinger CoUection, Walker Art Center, T. B. Walker Acquisition Fund, 1992
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Joseph Beuys

Szetre aus der Hirschjagd (Scene ji-om tlte $t(Jg Hunt) 1961, detail sho,<>ing the musical toy used in Beuys'
action Composition for Jlvo Musicians (1963), performed a t the Festum Fluxorm, Kunstakademie,

DUsseldorf.
s
Darmstadt. Photograph: Claudio Abate by courtesy
Beuys Block, Room 2, Hessisches Landesmueum,
of Schirmer/Mosel Verlag, l'v!unich. ©1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.
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Joseph Beuys

Tallow, 1977 (detail, 1998 nstalla
i
tion view)
Six forms cast from soot and stearin mixture, installation dimensions variable

Dr. Erich Marx Collection, Hamburger Bahnhof Museum fiir Gegenwarr, Berlin

Photo: Gaby Ray

<e 1999 ArtistS Rights Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kuns1, Bonn

\I
{�
)<Xeph BCU)�

StraftenlHihnlwltestelle( Trmn Stop), 1976 (detail, installation view)
Cast iron column .md four cylinde�. railway segment,ll jointed steel rods, overall dimensions c.
74 x 837 x 146 em
Dr. Erich �lan Collection, llamburger Bahnhof Museum ur
f Gegenwart, Berlin
Photo: Gaby Ray
Q 1999 Anim Right> Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

L.\ IL

Joseph Beuys

Das Ende des 20. Jahrhunderts ( The End of the Twentieth Century), 1983 (detail, 1998 installation view)
470 c 120 x 900 em

Twenty-one basalt blocks, felt, clay, portable elevator, overall dimensions c.

Dr. Erich Marx Collection, Hamburger Bahnhof Museum fur Gegenwart, Berlin
Photo: Gaby Ray
©

1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

I'I � 11 (> I

Joseph 13euy and other candidates for 1he European Parliament at a press conference in Brussels,
Ma)', 1979. Petra KeUy Archive.

'I�11 6.2

Joseph Beuys at his 6oth birthday party, Drakeplan 4, DOsseldorf
Photo: Lukas Beckmann

\ I I

Joseph Beuys

Entwiilfe fii r Malmmal Auschwitz ( Design for Auschwitz Memorial), 1957.
49-5 em

Collage, 33.1 x

Collection van der Grinten, Stiftung Museum Schlof3 Moyland, Bedburg-Hau
Photo: Maurice Dorren
© 1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS ) , NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn
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Joseph Beuys

Auschwitz Demonstratio11, 1956-1964 (detail sho\�ing Wiirmeplastik I Warmth Sculpture], 1965,

ICross], 1957)

Beuys Block, Room 5, Vitrine 4, Hessisches Landesmuseum, Darmstadt
Photo: GUnter Schott

© 1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), l'NNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

Kreuz

'' �3

Joseph lkuys

Szeue nus der l!lrsdrjagd (Sctme from rlrcSrag Hum), 1961 (detail showing untitled wooden model

for the Auschwitz memorial proposal with Beuys' birth date added)
Beuys Block, Room 2, llessisches landesmuseum, Darmstadt
Photo: Gunter Schott
@ 1999 Artists Rights Society (ARS), l'\l'NG Bild-Kunst, Bonn
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Anselm Kiefer

Mohn und Gedachtnis I Popp)' m u l _\ Icnzor\ ' 1 , J <;J il <;J
Lead, glass, poppy stalb c1nd �cccL
Dr. Erich Marx Collecti o n , ! l am b urger Bahnhof \ l uo,cum fLlr ( ;cgcm\ a rt , Berlin
Photo: Gaby Ray. Cou rtes\ o f the \ rt i,t .
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Anselm Kiefer
Dein Goldencs Ham·, Marg
arethe (Your Goldet1 Hair, Margarethe), 1981
Oil, emulsion, and straw on canvas, 51 3il6 x 67 inches
Sanders Collection, Amsterdam. Courtcsy ofthe Artist.

I' I \ I I ') I

Joseph Beuys

PANXXX m, 1965

Beuys Block, Room 5,Vitrine 7, He.ssisches Landesmuseum, Darmstadt
e 1999 Artists Rights Society (AR$), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn
Photo: Kim Levin

I'JAT ( 9 2
joseph Beuys
Ake-pack, 1969
Beuys Block, Room 7, Vitrine 8, 1-lessisches Landesmuseum, Darmstadt
o 1999 Artists Hights Society (ARS), NYNG Bild-Kunst, Bonn
Photo: Kim Levin
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